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NRC SUMMARY

The NRC staff has been evaluating methods that analyze for
intersystems dependencies. The evaluations were both (a)
toward resolving Unresolved Safety Issue A-17 (Systems
Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants) and (b) toward improving the
analysis for dependencies in Probabilistic Risk Assessments. Two

methods, Digraph-Matrix Analysis ~and Fault Tree / Interactive

Failure Modes & Effects Analysis, appeared effective although
previously not applied on a large scale to nuclear systems. This
report describes the demonstration of the Digraph-Matrix Analysis
on a large fraction of the systems at one nuclear power plant.
The demonstration of the Fault Tree / Interactive Failure Modes &
Effects Analysis is described in NUREG/CR-4207.

Theobjectiveofthesystemsinteractionanalysiswastoprovide
assurance that the independent functioning of selected
safety related systems was not jeopardized by components that
cause faults to be dependent. The results reported here came
from work beyond the routine criteria used by the NRC to license
nuclear power plants. The report should be read as a technical
evaluation by the laboratory performing the analysis rather than
as a safety evaluation performed by the licensing staff of the
NRC. The NRC resolution of USI A-17 will include both a safety
evaluation and a regulatory analysis.

The demonstration plant was selected primarily based upon the
cooperation extended by the utility toward a resolution of USI
A-17. A copy of the draft report was provided to the utility and
placed in the Public Document Room on July 3, 1985.

Volumes II through V, containing the supporting digraphs and
matrices, are available at the NRC Public Document Room.

iii



FOREWARD

This report consists of five volumes only one of which is being
published. The complete doctment is on file with the authors and Frank
Coffman of the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch of the Division of
Safety Technology of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The complete document consists of
five voltaes. These are:

Volimme 1
la Main Report
1b Enclosures (contains full set of results)

Volume 2
Appendix A: Overview of Digraph Matrix Analysis

Voltane 3
Appendix B: DMA Digraphs and Reference Drawings

Voltane 4
Appendix C: Adjacency Lists

Voltme 5
Appendix D: Probability Data Base

In order to make this report more readable, we have included some of the
contents of the results volume (1b) in this Volume (la). We have also
included the introduction and the first data base listing from
Appendix D. A complete and detailed review of this study will require
all five volumes.
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ABSTRACT

1

Digraph Matrix Analysis (DMA) has been under development as a tool
to search for systems interactions at nuclear power plants. This report
presents the DMA methodology and the results of the analysis of selected
safety sy' stein combinations at the Indian Point Three nuclear power plant'
se as to allow a comparison with a competitive analysis perforised by
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The plant specific results of this study

.

'

were as follows:

1. No new systems interactions were found in the front-line safety '

|
injection or feedwater systems when analyzed separately.

,

'
2. The analysis of the complete systems including support systems such

as electrical power and service water uncovered the following
'

significant systems interactions:

a. Improper alignment of a manually : set valve in the service water
system in conjunction with the lo:is of offsite power will cause
the failure of the diesel generators resulting in a RCP seals
failure along with the failure of safety injection leading to '

; reactor core damage.

b. Failure of an electrical interlock (a set of contacts) in
conjunction with the loss of offsite power will cause the loss

i of multiple trains of front-line systems,

f 3. A singleton which was found by Brookhaven National Laboratory in the
2 electrical system supporting Low Pressure Injection was verified by -

,

the DMA analysis,
i
q 4. Several key locations were found which were consion to redundant

trains of front-line systems. However, we did not find initiating '

events in these locations.
1

5. The evaluation of the effects of potential operator actions |
,

indicated that:-

a. Operator actions that initiate safety actions such as starting
pumps and opening valves, greatly improve system reliability.

b. Operator overrides that terininate safety actions should be
allowed only with the concurrence of a supervisor. '

,

i c. There is a significant difference between operator action
dealing with front-line systems and operator actions dealing
with support systems.-

!

: |
,

|

:
vii

|
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5 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Studies of the events at Three Mile Island-2 [3], Browns Ferry-3 (4-8)
and Crystal River-3 [9] have indicated that complex systems interactions
can occur as a result of dependent failures. Methods for identifying
these intersystem dependencies have been limited. As a result, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is pursuing a pmgram to define
methodologies that will characterize the spatial and functional coupling
of nuclear power plant systems.

At present, the NRC is considering two methodologies for system
interaction studies. One approach is the expansion of the fault tree
analysis portion of Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRA) by putting
additional emphasis on dependence analysis techniques. The second
approach is based on graph-theoretic methods utilizing a conditioned
matrix representation of logic diagrams called Digraph Matrix Analysis
(DMA) [18,19, 20]. This risk assessment technique is applied in
conjunction with an event tree analyses identification of accident
sequences or system combinations.

.

This report documents the analysis of the Indian Point Plant, Unit 3
(IP-3) for adverse systems interactions using DMA. The primary objective
of the study was to compare the effectiveness of DMA in finding systems
interactions. To this end a parallel study was funded at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL). The results of this study and the BNL study
will then be compared by NRC to the results of a similar study perfomed
by the Power Authority of the State of New York. A secondary objective
of this study was to detemine systems interactions in selected
combinations of safety systems at IP-3.

In a DMA of a system combination, a large single integrated logic diagram
(including AND and OR gates) is created which is then analyzed for single

,

'

components and pairs of components whose failure can cause safety
function failure. This single model includes all front-line systems in
the system combination along with all necessary support systems. The
logic diagram (digraph) is construc% directly from the plant piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P8 ids), electrical one Ifne drawings, and other
schematics. Logic connectives (AND and OR gates) are added to these

,

logic diagrams to represent dependence between components. The digraphs I
thus closely resemble the system schematics. This resemblance to the
physical system allows the digraphs to be easily reviewed and corrected, ;

,

if necessary. Also, changes in plant construction can be medily
incorporated into the digraph without reconstructing the entire system :
digraph. The digraphs are also not limited to the tree" structure of ,

the more traditional fault tree and can represent cyclic structures. The |digraphs are processed through a computer code based on a conditioned
reachability calculation which finds the total connectivity of the
digraph. Both single components and pairs of components which can affect '

the operation of other components are found by this reachability )
calculation, (i.e., failure of A can affect operation of B). By defining |a top event component, such as the failure of high pressure safety

,

injection, all single components (Singletons) and pairs of components !(Doubletons) can be determined which will cause the top event to occur.
Ten combinations of systems were chosen as top events for this study by

ix
|
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NRC Accident Sequence failure probabilities are detemined from the
sin leton and doubleton failures. These probability calculations were
per ormed to gain a comparison between systems and as a means to compare
with other PRAs.

Each system combination consists of several front-line systems along with
their support systems and haan interactions. Ten system combinations

;

were analyzed. The front-line systems included high pressure injection, '

low pressure injection and recirculation, accoulators, main and
auxiliary feedwater, safety injection actuation, pmssure operated relief
valve and main coolant pop seals. The support systems included service
water, component cooling, control and lube oil, electrical power,
instroentation and control, instroent air, nitrogen to nuclear
equipment and city water supply. The analysis also included dependencies
resulting from shared locations or environmental conditions within the
plant.

The ten system combinations were chosen by the NRC from a list of -

initiating events and event trees that identified accident sequences that
might lead to core melt. The front-line systems that perfom vital
safety functions were combined with their support systems to fom
accident sequences that begin with a specified initiating event and lead
to " plant damage states". The ten accident sequences analyzed are listed
on the following page.

!

,

l'

.
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Combination Description

of Systems

1. SD Medium LOCA and Loss of Low Pressure Injection-j9
2. S U,j Medium LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injection-

3. S (Q)U2 9
PORY LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injection-

4. S (P)U RCP seal LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injectionn-

2 9

5. (TT)ML Turbine Trip a d Loss of Feedwater-

6. (LOOP)ML Loss of Offsite Power and Loss of Feedwater-

7. S (P)ML RCP Seal LOCA and Loss of Feedwater-

2
8. S (Q)ML PORY LOCA and Loss of Feedwater-

2
9. AR Large LOCA and Loss of Recirculation-

10. SuDjj9 Medium LOCA and Loss of All Injection-

Definitions
U

9
High Pressure Injection During Injection Phase=

D
9

Low Pressure Injection During Injection Phase=

R Recirculation Cooling During Recirculation Phase=

S (P) Small LOCA (RCP Seals induced)=
2

S (Q) Small LOCA (PORY induced)=
2

S Medium LOCA=j
A = Large LOCA

M Main Feedwater=

L Auxiliary Feedwater=

TT Tusine Trip=

LOOP Loss of Offsite Power=

xi
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Within the scope and limitations of this Digraph Matrix Analysis to find.

Systems Interactions at Indian Point-3, we have reached the following
; conclusions:
4

1. When we evaluated the front-line systems while assuming that the4

support systems' probability of failure was zero, we found that the
safety injection and feedwater front-line systems were rob' 6.

2. When we evaluated the interactions of both front-line and support
systems, we fobnd the following significant systems interactions:*

! a. ITLBKR3AT6A, the failure of an interlock in the auto closing
' circuits for breakers EG2 and 2AT3A prevents closure of these

breakers urless breaker 3AT6A is open. Physically, the
i interlock is a "b" contact breaker auxiliary switch. If
! breaker 3AT6A is closed, or if the "b" contact fails to close
' when that breaker is open, then the interlock fatis and EG2 and

2AT3A will not close automatically. Under loss of offsite
power circumstances, this can cause the loss of multiple trains
of front-line systems. In particular, auxiliary feedwater
pumps 31 and 33 and two of the three safety injection pumps as
well as residual heat removal pumps 31 and 32 will not start
automatically. Similarly, a "b" contact interlock on breaker
2ATSA prevents diesel supply breakers EG1 and EG3 from closing
automatically (see Section 3.2 for details).

b. The improper alignment of a valve (either SWN-29 or SWN-30) in
the service water system can cause all three emergency diesel
generators to fail. In the event of a loss of offsite power,
the failure of these diesels will cause the loss of cooling to
the reactor coolant pump seals resulting in a seal rupture.
This seal rupture leads to a LOCA at a rate of about 2000 gpm.
The loss of the diesels also will prevent the use of safety
injection leading to potential core damage..

3. When we evaluated front-line and support systems with location
valnerabilities, we identified several key locations though we did
not find initiating events.

Locations LOCDP (480 V bus location), LOC 001 (AFW pump room),
LOCSIPRM (SI pump room) were vitally important and presently
secure.4

4. When we evaluated front-line and support systems together with their
location vulnerabilities and their interactions with operator
actions, we concluded:

Note: In July 1984 Brookhaven National Laboratory identified a safety
violation at Indian Point-3 (medfim/large LOCA and failure of Battery 32). By
changing a modeling assumption in the load shedding model of the electrical
system we were able to reproduce this result (See Section 2.4.1).

I xii
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a. Operator actions that initiate safety actions, such as starting
pumps and opening valves, greatly improve reliability and
should generally be recomunended for both safety injection and
feedwater systems.

b. Operator actions that terminate safety actions, such as
stopping pumps or closing valves, should only be allowed with
the concurrence of a supervisor.

c. There is a significant difference between operator actions
dealing with front-line systems instead of support systems.

..

xiii
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GLOSSARY |

'Adjacency Matrix The Boolean matrix which describes connectivity --

between a node in a graph and its " nearest
neighbors".

Component A component is a. physical element, human action,-

or location which can significantly impact system
operation.

Compression A computer processing step in the DMA processing-
,

sequence in which redundant (repeated) lines of |
input in the adjacency data are deleted. '

Condensation A computer processing step in the DMA processing-

sequence in which nodes in series are combined
under certain conditions into a single node.

Cut Set The tem " cut set" is used in this report to mean-

a component or group of components whose failure
would cause system (s) failure.

DMA Digraph Matrix Analysis is the procedure through-

which a conditioned directed graph of a system is
constructed, processed, and displayed to yield
failure cut sets of the system.

Digraph A graph consisting of a group of nodes and-

logical connectives which also indicates the
direction of flow of effects.

Doubleton
' A pair of. components whose joint failure will-

cause system (s) failure.

Edge A directed connection between two nodes.-

Functional Dependency due to either process coupling of-

Dependency support systems or human actions.

LWR Light Water Reactor-

NRC U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

Node The symbol in the digraph which represents a-

physical component, physical location, plant
operating mode, or himan interaction.

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor-

xxx
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Reachability Matrix The Boolean matrix which describes all possible-

pairs of connections. between all pairs of nodes
in the digraph.

SI Systems Interactions-

Singleton A single component whose failure will cause-

system (s) failure.

Spatial Dependency Dependence due to shared location or shared-

environmental conditions.

Strong Component Consists of a group of nodes which are-

bi-directionally and unconditionally connected.
^

Systems Interaction Spatial and functional coupling (including human-

actions) between systems that leads to-

interdependencies.

Unit Model A detailed digraph model of a specific component-

of the system. The unit model represents the
decomposition of a large component, such as a
valve, into its parts. The unit model can be
either generic or specific.

.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

- 1.1 Background
I

Approaches for the assessment of reactor accident risks have evolved over
; a period of several decades. Early techniques to incorporate accident

risks in the design process included the design-basis accident approach;f

safet;y assessments, typified by the WASH-740 [1] analysis used very
conservative (worst case) assumptions in evaluating the potential

: consequences of a major reactor accident. More recently, the reactor - ;

! safety study (WASH-1400) [2] introduced the approach of Probabilistic
! Risk Assessment (PRA) into the evaluation of reactor safety for generic'

reactor types. Probabilistic techniques have been extended and refined
through subsequent PRAs that have been used to analyze.several specific
reactors. PRAs to date have been successful in describing and evaluating

4

major accident sequences and the resultant risks. Success in identifying
more subtle hidden dependencies between systems or trains designed to be
independent has been more limited. Studies of the events at Three Mile
Island-2 (TMI-2) [3], Browns Ferry-3 [4-8] and Crystal River-3 [9] have
confimed that complex systems interactions can cccur as a result of,

unanticipated dependent failures.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Action Plan developed as a result
of the TMI-2 accident (NUREG-0660) [10), identified Action Item II.C.3
"to coordinate and expand ongoing staff work on systems interaction'
[ Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-17] so as to incorporate it into an,

integrated plan for addressing the broader question of systems
reliability in conjunction with IREP and other efforts." The Division of

j Safety Technology (DST) has coordinated the ongoing work between the
Generic Issues Branch (GIB) and the Reliability and Risk Assessment

i Branch (RRAB). In February 1983, the activities (primarily USI A-17 and
i

| TMI-2 Action Item II.C.3) were combined under the title of USI A-17. '

Presently, the NRC systems interaction program is proceeding toward (1)
. !

'

.

the resolution of USI A-17, and (2) the development of procedures for the
1 consideration of intersystem dependencies in future reactor assessments.
! Engineering systems are often designed with redundant trains in order to

improve system reliability. However, any conson element or coupling
between trains can reduce system reliability. The tem Systems
Interaction (SI) has been introduced by the NRC to characterize the -
concept of spatial and functional coupling of nuclear power plant systems
which can lead to system interdependencies. Spatial coupling refers to
dependencies resulting from shared environmental conditions within the'

plant; functional systems interactions include coupling due to shared
i support systems (process coupling) and interdependencies due to dynamic

human error. Dynamic human errors are those which occur during the
'

incident.,

:

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) of the NRC is pursuing a
program to further define and subsequently implement SI regulatory,

i requirements for light water reactors (LWRs). Battelle Columbus / Pacific
Northwest Laboratories [11], Brookhaven National Laboratory [12], and.

Lawrence Livemore National Laboratory [13], assisting the NRC,
recommended to the NRC that risk assessment techniques, such as event

i -1 -

;
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tree / fault tree methods supplemented by minimum cut set coronon cause/ mode
analysis, combined with walk-through inspections could be used for !identifying sis. The Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY)
has independently developed a systems interaction methodology for,

;application to the interconnected systems at Indian Point-3 [14,15]. The !

'

method was based on " shutdown logic diagrams" which are success-paths of
ioperation sequences.

At present, the NRC is considering two concepts for a systems interaction
i

study.

One approach holds that systems interactions can be adequately analyzed
i

i
by expanding the scope and boundary conditions of the fault tree analysis
portion of a PRA and by putting additional emphasis on dependency,

'

analysis techniques such as generic analysis [16] and minimum cut set
caisson cause/ mode analysis [16]. The NRC's initial guidance for this
point of view has already been initiated [17].'

The second concept is based on graph-theoretic methods utilizing a.

conditioned matrix representation of logic diagrams and is called Digraph.

Matrix Analysis '(DMA) (18,19,20]. This risk assessment technique would
'

: be applied in conjunction with an event tree analysis identification of
the accident sequences or system combinations. DMA treats a system
combination consisting of several front-line systems along with their~

support systems and human interactions as a single logic model. Thus,
.

instead of constructing a fault tree for each individual system in an'

accident sequence, as in the Reactor Safety Study [2], the entire system
combination is modeled as a logic diagram (which includes AND and OR
gates) that resembles the layout of the actual plant hardware. Theadvantages of such a model are: (1) the model directly includes the
cyclic Nature of the physical system; and (2) highly efficient graph,

based computer processing codes exist for identifying Singletons and
Doubleton cut sets.*,

DMA differs from analyses based on traditional fault tree techniques in
four major ways: ,

,

,

1. Construction of the logic model is perforined directly from
plant drawings (piping and instrtmentation diagrams, electrical

.

schematics, safety logic drawings). The resulting digraph
model can be overlaid on the plant drawings. As a result, thei

model can be readily understood, reviewed, and corrected. ,
'

| 2. The resulting digraph (directed graph with logic connectives)
is not limited to a " tree" structure as are fault trees and
hence can represent physical situations which are cyclic.
Cycles generally arise from timing and sequencing effects of
the failure in a component. Cycles are quite coianon in piping
networks and electrical power and control schematics. Faulti tree analysts individually " break" every cycle and

.

* *
Technically, the singletons and doubletons found in a DMA are not

j cut sets of the digraph. They are single nodes or pairs of nodes
j whose failure can propagate to a terminal node. The terin cut set is

;

used only because of its use in fault tree analysis.,

4

,

-2-

h
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1

construct a logical equivalent representation. Certain types
'

of cycles which arise in DMA must also be broken manually.

3. The dig'raph is processed through DMA computer codes which are,

1

based on a conditioned reachability calculation. This matrix |calculational process identifies potential failure paths !

(reachability) through the system logic model. These codes
detemine single component failures (Singletons) and pairs of

4
'

component failures (Doubletons) which would cause system ''

failure. Also selected tripletons can be detemined.
1

{ 4. DMA computer codes can process very large models. System
combinations consisting of front-line ~ systems, their support'

systems and haan actions, can be modeled as a single digraph.
The model used in this study consisted of about 12,000
components. The ability of DMA codes to process such large

| models is based on its graph-theoretic approach as opposed to
: the Boolean equation substitution codes used to find cut sets
i of fault trees.

! A review of the fundamental mathematical aspects of fault tree and DMA
i risk analysis was presented in Ref. [18]. Initial guidance for DMA was

;presented in Ref. [193. A report on the results of a demonstration which '

evaluated the high pressure safety injection system of a typical
;

. pressurized water reactor was presented in Ref. [20].
|

,

Figure 1-1 illustrates how an enhanced fault tree systems interaction
j approach (as suggested by BNL) would compare to the DMA approach. The i'

enhanced fault tree approach would consist of several medim-sized models
1 (fault trees) of front-line systems. These fault trees would have basic

events (e.g., A, B, C) and would be processed for minime cut sets '

! (MCS). The listing of minimum cut sets would include the singleton,
doubleton, tripleton, etc., cut sets. Then, a minimum cut set comon .'
cause/ mode analysis based on Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
would be conducted to find higher order cut sets from each fault tree and,

for the system combination that could be reduced to lower order cut sets:

(e.g., ABC becomes D). In comparison, DMA constructs a single continuous
; well-integrated logic model for the entire accident sequence in which the'

intention is to model to sufficient detail such that the singleton D
would result naturally as a " basic event."

i
i

:

.

!

3
,
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1.2 Objective
,

'
The primary objective of this report is to pmvide a basis for the
comparison of effectiveness of the digraph matrix method with other
methods, including the method employed by the utility (Power Authority
for the State of New York) and the method employed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The effectiveness parameters to make this comparison are<

. (a) the ability to discover intersystem dependencies hidden withir; the
l plant, (b) the ability to rank-order intersystem dependencies that are
: safety significant, and (c) the resource efficiency.

| The secondary objective of this study is to analyze the Indian Point'

Plant, Unit 3 for adverse systems interactions using Digraph-Matrix
_

Analysis (DMA). The methodology was reported in NUREG/CR 2915 [19].
; This effort is intended to aid in the resolution of USI A-17.

1.3 Summary of Results

1 1.3.1 Overview of Results

The results of the Digraph-Matrix systems interaction study are presented
in the form of both minimal cut-sets and point estimate probabilities.

. The system combinations selected for analysis are presented in Table'

1 -1. For example, system combination il corresponds to S D1 i (Medium
iLOCA and loss of Low Pressure Injection). The front-line system is the

Low Pressure Injection System and its support systems include:
Electrical, Safety Injection Actuation, Component Cooling Service Water,
and Instrument Air, human interactions and locations.

5 In order to reach productive conclusions about both the safety
contributions of functional / spatial coupling and the effectiveness of
various methodologies, we evaluate each coupling contribution3

separately. For each of the ten system combinations, four cases were run
'

to evaluate the contribution of front-line systems, support systems,
'

location and procedures to system failure including unavailability. Each
case had its own determination of' singletons, doubletons and point,

'

estimate probability. Table 1-1 forms a sunnary of results using the
abbreviations listed below to define system combinations.

'

Definitions I

Uj = Loss of High Pressure Injection During Injection Phase {',

; Dj = Loss of Low Pressure Injection During Injection Phase !
i R = Loss of Recirculation Cooling During Recirculation Phase '
I S (P) = Small LOCA (RCP Seals induced)2

S (Q) = Small LOCA (PORY induced)2
j Si = Medium LOCA

A = Large LOCA.

| M = Loss of Main Feedwater
L = Loss of Auxiliary Feecwater

: TT = Turbine Trip
i LOOP = Loss of Offsite Power

In this table, each probability given is the probability that a given'
,

; system combination will fail to perfom its function. This probability
| includes failure to function due to the effects of component
,

; -5-
!

i
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.

unavailability prior to the accident and to component failure during the
incident. In the first case, only the effects of front-line component
failures and unavailability were considered. The second case analysis<

added the effects of failures in the support systems. The third case
; studied included any additional singleton and doubleton cut sets which

/ arise from conson locations of components. In these three cases, both;

the detrimental and beneficial effects of haan intervention during the
accident were igc.ored. These operator effects were considered in Case *

IV. In Case IVA, the effect of beneficial operator actions were
considered. In this case, correct operator actions were included (if
permitted by the IP-3 design) to mitigate the effects of component
failures. It was assumed that these correct actions would occur with a
probability of one. In case IVB, both beneficial and detrimental
operator actions were included (again where the IP-3 design would
pennit). Typical detrimental actions included oper.ing circuit breakers,
closing valves, etc. These incorrect operator actions were
conservatively given a probability of 10-3

The nebers of singletons and doubletons presented in this table,
indicate the number of first order and second order cut sets which lead
to system failure. The numbers listed include only cut sets which,

contain actual physical components, that is, any cut set containing dununy
components used to simplify modeling was not counted. In the majority of ii

cases, most of the cut sets which lead to system failure include the
failure of components in support systems.

: ;

.

j

.

,

* -6-
,
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Table 1-1 Sisenary of Results
Case Case Case Case
I II III IV

Frontli::e Support Spatial Human
Systems (FL) Systems (SS) FL + SS+- FL + SS+

System Combinations Location (L) L+ Procedure -.

A B
. #1 Si Di 17 * 17 28 16 18

84 ** 2349 2180 1 854 21 28
8.07E-4 + 8. 09 E-6 N/A 8.08E-4 2.83E-3

9 28 34 23 23
f2 Sj ui 535 4426 4552 3482 3862

7.32E-4 -11.49E-4 N/A 2.25E-5- 6.31E-5

0 0 0 0 0
S (QIUi 28 28 63 12 12#3 2

2.30E-6 2.30E-6 N/A 9.87E-7 9. 874E-7

0 0 0 0 0
S (P)Ut 0 3 0 0#4 2

0 See Text 0 0

4 4 8 0 0
#5 T ML 0 0 35 0 4TT

1. 04E-4 1. 04E-4 N/A 0 4. 74E-10

4 4 8 0 0
#6 TjoopML 0 942 977 4 4

1. 04E-4 1. 09E-4 N/A 4. 75E-10 4. 75E-10

0 0 0 0 0
S (P)ML 228 71 2 1467 0 0#7 2

4. 30E-10 4. 80E-10 N/A 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
S (Q)ML 21 21 21 0 0#8 2

5.62E-6 5.62E-6 N/A 0 0

7 7
#9 AR N/A N/A N/A 929 1055

2.22E-5 3.01E-5

6 6 8 4 4
#10 S1 Ut Dj 54 424 430 21 9 - 300

3.34E-5 3. 31 E-5 N/A 3. 29E-12 1. 03E-12

* Ntaber of singleton cut sets
** Number of doubleton cut sets
+ Unavailability and failure to function during accident

-7-
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1.3.2 Simmiary of Significant Systems Interactions

Within the scope and limitations of this Digraph Matrix Analysis for
i Systems Interactions at Indian Point-3, we have reached the following

conclusions:

1. When we evaluated the front-line systens while assuming that,

the support systems' probability of failure was zero, we found
that the safety injection and feedwater front-line systems were,

robust..

2. When we evaluated the interactions of both front-line and
i

support systems, we found the following significant systems
interactions:*

ITLBKR3AT6A is an interlock in the auto closing circuitsa.
for breakers EG2 and 2AT3A. It prevents closure of the.se-
breakers unless breaker 3AT6A is open. Physically, the
interlock is a "b" contact breaker auxiliary switch. If

4

breaker 3AT6A is closed, or if the "b" contact fails to
close when that breaker is open, then the interlock fails
and EG2 and 2AT3A will not close automatically. Under*

loss of offsite power circumstances, this can cause the ~
loss of multiple trains of front-line systems. In
particular, auxiliary feedwater pumps 31 and 33 and two of
the three safety injection pissps as well as residual heat
removal pumps 31 and 32 will not start automatically. '

Similarly, a "b" contact interlock on breaker 2AT5A
'

'

prevents diesel supply breakers EG1 and EG3 from closing
automatically (see Section 3.2 for details).

b. Improper alignment of a valve SWN-98 or SWN-99 in the
service water system can affeet all three diesels (see;

Section 3.2 for details). On loss of offsite power,
; misalignment of this valve can cause an RCP seals LOCA and
j prevent safety injection. This scenario leads to core i

damage.,

3. When we evaluated front-line and support systems with location-

vulnerabilities, we identified several key locations though we ;
did not find initiating events. !

Locations LOCDP (480 V bus location), LOC 001 (AFW pump
room), LOCSIPRM (SI pissp room) were vitally important and,

j presently secure.
|

4. When we evaluated front-line and support systems together with |their location vulnerabilities and their interactions with !operator actions, we concluded- |

\

! l

* Note: In July 1964 Brookhaven National Laboratory identified a safety
'

violation at Indian Point-3 (medium /large LOCA and failure of Battery
32). By changing a modeling assumption in the load shedding model of the
electrical system we were able to reproduce this result (See Section

.: 2. 4.1 -)

'

-8-
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a. Operator actions that initiate safety actions, such as
starting peps and opening valves, greatly improve
reliability and should generally be reconnended for both
safety injection and feedwater systems. i

b. Operator actions that tensinate safety actions, such as
stopping peps or closing valves, should only be al. lowed
with the concurrence of a supervisor.>

That there is a significant difference between operatorc.
actions dealing with front-line systems instead of support
systems.

1.4 Organization of Report
;

The complete report consists of five volumes, however only Volume 1 is
being published. The remaining voltanes are on file with the Systems

;

; Interaction branch Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U. S. Nuclear
;

; Regulatory Commission. Voltane 1 is the main report which includes an
executive summary and a suusary of results (Section 1.3). Section 2.0 of-

the main report presents the scope of the study (Sec. 2.1), the :

descriptions of the systems modeled (Sec. 2.2), and construction of the
|system digraphs (Sec. 2.3) and system combination digraphs (Sec. 2.4).
|Then Section 2.4 presents the minimal cut set results for each of the

system combinations selected. Section 3.0 gives the general qualitative
results. Section 4.0 gives the quantitative results for each system
combination selected.

Voltane 2 contains Appendix A. Appendix A is an overview of DMA
methodology with examples and includes an outline of its computer codes.:

Volume 3 consists of Appendix B and is the complete set of digraph models
and their associated system P8ID, electrical and logical drawings.

'
Finally, Voltane 4 holds Appendix C, the Adjacency Listings (input file)
by system, and Voltane 5 holds Appendix D, the Probabilistic Data Base
used in this study.

i 1.5 How to Use This Report

There are three basic approaches a reader may take with this report.
They are:

I. Just interested in results and conclusions:
Read: Voltane I: Executive. Stannary .

Abstract
! Introduction

Section 2.1 Scope
Section 2.4 Ministan Cut Set Results

( Section 3.0 Qualitative Results
: Section 4.0 Quantitative Results
i Section 5.0 Conclusion

II. General review of entire study:
Read: Voltane II: Review of DMA

| then
Volume I: Main Report

_g_

!
|

I
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III. Detailed Review

In order to perforia a detailed review of this study, Volumes III, IV,4

.

and V included in the unabridged version will be required. Volume III
contains the digraphs and corresponding system schematics (electrical
single line and piping and instrtmentation drawings). In Voltme IV, the
DMA adjacency listings for these drawings are given. Voltme V contains
the probabilistic data base used for the quantitative analysis portion of
the study. It is suggested that the reviewer read the documents in the
following order:

Volume II: Review of DMA
then

inspect a few digraphs and adjacency listings in
Voltaes III and IV.

then
Read Voltme I

f

,

e

-10-
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2. 0 DIGRAPH MATRIX APPLICATION TO IP-3

The technical objective of this study has been the application of Digraph
Matrix Analysis (DMA) to evaluate potential systems interactions in some
systems at the Indian Point-3 plant. To accomplish this objective it was
necessary to first identify systems and system combinations for analysis,
and to establish procedures for incorporating location, operation action,
and maintenance procedures into the assessment.

This section cf the report begins in Section 2.1 with a discussion of the
scope of the study which includes consideration of system and system
combination selection, as well ~as the incorporation of location, operator
action and maintenance. Section 2.2 presents system descriptions for
each of the systems selected for incorporation into the analysis.
Following the system descriptions, Section 2.3 provides discussions of'

the system modeling efforts and the resultant ~ digraph models for each of
the systems. In Section 2.4, the system combination models and minimum

.

cut set results are presented.

,

1

-11 -
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2.1 Scope of the Study

2.1.1 Overview

The purpose of this section is to discuss the scope and limitations of
the study and to identify the constraints that led to that scope.

In the selection of a set of criteria to define the scope of this study,
we attempted to be both comprehensive (i.e., by including different types
of potential sis involving human, spatial and support systems
interactions) as well as complete (i.e., by including as much of theplant as possible). For example, if htstan procedural interactions were
excluded in order to accommodate a greater portion of the physical plant,
then an appreciation of the importance of these potential SI candidates
would not be achieved.

The selection of the Indian Point-3 system combinations to be included in
this study was constrained by: (1) resources and time considerations,
and (2) the desire that an SI study be directly integratable into a
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) effort. The resource and scope
limitations of this study have constrained us to the 19 individual
systems specified in Table 2-3, and to ten system combinations involvingthese component systems (Table 2-4). The systems and system combinations
were selected in agreement with the NRC and with Brookhaven NationalLaboratory (BNL).

The system combinations which were selected all lead to reactor core
damage. In order to limit the scope of the study, we excluded systems
which mitigate the effects of a core damage accident.

2.1. 2 Initiators

Reactor core damage is a consequence of major concern. In this project,
we have attempted to evaluate and identify system combination scenarios
that might lead to core damage. In particular, we first identify events
which have the potential to initiate such scenarios. We refer to such

'

events as " initiating events" or "IEs." Each IE is the root of a
branching family of scenarios, some of which may lead to core damage.

Core damage can occur principally through inadequate heat removal
resulting from an excess production of power in the core or a loss ofcooling capability.

Excess power would occur if there were an uncontrolled increase in
reactivity. Automatic shutdown (SCRAM) systems are designed to quickly
shutdown the reactor during off-normal conditions severe enough to
require prompt shutdown as detected by the protection systems. The; identification of events leading to power excursion incidents can be
evaluated from experience and an understanding of,the reactor phenomena.

Inadequate heat removal can occur if there is a failure of the primary
coolant boundary, or if a loss of heat removal capability leads to
opening of pressure relief valves, and thus to a loss of coolant. In

i

order to avoid exceeding a themal limit following a scram, the rate ofi

decay heat production should be somewhat less than its rate of removal by
4

-12-
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the various primary and secondary systems. A loss of primary coolant
flow, a loss of secondary side heat sink, or a loss of primary coolant
itself may upset this heat balance.

The events representing primary coolant boundary failure can be divided
into four initiating event categories:,

1. Large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
2. Medium LOCA '

3. Small LOCA
4. Leakage to Secondary Coolant

Any primary coolant boundary failure can be assigned to one of the
categories based on leak path or size.

One response to a primary cooling system failure is the use of emergency
core cooling systems (ECCS) (also termed safety injection systems). The
ECCS provides the capability of emergency removal of heat from the core.
The provision of such engineered safety features to control postulated
accidents is part of the defense-in-depth concept developed to enhance
safety.

The emergency core cooling systems must be capable of safely ifmiting the
consequences of a LOCA. Because the primary coolant system contains
water and steam under high pressure, a large pipe break would result in
rapid expulsion of a large fraction of this coolant into the containment
building surrounding the reactor. Innediately after shutdown of the
reactor, a substantial amount of residual heat (app. 55) is still being
generated in the fuel from decay of the previously generated radioactive
fission products remaining in the fuel. Without provision for removal of*

this decay heat, elements of the reactor core could melt with severe
consequences. Automatic control systems sense the occurrence of a LOCA
and coordinate the operation of the different parts of the ECCS as they
are needed. After a LOCA, the ECCS would supply water to the core via
spray and/or flooding systems as long as needed.

A list of initiating events initially considered for our evaluation of
systems interactions at IP-3 is given in Table 2-1.

i

|

|

.

|

'l
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Table 2-1

INITIAL CHOICE OF INDIAN POINT-3 INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
_ _ _

1. MRGE LOSS OF C00MNT ACCIDENT

(pipe rupture greater than 6-inch)

2. MEDIUM LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

(pipe rupture in range of 2 to .6-inch)

3. SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT,

(pipe rupture less than 2-inch including leakage in reactor coolant punrp

seals and power operated relief valves)

4. LEAKAGE TO SECONDARY COOLANT

5. LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT FLOW

6. LOSS OF FEEDWATER FLOW

7. PARTIAL LOSS OF STEAM FLOW

8. TURBIE TRIP

9. REACTOR TRIP

10. STEAM RELEASE INSIDE CONTAIMENT
.

11. Sr AM RELEASE (DEMAND) OUTSIDE CONTAIM ENT

12. CORE POWER INCREASE

13. LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

14. LOSS OF COMPONENT COOLING

-14-
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'

2.1. 3 Scope of Systems

The basic system functions are necessary to avoid core melt and, .failing
that, to minimize the chance of offsite release. Unique combinations of
the following Indian' Point-3 systems can provide the needed functions for
particular accident sequences. Typical PRA efforts in the past have
concentrated heavily on individual front-line systems. A recent LLNL
study [18] demonstrated that detailed studies of support systems are an
essential part of any SI effort. As a minimum, the following support
systems were included sicce it was known that they are widely required
and potentially involved [18] in systems interactions:

; 1. Service Water-
'

2. Component Cooling ,

3. Ac and de Electrical Power and de Vital Control
4. Instrimentation and Control
5. Lubrication a.id Control Oil
6. Safety Injection Act.uation. ,

In addf tion, LERs have indicated that these support systems may
contribute to some important Systems Interactions.

The systems that directly perfom a vital safety function are called
front-line systems and are listed in Table 2-2 according to safety
function [21]. Notice that the last safety function (containment
integrity) has numerous associated systems that do not appear as
associated front-line systems for other safety functions.

4

!

|

|

,
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Table 2-2
SAFETY FUNCTIONS

-

Function Associated Frontline Systems for
, IP-3

1. Maintenance of Reactor Coolant Safety Injection
Pressure Boundary Chemical Volune A Control

Reactor Coolant & Pressurizing
2. Removal of Decay Heat Safety Injection

Residual Heat Removal
Reactor Coolant
Auxiliary Feedwater

3. Maintain Reactor Subcriticality Safety Injection
Chemical Volume & Control
Residual Heat Removal
Auxiliary Feedwater
Rod Control
Boiler Feedwater
Reactor Protection,

4. Protect Containment Integrity Residual Heat Removal
Safety Injection
Contairunent Spray
Containment Recirculation
Contairunent Isolation
Hydrogen Reccabiner
Containment Fan Coolers

By excluding the fourth safety function from primary emphasis, the choice
was made by the NRC to concentrate on core damage as opposed to accident
release mitigation scenarios. The systems selected for our assessment
are listed in Tabic 2-3. It should be noted that the selection of
subsystems which were included in the study were not arbitrary and in !fact result from the basic DMA modeling procedure. That is, required I

support subsystems are identified as the front-line system components are
modeled. As these support subsystems are modeled, additional support

jsubsystems are identified.
'

-16-
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Table 2-3

SELECTED SYSTEMS

FRONTLINE: Safety Injection / Residual Heat Removal
(1) High Pressure Injection
(2) Low Pressure Injection
(3) Recirculation

Reactor Coolant -

(4) RCP Seals
(5) PORY and Pressurizer
(6) Chemical & Voline Control

Feedwater
(7) Auxiliary Feedwater,

(8) Boiler Feedwater

SUPPORT: (9) Instriment Air
-

(10) Service Water
(11) Component Cooling
(12) Lubrication
(13) Ac and de Power
(14) De Vital Control

:
(15) Instrimentation and Control
(16) Safety Injection Actuation
(17) Feedwater Actuation
(18) Feedwater Isolation
(19) Control Oil

2.1.4 Scope of System combination

How does the initiating event propagate through the plant? The most
useful tool for systematically evaluating this question is the event tree
diagram. Figure 2-1 illustrates a generalized event tree structure. At
the left we identify the initiating event and then ask, "Does system Awork or not?" Thus the tree branches at this point, the upper branch
representing " system A works" and the lower " system A fails." At system
B there is another branching, and so on.

-17- '
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Figure 2-1
GENERALIZED EVENT TREE DIAGRAM

,

System System System
IE ' A B C *** *** PLANT

DAMAGE
STATE

Success

Success Failure
t

Failure SJCC'55
'

,

.

: Failure
.

Each path through the tree thus represents a " scenario" -- an envisioned
sequence of events beginning with the specified initiating event and
leading to a specific " plant damage state."

An earlier safety study of IP-3 (IPSS) Ref. 23 presented event trees for
major accident sequences. That study was reviewed by SANDIA[24] and
LLNL. The procedure for selecting an accident sequence for DMA through
event tree analysis is similar to that of the IPSS approach. The
appropriate methodology normally used in the DMA approach is presented inAppendix A..

For this IP-3 systems interaction study, however, resource and scope
limitations required us to take certain abbreviating measures. The
current study is limited to a portion of the IP-3 plant event trees
specified by the systems previously identified in Table 2-3.-

I
The list of system combinations selected by the NRC in conjunction with
BNL and LLNL for analysis is compiled in Table 2-4.

In system combinations,1, 2, 9, and 10, we considered systems
interactions that prevented the ECCS (safety injection or recirculation)
from responding to a LOCA. In system combinations 3, 4, 7, and 8, wei
searched for a systems interaction which would both cause the LOCA and

. prevent a response. For example, in system combination 4 we attempted toJ

find if there was a systems interaction which could cause a reactor
! coolant pimp seal failure and causing a LOCA and also prevent safety

injection. (There was!)

In system combinations 5 and 6, we attempted to determine if either loss
of offsite power or turbine trip could defeat both the main and auxiliary |

feedwater systems.
,

,

The systems and dependencies which were included in this study were
jointly selected by the study teams (BNL and LLNL) and the NRC, and are
shown in Table 2-5. The first 19 of these are hardware systems. In this
group a system's interaction might arise via a shared component. The

-18-



Table 2-4.
SYSTEM COMBINATIONS

System Combination Description of System Combination
Identifier

*

1. SD Loss of low pressure injection during medium LOCAj9
2. S)U9 Loss of high pressure injection during medium LOCA
3. S (Q)U Loss of high pressure injection during PORY LOCA2 9

4. S (P)U Loss of high pressure injection during RCP seal LOCA2 j
5. (TT)ML Turbine Trip with loss of all feedwater
6. (LOOP)ML -Loss _ of offsite power with loss of all feedwater
7. S (P)ML RCP seal LOCA with loss of all feedwater2
3. S (Q)ML PORY LOCA with loss of all feedwater2
9. AR Loss of recirculation during recirculation phase of

large LOCA

10.SUD Loss of all injection during medium LOCA *jgj

Identifier key for System Combinations
U = High Pressure Injection During Injection Phase

9

D = Low Pressure Injection During Injection Phase
9

R = Recirculation Cooling During Recirculation Phase
S (P) = Small LOCA (RCP Seals induced)2

S (Q) = Small LOCA (PORY induced)2
S = Medium LOCA (2" - 6" rupture)j
A = Large LOCA (>6" rupture)
M = Boiler Feedwater
L = Auxiliary Feedwater
TT = Turbine Trip
LOOP = Loss of Offsite Power

-19-
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Table 2-5

Summary of Systems and Dependency Types
Included in the Study Scope

a

'

FRONT-LINE: (1) High Pressure Injection Included
(2) Low Pressure Injection / Accumulators Included
(3) Recirculation Included
(4) RCP Seals Included
(5) PORY and Pressurizer Included
(6) Chemical Volume & Control Included
(7) Auxiliary Feedwater Included
(8) Boiler Feedwater Included

SUPPORT: (9) Instrument Air Included
(10) Service Water Included
(11) Component Cooling Included
(12) Lubrication Included
(13) Ac and de Power Included
(14) De Vital Control Included

i

(15) Instrumentation and Control Included
(16) Safety Injection Actuation Included
(17) Feedwater Actuation Included
(18) Feedwater Isolation Included
(19) Control Oil Included i

OPERATOR (20) Random Human Error Prior to Accident Included
DEPENDENCY (21) Mitigation by Operator According to Included

Procedure

(22) Systematic Diagnosis Error Excluded
(23) Coordinated Incorrect Action Excluded

LOCATION (24) General Location Vulnerability Included
(25) Vulnerability to Fire Included
(26) Vulnerability to Flood Included
(27) Vulnerability to Steam 1 Included

OTHER (28) Common Maintenance Partially
Included

(29) Cumnon Manufacturer Excluded

!

'
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second group (20-23) considered effects introduced by the human operators
of the safety systems. We explicitly considered the effects of human
errors prior to the t.ccident by including an unavailability tem in the
probability data base. This tem attempted to capture the probability
(given maintenance and inspection policies) that a component would be out
of service (when needed) due to a human error. One example of this type
of unavailability would be the misalignment of a manually set valve in
the service water system. Human operators can also affect the-

reliability of the safety system during the accident. We also considered
the effects of human errors on the failure probability of the system
during the incident. The result of-this analysis is broken out as a
special case in Table 1-1.

4
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2.1. 5 Scope of Location Analysis

A " location" is of concern only when the effects which propagate. through
|that location to safety equipment are considered. For example.. a flood

in.a location would not damage. piping which passed through that location, {but could disable any electrical components in the location. In this DMA |
we assigned " location types" to each component. That is, a pump in
location L would be in a location susceptable to flood, fire, and steam ,

'

whereas a pipe in the same physical location would not be susceptable to
any of these. The adjacency of the various types of locations depends on
their type and on the specific mitigator incorporated to limit effects
propagation. For example, two locations might be adjacent for the
propagation of fire, but not for the propagation of flood. The table
below lists some of the effects which could be propagated from location
to location and both passive and active mitigators for these effects.

Table 2-6 Location Effects and Potential Mitigators

LOCATION EFFECT MITIGATOR

Passive Active
1. Fire, Extreme Heat Fire Walls, Doors Extinguishers
2. Flood (Water) Dams, Drains, Walls Pumps

3. Radiation Radiation Shields,
Radiation Tolerant

Components

4. Ispact, Missiles Missile Barriers,
'

Robust components ~

5. Hostile Environment Radiation Shields HVAC, Protective
(for humans) Gear

6. Steam Walls

:

2 -
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; The effects listed in the above table are not necessarily disjoint. For
; example, a fire might destroy equipment and also make the environment

hostile to humans. These effects also are not necessarily symmetric.
That is, an effect which might make the environment hostile to a human

,

i might not effect equipment. The propagation of each of the effects must
,

be considered in the context of the actual physical layout of the system '

being modeled,'

i The first location effect modeled was that of fire propagation. A fire
~

location node has been assigned to each component in the digraph. The
pump room was considered small enough to be treated as one location for,.

the purpose of the analysis of fire propagation. Pipes have been
i considered to be immune to the effects of fires.since they contain no
i flammable material and are also unlikely to rupture. Thus, there are no' connections from fire locations into pipes. On the other hand, pumps,

controllers, power wiring, and control wiring have been assumed to be
vulnerable to a fire, hence they are connected from their fire locations
by an unidirectional edge.

Modeling the effects of flooding is similar to fire.

In this study, we have modeled potential location vulnerabilities, but we,

have not modeled initiators such as the source of a flood or the cause of
a fire.

't

2.1. 6 Scope of Operator Action and Procedures
,

Scope of Human Intervention Modeling
i This model contains nodes for operators who can act beneficially and

detrimentally. Beneficial operators generally succeed by backing up
i failed automatic hardware. They fail by doing nothing; by an act of
4 omission. Detrimental operators degrade system operation by directly

affecting a specific component. They cause failure by taking such an,

| action; by act of conmiission.
1

: Beneficial Operator Intervention
The systems modeled in this study nave the ability to succeed with no
human intervention. This automatic mode of operation is generally the
nonnal mode (with the exception of the safety injection recirculationj'
phase), however, should hardwarc failures prevent successful automatic

,
'

i response, credit has been given for potental operator action.
I

; In general, wherever an automatic system can act, an operator can back it'

up. Many examples of this exist in the automatic safety injection
actuation logic. Every component requiring an S.I. signal to initiate a
change of state has operator nodes (prefix.OPR-) connected to the proper

'

! manual actuation hardware in the component control circuitry. Thus, the
operator is modeled as redundant to the automatic signal. Operators are

i also allowed to enable new fluid flowpaths to circumvent a blockage in
i the nomal flowpath. An example of this is in the High Pressure Safety
! Injection System and is described in Section 2.3.1. No operators are
! allowed to take actions for controls which are in containment.

!

j -23-
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Detrimental Operator Action
Allowance has been made for operator errors. These actions constitute

'

acts of comunission. In theory, any component in the system could be
degraded through such an act, but for the purposes of this study, only
manually activated hardware that is accessible (not in a hostile
environment) was considered to be susceptable to these errors of,

; coussi ssion. Thus, items excluded were check valves, hardwkre within
containment, pipes, and passive electrical hardware. Items included are

; all externally contro11ablo valves (motor operated valves, gate ' alves,v
globe valves, etc.), pumps, electrical breakers, and switches, with!

controls outside of containment. Operators were not allowed to
disassemble anything or, in any way, change the original connectivity ofthe plant.

2.1. 7 Scope of Electrical Analysis

Since the electrical system interacts with all other plant systems. -
extensive effort went into the electrical model. An electrical block
model, where failure of a component is equivalent to an open circuit, was
constructed starting with the three 6900 V power sources: offsite power'

via the station aux transfomer, onsite power via the unit aux
transfomer, and gas turbine backup via the 13.8 kV substation. The

;

! model includes the 6900 V system, 480 V system, diesel generators and!

support systems,129 Y de system, and 118 Y ac instrument bus system.

An electrical break model overlays the block model. In the break model,
components fail by a short circuit to ground, and coupled with the,

failure of mitigators such as breakers failing to trip, the short circuit.

failure may propagate upstream as well as downstream. The break model
;

includes the 480 V system with diesel generators (excluding support;

|( systems), the 129 Y de system, and the unit models for breakers.

Location analysis consisted of identifying casuson locations for groups of
electrical components. Then if a particular location fails, all
components in that location fail. Initiators for these postulated

! location failures were not specified.

2.1.8 Scope of Timing Analysis;

The DMA model used for this systems interaction study was quasi-static.
That is, detailed timing and sequencing was not accounted for in the

i model. Some timing analysis was, however, built into the model by the
use of switches which prevented failures from propagating until aspecif.ic time. To perfom an analysis before a specified time, the
switches were turned off. To perfom analysis valid after this time, the
switches were turned on. An example of the use of this type of time
switch was in the fuel supply to the diesel generators. For a short time

: after diesel start, the diesels can draw fuel from their day tanks, but
after a longer time the tanks must be refilled. Thus in the early time

! analysis, the switches between the day tanks and storage tanks were
' turned off, preventing any failure effects upstream from the day tank;

from propagating into the diesels. For the long time analysis, the
switches were turned on, allowing upstream failures to propagate.

4

}
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The timing analysis in this study consisted of three steps:
i (1) Identification of hardware whose failure will propagate only '

1

after a time delay,2
'

(2) Categorization of time delays as either short tem (10's of
minutes) or long tem, (hours)4

,

j (3) Creation of a model making it possible to restrict long-tem ;
''

delay failures to the same time frame in which operators are
able to act beneficially. i

'

) Time delays due to human actions were excluded. from the analysis exceptj as per Step 3 above.

1 2.1. 8.1 Identification of Time Delays

| Through the course of modeling, the analysts identified 31 components'

requiring timing consideration. The components all have one common'

characteristic: each is associated with storage hardware which serves to
buffer the failure of a component from the rest of the system. There4

were four kinds of stored quantities: electrical charge, pressure, fuel
4

(chemical energy), and capacity to cool. An example of electrical-charge :. storage hardware is a battery. If the charger feeding a battery fails, t

its failure will not propagate through the battery until the battery
i drains. Thus, the charger is buffered from battery and downstream

components for an amount of time equal to the discharge time of the
,

'

i battery. Similarly, those components which fill or " charge" a pressure
tank or fuel tank are also buffered until the tanks are depleted. The

: ;

final stored quantity, the capacity to cool, is generated by transfer of |

| themal energy to a heat sink. The heat sink is often composed of at
'

i

least two parts; (1) for example mass of a pop requiring cooling, and:
(2) water flowing through a heat exchanger which transfers the heat to

! the ultimate heat sink, the Hudson River. Thus, loss of cooling water
flow will cause the pop to fail but only after a significant time delay.j

; 2.1. 8. 2 Categorization of Time Delays ,

:
iThere is much uncertainty about the magnitude of the various time:

! delays.
It can be difficult to measure such a duration since the

. availability of a stored quantity is a function of not only its initial
i conditions and usage but also of how much the storage " vessel" leaks andits use. Decay rates, due to loss of battery charge, ta..k pressure, and

capacity to cool, are often exponential. The leakage factor can dominate
j assessment of amount stored since the vessels are, in general, assumed to
! be charged at T . Very little infomation existed to quantify the timeo
} delays. Af ter discussion with the IP-3 operator, the delays were

;

i detemined to fall into two broad time domains: short tem (or the order
of magnitude of 10 minutes) and long tem (at least an order of magnitude ,

| longer than short ters). Of the 31 time delay comporwnts,16 were short
'

tem and 15 were long term.,

,

f
!

|<

i
'

!
'

i
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2. 2 Systens Descriptions

The systems selected for analysi:: were identified in section 2.1.3. In
this Section, we provide an overview of the Indian Point-3 plant followed

i by descriptions of the selected front-line and support systems. Emphasisi

in these system descriptions is on aspects of each system which have a
bearing on the DMA system models. The material presented in these system
descriptions closely follows infonnation contained in references [22-24].

1 2.2.1 General Description * of Indian Point-3
|

The Indian Point-3 power olant produces about 965 electrical megawatts ofi

power. The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) consists of a reactor and
i four closed reactor coolant loops connected in parallel to the reactor

vessel. Each loop contains a reactor coolant pump and a steam'
-

generator. The NSSS also contains an electrically heated pressurizer and
.

j certain auxiliary systems.
:

High pressure water circulates through the reactor cors to remove the:

heat generated by the nuclear chain reaction. The hNted water exits,

| from the reactor vessel and passes via the ccolant locp piping to thesteam generators. Here it gives up its heat to the feedwater in;

i

'. producing steam for the turbine generator. The cycle is completed when
the primary water is pumped back from the steam generator to the reactor

I vessel. The entire reactor coolant system is composed of leaktight .

i components to ensure that primary coolant radioactivity is confined to
{ the system.

Front-line safety systems that are potentially important in the event of
'

failure of the primary cooling system include the high and low pressure,

! safety injection systems, recirculation systems, the pressure operated
j relie? valve system, the reactor coolant pisap seal system, and the

chemical and volume control system.<

t

| At the steam generators, thennal energy is transferred from the primary
cooling systen to the secondary cooling system. The secondary cooling

,

i system consists of the boiler feedwater and condensate systen, the main3

steam system, and the turbine generator / condenser system.

| The condensate and feedwater systems provide water from condensed steam
| as feed to tae secondary side of the steam generators. The main steam
i system transports thennal energy from the steam generators to the turbine

generator where thennal-mechanical-electrical energy conversion takes
j place.

Front-line safety systems importan* in the secondary cooling system,

include the main and auxiliary feedwater systems,
a

! There are several key support systems that are potentially important in'

maintaining the ability of the front-line systems to operate properly in
the event of an incident. Included among these are: the safety injectionj

I

! * Piping and Instrumentation Drawings and Schematics of systems can be
found in Appendix B.
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i
.

i actuation system, the electrical power system, the component cooling and
service water systems, the instruent air system, and the lube oil system.

4

The following sections will describe the individual systems included in
i this study.

; 2.2.2 Safety Injection System *

, The Safety Injection System .Provides emergency core cooling and inserts'

negative reactivity into the RCS in the event of a Loss of Coolant
Accident, a steam generator tube rupture, or a steam line break
accident. The system operates in four modes:,

(1) High Pressure Injection,

) (2) High Pressure Recirculation
!

,

: (3) Low Pressure Injection /AccLanulator Injection
j (4) Low Pressure Recirculation -
,

2.2.3 High Pressure Safety Injection

The High Pressure Safety Injection System (HPSIS) is designed to provide ^

emergency core cooling in the event of a .small or meditan LO
pressure flow is required since the depressurization of the% High

l'iS,is slowi- for small and some medium sizebreaks. The core cooling proceh involves
injecting borated water from the Boron Injection Tank (BIT) and from the

; Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) with pressurization provided by the
Safety Injection Pumps (SIP).,

High pressure injection is automatically initiated by the followingsignals:,

1. Low pressurizer pressure,

; 2. High containment pressure
3. High differential pressure between any two steam generators

; 4. High steam flow in any two of the four steam lines
! coincident with low Tavg or' low steam pressure.

5. High-High containment pressure,

! A safety injection signal starts the three SI pianps and opens
the valves which had isolated the BIT. The three pumps deliver barated
water to two separate discharge headers (header A and header B) which 1

; then flow to each of the four Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cold legs.
i Header A provides boron injection through the BIT, whereas Header B
| bypasses the BIT. Each of the four cold leg paths contains a normallyopen motor-operated valve. Some of these valves receive an SI signal to

open (MOV856-C,E.H,X). Injection through two of the four injection paths
is needed in response to a medium LOCA aad injection through one path is,

required for a small LOCA.

Approximately 350,000 gallons of water are available from the RWST for,

; delivery during safety injection. This water is borated to a maximumconcentration of about 1.4 weight percent boric acid. The RWST is
-

,

'

! prevented from freezing by steam heat. The water flows from the RWST to
:

i =
P1 ping and instrumentation drawings and their corresponding digraphj can be found in Appendix B. Computer input corresponding to the

j digraphs can be found in Appendix C.
.
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a header where it branches off to a path including valves MOY1810 and
VC847. If this path is blocked, the next header in line has an alternate
path which can be enabled by an operator opening VGA893.

These two paths teminate at a header consisting of three inputs to the
three pups which lead to the two outputs at the two discharge headers.

The three safety injection pups are horizontal centrifugal pumps drivenby electric motors. With two or three diesel generators functioning, two
out of the three SIPS are powered. The pumps are provided with a bypass
line back to the RWST in order to provide a recirculation capability in
the event that a discharge path is blocked.

The SI pump bearings are cooled by water from the component coolingsystem. This water is circulated by mini-paps attached to the main SI
pump shaft.

Safety Injection Pump #32 supplies coolant to either header via check
valves, whereas pumps #31 and #33 supply only one header each. This
arrangement provides sufficient flow in the event of a small LOCA and two
failed pumps, or a media LOCA and one failed pop.

Paps #31 and #32 provide a direct water supply to the four cold legs ofthe core through header A. Header B is supplied by pumps #32 and #33
which route water through the BIT.

The BIT is always kept 1005 full. This is accomplished by recirculating
the water in the tank through the boric acid tanks whenever the plant isat power. The boric acid tanks are at a higher elevation than the BIT
and gravity is used to keep the BIT full. There are two sets of parallel
valves, which isolate the BIT daring nomal operation, that are opened bythe safety injection signal. During the low pressure recirculation mode
these valves are shut again to isolate the BIT.

The BIT is heated by redundant electric heaters and redundant heat
tracing to keep the solution temperature above the solubility limit of
130*F at a concentration of 20,000 ppm.

2.2.4 High Pressure Recirculation

The High Pressure Recirculation System (HPREC) is used following safety
injection for long term core cooling. Water is drawn out.of the
recirculation sep by the recirculation pups and fed into the safetyinjection peps. The water is then fed into the RCS cold legs in the
same manner as in the injection phase with the HPSIS pumps. Back-up
recirculation capability is provided by the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
p ups which draw from the containment sump.

2.2.5 Low Pressure Safety Injection System /Accoulator Injection

The low pressure portion of the Safety Injection System (LPSIS) is
designed to rapidly reflood the reactor core following a large or medium I

LOCA and subsequent blowdown of the primary coolant. The LPSIS is
composed of two subsystems, low pressure injection from the RWST and the ,

safety injection tanks (accmulators). The fomer is an active
j

-28-
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j subsystem; that is, it requires a control signal and electric power to
operate; the latter is totally passive, requiring no signal or external,

, ower source.p{
i

2.2.5.1 Low Pressure Injectione
i

The RHR Pumps are used in the Low Pressure Safety Injection mode.
j Because of the presence of check valve 881, the syste is nomally :

aligned for safety injection, as well as for decay heat removal. A' '.

Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) opens the Residual Heat Loop4

; Discharge Stop Valves 899A, 8998, 746, and 747, starts one of the RHR
Pumps, and in coincidence with a loss of offsite power, starts two of the

. diesel generators. There is approximately a 34 second delay between the
{ receipt of SIAS and full RHR pump operation. !
,

! In the safety injection mode the RHR pumps take suction from the '

4 Refueling Water Storage Tank. Since the water is at ambient temperature, i

component cooling is not required and the Component Cooling Water -(CCW)
t pumps may be secured to reduce the electrical load on the 480 Y ac diesel
'

generator buses. The design operating pressure of these pumps is only
600 psig. Thus, the safety injection mode of the RHR system is initially ia

j most effective for a large pipe break where the primary system rapidly ;
p depressurizes from 2235 psig to less than 600 psig. In the event of a
! small or medium LOCA where low pressure injection is initially unusable,
! the RHR Pumps can be used as boosters for the low flow (400 gpm) High
j Pressure (1700 psig) Safety Injection Pumps (HPSIPs) by opening either or '

| both of the two High Head Recirculation Stop Valves (MOV 888A or 8888). |
t t

i As borated water from the RWST is injected into the core, primary coolant
! flows out of the break and collects in the two sumps located in the lower
| 1evel of the Containment Building. When the inventory of the RWST

:!- reaches the low level alam, the operator must realign the system for
! recirculation. The shift from the injection to the recirculation pha' .
! in the case of a large rupture, occurs about 20 minutes after the sta !

; of the accident.
i

Successful operation of the RHR System in the injection mode requires
that at least two of the four injection legs deliver flow to the core fori

a large LOCA. Injection through one leg is necessary in response to a
| medium LOCA if high pressure injection is unavailable.

2.2.5.2 ,Accoulator Injection

The four accumulators are designed to inject emergency coolant into each |

) of the cold legs whenever the primary pressure falls below 650 psig.
4 Each tank contains 700 ft3 of borated water driven by a nitrogen gas
i cover. The tanks are filled from the Refueling Water Storage Tank using

the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) peps. The cover gas is' ,

supplied by a Nitrogen System. During nomal plant operation the
accumulators are isolated from the HPSI pumps and the nitrogen system by;

i normally open, fail close, pnewsatically controlled gate valves t

(890A-D,891A-D). Redundant and independent level and pressure
'

indications are displayed in the Control Room for each accumulator. The !

accumulator tanks are not rated at primary plant pressure. Pressure
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relief valms are installed on top of each accoulator tank to prevent ;

overpressurization. These valves are set to open at 700 psig. '

The accmulators are isolated from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by
check valves (895A-D) in the discharge path. The 2235 psig primary plant
pressure tightly seats these check valves under nomal plant conditions.
These seats leak somewhat and fluid must occasionally be drained to the
Waste Disposal System through nomally shut pneumatically controlled
valves (896A-D).

Nomally open accoulator discharge stop valves (MOV 894A-D) are
[ installed upstream of the accoulator discharge check valves for several
i reasons. In the event of significant check valve leakage, these valves
i may be shut; however, a safety injection actuation signal will
i automatically reopen them, though accoulators isolated in this manner
j are no longer strictly passive components. .;

I These accumulator discharge valves are also closed during plant heat up
i and cool down to inhibit undesirable accoulator actuation. In this mode; the operator must also set keyed switches to block the SIAS.
1

| 2.2.6 Low Pressure Recirculation

j The changeover from the injection to the recirculation phase requires '

{ operator action and is initiated when the RWST reaches the low level
j alam point. The operator has a choice of two susps, both located in the

containment building, from which recirculation water may be drawn. Two
:

! peps take a suction from each sump; hownwr, only one of these four
| pumps is required to initiate recirculation flow.
.

| The preferred source is the Recirculation Sep, primarily because the i

recirculation path is completely enclosed by the containment building,
precluding the possibility of releasing fission products contained in the

; sep water to the atmosphere. Two 350 hp, 3000 gpa recirculation pumps
are located just above the Recirculation Sep. They are' cooled by CCW.;

i In recirculation mode, CCW must also be circulated through the Residual
,

{ Heat Exchangers.
I

j The two recirculation pumps are connected by a crosstie piping network to
: the parallel Recirculation Sep Stop Valves (MOV 1802A and 18028). At
! least one of these two motor operated valves must be opened by the
i operator in order for the sep water to reach the Residual Heat
! Exchangers. The two valves are actuated independently and are powered

through separate motor control centers.;
'
>

; The alternate recirculation water source is the Containment Sump. The
j use of this source is less desirable because part of the recirculation
i pathway is in the primary auxiliary butiding, allowing the possibility of
i radioactive fission product releases to the atmosphere through leaky
| valve and pump seals. Recirculation from the containment sump is
j initiated by opening the Containment Sump Stop Valves (M0V885A-B). The
| RWST Recirculation Stop Valve (MOV883) must be shut in order to prevent
: the . release of fission products to the atmosphere via the RWST. The'

Residual Pump Suction Stop Valve (M0V882) should also be shut to doubly
i isolate (with check valve 881) the RWST. An additional level of
'
; 30
4

i
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isolation can be set by shutting the hand operated gate valve (846) on
|the RMST discharge line. These valves should be closed immediately af ter

-

2

; recirculation flow is established.

| The recirculation phase of residual heat removal is a long tem
|- evolution. In a major accident the containment building will be a highly |
t contaminated radiological exclusion area. Personnel will be unable to

enter to perfom maintenance or cleanup operations. The Primary
*

i Auxiliary Building (PA8) may also be a high radiation area if primary ,

'

i coolant has been pumped from the Containment Building. The ability of
} personnel to operate or repair equipment in the PAB may be affected,
j especially in the vicinity of the recirculation piping.
1

2.2.7 Safety Injection Actuation System
,

!
The safeguards actuation system receives signals from various primary and
secondary plant sensors, processes this input through logic matrices, and

.

;
!

! sends actuation signals to Engineered Safeguards System (ESS) equipment, '

1 based'upon plant conditions. The ESS equipment serves to limit damage in
! the event of pipe rupture in either the Reactor Coolant System or the
;

secondary systems (steam, feedwater, or steam generators).

| The signals that the Safety Injection Actuation System receives and the
j actions that result are presented below:
j-
j 1. High Steam Line Flow in Conjunction with low Tave or Low Steam
; Generator Pressure.
: ,

i This condition is indicative of a steam break downstream of the main
; steam isolation valves (MSIV). Indications of a steam break are: high
{ steam flow (to generate a signal, two of the four steam lines must

indicate high steam flow) in conjunction with (a) low Tave (two of four:

sensors), or (b) low steam 1tne pressure (two of four sensors). This ;signal initiates steam line isolation (closure of all four MSIVs) in
| addition to initiating automatic safety injection.
;

i To generate the high steam line flew signal, a comparison circuit is used
! to develop a varying setpoint signal based on turbine first stage
i pressure. Actual steam flow is compared with the progranned setpoint,

i

,

} and a trip signal is generated when actual steam flow exceeds the
j setpoint. To allow for startup, steam dump, and atmospheric relief valve
| operation when turbine first stage pressure is not a true indication of

actual steam flow, the high steam line flow signal must be in coincidence
; with either a low Tave signal (sensed by primary loop resistance i

<

j temperature detectors) generated by a two or four sensing network, or a
; low steam generator pressure signal generated by two of four pressure
i sensing networks.
'

i
i

2. Steam Line Differential Pressure.
1

! This condition indicates a steam break upstream of the MSIVs or a large
j feedwater line break. A break in this location results in the closure of
i the non-return check valve (located in each steam line). Steam pressure
j upstream of the check valve now decreases as the associated steam

generator feeds the break directly. A comparison network is used ini
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which this steam pressure is compared to the pressure in two of the three
'

. remaining intact steam generators. When the pressure in the steam
generator feeding the break decreases to the set value below the other
two steam pressures, an automatic safety injection signal is generated.

3. Low Pressurizer Pressure. -

| The pressurizer acts as a surge tank for the reactor coolant system.
Pressurizer heaters cycle on and off to maintain RCS pressure within a,

; certain band. Leakage from the RCS in excess of the pressurizer heater '

! and charging pimp capability for make up results in a decrease in
pressurizer pressure, and consequently RCS pressure. This signal serves
to initiate automatic safety injection to protect the core from damage.

: for RCS breaks and excessive leaks. Three channels of pressurizer
1 pressure are monitored and an automatic safety injection signal is

generated if any two of the three channels indicate low pressure. This
trip is manually blocked by operator action when RCS pressure is below ,

1,900 psi during a plant shutdown. This block is automatically removed,

: when RCS pressure increases above 1,900 psi and operator action would be
required to reinitiate the block if it is required.

! 4. High Containment Pressure.

In the event of a break in the RCS, or a steam line break inside the
containment building, pressure inside the containment building would
increase. The rate of the increase is dependent upon the size of the
break. Containment pressure is monitored by three pressure transmitters
located outside of the containment building. When containment pressure

'

exceeds the setpoint value in two of the three transmitter channels, an,

automatic safety injection signal is generated.-

! 5. High-High Containment Pressure
i

A high-high containment pressure is indicative of a large loss of coolant
accident or a major steam line break inside the containment building.
Containment pressure is monitored by six pressure transmitters located.

outside the containment building in the piping penetration area. The:

| output of these transmitters is divided into two groups of three. When
containment pressure exceeds the high-high setpoint, a signal is
developed which energizes the relays associated with that channel. Two
out of three channels in both groups are required to initiate automatic:

containment spray actuation. In addition to the automatic containment-
spray signal, a main steam line isolation signal is sent to close the
MSIVs and an automatic safety injection signal is developed.

i
: The tripping of any of the input channels described above is indicated on

supervisory panel "S0" in the control room. In addition the following
channel trips listed in Table 2-7 will result in alams at the locations ;

| noted.
|

1

}

i

4
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Table 2-7
; CHANNEL TRIPS

:

! ,

; Tripped Channels Alam- Location i

1. High Steam Line Flow High Steam Line Flow Safeguards Panel
.i SI t

: 2. Steam Line Differential Steam Line AP SI Safeguards Panel
!I Pressure
,

; 3. Pressurizer Pressure Pressurizer Lo-Press RCS Supervisory
,

i Channel Trip Panel '

4. High Containment Pressure Hi Containment Pressure Safeguards Panel,

1 SI Channel Trip
i

,

; 5. High-High Containment Pressure (Spray) Channel No Alam (High
Pressure Channel Trip Indicated) -

4

L. nu it.: All of the trip relays associated with the instrumentation '
i

discussed above are "de-energize to trip." That is, loss of powerj to an instrissent channel causes the relays associated with that
channel to trip, which results in one of the trip signals required

<

for safety injection actuation.
>

6. Manual Initiation Signals.-

In addition to the automatic signals described above, safety injection or,

containment spray may be initiated by the operators in the control room.
>

i

Manual safety injection is accomplished using the red manual safety.

i injection pushbuttons on panel S82 in the control room. Pressing one of
these pushbuttons initiates the minimum required ESS equipment. Both

.

pushbuttons must be depressed to initiate all ESS equipment. Manual
i

; spray actuation is accomplished by depressing both red manual spray
actuation pushbuttons on safeguards panel SBl in the control room.,

i Depressing one spray actuation pushbutton initiates one train of spray .

1 equipment.
I I

! There are two channels of actuation logic in the safeguards actuation'

system. These logic channels require de power for proper operation.

Each logic channel contains seven master relay-slave relay sets. These
t-

relay sets are:
o SI Automatic Actuation4

| o SI Manual Actuation
-

i

o Containment Ventilation Actuation !

,
'

i o Containment Isolation Phase A
! o Containment Isolation Phase B '

| o Containment Spray Actuation

j
The master relays are special relays which contain operating and resetcoils. The master relay is nomally de-energized. When the proper logicj

j matrix is made up, the operating coil will be energized by auxiliary
{ contacts and cosmand the various safeguards equipment to operate. The
:

-33-
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master relays, via a mechanical latching mechanism, and the slave relays
will remain in the actuated position until the master relay is reset(reset coil is energized). The reset signal is applied through the

| manual reset pushbuttons. 1
'

The safeguards logic relays are located in relay racks behind the reactortrip logic relay panels. These relays are arranged in matrices which
develop the necessary logic for safeguards initiation.j

Each logic relay!

is fed from a safeguards actuation bi-stable located at the analogi racks. The signal from each analog bi-stable feeds a safeguards logicj relay in each safety injection channel.
J

2.2.8 Feedwater Systems;

1

The nuclear reactor at Indian Point Unit 3 pmduces 965 electrici
i megawatts of power. Cooling of the reactor core is provided by four
i independent prim 6ry cooling loops. Each of these loops circulates!

!
pressurized, superheated water from the reactor vessel to a steam
generator. In the steam generator, the heated primary water is passedj through a bundle of U-shaped tubing. This tubing is immersed in water in

i the lower half of the steam generator. As the heated primary water'

passes through the tubing, it exchanges heat with the cooler water on the
!

outside of the tubes never coming in direct contract with that cooling
After passing through the steam generator tubes, the primarywater.

, water is returned to the reactor pressure vessel to carry away more;
_

heat.
'

! !

The four steam generators provide the initial sink for the heat pmduced
in the reactor vessel. Heated primary water enters the steam generator.

j from the bottom, passes through a bundle of inverted U-tubes, and then
; exits the steam generator from the bottom. The inverted U-tube bundle~

occupies the lower half of the steam generator. This lower half is'

filled with secondary cooling water. The secondary feedwater enters the
shell side of the steams generator threugh a fill ring. The water is
heated by the primary water passing through the U-tube bundle and,;

eventually, reaches boiling temperature. The steam produced fills the
| upper half of the steam generator and exits at the top through main steamline.i

!

) Once the steai leaves the steam generator, most of it goes directly to ''

the high pressure side of the main turbine. Some steam is drawn off
prior to and after this point for use as auxiliary steam in various

| processes. After performing the mechanical work of driving the turbine,'

the steam enters the condensate system. ;

!

The purpose of the Condensate System is to condense the turbine exhaust.

steam, remove air fmm the condentate, and deliver the condensate to the '

feedwater system. The condensate system consists of three condensers
(7.230,000 lbs. of steam /hr capacity, each) taking steam fmm the turbine

-

and condensing it with cooling water from the circulating water system.
,

! The three eight-stage, vertical, pit-type condensate pumps (7860 gps,
each) are rated at 7860 gpm and 1150 ft TDH when operating at 1170 rpm.;

The pop bearings are lubricated by the pumped liquid. Each p op is
;

;
driven, through a solid coupling, by a 3000 hp vertical solid shaft
induction motor that has an open drip pmof enclosure. These pumps are<
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operated by manual controls on the main control board. The pumps take
the condensate and discharge it to their air ejectors. From there, the
condensate flows to the feedwater heaters via the gland steam condenser. j

,

I

The only other major component of the condensate systen is the condensate
istorage tank (600,000 gal), which is used primarily for condenser hot

well surge and make up. The tank also provides suction for the auxiliary !

feedwater pumps. For that reason, the tank has an assured reserve of
>

360,000 gallons of water.

The Main Feedwater System takes the condensate from the condensers and
returns it to the steam generators as secondary cooling water. The
system consists of 15 feedwater heaters, taking discharge from the
condensate pumps and delivering it to the two steam driven main 'eedwater
pups (15,300 gpm at 1830 ft TDH, each). Heating in the feedwt te r
heaters is provided by the auxiliary steam supply system, using steam
taken from various stages of the turtine generator. The drainage from
the heaters flows to the heater drain tank where it is then pumped by the
heater drain peps to the intake of the main feedwater pumps.

There are two main feedwater pumps that provide feedwater for the four
steam generators. The discharge from each feedwater pump passes through
one heating stage before it enters the steam generators. The main
feedwater paps, also referred to as the boiler feedwater pups, are
single-stage horizontal centrifugal pumps with barrel casings. Each pump
is rated at 15,300 gpm and 1830 ft TDH when operating at 4875 rpm. Sealwater injection is used for shaf t sealing. Bearing lubrication for both
the pop and its turbine drive is accomplished by an integral lubricating
oil system mounted on the pump base. Norinal circulation for the
lubricating oil system is provided by two motor-driven pumps. The
lubricating oil system also includes a reservoir and a cooler.

Each main feedwater pap is driven, through a flexible gear type
coupling, by an 8350 hp horizontal steam turbine using steam from the
discharge of the three reheater moisture separators. The main feedwater
pumps are operated automatically by the feed control system. Manual
controls are also provided on the main control board for remote operationand testing during nomal operation. During nomal startup of the plant,the pups are started locally. A minimum flow control system is provided
to ensure that each pump is handling at least a 3000 gpm flow at all
times.

The ' speed of the pump turbines is controlled by the totalized steam
flow. When there is low main feedwater pump suction pressure, the pump
turbine speed is reduced to prevent excessive pressure in the feedwater
piping.

The design loss of main feedwater transients are those caused by:
'

Interruptions of the Main Feedwater System flow due too

malfunction in the feedwater or condensate system, and -

Loss of offsite power or blackout with the consequentialo

shutdown of the main feedwater system peps, auxiliaries, and
controls.
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. Loss of main feedwater transients are characterized by a rapid reduction
in steam generator water levels. This results in a reactor trip, a

i

! turbine trip, and auxiliary feedwater actuation by the protection system
-

locic. The reactor power quickly falls to decay heat levels following,

i reactor trip. The steam generator water levels continue.to decrease,'

pmgmssively uncovering the steam generator tubes as decay heat is
! transferred and discharged in the fom of steam through the steam dump
; valves to the condenser or through the steam generator safety or
: power-operated relief valves to the atmosphere. The reactor coolant

,i
temperature increases as the residual heat, in excess of that dissipated '

. through the steam generators, is absorbed. With increased temperature,j the -volume of reactor coolant expands and begins filling the pressurizer.
;

Without the addition of sufficient auxiliary feedwater, further expansion
will result in water being discharged through the pmssurizer safety and :4

irelief valves. If the temperature rise and the resulting volmetric
;

! expansion of the safety valve capacities may be exceeded causing (1)
over-pressurization of the RCS and/or (2) the continuing loss of fluid

; from the primary coolant system.
,

j Sufficient auxiliary feedwater is necessary to arrest the decrease in the
steam generator water levels, to reverse the rise in reactor coolant;

'

temperature, to pmvent the pressurizer from filling to a water solid
condition, and eventually to establish stable hot standby conditions.

-

;

i subsequently, a decision may be made to pmceed with plant cooldown if
j the problem cannot be satisfactorily corrected. ,

4

| The blackout transient differs from a simple loss of main feedwater in
i that emergency power sources must be relied upon to operate vital
; equipment. The loss of power to the electric driven condenser'

circulating water pups results in a loss of cordenser vacum and ,

condenser dump valves. Hence, steam fomed by decay heat is relieved
,

. through the steam generator safety valves on the secondary side or the
{ power-operated relief valves on the primary side. ;

| Assaing that the reactor protection system operates to reduce core power ;

level, a total lack of feedwater delivery to the steam generators to
|

| remove heat generated by the core would result in the steam generators
; boiling dry on the order of about 1/2 hour. However, an alternate ;

feedwater supply is provided by the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS).,
'

Operation of this alternate feedwater system, in conjunction with steam
| relief to the atmosphere through safety valves, would result in

successful cooling of the core following all transient events involvingj the interruption and loss of nomal RCS heat removal capability. Should
the auxiliary feedwater system fail on daeand, the time available for the!

{ plant operator to restore operation of either the RCS or the AFWS,
1 without risking an excessive loss of RCS coolant from the RCS pressurizer

safety and relief valves and, thus, a core melt, would be approximately 1
,

, '

{ to 1 1/2 hours.
,

! The Auxiliary Feedwater System provides emergency feedwater to the steam !j generators in the event of loss of main feedwater. The system consists
primarily of one steam turbine driven pap and two electric motor driven4

pumps. These pumps take suction from the condensate storage tank. The
tank has a reserve of 360,000 gallons of water for this specific

i
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purpose. This water level is sufficient to provide residual heat removal
for 24 hours at hot shutdown conditions.,

!

In the event of the loss of the condensate storage tank water supply, the
auxiliary feedwater pumps can take suction from the 1.5 million gallon
city water storage tank.

! There are two independent loops for auxiliary feedwater delivery to the |

,

| steam generators. One loop utilizes the two motor driven pumps. Each of ;
4 the peps supplies feedwater to two of the four steam generators. Thus, !

all four steam generators are supplied. The other loop utilizes the,

turbine driven pop, supplying feedwater to all four steam generators. t,

i The capacity of each loop is sufficient to insure that at least two of
the four steam generators will not boil dry.

The motor driven pumps are Ingersoll-Rand nine stage horizontal split !
| case centrifugal units, each of which supplies 400 gpm of water at a head !

of 1350 psi. The pumps have grease lubricated ball bearings. The motor idrives are manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. '

,
;

| The power for the pump motors is taken from 480 V bus 3A for pump No. 31
and from 480V bus 6A for pap No. 33. In the event of complete loss of1

; electric power, power is restored automatically from the diesel
j generators.

| The steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump is a Worthington
j Corporation horizontal multi-stage centrifugal pump with a capacity of

,

;

j 800 gpa at 1350 psi. The turbine drive for the pump is a Worthington
Corporation horizontal axial flow non-condensing unit rated at 970 hp at

'

3570 rpm. The turbine steam supply is taken from the main steam lines of.

! steam generators No. 32 and No. 33, ahead of the isolation valves. There
j are two temperature controlled shutoff valves mounted in series in the
; steam supply line. These valves will close when the temperature reading
| in the Auxiliary Boiler Feed Pima Room reaches 120*F. , 1

,

I

! Cooling of the pump thrust bearing and the turbine inboard and outboard i
! bearings is accomplished with water from the pump discharge. The cooling !
; return water is piped to the condensate storage tank. Bearing flow rates !~

and the combined return temperature are indicated locally.
|
!

| The condensate pumps could potentially be used to deliver water to the t

: steam generators in the event of failure of the condenser vacum occurs
:

! and affects operability of the main feedwater pumps. In this case,
|'

action by the plant operator would be needed to depressurize the steam i

generators. This is necessary because the design of the condensate pumps '

! would not permit water delivery against the high steam pressure
! conditions (less than or equal to about 1100 psi).
i

! 2.2.9 Electric Power System
,

The primary functions of the electric power system during an accident !
i scenario are to:
! o Provide a reliable electrical power supply to those components
i whose operation is needed to mitigate any abnormal event
! affecting the reactor core, its heat removal systems, or systems ;
,
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which could affect the release of radioactivity to the
environment.

o Provide a reliable control power supply for the operation of
these systems and for the initiation of safeguards systems
actuation signals.

o Provide a reliable source of power to instrumentation necessary !

for monitoring emergency system functions, for monitoring key
plant parameters, and for inputs to safeguards systems actuation

ilogic.
,

A reliable Offsite Power Supply network connected to the station power
system through redundant supply paths nomally perfoms these functions. !

In addition, one onsite gas turbine-generator unit and two additional gas
turbine-generator units located at the Buchanan substation may be
connected to the station power system through the offsite power supply
tielines. Although procedures exist for using the onsite Gas Turbine
Unit 1 to power IP-3, the operators to which we spoke were not familiar
with them. It is also unclear how long it would take to start and load
this turbine.

If all offsite power sources fail, three diesel generators, each capable
of supplying 50f, of the power requirements of the safeguards systems
components, provide independent onsite power generation capabilities.

The de power system, supplied from four onsite storage batteries,
provides power supplies to vital controls and instrumentation and is the
primary source of power to all safeguards actuation and reactor
protection system circuits.

During nomal operation, power is supplied to 6.9 kV buses 1, 2, 3, and 4
from the main generator output through the unit auxiliary transfomer.
Power is supplied to 6.9 kV buses 5 and 6 from the offsite power grid
through the 138 kV substation and the station auxiliary transfomer.
Following a trip of the main generator, automatic crosstie breakers
connect buses 1 and 2 to bus 5 and connect buses 3 and 4 to bus 6,
thereby maintaining all six 6.9 kV buses powered from the offsite grid.
The redundant source of offsite power from the 13.8 kV substation and gas
turbine-generator Unit 1 may be manually connected to buses 5 and 6 only
if these buses are de-energized and their nomal supply breakers from the
station auxiliary transfomer are open. Although no essential safeguards
components are supplied directly from the 6.9 kV buses, buses 2, 3, 5,
and 6 supply power to the 480 V essential power buses 2A, 3A, 5A, 6A,
312* and 313*, through their respective station service transformers.

They also provide power to auxiliary equipment rated at 400 horsepower
and above. An overcurrent condition on any of the 6.9 kV buses actuates
the associated bus protection lockout relays, which isolate the bus by
tripping and locking out the nomal supply breaker and the 6.9 kV tie
breaker for that bus.

.

Components rated between 100 and 400 horsepower are supplied directly
from the station 480 V Switchgear Buses 2A, 3A, SA, and 6A. Individual

These buses were added for an Appendix R upgrade.*
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loads of 100 horsepower and below are supplied from 480 V motor control i<

L centers (MCCs) fed from the 480 V switchgear buses. The nomal power
supply to each of the 480 V buses is from its associated 6.9 kV bus f

; through a station service transfomer.. If this nomal power source is i
' unavailable, an independent source of emergency onsite power is provided *

; to each cf these buses from the three emergency diesel generator units.
[
!,

! The load from the station safeguards systems components are designed to ;

be distributed among the four 480 V switchgear buses in a manner such ;
2

that, with coincident loss of all offsite power sources and failure of i
!i any one of the diesel generators, power will remain available to the

|, minimum number of components needed to mitigate any of the design basis :

; accident scenarios. |

| If a fault occurs on one of the 480 V switchgear buses, lockout relays :
1 are actuated which trip and prevent reclosure of all breakers associated !
a with the bus. The bus lockout relays must be manually reset af ter the
; fault is cleared to allow the tripped breakers to be reclosed. |
t !

! In addition to the nomal and emergency power supplies to each of the
480 V switchgear buses, crosstie breakers between buses 2A and SA and |
between buses 3A and 6A provide manual interconnections for these buses,
and a crosstie breaker between buses 2A and 3A provides automaticy

interconnection. These crosstie breakers are administratively controlled .

| to remain open during nomal unit operation. Breakers 2AT5A and 3AT6A |
! may be closed manually from the control room only if no fault exists on ;

either of the associated buses and one of the buses is de-energized.,
<

! These breakers trip automatically on any of the following conditions: 1

o Bus lockout relay actuation on either associated bus j2

! o Undervoltage on either associated bus ;

o Safety injection signal
i o Overcurrent !

Breaker 2AT3A closes automatically when the following interlocks are
satisfied:

; o Undervoltage on bus 3A
i o Breaker 3AT6A open
i o Feedbreaker 3A open
i o Diesel output breaker EG1 closed
1 o No faults on buses 2A or 3A.

I Breaker 2AT3A is tripped only by bus lockout relay or overcurrent relay
| activation. Besides the four 480 Y switchgear buses, two extra 480 V
i buses were added as part of the Indian Point-3 modifications for
| seergency shutdown. Buses 312 and 313 are powered from 6900 V Buses l'
; and 3, respectively. A manual crosstie also allows these two 480 buses

i

j to be connected.
t I

i Each of the Emergency Diesel Generators is powered by a 16-cylinder, '

! four-cycle, turbo-charged diesel engine rated at 2,450 horsepower at 900
rpm. The generators are self-excited, three-phase, 60 Hertz, 480 V units,

' rated at 2,188 kVA at 0.8 power factor. The output ratings of each
j diesel generator unit are 1,750 kW for continuous service and 1,950 kW
I for a maximen of 2,000 hours. Each unit is capable of supplying-

j sufficient power to maintain the operation of at least 50% of the
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safeguards systems components required for mitigating any of the design
i basis accident scenarios analyzed in the Indian Point Unit 3 Final Safety
! Analysis Report (FSAR).
I

! Each diesel generator rectives an automatic starting signal under either
! of the following conditions: +

) o .Undervoltage at its associated 480 V bus (diesel generator :
i 31 starts automatically on undervoltage at bus 2A only)
i o Safety injection signal.

|

However, for a diesel generator to be available for auto starting, the
; engine starting mode control switch located at the diesel generator
i control panel in the diesel generator building must be in the " Auto"
i position. (Two other positions are available: "Off," which prevents the '
! engine from starting, and " Manual," which allows manual starting from the

local panel start pushbutton only.) An alam is received in the control !

,

i room if the switch is moved from the " Auto" position.
}

;

Each diesel generator can attain full speed and voltage within ten]
t

i seconds and can be fully loaded within 30 seconds from the time of the ;

j starting signal. A fast acting electro-hydraulic governor maintains a
constant diesel engine speed as load is applied to the unit. The'

i generator output breaker will close automatically to load the diesel .'

j generator onto its associated bus only if an undervoltage condition is :
j detected at that bus and the nomal bus feed breaker is open. For '

successful starting or continued operation of the diesel generators, fouri

j auxiliary systems are needed: starting air system, the diesel fuel oil
transfer system, the station service water system, and 125 VDC control;

j Power.
.

I The Indian Point Unit 3 DC Power System consists of four independent
battery installations. Each is connected to a de power panel and is .

maintained under continuous charge by a self-regulating battery charger.
| The system is ungrounded, with the positive and negative legs maintained '

at potentials of approximately 129 volts with respect to ground. Ground2

| detection is provided for each battery division, with a common alam in
j the control room.

|
1

} Three of the de power panels supply control power to each associated
| essential ac power division while the fourth de power panel provides only

the nomal source of power to ac instrument bus 34 The de system also
supplies power to all safeguards actuation and reactor protection logic

; matrices. A bus tie breaker is available to connect power panel 31 to
i power panel 32 in the event of failure of the battery or battery charger
! for either of these panels. This breaker is asuinistratively controlled
I to remain open during nomal operation and is only pemitted to be closed
j when the plant is in the cold shutdown condition.
<

j Each of the Battery installations is composed of 60 individual lead !

j antimony storage cells that are connected to provide a nominal teminal
! voltage of 129 VDC. Battery 31 is rated at 1,320 ampere hours, battery
1 32 is rated at 960 ampere hours, battery 33 is rated at 425 ampere hours, '

) and battery 34 is rated at 440 ampere hours (each at an 8-hours discharge

{ rate). Batteries 31 and 32 are connected to their respective power
'

!
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panels through 800 aspem fuses; battery 33 uses a 600 ampere fuse, and |

battery 34 has a 600 ampere ::ircuit breaker.
,

'

During nomal operation, the loads from each of the power panels are
supplied from the output of the associated battery charger, which also

i pmvides a constant trickle charge to maintain the battery in a fully i

j charged condition. Each of the battery chargers is a silicon-controlled !

j rectifier self-regulating unit cooled by forced air circulation.
;

All station 480 Y loads rated at 100 horsepower and below are supplied
| from Motor Control Centers powered from the 480 V switengear buses. All
! safeguards system motor-operated valves are powered from either MCC 36A
) or MCC 368, which remain energized wherever their associated supply buses

(SA and 6A,'respectively) are energized. The supply breakers to MCCs !
4

; 364, 36B, and 36C receive automatic closing signals on any safety 4

irdection actuation and may be operated from the Unit 3 contml panels.;

| The supply breakers to all other MCCs are operated locally at the 480 V
i switchgear by manual close and trip pushbuttons.

All instroentation that monitors vital plant parameters and provide,

j input signals to the reactor protection and safeguards actuation systems
i is supplied from 118 V AC Instruent Power Buses. Instraents providing
i redundant input signals to the reactor trip and safety injection logic

.

!, are supplied from separate buses so that failure of any one bus will not '

) pmvent a protection function from actuating or cause an inadvertent trip.
J ,

i Because these instroents require an extremely stable and reliable source
i of power, all four instrument buses are nomally supplied by static
1 inverters, which convert de power into a very smooth, noise-free ac power
! signal. Each inverter is rated at 7.5 kVA vf th an output voltage of 118
i V ac at 60 Hertz. This output will be maintained over a range of input

ivoltage fluctuations from 106 V de to 140 V dc.i

| A reserve power supply for each of the instrument buses is provided from
j 120 V ac lighting bus 32 through a manual transfer switch located at each
{ instruent bus. These transfer switches are provided with mechanical
! interlocks to prevent both supplies to a given bus from being connected '

! in parallel. The transfomer supplying lighting bus 32 is sized such :
j that only one instruent bus may be supplied from the mserve power '

! source at a time. Instrument bus 34 also has its own backup power supply
j provided by Motor Control Center 368 through a Solatron transfomer and
i controlled by another manual transfer switch located at the transfomer
| in the cable spreading area of the Control Building.

,

! The safeguards actuation, reactor protection, main turbine-generator
} protection, and offsite tieline fault protection systems provide signals

to the station electric power system for the initiation of automatic bus'

transfer operations, bus load shedding, diesel generator starting, and
automatic bus load sequencing under a variety of transient conditions.

! Within the system, the ac and de subsystems are strongly dependent on one
} another through the ac-powered battery chargers and de control power

supplies to the diesel generators and 6.9 kV and 480 V switchgear.
I

:
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The control room and local plant operators interface directly with the
electric power system for remote and local manual circuit breaker
operations and manual operation of the diesel generators. Although the
system is designed to automatically pmvide a reliable source of onsite
power during a wide range of anticipated events, these manual operations
provide the ability to realign power supply flow paths to compensate for
failures of individual components and subsystems. These operator inputsalso pmvfde an opportunity for systems interactions.

2.2.10 Chemical and Volme Control System

The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) perfoms many functions
through tha various phases of plant conditions. During nonsal operationit performs 6 functions: 1) provides the mquired seal water flow for
the reactor coolant pump shaft seals, 2) maintains the proper water
inventory in the Reactor Coolant System, 3) adjasts the concentration of
the chemical neutron absorber for chemical reactivity control. 4)
pocesses reactor coolant effluent for reuse of boric acid and reactor
make up water, 5) maintains the proper concentration of corrosion
inhibiting chemicals in the reactor coolant, and 6) maintains the reactor
coolant and corrosion product activities to within design levels.

The CVCS connects directly into the mactor coolant system. A portion of
the high pressure charging flow is injected into the reactor coolant
pueps between the~ themal barrier and the shaf t seal so that the seals
are not exposed to high temperature reactor coolant. Part of t'ta flow is
the shaft seal leakage flow and the remainder enters the RCS 'through alabyrinth seal on the pump shaft. Part of the shaft seal injection flow
cools the lower radial bearing, and part passes through the seals and is
cooled in the seal water heat exchanger, ff1tered, and returned to the
volume control tank.

Seal water injection to the RCS requires a continuous letdown of. reactor
coolant to maintain the desired inve:cory. In addition, bleed and feed
of reactor coolant is required for remeval of impurities and: adjustment
of boric acid in the reactor coolant.

During plant operation, reactor coolant flows through :the letdown line
from the reactor coolant loop 1 cold leg on 'the ' suction side of the pump
and is returned to the same cold leg on the discharge side cf the popvia a charging line. An alternate charging connection is provided to the
hot leg of loop 2. _ An excess letdown line is also provided in the
discharge side of the rector coolant pump in loop 1.

Each of the connections to the RCS has an isolation valve located closeto the loop piping. In addition, a check valve is located downstream ofeach charging line isolation valve. Reactor coolant entering the CVCS
flows through the shell side of the regenerative heat exchanger, whereits temperature' is reduced. The coolant then flows through a letdown
orifice which redu:es coolant pressure. The cooled, low pressure water
leaves the Reactor Containment and enters the Primary Auxiliary Building
where it undergoes a second temperature reduction in the tube side of the
non-regenerative heat exchanger followed by a second pressure reductionby the low pressure letdown valve. After passing through one of the
mixed bed dominerali:ers, whera ionic ftpurities are removed, coolant

/
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flows through the reactor coolant filters.and enters the volume control
! tank through a spray nozzle. The cation bed domineralizer, located

downstream of the mixed bed domineralizers, is used intemittently to
control cesium activity in the coolant and to remove excess lithium. The;

deborating domineralizers can be used intemittently to remove boron from,

i

the mactor coolant near the end of the core life. When the deborating
domineralizers are in operation, the. letdown stream passes fmm the mixed

.

bed domineralizers and then through the deborating domineralizers and
into the volume control tank after passing through the reactor coolant
fil ter.4

Hydrogen is automatically supplied, as detemined by pressure contml, to |j the vapor space in the volume control tank, which is predominantly '

i hydrogen and water vapor. The hydrogen within this tank is, in turn, the
: supply source to the reactor coolant. Fission gases are periodically
i removed from the system by venting the volume control tank to the Waste

Disposal System prior to a cold or refueling shutdown. -
-

The CVCS voltane control tank, CVCS holdup tanks, and associated piping
. ere all designed to accomunodate up to 1005 hydrogen in the vapor space.w.

Flanusable mixtures are precluded by excluding oxygen. The gas analyzer,

; samples these vapor spaces automatically and alams any sample point
j where an oxygen concentration of 21 is detected. Exclusion of oxygen is

accomplished by leak tight construction of tanks and piping systems and
i, by maintenance of positive pressure inside these tanks and piping systems.

. From the volume control tank, the coolant flows to the charging pumps !
: which raise the pressure above that in the RCS. The coolant then enters
i the containment, passes through the tube side of the regenerative heat
; exchanger, and is returned to the RCS. The three positive displacement,
i variable speed drive charging pumps used to supply charging flow to the

RCS can be controlled manually or automatically. During nomal
4

'

operation, only one of the three pumps is automatically controlled with
j the speed modulated in accordance with pressurizer level. During load'

changes the pressurizer level set point is varied automatically to
compensate partially for the expansion or contraction of the reactor;

coolant associated with temperature changes. The level set point is
! varied between 20 and 60 percent of the adjustable mnge depending on the: power level. Charging pump speed does not change rapidly with
, pressurizer level variations due to the reset action of the pressurizer
| 1evel controller.

The concentration of the boric acid neutron absorber (for chemical
reactivity control) is controlled by adding the mixture of boric acid and

; primary water upstream of the charging pumps. Small quantities of boric
acid solution are metered from the discharge of an operating boric acid

;

transfer pump for blending wf th make up water as make up for nomal
leakage or for increasing the reactor coolant boron concentration during. <

! operation. The boric acid is stored in two boric acid tanks afternome
being prepared in the boric acid batching tank.,

j During plant startup, nomal operation, load reductions, and shutdown
liquid effluents containing boric acid flow from the RCS through the;

letdown line are collected in the holdup tanks. As liquid enters the:
'

holdup tanks, the nitrogen cover gas is displaced to the gas decay tanks

1
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I in the Waste Disposal System through the waste vent header. The
concentration of boric acid in the holdup tanks varies throughout the
core life from the refueling concentration to essentially zem at the end;

of the core cycle. A recirculating pump is provided to transfer liquidfrom one holdup tank to another.
4

i !2.2.11 Component Cooling Water System
|

The Component Cooling Water Loop System is a system designed to remove3

heat from the RCS components, heat exchangers (HXR), and pumps. The
water flows through these components in parallel lines of piping, which !

istem from two main headers.,

4

The component cooling loop is necessary to provide adequate cooling forcertain active components. In order to insure that the loop is ;
functioning properly, the loop is monitored by the following
instrimentation: :

1. A pressure detector on the piping between the component cooling
heat exchangers and the component cooling pumps. ;

2. Flow indicators and temperature indicators at the outlet of the,

; heat exchangers. j

3. Radiation monitors in the inlet and outlet piping from the heat |
exchangers. ,

4. Temperature indicators on the main inlet line to the component .'

cooling pumps.

The component cooling system transfers the heat to the Service Water
System. This arrangement reduces the extent of radioactive leakage bypmviding a double barrier. i

During normal operation, two Component Cooling Pissps (CCP) and one
Component Cooling Heat Exchanger (CCHXR) serve necessary loads. This,

leaves one standby passp and one standby HXR. All five components are
utilized during norisal plant shutdown, but safe shutdown is not affected
by the loss of one pissp or HXR.

>
!

Two Surge Tanks, one for each header, are used to allow for expansion and
contraction of water until a leak can be located and isolated. Thesetanks are monitored for high radiation. The surge tanks are also used to

i

i

receive make up water from the Primary Water Treatment Plant.

The cooling load from either of the headers can be split up such that!

I
each header, alone, can supply necessary cooling for long tem .

)recirculation following a LOCA in the event of a large break. This means
that at least one of each of the following is supplied by each header:

1. Residual heat exchangers j

2. Residual heat removal pumps i

3. Recirculation pimps
4. Safety injection pumps

The three CCPs are horizontal, centrifugal pumps and were designed to
withstand mechanical damage. These three pumps serve to circulate the-
cooling water around the loop.
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CCHXRs are the shell and straight tube type. Service water circulates:

! through the tube section at the same time that the CCW flows through the
shell section.

There are four Component Cooling Booster Pumps (CCBPs) (two for each
Recirculation Pump) which are used to protect the internal Recirculation
Pep motors from the atmosphere inside containment. Only one CC8P is,

necessary for each recirculation pump. These CCBPs are started during
the injection phase of accident recovery.

r

Component Cooling is provided for:
'

1. Residual heat exchangers'

2. Reactor coolant pumps
3. Non-regenerative heat exchanger4

j 4. Excess letdown heat exchanger
S. Seal water heat exchanger
6. Boric acid evaporator
7. Sample heat exchangers
8. . Waste evaporator condenser
9. Waste gas compressors

. 10. Reactor vessel support pads
11. Residual heat removal pops
12. Safet;y injection pumps

.

13. Recirculation pups
14. Spent fuel pit heat exchanger |

15. Charging Pumps -

2.2.12 Service Water System

The Service Water System (SWS) provides essential heat transfer for many
front-line and support systems. It accomplishes this by drawing cooling

'

water from the Hudson River and pumping it through heat exchangers which
interface with the other s
Service Water Paps (SWP) ystems.

The water is pressurized by nine
each capable of p aping 5000 gpm. During

various plant conditions, flow requirements may vary. In the case of ag
'

LOCA coincident with a blackout, initially two pumps must be operating
which supply flow to Nuclear and Conventional Services.

Of the nine service water pups, six are used as main and three are used,

* as back-ups. An automatic strainer flushes debris out of the downstream
side of each SWP. Each of the nine SWP piping legs has identical
piping. The SWPs are divided into 3 groups, each with a header:

Main p eps
WP31, WP32, SWP33 - Conventional Services Header
SWP34, SWP35, SWP36 - Nuclear Services Header
Backup pumps
arJ/, arJa, SWP39 - Backup SWP Header

During safety injection, all essential loads can be adequately cooled by
two of the three pups normally on.

The diesel generators and the Central Control Room Air Conditioning Units
(CCR ACUS) are considered part of the " Nuclear Services" section of the
SWS. They lie downstream of the conventional, nuclear, and backup pump
headers.
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Each of the three headers is fed by three service water pumps. The three
nomally operating pumps are those which feed the nuclear header which is

'

upstream of all essential loads.
pups should any of these three be unavailable.It is possible, however, to start other

For the case of unit trip with blackout and safety injection, the success
is required for removal of the additional load. criteria states that f6r the recirculation phase only one additional pump

.

all three diesels be available, another pap is activated.Should offsite power or

Water is drawn from the Hudson River through " traveling screens" whichstrain out objects in the river water. These screens are constantly in
use and require electrical powsr and a supply of water to flush awayaccumulated debris. After the water passes through these screens
drawn to the main service water pumps through three nomally open, it is

>

'

routes.
nomally open sluice gates. connecting them to the SWP well.Two of these are via circulating water pump wells thmugh
is through the traveling screen path which connects directly into the SWPA third pathwell.
six main SWPs. Debris flushing water for the traveling screens is supplied by the

water to the traveling screens through a crosstie via VB4 and VBS,Both the Conventional and Nuclear Services Headers supply
respectively, into a single pipe. All outside piping is heat traced.

The backup service water pumps (SWP37, SWP38, SWP39) draw water directlyfrom the discharge canal without an
before it is drawn into the pumps. y apparent screening of materialThere are three identical SWP legs,
each with an automatic strainer downstream of the pumps.

The automatic strainers downstream of each backup SWP regularly flush out
,

debris. The destination of material flushed by backup SWP automaticstrainers is a trash trough.

Flow to the Conventional Services (e.g., boiler feed pump lube oil
coolers) can come from the Nuclear or Conventional Service WaterHeaders. The backup peps, however, are downstream of the path to those
components and cannot circulate water through them. Flow to the Nuclear
Services (diesels and CCR ACUS) can come fmm the main pumps or thebackup pumps.

Flow is directed to the Nuclear Services from the two junctions of the
main and backup pump fed paths. Part circulates through the essential
loads and part flows through the component cooling heat exchangers (anon-essential load). Flow to the CCHXRs first passes through a crosstiejust upstream of them.

This crosstie enables routing of flow from any
combination of the service water pump headers to the conponent coolingheat exchangers.

There are two valves in the crosstie.

After flowing through the CCHXRs, the water flows through a single pathto the river.

Flow to Nuclear Services passes by outlets to an essential load, theinstraent air compressor coolers. Flow next pssses to the CCR ACUS
which are defined essential loads. There are two parallel trains, onefor each air conditioning condenser.

The trains can be cros' stied viaVGA1297K. After passing through the condensor, the water flows out to
!
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I

the river on a single path. Flow through the diesel generator lube oil
and jacket water coolers also exits the system along a single path. Many
components on the discharge path are shared by the diesel and CCR ACU

| heat transfer circuits.
]

Flow to the Conventional Services cools the essential load of the
feedwater pump lube oil as well as non-essential loads. The feedwater
pump cooling is along a simple path with no crossties and dumps into the
discharge channel. The non-essential loads in Conventional Services all
lie in the Conventional Plant Closed Cooling System, which is a circuit

|that interfaces with the rest of the SWS at the two Closed Cooling System |Heat Exchangers. Non-essential loads on this circuit include the boiler
feed pump pedestal coolers and the boiler feed pump bearing coolers.

2.2.13 Pressure Operated Relief Valves
.

The function of the pressure operated relief valves (PORVs) is to provide
pressure relief as part of the pressurized Overpmssure Protection System
(OPS).

The OPS is designed to prevent the reactor vessel pressure from exceeding
' the Technical Specifications (Appendix G) limits. These specifications
take into account the fact that the reactor vessel steel has less
ductilit;y at low temperatures and that as the reactor vessel is
irradiated during its lifetime, the limitations on pressure become even
more stringent.

The OPS is based on a three-channel analog curve tracking arrangement
t

which can initiate an appropriate chain of coincidence logic. This
<

arrangement has the purpose of automatically preventing violations of the
operating technical specification temperature / pressure limit curve for -
the reactor vessel.

<

,

Wide range RCS temperature signals are used to perfom two primary
functions in this system:

1 Provide the aming and disaming function, and
'

2 Serve as the independent variable in computing the system
pressure limit that must be adhered to.,

The aming function of the Overpressure Protection System is activated
when the RCS temperature is below a predetemined value (300*F).

The temperature signals are fed into three respective signal processors
whose task it is to provide maximum RCS pressures allowed as a function
of the input temperature. The difference between the Appendix G curve
pressures and the actual RCS pressure transmitted by three (0 to 1500)
psig transmitters is computed in each of the three channels. If any
two-out-of-three of these differences is smaller than a preset minimun, a
trip open condition will be initiated for each pressurizer power operated
relief valve.

i

|The pressure operated relief valves are operated using a N2 system with '

local accumulators at each valve. The main function of the pressure ;
operated relief valves is to protect against overpressure by opening '

automatically at 2335 psig. The PORVs will also open automatically when ),
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the reactor coolant temperature is between 0*F and 300*F, to relieve the
RCS pressure to valves below the Appendix G curves. Under this mode of

i

operation, the PORVs will relieve solid water rather than steam-water
mixture at 2335 psig.

Westinghouse conducted a generic reactor vessel overpressure study and t

the analytical results showed that only one PORY is necessary for the
'

design mass input overpressure incident and the design therinal input;
'

overpressure incident.
I

The motor operated valves and power operated relief valves feed to the
pressurizer relief tank. The tank has sufficient capacity to accept theexpected short terin flow from the OPS.,

,

2. 2.1_4 Instrument Air System.

The primary function of the Instrument Air System is to supply clean, oil
and moisture free compressed air to the instriments, controls, and other
required services in the conventional and nuclear plants.

Instriment air is supplied by two single stage compressors located in thecontrol building. Each compressor discharges through its individual
aftercooler and moisture separator to a common air receiver whose
discharge is arranged in parallel paths, each containing an air filter,

and refrigerant dryer. Hi:adered flow is then split. The first leg',

supplies the air.requiremer.ts of the conventional plant. The sceand leg
supplies the air requirements of the nuclear plant and other services'

located outside the buildings. In the latter case, further reduction of
the air dew point is necessary to prevent freezing in the lines. This is
accomplished by desiccant dryers in the air lines which leave the controlbuilding. Outside services include lines supplying the Auxiliary Feed
Pump House and the Intake Structure. Another line supplies nuclear
services which include the Penetration and Weld Channel PressurizationSystem.-

Backups to the Instrument Air System are supplied by the Station Air
System and the Administrative Building Air System through connections

,

| downstream of the instrument air receiver. Off of the Station Air backup
supply is also an emergency supply to the Penetration and Weld Channel,

Pressurization System through an oil filter set and desiccant dryers.
:

I Ambient air is supplied to the compressors through individual air filters
and silencers. A sight glass indicator will show red when an air filter
needs to be replaced. Air is compressed by the action of the piston and
exits to the aftercooler. Air compressor cylinder and aftercooler jacket
water cooling are supplied by the service water system through the

iInstrument Air Closed Cooling Water System. Air from the aftercoolers t

discharges to a common receiver where it is stored until used.

The compressors are designed to run continuously. Alorinally, however, one
compressor runs (HAND mode) while the other is in a standby (AUTO mode)condition. The compressor operating in HAND mode is controlled to
maintain the receiver air pressure between 100 and 110 psig.! Should air
pressure decrease to 95 psig, the standby compressor will automatically
start and continue running until air pressure reaches 105 psig.
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Each compressor is controlleo by an unloader, a device which vents the
air compressor's cylinders to atnosphere, thus allowing air to pass
freely in and out of the suction valves without compression. Air
pressure from the receiver is fed back to a pressure switch for each
controller operating in HAND mode. When receiver pressure exceeds 110
psig, the pressure switch opens. The pressure switch controls a
three-way solenoid valve (SOY 1198/1199) which is nomally energized to :

l

vent the unloaders. When the solenoid deenergizes, the full receiver
pressure passes through the three-way valve and is applied to the suction
valve unloaders causing them to open, thus unicading the compressor. I

Failure of this solenoid valve to fully reset or the pressure switch to I

close could result in a continuous unloading of the compressor. )
When

receiver pressure drops below 30 psig, the unloader valves shut and the J

compressor is loaded regardless of the three-way valve's position.

On the discharge side from each compressor are temperature controllers
(TC 1104S/1105S and TC 1106S/1107S) which trip the associated compressor
on high discharge air temperature at 375'F or high cooling water returntemperature at 150*F. The tripped compressor will not restart until the
temperature sensor cools and the controller resets. A fire in the
compressor room could cause both of the air temperature controllers to
trip because of high intake temperature.

The receiver provides sufficient storage space for the compressed air to
prevent pulsations produced by the compressors. The receiver reliefvalve is set to lift at 135 psig to protect the system from
overpressurization.

The main header, after the 3-inch Station Air backup supply tie, splits
into parallel streams, each containing an air filter set and a
refrigerant dryer. A differential pressure controller energizes a
normally shut 3-way solenoid valve when the air flow through the
refrigerant dryers is low enough that the differential pressure across
the dryers is greater than 12 to 20 psig. Energizing this solenoid
causes the 3-way valye to pressurize the top of a fail shut diaphragmvalve. The diaphragm valve then opens allowing flow to bypass the
regenerative dryers through a filter. Manually opening the differential
pressure controller's equalizing valve (IA-65) will also bypass air
around the refrigerant dryers; however, the piping is much smaller in
diameter than the nomal flow path. The dew point of the bypassed air
will be considerably higher than the 35*F dew point of the refrigerantdryers. Rapid air expansion could cause air line freeze up when the
dryers are bypassed.

After the dryers, the air header splits. The 2-inch branch through IA-4
supplies the steam dumps and other loads in the conventional plant
building Instrurnent Air System. The other path is to the desiccant
dryers and the nuclear plant Instrument Air System.

The regenerative dryers further reduce the dew point to -40*F so that
compressed air leaving the control building will not freeze under the
lowest expected outdoor temperature. A 4-way valve on the regenerative
dryer inlet directs air up through the desiccant bed in service. A small
portion of the dried gas is diverted to the other bed where it is
electrically heated and passed downward through the wet desiccant for
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regeneration. This air then exhausts to atmosphere through the 4-way,

val ve. The 4-way valve and heaters are controlled by a timing circuit.

A nonregenerative desiccant dryer is provided in the bypass ifne around
the regenerative dryers. The solenoid valve (SOV1143) deenergizes when '

pressure switch PC11705 on the regenerative dryer discharge drops belowi

90 psig. In the deenergized position the 3-way solenoid valve vents the
diaphragm of the fail open valve (PCV1143) to atmosphere. When the
diaphragm valve opens, air flows through the nonregenerative desiccant
dryer. Once tripped, the solenoid valve must be manually reset to
restore the bypass line to the. standby condition. An alam sounds in the
control room whenever the valve is open.

'

Parallel afterfilter sets on the discharge of the desiccant dryers remove
any desiccant which may have been carried over. Only one filter is in

,

service at a time. Local operator action is required to reposition the- '

; 3-way selector valves (IA-12) when the differential pressure gage
(DPI1132) reaches 5 psig.

A 3-inch tie from the station air system supplies emergency make up to
the refrigerant dryers. Parallel filter sets, similar to those described
previously, remove oil and particulates from the station air supply. A
pressure controller (PCV11695) and 3-way solenoid valve (SOV1142),
similar to those described previously, cause the make up valve (PCV1142)'

to open when the refrigerant dryers suction pressure drops below 90
psig. The arke up valve will remain open until the solenoid valve is,

manually reset. An alarm in the control room warns the operator that the
make up valve is open.

;

An emergency make up to the Weld Channel Pressurization System is
provided from the same line which supplies backup instrtment air from the

~

conventional plant header, through manual stop valve IA-56. A parallel
set of oil filters, desiccant dryers, and afterfilters are provided in
this line. Their operation and functions are the same as previously
described for the nomal instrtment air supply.

: A blackout. strips the Instrument Air System Motor Control Centers (MCC34
& MCC39) from their electrical buses. A local nitrogen backup supply is
provided to. equipment in the Service Water and Auxiliary Feedwater
Systems.

:

During blackout, all solenoid operated valves fail in the deenergized
position to vent the tops of their associated diaphragm valves. The
emergency tie isolation valve (PCV1142) fails open to make the stored
pressure of the Station Air System available to the instrtment air
header. The refrigerant dryer bypass valve (PCV1542), however, fails
shut to prevent flow from bypassing the refrigerant dryers. Thus,
operator action is necessary to bypass the refrigerant dryers during
blackout. The nonregenerative -desiccant dryer isolation valves,

(PCV1141/1143) open to bypass air around the inoperative
regenerative desiccant dryers. The exhaust valves (SOV1101/1105) in the !regenerative desiccant dryer purge air outlets fail shut to conserve the
remaining system air inventory. |

|
|
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When the instruent air pressure in the AFW System falls below 50 psig, a
pressure regulating valve (PCV1276) automatically opens to supply
nitrogen from three backup bottles. This backup supply services: ,

1. The Auxiliary Feedwater regulators (FCV405A/B/C/D and
FCV406A/B/C/D), normally shut, fail open

2. The turbine speed (HCVlll8), steam isolation (PCV1310A/B), i

;

steam pressure (PCV1139), and the bearing cooling water flow i

(PCV1213) regulators of Auxiliary Feedwater Pump No. 32
3. The AFW Pop City Water emergency tie isolation valves

(PCVll87/1188/ll89), nomally shut, fail open ,

!

.
4. The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) fill isolation valves

: (FCVll21/1123), nomally shut, fail shut.
1

The steam isolation valves (PCV1310A/B) are temperature controlled and
automatically shut to protect the motor driven AFW pumps from a steam
line rupture if the air temperature in the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room
exceeds 180*F. Air pressure is required to open these isolation valves.

2.2.15 ~ Lube Oil System
i,

The Lube Oil System is used to circulate warm, purified, control and b
lubricating oil to the main turbine and the boiler feed pups. The

'

system consists of many large vented tanks, i.e., Main Turbine Oil !

Conditioner, Turbine tube Oil Reservoir, Dirty and Clean Oil Storage
-

:Tanks, Boiler Feed Pump 011 Console, and Boiler Feed Pump Turbine Oil'

Conditioner. A potential fire hazard exists upon the loss of tank
ventilation; however, carbon dioxide and foam fire suppression systens
are installed to control such fires.

<,

i

The Oil Resevoir Heater Pup takes suction from the Boiler Feed Pap 011
Console when the locked closed valve LO-42 is opened. This pump is used

!

to wem up the oil in the Boiler Feed Pump 011 Console when the system
has been shut down for an extended period of time. Part of this flow is
diverted to the sludge separator, R202, before returning to the Boiler
Feed Puup 011 Console.

The Boiler Feed Oil Console Transfer Pap is used to transfer oil to
either the Dirty or Clean Oil Storage Tank. Makeup oil is taken from the
Clean Oil Storage Tank via the Oil Storage Tank Transfer and Cleanup Pump
or the Turbine Oil Reservoir Transfer Pap.,

,

I

The Boiler Feed Oil Console Circulating Pap is used to circulate oil |

through the Boiler Feed Pump Turbine 011 Conditioner. The Boiler Feed
i
'

Pump 011 Conditioner Circulating Pup circulates the oil contained in the
Boiler Feed Pup Turbine Oil Conditioner through the polishing filter,

i
'

The Main Turbine 011 Conditioner Circulating Pop circulates oil between
the Main Turbine Oil Conditioner, its polishing filter, and the Turbine
Lube 011 Reservoir. 011 from the Turbine Lube 011 Reservoir may be
transferred to the Clean or Dirty 011 Storage Tank by opening the Locked
closed valve LO-15 and by running the Turbine Oil Reservoir Transfer Pump.

'

Lube oil from either the Dirty or Clean Oil Storage Tanks may be cleaned
up by the Main Turbine Oil Conditioner by repositioning the LO-1 swing
connection and running the Oil Storage Tank Transfer and Cleanup Pump.

4
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A truck loading connection is provided for filling or draining the
system. Various valves and blank flanges can be repositioned to
accomplish the. desired truck loading / unloading elevations.

The R4D4 sludge separator can also be used to clean up the contents of
the Dirty and Clean Oil Storage Tanks. A bank of six heaters can be
valved into the system to wem up the lube oil.

!
|

The Boiler Feed Pumps are lubricated by oil from the Boiler Feed Pap 011
Console. Two 480 V ac Main Lubricating 011 Pumps take suction from the '

. console and discharge through check valves to the high presssure oil
*

header. One pump provides sufficient flow to supply the needs of both
Boiler Feed Pumps and their turbines.

The standby pump will automatically start if the running pump's circuit
breaker opens or the discharge header pressure drops below 115 psig. In
the event that bearing oil pressure decreases below 50 psig, the
emergency dc Lube Oil Pap will automatically start. Test switches which
open the solenoid dump valves may be used to verify the operation of the :
automatic low pressure starting circuitry. !

|
Oil from the high pressure header passes through an orifice and filter
before entering a set of parallel coil coolers. Locally mounted pressure
gauges indicate when the filter should be replaced. Heat from the oil
coolers is removed by the Service Water System. Each cooler is
independently capable of supplying oil to both feed pumps and their'

turbines. Oil from these components is returned to the oil console
reservoir for reuse.

; 2.2.16 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal System

The Indian Point-3 plant is a four-loop Westinghouse PWR. Each loop
contains a reactor coolant pop that is designed to circulate large
volumes of reactor coolant at high temperature and pressure. These pumps
facilitate the transport of energy produced in the nuclear core to the
tube side of the four steam generators for the production of steam that
is used to power the turbine-generator.

4

Each reactor coolant pap is a vertical single-stage centrifugal pump
which employs a controlled leakage seal assembly. Each p op is designed
to p ep 89,700 gpm of reactor coclant at a temperature of 555'F and a-

pressure of 2235 psig. Each pump consists of three general areas; the
hydraulics package, the shaft seal package, and the motor package. '

2.2.16.1 The Hydraulic Package

The pump hydraulics area consists of a casing, impeller, diffuser,,

themal barrier, thennal barrier heat exchanger, lower radial bearing,
main flange and pump shaft.

The casing has a bottom suction and a side discharge nozzle. Reactor
coolant is drawn up through the casing adaptor which directs the coolant
flow to the impeller. The impeller is designed for counterclockwise
rotation. Labyrinth type seals are provided on the top and bottom
.fspeller guide structure to minimize recirculation flow. Coolant leaves
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the pap through a diffuser which converts the velocity head to pressurehead. The casing adapter and diffuser act to impede backflow through an
idle pop, and in case of a cold leg break to restrict flow through thebreak.

Located immediately above the impeller and diffuser is a themal barrier
assembly. During norma 1' operation, the themal barrier minimizes the
heat flow from the reactor coolant to the pump lower radial bearing and
the shaft seal area. The themal barrier assembly is made of all welded
construction consisting of a heat exchanger fabricated of layers ofcoiled tubing in a pancaked fashion. A separation plate with drilled
passages on its cuter periphery is installed between the tubing layers.
Labyrinth seals are installed where the top, separation and bottom plates,

'

srrround the pump shaft to minimize themal barrier heat exchanger bypass !
i flow.

Cooling water for the themal barrier heat exchanger comes from the
component cooling system, passing through a check valve before separatingto each p op. This same cooling water also goes to the motor bearing oil
cooler which will be discussed later. After the flow junction to motor
oil coolers, 25 gpm passes through a reducer and a check valve to the

'

themal barrier heat exchangers. Piping from the check valves to the
flange connection on the pop is designed for high pressure since it may
be subjected to reactor coolant system pressure. After the coolant
passes through the heat exchanger, it flows through a local flow
indicator and a manual isolation valve. The heat exchanger exit flow
also has a safety valve (local) prior to the manual isolation valve to
relieve excessive pressure that may be caused by heating. This valve is
set at 2485 psig and relieves directly to the containment sump.
Following the manual isolation valve, flow from all the pups combine andpenetrate the containment. The flow then passes through a local orifice
metaring device which controls the motorized valve directly upstream. If
a rupture in a heat exchanger should occur, high flow would result, and
the motorized valve would close. Thus, isolating all themal barrier3

cooling flows. Following the flow metering device is another motor
operated valve (MOV). High pressure piping is used from the MOV to all'

the pop themal barriers since they may be subjected to RCS pressure.
The combined themal barrier return flow is then routed back to the
component cooling system.. Low flow and high temperature are alamed on '

the SG panel in the Central Control Room (CCR).

Above the themal barrier upper labyrinth seal, on the inside diameter,
is a stellite-overlayed valve seat which mates with a similar seat on the ;

bottom of the lower pap radial bearing journal. This acts as a lowpressure valve capable of holding a 30-foot head of water. The lower
radial bearing is cooled and lubricated by pump seal injection water. It
consists of a two-piece horizontally split housing, a bearing cartridgeand a journal. Graphiter-4 rings are shrunk into a bearing cartridge andfom the bearing surface. The bearing operates against a
stellite-overlayed journal which is shrunk on to the pump snaft. A
resistance temperature detector, located in the themal barrier housing,
senses water temperature and provides indication in the CCR on the RCS
supervisory panel (SAF). This is indicated on the panel as "No. 1 SealInlet Temp."
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2.2.16.2 The S5 aft Seal Package

The pap shaft seal area consists of the No.1 controlled-leakage film
riding face seal and the No. 2 and No. 3 rubbing face seals. These seals

>

are contained within the main flange and seal housing between the
hydraulics area and the motor area. The pisap seal. assembly restricts
leakage from the primary coolant system along the pump shaft.

The No.1 pimp seal, the main seal of the pump, consists of a runner !
which rotates with the pisap shaft and a non-rotating seal ring attached.
to the lower seal housing. The seal ring and runner have aluminta oxide
surfaces. A flow path is fomei between the seal ring and runner with a ,

separation of about 0.00045 inches which depends on seal geometry and; pressure distribution. The seal ring is allowed to move axially to'

accomunodate changes in pisap shaft position.

The No. 2 seal. . located above the No.1 seal, consists of a graphiter-39
insert . shrunk into a stainless steel seal ring. The seal ring insert
rubs on an aluminum oxide surface runner which rotates with the pumpshaft. The No. 2 seal ring is also allowed to move axially.

The No. 3 seal, located above the No. 2 seal, is of similar design and<

construction as the No. 2 seal. This seal is also allowed to move
axially.

High pressure injection water is supplied to the pump seal assembly from
the chemical and volisse control system by the charging pianps. The seal
injection flow from the charging pissps passes through two injection
filters and manifolds with associated isolation, vent and drain valves
and a valve bypass line to all the RC pumps. The two filters are
provided outside the containment so that a single filter change can be
effected without interrupting the injection flow. A differential
pressure indicator is provided across the filters inlet and outlet
manifolds to register filter fouling. High RCP seal injection filter
differential pressure is indicated on the SFF panel in the CCR.

Each RC passp is provided with an orifice type inlet flow indicator and
transmitter for local and CCR indication followed by an adjustable valve,
both located outside containment so that injection flow can be adjusted.
Just prior to entering the containment, each injection line is provided
with a manual isolation valve. After the injection flow enters the
containment, three check valves are provided to prevent backflow from the

'

RCS if injection flow is lost. The injection line is also provided with
a drain valve between the check valves and the pump connection so that
the pianp seal cavity can be drained.

The seal injection flow, 8 gps, enters the pissp in the themal barrier
region where the flow splits with a portion, 3 gps, passing through and
around the lower radial bearing to the controlled-leakage seal package.
The remaining portion, 5 gps, passes down through the themal barrier
heat exchanger and into the reactor coolant system where it constitutes a
portion of the make up water and acts as a buffer to prevent RCS coolant>

from entering the radial bearing and seal section of the pianp. In the,

event of seal injection water loss, the themal barrier heat exchanger
will cool the RCS coolant passing upward through it.
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To assure sufficient flow through the themal barrier labyrinth seal into
the RC systas, a pressure drop indicator is provided. This pressure drop
measurement is indicated in the CCR on the SFF panel as "RCP themal
barrier to delta p" and only gives an indication when positive downwardflow is provided. No indication of negative flow or RCS leakage is givenother than the low delta p signal.

During nomal operation, the No.1 seal injection flow passes through the
No.1 seal and splits with a small portion (3 gph) going to the No. 2
seal and the remainder leaving the pump. This outlet's flow passes
through a remotely operated valve, two flow meters in series and then
combines with the flow from the other pumps before returning to the CVCS
volume control tank. The flow meters are provided with isolation valves,

'

a valved bypass line and a valved drain line and give a low or high flow
alam in the control room on the SSF panel.

To operate the RC pumps at low reactor coolant pressure, additional-seal
flow is required to remove friction heating which is provided by theNo.1 seal bypass line. This line, which is on the high pressure side of
the No.1 seal, consists of a vent connection, a check valve, a letdown
orifice and a flow indicator. In the circuit following the flow meter
all pump bypass lines combine, pass through a flow control valve and
return to the volume control tank. The bypass line nomally remains
closed at RCS pressure above 1500 psi or when the flow through the No.1

-

seal is greater than 1 gps. Combined low bypass flow is alarmed on the
SFF panel in the CCR only when the bypass flow control valve ~is open.

Between the No.1 seal leak-off line and the bypas: line a differential
pressure indicator is provided which indicates pressure drop across the
No. 1 seal. This measurement is indicated in the CCR with an alam ifthe pressure drop falls below 275 psi.|

The No. 2 seal injection water passes through the seal and then splits
where a small portion (100 cc/hr) goes to the No. 3 seal and the
remainder goes to the No. 2 seal leak-off system. The No. 2 leak-off
water leave the pump and goes to a six-inch diameter standpipe that

. provides the seal with a seven-foot water head back pressure. Thei

_ standpipe outlet line has an orifice restriction that is designed to
pemit the nomal No. 2 seal leakage to pass. After the orifice on the

,

standpipe outlet line, it junctions with the standpipe overflow line, |

then passes through an isolation valve and combines with the flow from ;

the other pumps before going to the reactor coolant drain tank. The !

1

standpipe has a valved high point vent line, a drain valve, two level
indicators and can receive make up water from the reactor coolant make up
system via the charging pumps.
indicate both hich and low level in the tark.The two level instruments are provided toTheir signals activate low
and high level alams and indicator lamps an the SA panel in the CCR. A
high standpipe level indicates excess leat age through the No. 2 seal
while a low level signal indicates excess leakage through the No. 3 seal,

.

the standpipe make up water circuit consists of a remotely operated valve
(switch on the SA panel in the CCR), an adjustable flow valve and a checkvalve.

The No. 3 seal water passes through the seal and then drains into the
floor trench in the annulus area below the reactor vessel. There is no
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,

valve in the drain line. The No. 2 seal standpipe provides the back
pressure which insures leakage flow through the No. 3 seal.

2.2.16.3 The Motor Package
,

The Motor Package is located on the top of the pump and is separated from
|

the RCS by the seal package. The motor is a vertical, solid shaf ti, six
pole class b themal elastic epon-insulated, squirrel cage induction
motor of drip proof design. The motor is equipped with upper and lower
radial guide bearings, a double Kingbury type thrust bearing, thrust'

bearing oil lift system, flywheel, bearing oil coolers, space heaters,
anti-rotation device and appropriate instrumentation.

The motor windings are air cooled and have six resistive temperature
detectors embedded in the stator winding. The motor shaft is connected
to the pop shaft by two solid carbon steel flanges. The flywheel is
located on the upper portion of the motor shaft and provides additional

:inertia to extend the coast down time of the pop. On each side of the
. motor windings are the upper and lower guide bearing.
!

The lower guide bearings, with a babbit-steel surface, operates against a
0.5 carbon alloy steel journal. The entire bearing assembly is immersed
in a 25-gallon oil reservoir and the oil is circulated by convection

; currents and agitation due to the shaft rotation. An integral one-pass,
coiled-finned tube heat exchanger is located within the oil reservoir.

1

Local oil level indication along with high and low oil level alams,
annunicated in the CCR on the SAF, are provided. A bearing temperature
detector provides indication and alam in the CCR via the plant computer.

'

The upper bearing assembly consists of a combination upper guide bearingand thrust bearing. The babbit-on-steel bearings operate against an
alloy steel journal shrunk onto the motor shaft. Both bearings have a
175 gallon oil reservoir with the oil being circulated by the thrust
bearing runner. The upper bearings oil is cooled by a two-pass heat
exchanger mounted on the side of the motor. Local oil level indication,
along with high and low oil level alams are annunicated on the SA panel
in the CCR.

Both the upper and lower bearing oil heat exchangers have component
cooling water as the cooling medium.- Each heat exchanger cooling water
line junctions with the component cooling water inlet ifne separately
prior to the check valve in the line that goes to the themal barrier

; heat exchanger. The lower bearing oil cooling water passes through an
i isolation valve, the heat exchar.ger, a local flow meter, another

isolation valve and junctions with the upper bearing oil cooling water.
The upper bearing oil cooling water line has two isolation valves, one on~

each side of the heat exchanger before it junctions with the lower
bearing oil cooling water line. Both cooling water lines have a valved
vent connection between the isolation valves. After the two cooling
lines come together, the cooling water passes through a flow meter and a
valve before returning to the component cooling water system. Bearing
coolant return low flow and high temperature alams are provided on the
auxiliary coolant supervisory panel (SG) in the CCR.

!
i
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2.3 System Digraphs

In the previous sections, the systems to be analyzed in this study were
identified and described. In this section we discuss the digraph .
modeling efforts resulting in the construction of system digraphs for
each of these previously described systems.

For each system, the modeling effort involved the establishment of system
boundaries, the modeling of major components and their
interrelationships, and the unit model expansion of selected major-

components within the system. Appendix A provides a more detailed
discussion of Digraph Matrix Analysis and the digraph modeling procedures.

I The establishment of system boundaries is particularly important for two ;

reasons. First, it is r.ecessary to bound each system and identify the i

precise nature of the boundaries so that when systems are combined, the
mutual boundary nodes are properly taken into account. Secondly, system
failure criteria must be identified and expressed at modified boundary

I

nodes.

A feature of the DMA approach that results in enhanced clarity of the |

modeling approach is the use of the actual plant drawings and component
identifiers as a basis for the resultant model. Thus, the plant
schematics are used as a template for the digraph model which is sketched

.

j as an overlay drawing. In addition, node names based on the schematic. 4

identifiers are used to the greatest extent possible.'

Drawings of the plant schematics (P& ids) together with overlay drawings
of the corresponding digraph models are assembled in Appendix B, found in
Volme 3 of this report. Node names, as discussed previously, are based
on schematic identifiers found in the P& ids, and are also identified
generically in the glossary of this report and in the glossary of
Appendix B. The computer input file and symbolic description of the
digraph models in the fons of adjacency input listings can be found ini

Appendix C (Volume 4). All of these infonnation sources can be used in,

conjunction with the following system-by-system discussions of the'

construction of the system digraph models.

2.3.1 Safety Injection System Digraphs

2.3.1.1 Overview ;

,

The Safety Injection System (SIS) Piping and Instrumentation Drawing|
I

( (P&ID) is provided in Fig. B.1. of Appendix B. The' safety injection ,

system operates in four modes; high pressure injection, low pressure
injection, high pressure recirculation and low pressure recirculation. :

Despite operating in a variety of modes, the SIS was modeled as a single i

digraph (with appropriate computer flags to distinguish the differences
of the system under alternative modes of operation).

i The safety injection and recirculation phases are included in one
complete model (see Figs. B.1.1 and B.1.2) which consists of two digraphs
traced over two P& ids. Three separate failure criteria were used for
different conditions. Since a significant portion of the piping is
shared by the injection and the recirculation phases, this method of
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modeling.the hardware and flagging different modes and phases gives a
very complete visual' picture. Only three of the five possible
injection / recirculation phases are included in the chosen system
combinations. High Pressure Recirculation (HPR), and Accmulator
Injection (ACC) were excluded from the scope of this study by the NRC,
although the piping exists on the drawings. The three which are included
are:

1. High Pressure Injection (HPI)
2. Low Pressure Injection (LPI)
3. Low Pressure Recirculation (LPR).

The teminal nodes representing system failure criteria are shown on the
Phase and Path Interconnection Digraph (see Fig. B.l.3). The teminal
nodes SLOCA, MLOCA, and LLOCA are used to identify small, media and

'

large LOCA respectively. Each system combination uses only one of these
teminal nodes.

2. 3.1. 2 Path Criteria

The Phase and Path Interconnection Digraph is based on the fact that
eventually all injection legs come together to fom four cold injection;

legs. Therefore, the digraph (see Fig. B.1.3) starts with 14 legs on the
. right hand side and leads to four teminal nodes on the left hand side.
4 The input consists of four cold legs and one hot leg dedicated to the

high pressure injection path that bypasses the Boron Injectiva Tank , and
four cold legs and one hot leg dedicated to the path through CY BIT.
The four cold legs of the non-BIT path and the four legs of the residual
heat exchanger (RHXR) path meet first, followed by the BIT path which
connects in later. No boron injection is necessary since the reactor is,

; assumed to be scramed at the start of the accident. For this reason,
the BIT and non-BIT paths are redundant. Since a break in any reactor
cold loop renders that path useless for injection, conson loop nodes are
introduced to propagate the break to the non-BIT path, the BIT path, and-

; the RHXR path.

The failure criteria for paths into the core varies with the size of the4

'

LOCA. A small LOCA with the reactor scrammed requires only one high
pressure leg of the 10 legs (eight cold legs or two hot legs) into theI

core provided that the path is not connected to the leg with th break in1

it. This path can go either through the BIT or around it. A medium LOCA'

requires two of the ten high pressure legs through the BIT or around it,
or a low pressure leg through the RHXRs. These high pressure criteria'

are based on the asseption that the hot leg injection paths are
'

sufficient alternate paths if all cold leg paths are blocked in High
Pressure Injection. In the event of a large LOCA, the Low Pressure

'

Injection System must provide two unbroken legs through the RHXRs.

2. 3.1. 3 P op Criteria

i

The Safety Injection Paps are required for High Pressure Injection. In
the event of a small LOCA, only one SIP is necessary to supply injection
cooling to the core. Two peps are needed for a medium LOCA. This is

. shown in the Pump Criteria Digraph (See Fig. B.1.3). The functioning
j pump or pumps must be able to supply cooling to the functioning path or
; paths.
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Thore are two Residual Heat Removal Paps (RHRPs) to supply Low Pressure
Injection and one alternate path for Low Pressure Recirculation from the
containment ssp. One p ap is sufficient for all phases and the other
provides backup.

Two Recirculation pops (RECPs) are provided for LPR fmm the
rec.irculation ssp. Only one is necessary for all phases.

2.3.1.4 Cooling Requirements for Recirculation
'

In either a media or large LOCA recirculation phase, some cooling is
necessary since the water that is being used to cool the core starts out
hot from its last pass through the core. This cooling can take place by
means of the RHXRs. There are two redundant RHXRs. The assumption is
made that the valves downstream toward the core from the RHXRs do not
necessarily need to be closed to force the water back up to the SIPS for
the alternate path during HPI. It is assmed that the suction on the'

SIPS combined with the high pressure in the core is sufficient to divert
the flow.

In recirculation, flow from the functioning pump (either RECPs or RHRPs)
must be piped through the functioning RHXR and into the available path or

j paths to the core.

2. 3.1. 5 Safety Injection Actuation Signal
i

Upon the receipt of an SI signal the SIPS and the RHRPs start. In
addition, isolation valves on both sides of the BIT open, and the valves
which allow the recycling of the BIT close.

i Along with the BIT isolation valves, there are a neber of
valves which are already open and also receive a confimatory SI signal
to open. The valves.which receive an SI signal are listed in Table 2-8.

,

TABLE 2-8
Valves Receiving an SI Signal

Identifier Description Initial State
1. M0Y1852A/B BIT Isolation Nomally Closed
2. MOV1835A/B BIT Isolation Normally Closed,
3. MOV856C/E/H/J High Head Cold Legs Normally Open
4. MOV851A/B - High Head SIP Discharged Nomally Open
5. FCV1851 A/B BIT Recycle Nomally 0 pen

After SI has been initiated and the automatic systems take over, the
operators check various indicators and dete.mine what type of accident
(if any) is taking place and what operator action is required. If all
systems are functioning nomally, either the RHRPs or the SIPS can be
shut down (the other remains in use). If there is a problem, however,
the operator must repair it or re-route the flow.i

j There are three paths for high pressure injection - two of these are
| nomal flow paths either through MOV1810 or by opening VGA898 if the -

4 MOV1810 line is blocked. The third choice involves routing flow through
,

the RHRPs and RHXRs, then back to the SIPS through MOV888A/B. Either of 1
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|

the last two alternate paths require operator intervention as denoted by
OPRs (operators doing the right thing during the accident). These OPRs
are OPR898 and OPR888. In addition to MOV888A/B, OPR888 is responsible.

for closing MOV899A/B or M0Y746/747 to insure flow is routed back to the
SIPS.

7 Low pressure injection has its only path as the normal flow through the
; RHRPs and the RHXRs. and then flowing out through the Low Pressure

Injection legs. There is no way to re-route flow.
4

I Flow paths for low pressure recirculation are varied mainly due to the
fact that there are two sources of water - the Recirculation Sump and the#

Containment Sump. Normal flow is routed from the RECPs (drawing from the
Recirculation Sump) to the RHXRs' to the Low Pressure piping, with back-up
capability provided by the RHRPs drawing from the-Containment Stanp. In
the case where back-up capability is required, but the path from the
RHRPs to the RHXRs is blocked, there is an alternate route through M0Y833
up to the SIPS, then through MOV888A/B and backwards through one heat
exchanger then forward through the other heat exchanger and out the Low
Pressure Injection legs.

2. 3.1. 6 Crossties

There are several gmups of pipe junctions near headers which require a
crosstie model. These junctions include input to the SIPS (three inputs
and three outputs), input and output of the RHXRs (two inputs and two
outputs) and a pipe crossing between the two headers leading to the Low
Pressure Injection legs (two inputs and two outputs). Crossties are
discussed in more detail in Section A.4.2.,

'
The crossties can lead to cycles (see Section A.4.3 for a discussion of
cycles and loops) between phases because the direction of flow is

- dependent on hydraulic conditions and not hardware restrictions. This
'

problem can usually be solved by the jr .'fcious placement of " boundary.

nodes". Alternatively, situations ex' t where greater effort to break'

.

the cycle is required. This occurs on,3 in high pressure injection and
| once in two different directions in los pressure recirculation. For high
! pressure injection, the cycle is in Fig. 2-2.

: The problem arises because in the digraph of Figure 2-2 failure cannot
propagate to each of the SIPS from the RWST. Should the RWST be emptied*

of water, that failure should propagate to all three SIPS. For example
from RWST to SIP 31, note that failure reaches the first AND-gate (A) on
the right side, but can't reach th' rough because in order for the left
side of AND-gate (A) to fail, the failure must have already propagated
through AND-gate (A). (Tracing back from the second side of AND-gate A
leads to AND-gate B. The left sides of AND-gate B can only fail through

| the RHXRs and RHRPs back to AND-gate A.) This is the type of conditioned
cycle which must broken.

The procedure for brect'.ig the cycle involves considering each sink
separately. In this case, SIP 31 is a different case from SIP 32 and
SIP 33. This is. because shorting AND-gate A from RWST to the output of
the gate only makes sense for SIP 32 and SIP 33, since flow to the lef t
side of the AND-gate must have passed by both SIPS already. Similarly.
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flow to SIP 31 indicates that a short from the RWST to the output of ,

AND-gate B would solve that cycle problem.

These two different shorts require dimmy nodes representing each node on
the cycle path for each solution. These paths will be designated as
primed (to sinks SIP 32 and SIP 33 - shown in grey) and double primed (to
sink SIP 31 - shown in red). This is shown in Figure 2-3.

There are two conditioned cycles in low pressure recirculation which
exist because flow can circulate around the heat exchangers. This time
there are two AND-gates which must be shorted for each sink. Figures 2-4
and 2-5 show the cycle and its solution respectively.

In Figure 2-3, the red and green lines represent-flow in one direction
and the blue and black lines represent flow in the other direction.

Unit models of various ptmps and ~ valves in the Safety Injection System
are included in Appendix B in Figs. B.1.4 - B.l.5.

<

.

t

,
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2.3.2 Safety Infection Actuation Digraphs

The Safety Injection Actuation System (SIAS) detects faults in the
primary or secondary reactor coolant systems. and initiates engineered
safeguard component operation. The successful operation of the SIAS
will: 1) trip the reactor, 2) initiate a generator trip and bus transfer
30 secs after reactor trip, 3) initiate the safequards equipment sequence
signal, including starting of the diesels, 4) initiate containment
ventilation isolation, 5) initiate containment " phase A" isolation, and
6) place the isolation valve seal water system into service.

,

|
A SIAS signal is initiated by any one of the following six signals: 1)
low pressurizer pressure, 2) steam line break upstream of the main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), 3) steam line break downstream of the MSIVs, 4)
high containment pressure, 5) high-high containment pressure, and, 6)
manual actuation.

The SIAS signals originate at various instruments which transmit
information to bistables that trip when out of tolerance conditions
occur. This instrissentation is powered from the ac instrument buses.
The bistables control ac relays that open contacts arranged in a logic
matrix that de-energizes de master relays in the SIAS circuit. The
master relays, when de-energized, close contacts that energize auxiliary
relays in the same circuit. The auxiliary relays control contacts on the
various equipment or actuate still other slave relays that control
contacts on equipment. . These slave relays are located at the equipment
switchgears along with the switchgear and bus interlocking and
undervoltage relays.

Two safety injection actuation logic trains "a" and "b" are utilized forredundancy. The duplication begins at the bistables and continues to the
various equipment. SIAS logic train "a" is supplied with power from the
125 V de distribution panel 31 and logic train "b" from the 125 V de

' ,

I

distribution panel 34.

The SIAS was modeled for failure to initiate or transmit a signal to the
various equipment. A brief discussion of the models for each of theinitiation signals is given below.

The low pressurizer pressure signal is activated whenever any two of
three pressures indicate below 1720 psig. The pressure signals are
derived from the same pressure channels used for the low pressure reactor
trip, however, lead-lag amplifiers are not used. This trip logic can be
manually bypassed using a " block SI" switch in the control room to allow
for norinal reactor coolant system cooldown and depressurization. This
SIAS initiation signal would fail whenever any two of the three pressure
sensor channels fail or by the manual bypass.

The deem break upstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves logic uses a
comparison logic circuit whereby each of the steam generator's pressure
is compared to the steam pressure in each of the other three steam
generators. A 2 out of 3 logic is used such that if a given steam
generator pressure is more than 125 psi lower than 2 of the 3 remaining
steam generators, a safet;y injection actuation trip signal will be
generated. The comparison logic would fail whenever any 2 out of 3 steam
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generator pressure inputs fail. The SI trip logic would fail when all 4
comparison logics fail.

: The steam break downstream of the main steam isolation valve logic uses
the steam flow as measured by sensing the differential' across a steam

; flow element in the main steam line. One flow element and two delta-p
| transmitters are used for the main steam line associated with each steam

generator. The output from each delta-p transmitter is compared to a
reference signal based on the turbine first stage pressure in flow
control comparison bistables. The comparison bistables (2 per steam

, line) feed into a 1 out of 2 logic circuit (1 per steam generator). The
! 1 out of 2 logic circuits would fail whenever both inputs fail. The four

1 out of 2 logic circuits then feed into a 2 out of 4 logic circuit for4

^

the generation of the steam break signal. Thus, steam break downstream |
of the MSIVs must be sensed by 2 out of 4 flow channels to initiate a
safety injecthn trip. This logic circuit would fail whenever any 3 out |of 4 inputs fail. The II actuation signal is also interlocked with

ieither a low tavg signal (2 out of 4 steam pressure channels below ;
544*F) or a iow steam generator pressure signal (2 out of 4 steam ;

pressure channels bolow 600 psig). These interlocks are provided in |order to allow for startup, steam disap or atmospheric relief valve |,

I

protection.
,

The high containment pressure logic is activated whene'ver any 2 out of 3
containment pressure channel inputs register a containment atmosphere
pressure of 2.0 psig or greater. This logic exists to limit the maximum
atmospheric pressure within the containment due to a primary or secondary4 ,

'

{ 1eak. This system would fail whenever any 2 out of 3 containment
pressure channel inputs fail.4

1

The high-high containment pressure trip logic is activated whenever any
redundant 2 out of 3 containment pressure channel inputs register' a |,

containment atmosphere pressure of 28 psig or greater. This SI actuation
trip logic acts as a backup to the high containment pressure trip logic.
In addition to initiating safety injection, high-high containment
pressure will also result in a phase "b" containment isolation, a
containment ventilation isolation, containment spray actuation and steam
line isolation. This trip logic exists to close the steam line air
operated check valves to prevent overpressurization of the containment
due to a steam break inside the containment with simultaneous failure of
the nonreturn check valve in that loop. A second reason for this trip,

logic is to block the path of the steam line rupture since that path'

connects the containment atmosphere with the secondary plant or the
outside atmosphere. Since the containment spray system uses highly'

corrosive NaOH additive, redundant logics are used to trip the high-high
containment pressure signal to prevent actuation of the sprays on a
spurious signal.

i The SIAS initiation signal could fail to be transmitted in the
! circuitry. The contacts in both SI actuation trains for all of the
i master relays are normally energized and de-energize when tripped except

for the high-high containment pressure trip. Therefore, only the ac |

power for the high-high containment pressure trip need be modeled 'since
loss of ac power to all other SI actuation trips will lead only to a
spurious SI signal. The SI master relays will trip on loss of de power!
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in each train. However, since the auxiliary relays are also powered by
: the same de bus, they will not energize to transmit the SI actuation

signal.

The SI slave relays were modeled along with the bus interlocking and,

undervoltage relays. The connection to their associated equipment could
fail due to relay failure or failure of their associated de power supply.

The bus undervoltage relays associated with the switchgears were modeled,

to respond to an inadvertent undervoltage signal in their respective
bus. This was done because the undervoltage relays trip various
equipment off line. A more detailed discussion' of the undervoltage
relays and their association with load shedding and re-energizing is
given in the discussion of the electrical system (Sections 2.2.9 and
2.3.6).

In some instances, the failure of the SI signal or the transmission ',f an
inadvertent undervoltage signal has a beneficial effect. (For example:
blu: king the trip of a certain pap.) These " success" paths were
included in the SI model.

2.3.3. Main Feedwater Digraphs
3

4

: 2.3.3.1 Introduction
i

i The main feedwater system is designed to supply coolant to the secondary
side of the four ' team generators (SGs). This secondary coolant removess
heat from the primary coolant system and is converted to steam that

1 drives the turbine generator. .Once through the main turbine, the steam
,

'
! is condensed and returned to the SGs as secondary coolant.

The successful operation of the main feedwater system requires '

nomal levels be maintained in all four steam generators. Thus, the
failure criterion for the main feedwater system is failure to supply;

sufficient coolant flow to any one of the steam generators.,

The main feedwater system can be considered as having four functional
divisions: 1) two turbine-driven main boiler pups, 2) secondary coolant
delivery to the SGs, 3) main steam from the SGs to the turbine generator,4

and 4) condensate make up to the boiler feed peps. A discussion of the
main feedwater system models following the four functional areas is given
below. (See associated P8 ids and Digraphs in B.3 in Appendix B.)

2.3.3.2 Main Boiler Feed P aps

The two main boiler feed pops facilitate the transport of secondary
coolant to the four steam generators. Both pups are required to operate ,
to maintain nomal SG 1evels. Therefore, failure of either pump will,~

result in the failure of the main feedwater system.
.

: Each boiler feed pump (BFP) assembly consists of a horizontal steam
] driven turbine coupled to a horizontal single-stage centrifugal pap, a

control and lubrication system and associated control circuitry. Both
; pumps are supplied with a single seal-water injection system. The model
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I

for these pumps consists of a set of unit models which include their j
support systems.

|

Each BFP turbine is controlled by a control oil system that consists of
,

several servosotors and controllers, an oil collection tank and i

interconnection with the turbine and pop lubrication oil and the BFP oil
console. The various servosotors and controllers are listed below:

1) High pressure stop value controller and servomotor,
2) High pressure governor valve servamotor,
3) Low pressure stop valve controller and servomotor,
4) Low pressure governor valve servosotor, |:

. 5) Auto-stop trip system that trips the turbine on overspeed
'

(5800 rps), low bearing pressure (< 10 psig), low condenser
! vacuum (< 16.2 inch H O), manual trip and solenoid trip. The2

solenoid trip shuts down the turbine on bearing wear indications
and local or remote manual trip. |

The servosotor and controller assemblies control contacts in the turbino
i trip, reset, governor and stop valve circuitry. All BFP control ;circuitry is designed such that loss of de control power will not trip i

'

the BFP turbine.
1

] The oil pressure to the each control oil system is supplied by the BFP
j'

sain oil pumps.
|

The assumptions used to model the BFP control oil system were:
: 1) loss of oil pressure to any controller or servosotor will change

the state of the associated contacts in the control circuity, ;i

2) no flow or low oil level in the oil collection tank will send a |

signal to the BFP main oil pumps,:

3) loss of oil return from any assembly in the control oil system
will not fail the tanks delivery to the main oil pumps, and i

4) loss of oil return from the BFP turbine or pep bearings will <

fail the tanks delivery to the main oil pups (low tank level). iIn addition, loss of oil pressure to either turbine or pump bearings will
trip the associated boiler feed pap.

! Each BFP turbine trip and reset circuit actuates a solenoid that vents 1

4 instrument air and closes the steam inlet valve. This solenoid is
nomally de-energized and is energized by closure of several contacts,
some in a logic matrix, from the bearing protective device, the overspeed,

trip device, the BFP discharge valve, a remote control switch and a local
,

4

'

trip pushbutton on the BFP control console.
|

'

The governor valves control the turbine speed by adjusting the amount of
steam into the turbine. There are two governor valves; one on low
pressure steam and one on high pressure steam. Both governor valves are
controlled by the BFP control oil system and close on loss of oil
pressure.

The high and low pressure stop valves shut off the high and low pressure
steam from entering the turbine, upsteam of the governor valves. These
valves are also controlled by the BFP control oil system and operate to4

trip the turbine loss of oil pressure.

!
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The BFP seal water injection system consists of two pumps that take
suction from the condensate system and inject water into the seal area of
each p up. Only one injection pop is necessary to produce sufficient )seal water pressure. Therefore, failure of both pumps will cause a '

,

failure in seal water injection and ultimately, failure of the boiler
feedwater peps.

Both boiler feed paps and turbines are cooled by the service water
system. Failure of service water cooling will cause the boiler feed
pumps and turbines to trip. In addition, service water also cools the
BFP control and lubrication oil through two heat exchangers. One heat
exchanger will provide sufficient cooling. Therefore, failure of cooling
to both heat exchangers is necessary to cause high oil temperature that
would fail (or trip) the main BFP = oil peps.

2.3.3.3. _ Secondary Coolant " , .

Both boiler feed peps deliver secondary coolant to a commun header that i

supplies flow to.three feedwater heaters (36A,B,C) and a bypass line.
The discharge from the heaters anc bypass line feed a header that goes to,

the four steam generator feed lines.
,

The model for flow to the four steam generators is based on the two4

following assaptions:
.

-

1) flow through any 3 of the 4 heater paths (3 heaters,1 bypass) is ,

sufficient to supply the four steam generators with feedwater.,

Therefore, failure is defined as failure of any two paths, and
2) the feedwater heaters contribute to the failure of the flow path

only if they are blocked and do not pass flow. Failure of the
heaters to provide heating of the feedwater is not considered to
contribute to the failure of the flow path.

Flow is supplied to each steam generator through a main feed line or a
low-flow bypass line. Each line is capable of supplying sufficient flow

' to maintain normal steam generator level. Therefore both if nes must fail
to deliver flow before secondary coolant make-up is lost to each steam
generator.

,

Both the main feed and low-flow bypass lines are equipped with
pnematically operated feed regulator valves. These valves will fail
closed on loss of instrument air. The main feed regulator valves are,

automatically controlled by the feedwater control system. The low-flow
'

bypass regulator valves are manually controlled.

2.3.3.4 Main Steam

The main steam system supplies the main turbine with high pressure
steam. This system also supplies the two boiler feed pump turbines and

; the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump with steam. The main steam~

system was not modeled except for the connections to these three
turbine-driven pumps. *

i
;
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2.3.3.5 Condensate System

The condensate system supplies coolant to the boiler feed p eps suction.
This system consists of three main condensers, three condensate
pups, heater drains return, flash evaporator, steam-jet air ejector
condenser, gland-steam condenser, three low pressure feedwater heater
trains (31A,B,C and 32A,B,C), three feedwater heater trains
(33A,B,C;34A,B,C;35A,B.C) and associated piping.

Each main condenser supplies coolant to the condensate pumps inlet header
with two lines. The model assmes that any of the six ifnes provide
adequate suction to the condensate peps.

During full power operation, all three condensate pumps must be
operating. Therefore, failure of any. one condensate pop will fail
boiler feed pump suction requirements.

Condensate pups 31, 32 and 33 are supplied with ac current from the 6.9 :
kV buses 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The condensate pumps deliver coolant
to a discharge header which branches into three flow paths; 1) flow path
A, through the steam-jet air ejector condenser and the gland steam
condenser to the low pressure feedwater heater train inlet, 2) flow path

; B, which flows directly to the low pressure feedwater heater train inlet
where it combines with flow path A, and 3) flow path C, which is a
recirculation path back to the main condensers.

The combined flow of paths A and B goes through three parallel sets of
low pressure feedwater heaters. The heater train is also equipped with a
valved bypass line. Flow is required through 3 of the 4 heater train

2 flow paths (3 heater sets and 1 bypass line). Therefore, insufficient
flow will result if any combination of two paths fail.

After passing through the low pressure feedwater heater train,
the condensate flow splits into two paths. One path goes.directly to the4

inlet of the feedwater heater train with the other passing through the
flash evaporator. These two paths recombine before going to the
feedwater heater train. Both the direct and flash evaporator paths are
capable of supplying sufficient flow to the feedwater heater train.
Therefore, both paths must fail to pass flow for this subsystem to fail.

The boiler feed peps normally receive flow from a header connected to.
pap 31 that continues to pump .32. This is the nornal flow path from the
feedwater heater train. However, there is a bypass line that connects toi

pap 32 first then continues to pump 31 via the same header used for the
normal flow path. Thus, there is a crosstie situation for the adjoining
header. The only other pathways for flow to the boiler feed pumps are
from the heater drains tank or the " dynamite" valve, FCVll50. Valve
FCV1150 could be used to bypass all components between the condensate
pups and the boiler feed ptmps, however, operators are under strict
orders not to use this valve. Additionally, the valve is reportedly>

going to be removed. Thus, valve FCVil50 and its flow path were not
modeled.

,

The boiler feedpumps require 3 of the 4 incoming feedwater heater lines
(3 from the heaters and the 1 bypass) to fulfill suction requirements..
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Also, there must be flow from the heater drains tank, which supplies 35%
of the feedwater suction requirements. Therefore, failure of condensate
make up to the boiler feedpumps is failure of any 2 of the 4 incoming ;feedwater lines, or, failure of the heater drains return.

i

Coolant from the No. 35 and 36 heater drains and the main stream drains
tank is collected in the heater drains tank and pumped to the boiler feed
pimps inlet header. The piping from the heater drains tank to each
heater drains pump has a level control valve operated by a pneumatic tank
level controller. The unit model for the tank assimes loss of instriment
air to the tank level controller will shut both level control valves. i

|

The two centrifugal heater drain pumps are remotely controlled from the
central control room. Pimps 31 and 32 are powered from the 6.9 kV buses,
3 and 4 respectively. These pumps will trip from:

1) motor therwal overload, !

2) overcurrent, instantaneous and time delayed,
3) low-low discharge flow
4) low-low heater drains tank level, and
5) main generator primary and backup trips.

The heater drain pumps will not trip on loss of de control power. In
addition, the instrumentation bistables associated with the pimps are
considered normally de-energized so that a loss in an instriment bus will
not trip the pimps.

!

.

4

!
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2.3.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System Digraphs

The auxiliary feedwater system provides secondary coolant to the four
steam generators in the event of failure of the main feedwater system.
During reactor shutdown conditions, the auxiliary feedwater system must l

i

supply at least one steam generator with ~ secondary coolant using at least<

one auxiliary feedwater pump to remove core decay heat. Therefore,
failure of the auxiliary feedwater system is a failure to supply at least
one steam generator with secondary coolant flow. (See associated PAIDs
and digraphs in B.4 of Appendix B.)

The auxiliary feedwater system consists of three auxiliary feedwater
pumps, two electric motor-driven and one turbine-driven, feedwater
coolant supply and secondary coolant delivery piping to the steam
generators. The feedwater coolant supply is from two sources: the
condensate storage tank or a piping bridge from Unit 1 that connects to
the 1.5-million gallon water storage tank and the Buchanan City Water
System. The city water supply is considered an infinite supply of
coolant.

The two motor-driven Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pumps 31 and 33, are
powered by the 480 V buses 3A and 6A, respectively. AFW pump 31,
supplies secondary coolant to steam generators #31 and #32 through
individual pipes connected to the pump discharge header. AFW pump 33
feeds steam generators #33 and #34. . All four of these steam generator
supply lines are equipped with pnematically operated, manually
controlled AFW regulator valves (FCV406A,B C.D). These valves require i

instruent air to close and fail "as is". Therefore, loss of instrument
air will not result in their failure. Additionally, the ability to
regulate feedwater to limit steam generator thermal loading and excessive
primary coolant system cooldown is needed. Therefore, all feedwater'

regulator valves, both main and auxiliary, are supplied with a backup
nitrogen system.

The turbine-driven AFW pump, 32, supplies all four steam generators
through four lines connected to the pump's discharge header. Each line
is equipped with a pneumatically operated, manually controlled feedwater,

valve (FCV405A,B,C,D). These valves also require instraent air to close.

The four auxiliary feedwater supply lines from the motor-driven pumps i

combine with the lines from the turbine-driven pump before going to the i

steam generators. These auxiliary feedwater supply lines join with the
main feedwater lines downsteam of the main feed and low-flow bypass
regulator valves and the steam generator inlet flow instrumentation.

,

Suction to the three AFW pumps is supplied by the condensate storage tank {(600,000 gal) or the Buchanan City Water System. The condensate storage
tank feeds a header that supplies the three p ups. The city water supply
also feeds a header. The suction lines from both headers combine before
entering each pump's intake. Each pump suction line from the city water
header is equipped with a pneumatically operated valve that fails in the

| open position. The suction line from the condensate storage tank and the
j three lines from the associated header are equipped with manually

operated valves.
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The unit models for the AFW pumps consist of the AFW auto-start i

circuitry, the 480 V feed breakers for pump 31 and 33, and the steam )' supply and control for pump 32.
|

The AFW auto-start circuitry receives signals from the AFW actuation
system, and the main boiler feed peps and discharge valves and actuates

I contacts in the 480 V feed breaker circuitry for pumps 31 and 33 and the
steam supply circuitry for pop 32. The auto-start circuit was modeled

i such that it fails to start any of the three peps.

For the AFW pumps 31 and 33, the auto-start circuitry fails to transmit
the signals from the actuation circuitry or the boiler feed pumps by not
closing the appropriate contacts in the 480 V feed breaker circuitry.
For the AFW pop 32, failure to transmit the actuation signal results in
failure of a solenoid to be de-energized and vent instrument air from the
AFW turbine inlet steam control valve, PCV1139. In addition, AFW pump 32
can be tripped by inadvertently energizing this same solenoid since
instrument air is needed to close the valve. Therefore, failure in,

instruent air will not fail PCV1139.

The 480 V feed breaker circuitry controls the ac circuit breaker that-
connects the pump motor to the ac buses. This circuitry has several

i control switches and sets of contacts that actuate the breaker closing.
and trip coils. The model of this circuit was developed such that the
switches or contacts would fail to actuate the closing (close the ac.
breaker) or would actuate the trip coil (trip the breaker open).
Operator errors include either failure to turn on the pop or to

.

'

inadvertently trip it.
'

!
The AFW pop 32 turbine steam supply control system was not modeled
extensively. However, nodes for the local hand controller of valve
PCV1139 were included along with operator interaction. The steam supply
to the AFW turbine comes from the main steam system which was not
modeled. However, the inlet steam line contains two
pnematically-operated temperature control valves (PCV1310A & B) that
close in the event they sense a high temperature in the AFW pump room or1

the room just above, where the main steam lines leave the containment
building. These two valves were included in the model ~since they require'

.

instraent air to open and will fail closed.
<

The AFW turbine has four drain lines on the turbine exhaust. If all four
lines become blocked, the turbine will trip.

The AFW pumps 31 and 33 are cooled by an internal cooling system that use
the pump suction as coolant. This internal cooling was not modeled. The
AFW pump 32 and tuttine has a self-pumped external cooling system that
was included in the model.

,
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2.3.5 Feedwater Actuation Logic Digraphs

2.3.5.1 Overview
~

The feedwater actuation logic consists of two systems: the main
feedwater isolation system and the auxiliary feedwater actuation system.-

Both of these systems were designed using the same philosophy as the
Safety Injection Actuation System. That is, a normally energized ac
circuit containing an instrument, an amplifier, test points and a,

4 bistable. The bistable de-energizes two ac relays in different trai_ns (A
& B) for redundancy.

Each ac relay controls contacts arranged in a logic matrix on a de
circuit that de-energizes master relays. The master relays control

; contacts that energize auxiliary relays. The auxiliary relays control
contacts on the specific equipment. (See associated Schematics and'

Digraphs in B.5 of Appendix B.)
i

2.3.5.2 Main Feedwater Isolation
*

The main feedwater isolation system is part of the plant protective
system and trips the main boiler feed pumps by closing the boiler feed,

pumps discharge valves. This isolation system also closes the main feedt

,

regulator valves (FCV 417, 427, 437 and 447) and trips the main turbine.
The main feedwater isolation signals are:

1. high-high steam generator level (>705 of span) sensed by two
of three level instruments on any steam generator,

; 2. low steam generator temperature coincident with a reactor trip
signal when the steam generator level control is in automatic,

i and
3. a safety. injection signal.

,

Success of the main feedwater system is continued operation. Therefore,
the model was developed for isolation of main boiler feed resulting from
failures in the isolation system. Additionally, successful transmission
of any signal that would isolate main feedwater was also modeled. Since
main feedwater isolation results from successful operation of the
isolation system, this digraph is a model of how the system was designed
to succeed and modeled in success space with faults as initiators.

The model consists of two parts. The first part models the logic signal
through its transmission to isolation of the main feedwater (signal
model ). This model is overlayed on the logic diagram (VEAC Dwg,

! #5651072). The diagram does not, however, represent the actual hardware
wiring of the many relays and contacts that make up this system. The
second part of this model represents the actual physical make ~up of this
system, trying to adhere to the representation of the signal model. The
second part of the model also models the hardware as unit models of the

| logic gate nodes on the signal model. The model assumes that the steam
generator levels are being controlled by the automatic level control
system.

i

'
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2.3.5.3 Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation

The auxiliary feedwater actuation system closes the main ac circuit
breakers on the motor-drive AFW pops and starts the turbine-driven AFW
pup. The two motor-driven AFW pumps will be automatically actuated4

under any of the following conditions:
1) loss of voltage on the 480 V bus 3A (AFW pump 31) or bus 6A

(AFW pisap 33) without a safety injection initiation signal (this
action is time delayed for 28 seconds until the diesel generators

|
: load onto the 480 V buses),

2) very low level in any steam generator (< 15% span), sensed by j
i

,

two of three level instruments, !
3) trip of either main boiler feed pumps through the main boiler I

feed pump turbines auto-stop oil pressure signals, ;

4) a safety injection signal.>

The turbine-driven AFW pump will automatically start if either:
1) a very low level exists in any two of the four steam generators

(<15% of span), or
'

2) normal power to the 480 V buses 6A or 3A is lost (if a safety
injection signal does not exist).

j This system was modeled for failure to detect or transmit the actuation
!; signal. For the two motor-driven AFW pups, for condition 2 above, the

' pumps first trip and are then brought back on line. This tripping was
included in the model. The turbine-driven AFW pump requires that its
remote trip pushbutton be in the reset position or it will not start.<

'

This includes failure of the trip switch contacts to open and operator
error for tripping the turbine.<

2. 3. 6. Electrical Power System Digraphs

2. 3. 6.1 Introduction

This section describes the electrical system models, including 6900, 480
! and 118 Y ac power and 129 V de power. A fundamental assianption in the

modeling is that the reactor is operational at power and all components
are in their normal operational state prior to a postulated accident
sequence. In this state, all electrical buses are powered from their
nonsal supply, and all bus tie breakers are open.

Since the electrical system interacts with all of the-other plant systems
modeled, extensive effort went into developing a large detailed model.
The system combinations involving loss of offsite power with unit trip

. are especially interesting from the standpoint of systems interactions'
with the electricalsystem, and the models are designed to capture these
interactions.

1

Several features of the model are important in understanding its overall
design. First, the primary model is known as a " block" model, meaning
than when a component fails the effect is to block the flow of electrical
power downstream. An example of such a failure is the inadvertent trip
of a normally closed bus feed breaker. A " break" model then overlays :
portions of the block model. In the break model a component fails via a
short circuit from itself to ground, thereby blocking the flow of
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electrical power downstream as.in the block model. However, the failure
can also propagate upstream if the approp'rfate circuit breaker or fuse
fails to open. Another feature of the model is the extensive development
of electrical crossties, including automatically actuated crossties,;

manual crossties, and available. manual crossties which have no procedures
: allowing their use. Finally, since the electrical system is organized

into trains with many similar components, extensive use was made of unit
models in constructing the digraphs. Node names on the unit model
digraphs will contain generic characters, to which an accompanying table
of specific characters is applied depending on the train of interest.

2.3.6.2 Block Model
:

| 2.3.6.2.1 Overview of Block Model
:

A block model was constructed for all portions of the electrical system
of interest to this study. A single digraph (Appendix B.6.1. A) overlays

; the corresponding electrical drawing (9321-F-33853-1) and shows a
j simplified logical representation of the main components in the system.

The purpose of this digraph is to present the basic hardware layout of'

the electrical system, without the clutter of support systems, unit:

I models, and rigorous modeling of bidirectional flows. !

The electrical system model includes 6900, 480, and 118 Y ac power
supplies as well as 129 Y de power. The 6900 V power is normally

i supplied from offsite power through the Station Auxiliary Transfomer
(STAUXXFMR) to Bus 5 and Bus 6, and from the main generator through the.

Unit Auxiliary Transfomer (UAUXXFMR) to Buses 1, 2, 3, and 4. An
alternate supply of 6900 V power is available from the 13.8 KV substation
(13.85UB) which includes gas turbines #1 and #2. These three nodes

i represent incoming 6900 V power on the digraph.

! The six 6900 Y buses are crosstied with four breakers (BKRUTISTS,
BKRUT2STS, BKRUT3ST6, BKRUT4ST6). The combination of these crosstie
capabilities and the use of three input power sources gives a large
variety of possible circuits to power each bus. The only restriction
placed on potential use of these circuits is an interlock preventing
simultaneous closure of BKRSTS with BKRGTS, and BKRST6 with BKRGT6. In
digraph B.6.1.A, the 6900 V crosstie network model is simplified to
illustrate possible power flows without the emetmibrance of a myriad of

i disney nodes needed to rigorously model the bidirectional flows. Each
6900 V bus, feed breaker, and tie breaker is fed hy an AND gate whose

|,: inputs represent each of the possible power sources. The bidirectional l: edges from these components to the AND gates represent power flow through '

the components and into other components. For example, the STAUXXFMR
; node suplies BKRSTS through an AND gate. From BKTSTS, power flows to BUS
j 5 through a 3-input AND gate.

From the 6900 V buses, power flows through the six station service
transfomer feed breakers to the transfomers, which supply 480 V power
through feed breakers to the six 480 V buses. Simplified crossties are
again shown between BUS 312 and BUS 313, and BUS 2 and BUS 3. Crossties also
exist between buses 5A and 2A, and 3A and 6A; but since plant technical1

! specifications prohibit their use when the plant is above cold shutdown
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conditions, only the breakers themselves (BKR2AT5A, BKR3AT6A) are shrwn
*

on digraph B.6.1. A.

I Three diesel generators (GENSDL33, 31, and 32) are modeled as redundant
power feeds through their output breakers to~ their respective 480 V buses -
(BUS 5A, 2A, and 6A). The 480 V buses then supply an assortment of motor
control centers (MCC) through individual MCC feed breakers, and also,

-

supply lighting bus 32 (LlBUS32) through a breaker (BKRLTBUS32) and
transforiser (XFMRLT32). The 480 V buses and MCCs power the plant
safeguards components. Modeling for these connections is contained in
the individual component unit models for each system.,

Four trains of 129 Y de power supply the de powerpanels (PWRPNL31, 33,1

34, 32). Each powerpanel receives redundant power from its charger
'

through the charger output breaker and from its battery through the
battery output breaker or fuse. The chargers are supplied by MCCs
through charger input breakers. Although the chargers do provide:

continuous charging to the batteries during normal operation, this
connection was not modeled since the battteries will last approximately 8
hrs without charging. Therefore, the batteries are treated like an
independent source of de power in the mocel. DC powerpanel 31 supplies;

de distribution panels 31 and 33 (PNLDIS31, 33) through breakers, and
powerpanel 32 supplies distribution panels 32 and 34.

:

Each de powerpanel orovides the nomal power supply to its associated 118
4 Y instrument bus (IBUS31, 32, 33, 34) through a static inverter

(STATINV31, 32, 33, 34). Instriment buses 31, 32, and 33 have a backup
power supply through individual switches from lighting bus 32 (LTBUS32),
which is powered from bus 3A through a breaker and lighting transforiner

1
32 (XFMRLT32). Instrument bus 34 has this same backup supply, plus
another backup from MCC36B through the Solatron transforiser (XFMRSOLA)

; and another switch. Therefore, a 3-input AND gate connects to IBUS34.
.

Note that digraph B.~6.1A does not show unit models for the breakers and
the diesel generator support systems. The modeling of operator actions

; and de control power is contained in those unit models to be described in'
the next section. Also included there are the detailed models of the

a

electrical crossties.

Figure B.6.1.B overlays digraph B.6.1. A and shows how the digraphs in the
block model are organized. Groupings consist of: the 6900 V crosstie(digraphs B. 6.2. A - B. 6.2.B B. 6.3. A - B. 6.3.D); the 480 V crosstie;

including diesel generator support systems (digraphs B.6.4. A-B.6.4.B.
B. 6. 5. A - B. 6.5.E, B. 6. 6. A - B. 6. 6. G); motor control centers (B. 6.8 -
B.6.9); dc system (digraphs B.6.10, B.6.23 - B.6.24); and 118 Y ac system
(digraphs B. 6.25 - B. 6.26). Associated with each component in digraph
B.6.1.A is a letter designating the location of that component according
to the key provided.

i

! 2.3.6.2.2. 6900 V Crosstie Model

The block model for the 6900 V crosstie consists of two complex unit
j model digraphs, digraph B.6.2. A for buses 1-4, and digraph B.6.2.8 for
i buses 5-6. In each of these models, the teminal mode is labeled
| DUMBUS*, where * refers to the. bus of interest. This node represents

1
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1

power flowing from the bus to the station service transfomer. Many-
i other "dunny nodes appear on the digraphs beginninig with DUM...,
! representing power flows through the crosstie in various directions from

each possible source.
,

'

Let us examine digraph B.6.2.A for bus 1 in detail, using the key, * = 1,
; $ = 2, ? = 4, + = 3, # = 5, and / = 6. Node DUMBUS1, the output of |

bus 1, fails if the bus itself fails (BUS 1), or if all power into bus 1i

fails (DUM691 and DUNCT128). Node DUMCT12B represents power from bus 2
to bus 1 tnrough tie' breakers UTIST5 and UT2STS. This path fails if

|either tie breaker fails open, or if bus 2 fails, or if the power supplyt
;

j to bus 2 fails (UAUXXFMR and DUM2Z34). Node UAUXXFMR represents the |

! power source fom the unit aux transfomer. Node DUMT"4 represents I'
power to bus 2 from bus 3 (DUM123) and to bus 2 from bus 4 (DUM124), both
through breaker UT2. Node DUM123 fails if breaker UT3 fails open, or if |

bus 3 fails, or if bus 3 fails to receive power (DUM36). Similarly, node !,

! DUM124 fails if breaker UT4 fails open, if bus 4 fails, or if bus 4 fails-

ito receive power (DUM46). Node DUM36 represents the power supply to bus
: 3 from bus 6 through breaker UT3ST6. It fails if the breaker fails open,

if bus 6 fails, or if bus 6 fails to receive power (DUM6 FEED).
. Similarly, node DUM46 represents the power supply to bus 4 from bus 6

.

|
| through breaker UT4ST6. Refer to digraph B.6.2.B for the development of

|node DUM6 FEED. It fails if its two power sources fail (DUM138KV6 and'

4 DUMGT6). Node DUM138KV6 represents power to bus 6 from the station aux
,

l

- transfomer through b-eaker ST6 (the nomal feed). Node DUMGT6
4

'

represents power to bus 6 from the 13.8 kV substation through breaker GT6
! (a backup source). Now this crosstie from bus 2 to bus 1 has been fully
; developed back to all three possible sources.

; Following the top branch of the AND gate for power feed to bus 1 node
DUM691 represents all other possible power feeds and fails if DUMUT1 and
DUNCT15 fail. Node DUMCT15 represents power from bus 5 to bus 1 through
breaker UT1STS. This path fails if the breaker fails open, bus 5 fails,
or if bus 5 fails to receive power (node DUM5PWR). Refer to digraph
B.6.2.B for the development of node DUM5PWR.

I Node DUM5PWR fails if bus 5 fails to receive power through breaker STS
(node DUMST5PWR) and if bus 5 fails to receive power through breaker GTS

: (node DUMGT5PWR). Node DUMST5PWR fails if the power feed from the'
station aux transfomer fails (nomal supply) and crosstie power feed
from bus 6 through breaker ST6 fails (node DUMCT56S). Node DUMGT5PWR

i fails if the power feed from the 13.8 kV substation fails and crosstie
: power feed from bus 6 through breaker GT6 fails (node DUMCT56G). Both

nodes DUMCT56S and DUMCT56G fail if bus 6 fails, their respective bus 6
feed breakers fail open, or if bus 6 fails to receive power. Since
breakers ST6 and GT6 may not be closed simultaneously, then in this case,

,

bus 6 fails to receive power if the crosstie from bus 3 through breaker |,

| UT3ST6 fails (DUMCT563) and if the crosstie from bus 4 through breaker '

, UT4ST6 fails (DUMCT564). Both of these crossties fail if their' respective buses or tie breakers fail, or if the source power feed from
the unit aux transfomer fails.

Refer back to node DUMUT1 on digraph B.6.2.A which represents power feed
i to bus 1 through breaker UT1. This fails if the crosstie from bus 4 to ,

i bus 1 through breaker UT4 (DUMCT14) fails, and if the crosstie from bus 3
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to bus 1 through breaker UT3 (DUMCT13) fails, and if the crosstie from
bus 2 to bus 1 through breaker UT2 (DUMCT12T) fails, and if the nomal
feed from the unit aux transfomer fails.

Developing these crossties, node DUMCT14 fails if bus 4 or breaker UT4
fail, or if bus 4 fails to receive power from bus 6 (DUM46) through
breaker UT4ST6. Similarly, node DUMCT13 fails if bus 3 or breaker UT3
fail, or if bus 3 fails to receive power from bus 6 (DUM36) through
breaker UT3ST6. Both DUM46 and DUM36 fail if bus 6 or their respective
tie breakers fail, or if bus 6 fails to receive power from the station

;

aux transformer and 13.8 kV substation (node DUM6 FEED which was developedearlier). Finally DUMCT12T faf1s if bus 2 or breaker UT2 fail, or if bus
2 fails to receive power from bus 5 (DUM5 FEED). Node DUM5 FEED fails if
the power feed from the station aux transfomer through breaker STS
fails, and if the power feed from the 13.8 kV substation through breaker
GT5 fails (digraph B.F.2.B).

Now we have shown the detailed model for power feed to bus 1 directly
from the unit aux transfomer, with alternate paths from bus 5, bus 3,
bus 4, bus 6, and two paths from bus 2, and two alternate power sources
(station aux transfomer and 13.8 kV substation).

Let us now examine digraph B.6.2.B. using bus 5 as an example. Power
supply to bus 5 fails if crosstie power from bus 2 through breaker UT2STS
fails (DUh52), and if crosstie power from bus 1 through breaker UT1STS
fails (DUM51), and if the power feeds through breakers ST5 and GT5 both
fail (DUMSPWR). Node DUMSPWR was developed earlier. Node DUM52 fails if '

bus 2 fails, or if breaker UT2STS fails open, or if breaker UT2 fails
open, or if bus 2 fails to receive power (node DUMCTAS). Similarly, node
DUM51 fcils on the same respective situations, and has the same power
feed as DUM52 in this case. Node DUMCTAS fails if its direct power feed
from the unit aux transfomer fails, and if crosstie power from bus 3
(DUM523) and bus 4 (DUM524) fail. Each of these crossties fail if their
respective bus or feed breaker fails, or if the power feeds from the

-

station aux transfomer and the 13.8 kV substation (DUM6 FEED) to bus 6
fail.

2.6.2.3 Main Generator / Unit Aux Transformer Trip

The detailed model of the 6900 V crosstie network described above
contains three power sources, the station aux and unit aux transfomers
and the backup supply from the 13.8 kV substation. However, all system
combinations require a main generator (and unit aux transformer) trip
soon after accident initiation. Therefore, the 6900 V crosstie model was
revised in order to remove the unit aux transformer as a power source.
To this extent, the model no longer represents the plant in its nomal
state.

In order to remove t'.e effects of the unit aux transfomer while still
leaving it in the digraph, the following changes were made. Every place
node UAUXXFMR enters digraphs B.6.2. A and B.6.2.B. the entry is into one
side of an AND gate. Then for each of these gates, the other input is
directly connected to the gate output, effectively " shorting out" the
UAUXXFMR node. These connections are shown on the digraphs as dashed
lines.
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2.3.6.2.4 Unit Models for 6900 V Breakers

The circuit breakers modeled in the 6900 V system can be divided into
three groups depending on their function. These groups am: nomal bus
feed or station service transfomer feed breakers (STS, ST6, UT1, UT2,-
UT3, UT4, SS2, SS3, SSS, SS6, SS312, SS313); bus tie breakers (UTISTS,
UT2STS, UT3ST6,. UT4ST6); alternate bus feed breakers (GTS, GT6). A unit
model digraph for each breaker group is described next.

The unit models for breakers noma 11y feeding the 6900 V buses and
station service transfomers are shown in digraphs B.6.3.A B.6.3.B. andB.6.5.A. These breakers are nomally closed and fail in the block model
by opening inadvertently. This will occur if the lockout relay causes a
spurious trip (R86...), if the operator errors by opening the breaker
from the control room (OPWD...), or if the operator errors by opening the
breaker locally (0PWA.. . ).

The unit model for the bus tie breakers is shown in digraph B.6.3.C..
These breakers are nomally open and the block model depicts failure to
close. This will occur if the automatic closing device fails (AXFR...),
and if the operator fails to close them (0PRD...) via the switch in the
control room (SW...), and if the operator also fails to close them
locally. Both the switch and the automatic closing device require de
power (PWRPNL...) to operate, and an operator could err (OPWADC...) by
removing the de power feed at the breaker. The automatic closing device
was not modeled in any greater detail.

The unit model for the alternate bus feed breakers is shown in digraph
B.6.3.D. These breakers are nomally open, so failure to close is
modeled. This happens if the operator (OPRDGT...) fails to use the
switch (SWGT...) in the control room, and if the operator fails to close
the breakers locally. The switch will not function if de power fails or
if the operator removes the de power feed. It will also fail if any of
three interlocks fail. The interlocks require the associated nomal feed
breaker to be open (ITLST...), an undervoltage condition on the bus
( ITLUV ' BUS. . . ) , and the sync swi tc h to be on (ITLSYCGT. . . ) . This latter
interlock will fail if the switch itself fails (SWSYCGT...) or if the
operator fails to turn it on (OPRDSWSYCGT... ).

,

2.3.6.2.5 480 V Crosstie Model,

The 480 V crosstie model consists of 4 trains of power from 6900 V buses
5, 2, 3, and 6 to 480 Y buses SA, 2A, 3A, and 6A. Each train in digraph,

B.6.4.A begins with the power output node of the associated 6900 V bus,
DUMBUS*, goes through the station service transfomer feed breaker1

(BKRSS*), the station service transfomer (XFMRSS*), and the 480 V bus
. nomal feed breaker. Diesel generators supply three of the 480 V buses'

through the generator output breakers. The other components in the model
are the three 480 V bus tie breakers, between buses SA and 2A (BKR2AT5A),
between buses 2A and 3A (BKR2AT3A), and between buses 3A and 6A
(BKR3AT6A).

. .

The complex series of AND gates between the power ' sources for each train
and 'the 480 V bus output node (DUMBUS*A) were constructed to model all
possible crosstie power flows. In this model, a bus output will fail if

'
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i
|

the bus itself fails, or if all power into the bus fails. Power into the
bus fails if nomal power fails, backup power fails (except bus 3A), and

i all crosstie power fails. Crosstie power fails if the supplying bus
! fails, or if all power ' supplies to that bus (noma 1, backup, and other
,

crossties) fail, or if the appropriate crosstie breaker fails to close.
t

j
! For example, consider node DUMBUS5A in digraph B.6.4.A. This node failsif BUS 5A fails, or if DUMAND1 and DUM2 fail. Node DUMAND1 represents

nortaal power (BKR5A) and backup power (DUMDG33). Node DUM2 represents
,

crosstie power from 2A, and fails if the tie breaker is open (BKR2AT5A),
! or if bus 2A fails, or if the nomal and backup feeds for bus 2A fail ,

(DUMAND2) and crosstie power to bus 2A from bus 3A fails (DUM4).
Similarly, DUM6 represents crosstie power from bus 6A to bus 3A, DUM5!

*

from bus 3A to 6A, DUM3 from 2A to 3A, and DUM1 from SA to 2A.

The preceeding description of the 480 V crosstie model asstmes that all !
I

three crossties can be used, giving each 480 V bus a choice of four 6900 t

V buses and three diesel generators to supply its power. However, plant
technical specifications [Ref. 50P-EL-5 Rev. 5, Operation of On Site
Power Sources, dated 5/27/83] prohibit breakers 2ATSA and 3AT6A from .

jbeing closed when the plant is above cold shutdown conditions. A simple ji modification to the model disables these two crossties. This -

i
modification can be seen as the dashed line connections in digraph !j B.6.4.A. A connection was made from the allowable power sources to each I

i bus outlet, eliminating the effects of nodes DUM1, DUM2, DUM5, and DUM6.
I The modifications made to the 480 V electrical system to comply with

" Appendix R" requirements are modeled in digraph B.6.4.B. These
.

modifications include the addition of two trains, one cach from 6900 V
buses 1 and 3, through station service transfomers to 480 Y buses 312

4

and 313. Bus 313 then feeds MCC312A through a breaker. A simple
crosstie was also modeled between buses 312 and 313.

! 2.3.6.2.6 Unit Models for 480 V Breakers
,

'

The breakers servin
functional groups. g the 480 V crosstie can be divided into four'

These are: nomal bus feed breakers (SA, 2A, 3A, 6A,
312, 313); manual tie breakers (2AT5A, 3AT6A, 312T313); automatic tie

'. breaker (2AT3A); and diesel generator output breakers (EG3, EG1, EG2). ,

Following is a description of the unit model for each group. )
i,

The bus feed breakers are nomally closed and fail by inadvertent opening|

in the block model. As seen in digraph B.6.5.B, failure occurs on a
spurious overcurrent detection (OIBUS#A) or on a spurious undervoltage
detection (UVBUS#A), or by the operator opening the breaker locally
(OPWABKRfA), or via switches in the control room (OPWDSWCRBKRfA) or !

idiesel building (OPWDSWDBBKRfA).
4

i The manual tie breakers are modeled in digr.iph B.6.5.C. These breakers'

are nomally open and failure to close is modeled. However, since
! breakers 2AT5A and 3AT6A are not used, this unit model does not nomally
! apply. Also, no infomation was available on breaker 312T313.'

Therefore, it was assumed that this model applies. Nevertheless, should
any of the breakers be used, they will fail to close if the operator

,

| fails to close them locally (OPRABKRfAT$A) and remote closure fails
|
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(DUMKRfAT$A). Remote closure fails if the switch fails (SWBKRfAT$A),
4

its de power supply fails (PWRPNL*), or if the operator fails to use the,

switch (OPRDBKRfAT$A), or if any of four interlocks fail. An interlock
*

will fail if a spurious bus fault is detected (ITLBFBUS...), or if an t

undervoltage relay does not detect the undervoltage condition
|(ITLUV' BUS...). The undervoltage relay fails if its de power supply 1

; fails. |

Automatic tie breaker 2AT3A (digraph B 6.5.D) is nomally open and fails
to close and remain closed in the block model. This occurs if the
automatic closing device fails (AXFRBKR2AT3A), remote closing fails

* - (DUMBKR2AT3A), and local closing fails (0PRABKR2AT3A). The automatic
! closing device fails if any of six interlocks fail. An interlock fails
I if a ' spurious bus fault on bus 3A or SA is detected (ITLBFBUS3A,
i ITLBFBUS5A), if the undervoltage relay fails to detect an undervoltage
i condition on bus 3A (ITLUV' BUS 3A), if breaker 3A is not detected to be
i open (ITLBKR3A), if breaker EG1 is_ not detected to be closed, or if
, breaker 3AT6A is not detected to be open. The undervoltage and breaker
| EG1 interlocks fail if the de power supply fails (PWRPNL33).
:

| Remote closing of the breaker fails if the operator fails to use the
i switch in the control room (SWCRBKR2AT3A) and in the diesel building
9 (SWDBBKR2AT3A). Both switches fail on loss of de power. Remote closing
L also fails on any of four interlocks. A spurious bus fault detection on

buses 2A or 3A fails the interlocks, as does failure of the undervoltage
; relay to detect an undervoltage on buses 2A or 3A.
J ,

j A similar model was developed for the diesel generator output breakers
(digraph B.6.5.E), which are also nomally open and fail to close and,

remain closed in the block model. The basic failure modes are the same
'

i as breaker 2AT3A, but the interlocks are different. Automatic closure
i fails on any of six interlocks: failure to detect nomal voltage on the

diesel generator (ITLVDG3#), detection of a spurious fault on the diesel
i generator (ITLFDG3#);' failure to detect an undervoltage on the bus;
} . detection of a spurious fault on the bus; failure to detect the bus feed
| breaker being open (ITLBKR*A); and failure to detect the manual tie -

breaker being open (ITLBKR$). The first four interlocks also fail remote!

manual closure of the breakers. Failure of de power fails the first3

1 three interlocks.
.

2.3.6.2.7 Diesel Generator Support Systems

! Each diesel generator depends on a set of support systems for successful
i starting and continued operations (digraph B.6.6.C). The support systems

are primarily dedicated to each diesel, but some commonalities do exist.i

The systems needed for starting are: diesel engine starting air system
(digraph B.6.6. A) and its support system, diesel generator start signal
(digraph B.6.6.E); and the diesel generator exciter (digraph B.6.6.F).

,

;

! The station service water hookup to the diesel engine cooling system ,

4 (digraph B.6.6.G) is needed for continued operation, and the diesel
i

j engine fuel oil transfer system (digraph h 6.6.D) is needed for both ;

starting and operation. Modeling descriptions for each support system
| follow.

;
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'

Starting Air Systan !

Each diesel generator has its own starting air system (STAIR $), but the
;air supplies can be crosstied. The air system fails to start the engine '

if both start motors (STM0T1$, STMOT25) fail. Each start motor has an,
-

4 independent train back to the comunon air receiver. A start motor fails
if its solenoid operated valve fails to open (VSOL...). This happens if :

! the automatic start signal fails (STSIG...) and the operator (0PRAP8...) I

fails to use the local manual pushbutton (MPB...). It is assumed thea

solenoid valve fails to pass flow if the pressure reducing valve faf1s
'

'

closed (VPR...). Flow to the pressure reducing valve fails if the
. receiver exit valve (VRCVR...) fails closed. The air supply to the exit
j valves fails if the receiver itself fails (RCVR$)) or if flow into the

receiver fails. The receiver fails if it is not charged by its
conspressor (CMPSR$) and by the crosstie with the other two receivers
(DUMAIR+). The compressor is powered by a motor control center.
However, since the receiver is assumed to be charged initially, failure
of the compressor will not fail the receiver unti.1 it is discharged.i

Therefore, a time transition node is placed between the compressor and !
the AND gate to the receiver (TTRCVR$). This node indicates that the

; failure is propagated only after a significant time delay. In addition,
j the connection from node CMPSR$ to TTRCVR$ is shown as dashed in digraph |

B.6.6.A because it is not included in the adjacency computer input in +

order to reduce problems with conditioned cycles (Section 2.3.6.3).
!,

Crosstie flow into the receiver fails if an operator fails to open the
equalizing valve (VEQL$) or if air is not available from both of the,'

other receives (DUMAIR+ , DUMAIR+*). An alternate pathway from another
receiver fails if that receiver fails, if its equalizing valve fails, or

'

if the receiver is not charged by its compressor.

| Diesel Start Signal
,

The diesel start signal logic supports the starting air system. The
start signal to one of two start motors in a diesel engine fails if both

| the automatic (DUMSTAUT0+$) and manual (DUMSTMAN+$) signals fail. The
automatic signal fails if the start switch (STSWDG+$) is not in the
" auto" position, or if an undervoltage condition on the 480 V bus is not
detected and the appropriate contacts from the Safety Injection Actuation
System (RSISIG'Z+$) fail to generate a SI signal. The manually-activated

.

'

start signal fails if the start switch is not in the " manual" position,
or if the operator fails to push the start button (MPBDG+$). Loss of dc ,

power supply to the start switch fails both the manual and automatic l

starting signal.

Diesel Generator Exciter
,,-

;

The diesel generator exciter was not explicitly modeled, with the.

exception of the connection from de power. This connection is important,
since lots of de power fails the exciter which fails the diesel generator4

tby preventing it from starting. Once started, however, the exciter no |
,

,

longer requires de power.

:
~
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: Station Service Water Cooling
i

Once started, the diesel engines require immediate cooling from the
; station service water system. Diesel cooling fails (STSVWS) if either

|4 the jacket heat exchanger (JKTHX$) or oil coolers (0!LCLR$) fail. These ;

i nodes are not modeled in detail, but are treated as boundary nodes which )connect to the service water system. Failures in that system will
j propagate through to the diesels through these nodes.

; Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer System
!

Each diesel engine has its own fuel oil transfer system, although all:

three systems are nomally crosstied. Fuel oil supply to a diesel
(0ILXFR$) fails if the secondary duplex filter fails (FLTRB$), if the.

! booster pimp fails (PBSTR$), if the primary duplex filter fails (FLTRA$),
or if the day tank exit valve fails to pass flow (VDF18#). This will

i happen if that nomally open valve is erroneously closed by an operator
(0PWADF18#) or if the day tank fails to provide flow (TKD$). Since the

: day tank is assumed to be full initially, a time transition node (TTTKD$)
| connects to it indicating that loss of fuel supply to the day tank fails
i flow from the tank only after the time interval needed for the tank to
_

empty (approximately 1.0 hr). Therefore, for diesel engine starting and
; short term operation, the fuel supply to the day tank is not needed and '

| any singleton or doubleton results which include nodes upstream of TTTKD$
i can be disregarded. However, for accident sequences requiring longer
j tem operation of the diesels, that supply is necessary.

{ The day tank fails to receive flow if all four valves feeding it fail to
i pass flow (LCV+A, VDF17#A, LCV+B, VDF17#B). Valves LCV+A and LCV+B are' nomally open and fail if operators erroneously close them or if the

|automatic closing device fails. Valves VDF17#A and VDl7fB are nomally
; closed and fail to pass flow if the operator fails to open them. Valves
j LCV+A and VDF17fA both connect to the nomal fill line and fail to
i receive flow if the three nomally closed valves to the line from each
{ fuel train (VDF8A, VDF88, VDF8C) fail to be opened by an operator.

Valves LCV+8 and VDF17fB both connect to the emergency fill line and fail;

to receive flow if the three nomally open valves to the line from eachi
!

fuel train (VDF9A, VDF98, VDF9C) are erroneously closed by an operator.
: Note that the nomal fill line acts as a backup to the 'amergency fill
; line in the system.
1

i Flow to both fill line valves for a particular train fails if check valve
! VDF15# fails. Flow to this valve fails if check valve VDF15# fails.

Flow to this valve fails if check valve VDF3# fails and alternate supply
valve VDF20 fails (on train 33 only). The nomally closed alternate
supply-valva fails to pass flow if an operator fails to o;

or if the diesel fuel truck fails to deliver fuel (TRUCK) pen the valve,
'

.

Valn VDF3# fails to receive flow if the transfer pump fails (PXFR$).
.The transfer pump fails to supply fuel if its power supply fails |

; (MCC36*), if its start signal fails, or if the fuel oil storage tank
: fails (FTKS). The transfer pump fails to start if the automatic start
j switch (STPXFR$) fails or if the low level detector fails, and if the i) operator fails to manually start the pimp (OPRAPXF$).
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l

Since the underground fual tanks are assmed to be full initially, they
will have sufficient fuel for the duration of the accident sequences,

4 modeled (approx. 72 hr). Therefore, failure to fill the tanks is not i
i included in the adjacency input, but is shown as a dashed connection on; digraph B.6.6.D. Mode TTFTK$ represents the time needed for the tank to
j empty. Once empty, the tank fails to receive fuel if its nomally open'

inlet valve (VDF2f) fails or if an operator erroneously closes it. The
t

inlet valves for all three tanks fail to receive fuel if valve VDF1 fails
-

} or if the operator fails to open it. Finally, valve VDFl fails to pass
;

'

fuel if the diesel fuel truck fails to deliver it.
, 2.3.6.2.8 480 V Motor Control Centers

The motor control centers supply 480 V power to various pumps, valves,
.

and battery chargers, and other equipment throughout the plant. The MCCs
.

) are directly connected to the 480 V buses through MCC feed breakers
(digraph B.6.8.A). Bus SA supplies MCCs 36A,38, and 39; bus 6A supplies4

i MCCs 368 and 37; bus 2A supplies MCCs 31, 33, 34, 36C, and 310; and bus
j 3A supplies MCCs 32 and 35. Connections from the MCCs to power the
! various plant components outside of the electrical system are made in thei

individual unit models for the system of interest.

There are two basic types of unit models for the MCC feed breakers
} (digraph B.6.9. A), depending upon their function during an accident. All

MCC feed breakers are nomally closed and fail by opening inadvertently.
-

: Breakers 36A, 368, and 36C power the safeguards equipment and their loads
are not stripped off on a safety injection signal. In fact, the SI,

'

signal closes them, should they be inadvertently opened. In the model, ;
these breakers fail if the overcurrent device inadvertently opens them; '

i
. (01BXRMCC#), or if the operator erroneously opens them either localb or
from the control room after the accident has started. They also fail if
they have been opened before the accident (STATUSMCC#), and the operator4

i fails to close them either locally or from the control room, and the SI
| signal fails to close them automatically (RSISIG'Z).
,

i The other breakers are tripped on SI signal and/or supply bus
; undervoltage. These breakers fail open if the overcurrent or
i undervoltage devices inadvertently open them, or if a spurious SI signal

(RSISIGZ) inadvertently opens them (except for MCC34 and 39). '

2.3.6.2.9 129 V de System

| There are four trains of de power, each getting its nomal supply through
; a battery charger from a different 480 V bus, and its backup supply from
; a dedicated battery. The de power is distributed to components

throughout the electrical system and the rest of the plant from !

i

; distribution panels 31, 32, 33, 34 (PNLDIS... ) and power panels 31, 32,
; 33, 34 (PWRPNL...). In digraph B.6.10. A. each distribution panel fails
; if the nomally closed breaker from the power panel fails open, or if the
i power panel fails. The power panel fails if nomal and backup power from
i its own train fails (DUMANDDC...) and crosstie power from the other train
i fails (DUMDC...). Nomal power fails if the charger fails, if the

charger input breaker fails open, or if the motor control center fails to
supply power to the train. In addition, a spurious undervoltage signal
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trips the charger input breaker, and erroneout operator action can open
the input and output breakers.,

4

Backup power to the power panels fails if the battery output fuse
(FUSEPNLf) or breaker (train 34 only) fails open, or if the battery
fails, or if the battery is discharged after a period of use

; (TTBATTERYf). The battery is assmed to be charged initially, therefore,!-
a tima transition node indicates the latent failure. A dashed connection! is shown from the charger output breaker to node TTBATTERY#, representing^

the continuous charging function of the charger. This connection is not.included in the adjacency input, since we wish to treat the battery as an<

j independent source of de power in the model.
i

| Although the crosstie between trains 31 and 32 is modeled in digraph 1
:'

B.6.10.A the tie breaker is administratively controlled to allow closure
i only during cold shutdown conditions [Ref. System Description 27.1 Page78]. Therefore, the dashed line connections from DUMANDOC1 to PWRPNL31

and from DtMANDOC3 to PURPNL32 were added to the adjacency input to
eliminate the effects of the crosstie in the model,,

t DC power trains 33 and 34 are modeled in digraph B.6.10.B. These trains
do not power distribution panels, and there is no crosstie between

t

; trains. With .these exceptions, this model is the same as the one for
i trains 31 and 32.

,

; 2.3.6.2.10 118 Y ac System

There are four trains of 118 Y ac power, one from each de power panel
! through a static . inverter to an instrument bus. For trains 31, 32, and: 33 (digraph B.6.11. A), an instrument bus fails (IBUS$) if its nonnal
i supply and backup supply fails. The nonsal supply faf1s if the static; inverter (STATINVS) or the de power panel fails. The backup supply fatis

if an operator fatis (0PRSWIB$) to switch over to the backup supply, if
'. the switch itself fails (SWIBUS$), if li

lighting transfomer 32 fails (XFNtLT32)ghting bus 32 fails (LTBUS32), if, if the transformer feed breakerI

fails open (BKRLTBUS32), or if the 480 V power supply fatis (DUMBUS3A).
From digraph B.6.7.A. the feed breaker will also fail if load stripping

j

: relay. R3-33A trips it spuriously, if a spurious undervoltage is detected
! on bus 3A, or if a spurious SI signal is detected. The back up supply is) also assumed to fail, due to overloading lighting bus 32, if an operator
i attempts to use it to power more than one instrument bus at any time.

This action is represented by node OPWLTBUS.
;

i Instrument bus 34 (digraph B.6.11.B) has the same model for nomal and
i backup power, but has a secondary backup system as well. The secondary*

backup fails if the operator fails to switch over to it (OPRASWXFR), if
! the switch itself fails (SWXFRIBUS34), if the Solatron transfomer fails 1

(XFNtSOLA), if the breaker supplying it fails open, or if the powersupply from McC36B fails.i
'

i
i

; 2.3.6.2.11 Node Locations
l

,

The electrical system component locations were detemined on a physical
i,

insp'ection of the plant and through use of arrangement drawings forj
,

j components in high radiation areas. The major effort in the location
,

'
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analysis 'was to define comon locations for groups of compon;nts. A
location node is then connected to every major component.in the
electrical system (digraph B.6.12). Failure of a location node then
fails all components in that location. Initiating events to these
location failures were not specified however, since the intent of this
analysis is to show the sensitivity of locations to some catastrophic
event in general.

Electrical locations are designated by letters from A through S. Where
other system components appear in electrical locations, the same location
node will be used in that system's location digraph. Following is a list
of locations and the components in each.

!

.
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'

TABLE 2-9
ELECTRICAL LOCATION DESIGNATIONS

LOCATION ut.scR1r r10N C(MP0NENTS

A Dutside, Next to Primary Auxiliary Station Aux and'

Building Unit Aux
Transformers

B Outside (different from A). 13.8 kV Substation-
C Turbine Building,15 ft. elev., 6900 V Buses, 4

,

; 6900 V Switchgear Area Breakers, Station
Service
Transformers,

i
Appendix "R"

1 modifications,
1 MCC34.

.
i D
i Control Building,15 ft elev. 480 V Buses and
; Breakers; Charger

33 Power Panel 33,
MCC36C.

El, E2, E3 Turbine Buf1 ding,15 ft eley., McC32, 33, 35,

j Different Locations
a
; F Containment Building, 68 ft. elev. McC38

H Primary Auxiliary Buf1 ding, MCC36A, 368, 37
| 55 ft. elev. Lighting Transformer

and Bus 32
i I Dutside, Near Intake Structure MCC31! J Unit 1 Superheater Building MCC310

i K Diesel Generator 33 Room D.G. 33i

L Diesel Generator 32 Room D.G. 32
j N Diesel Generator 31 Room D.G. 31, Battery 33
i 0 Battery 31 Room Battery 31

P Battery 34 Room Battery 34;

Q Battery 32 Room Battery 32
R Control Building, 33 ft elev. Charger 31, 32, 34;i Cable Spreading Area Static Inverter

31-34; Power Panel-

31, 32, 34;
! Solatron Transformer;

MCC39

i S Control Room Instrtment Busesi j
! and dc Distributi.on '

Panels
i,
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! i

i

2.3.6.3 Break Model '

'

ti The electrical break model was developed as an addition to the block
|i model to account for failures such as short circuits within components,

and breakers or fuses failing to open. The break model not only treats
failure to conduct power downstream through the electrical model, but
also treats the propagation of a short circuit failure upstream and even
across one train to another train via tie breakers or common power;

' sources. Each component node from the block model will have a
corresponding break model node designated by the suffix "/" which

! represents. a short to ground within that component. This short circuit
i break node is directly connected to its corrresponding block model node.
i Then a short in the component fails that node in the block model. The

short will also propagate both upstream and downstream through AND gates;
'

! to the neighboring components. The other half of each AND gate
! represents a circuit breaker or fuse failing to trip. This node is :1 designated by the suffix ":". Then for a short in one component to cause '

a short in the next component, the breaker between them must fail to4

. trip. In general, each short circuit node in the break model is
connected bidirectionally to adjacent short circuit components, with each,

d

connection passing through an AND gate with the failure of a short
{ circuit mitigating device (breaker fails to trip).

'

} Due to resource limitations, only the most important parts of the -

electrical system were included in the break model. Comprising the break
model are the feeds from the 6900 V buses and diesel generators to the,

t

480 V buses, then down through some of the motor control centers to the
; de system. Unit models for the 480 V breakers are also included,
t 2.3.6.3.1 Feeds to 480 V Buses and Crossties

Digraph B.6.13. A shows short circuit failures for the 480 V buses. A 480
! V bus shorts (BUS #A/) if another break failure propagates through the
! normal power feed train or through the diesel generator feed. 'hreei breakers will mitigate potential shorts, and at least one of these must

also fail to trip (BKRfA:, BKRSSf:, BKREG*:) to propagate the failure.!

i '

j Short circuits can also propagate through crossties from one train to
! another. For the manual 480 V crossties (digraph B.6.13.B), a short on '

{ one bus (BUSfA/ or BUS $A/) or tie breaker (BKRfAT$A/) propagates to the-

adjacent bus if the tie breaker has been erroneously closed by an
operator (OPWBKR*AT%A) and the tie breaker fails to trip (BKRfAT$A:). :i

I

For automatic cmsstie breaker 2AT3A, the operator error does not apply.

2.3.6.3.2 Circuit Breaker Unit Models'
+

| A unit model of failure to trip was developed for each breaker used in '

! the break model. For the station service transformer feed breakers; (digraph B.6.13.C), failure to trip occurs if the operator fails to trip
the breaker locally (0PRABKRSSf) and remotely (0PRDSWBKRSSf) with the| ,

switch (SWBKRSS#), and the 86 device for automatic breaker trip failsi ,

'

(R86SSf:). Both the switch and 86 device fail on loss of de power.;
'

The 480 V bus feed breakers fail to trip (digraph B.6.13.0) if the
; operator fails to trip the breaker locally and remotely from the diesel
,

j -90-
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:

! building switch and control room switch, and the undervoltage and
overcurrent relays fail to trip. All of these except for manual local
trip fail on loss of de power.

| The same operator failures apply to the diesel generator supply breakers
! failure to trip (digraph B.6.13.E). Besides these errors, failure won't

occur unless the overcurrent and bus fault relays also fail. However,
| all _the trips except manual local require de power.
.

; The 480 V manual crosstie breakers fail to trip (digraph B.6.13.F) if the
i operator erroneously closed them, and the operator fails to trip them

!locally and through the control room switch, and the safety injection1

signal fails to trip them through both contact sets, and the overcurrent
trip fails. The overcurrent trip and remote switch both fail on loss of,

; de power.
4

, The model for the 480 V automatic crosstie breaker failure to trip
: (digraph B.6.13.G) is the same as the bus feed breaker unit model, except

that the tie breaker does not trip on bus undervoltage.
;

2.3.6.3.3 DC Power System
f

The break model digraph for the dc. supply to the power panels (digraph
; B.6.13.H) shows that shorts can propagate through the power panels either

from the charger feed or from the battery feed. There are four break
mitigators included in the model, the charger input and output breakers,

I the MCC feed breaker, and the battery output fuse. Note that since the;

battery receives constant charging through the charger output breaker,
shorts can propagate between the battery and the charger. It was also;

i assimed that shorts could not propagate upstream from the charger to the
j input breaker.
:

1 The break model continues in digraph B.6.13.I with feeds from the power
! panels to the distribution panels. The distribution panel feed breakers
,' mitigate shorts between panels.

1 Also included in the de system break model is the manual crosstie between
i power panels 31 and 32 (digraph B.6.13.J). Shorts propagate between
! power panels if an operator has erroneously closed the tie breaker

(0PWDBKR31T32:) and the breaker fails to trip. The breaker will fail to,

trip if the overcurrent trip faf1s and the operator fails to trip it.
|

| 2. 3. 6. 4 Electrical System Interactions
i
'

The electrical system model interacts with all of the other systems
modeled, besides feeding back into itself from one subsystem to another.
The interactions from electrical to other systems consist of various
power feeds from the 6900 and 480 V buses and motor control centers to'
equipment, from the instrument buses to power plant sensors, and from the
de power panels and distribution panels to control component actuation;

and relay logic.

i Interactions from other systems to electrical are limited to the service
,

; water system and safety injection actuation system. Service water is
i needed to cool the diesel engines, and loss of service water quickly
.

'
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causes loss of the diesel generators. During an accident condition with
loss of all offsite power, loss of service water then causes loss of all
ac power and plant safeguards equipment will not function. This
interaction appears as an important result in some of the system l

'

combinations studied.

The safety injection actuation system interacts with the electrical
systan by operating logic or interlocking relays, which open or close
breakers and control diesel generator automatic starting. Failures in
the SI actuation system can prevent the electrical system from
automatically responding properly to an accident. However, all of these ,

l

functions can be perfomed by an operator as backup to the automatic,

system.

There are two interesting types of interactions within the electrical
system, both involving the construction of conditioned cycles within the
model s. The three fuel oil transfer pumps which supply diesel fuel to
the day tanks for each diesel generator are powrred from motor control

tcenters. These motor control centers are powered fmm the 480 V buses,
which under accident conditions, are powered by the diesel generators.
This type of cycle presents no particular problem for the DMA codes to'-
solve, since the pumps do not need to be running until well after the
diesel generators are started.

More pervasive cycles are created through the inclusion of de power
feeding back into the electrical system. DC power is required for the
remote operation of all 6900 and 480 V breakers, both through operator
acutated switches and through automatic relay actuation. These de power
connections are included in the unit models for the various breakers.
Loss of de power renders most breakers inoperable, except via manual
control locally. Again, these cycles in the digraph models are easily
handled by the DMA codes.

The only problem involving conditioned cycles in the electrical model
concerns the de power feed to the diesel generator exciter. However,
with the proper connections in the model, some solutions in the double
dependency calculations are incomplete. For example when considering the
480 V buses, the model correctly produces a doubleton of the 6900 V buses
and diesel generators. But since the batteries must supply de power for ;

diesel starting, the 6900 Y buses and batteries are also a doubleton.
The conditioned cycle prevents this doubleton fom appearing in the DMA
code results.

Similarly when considering the de power panels, the model correctly
produces a doubleton of the 480 V buses and batteries. But since the
power panels start the diesels which supply the 480 V buses, the 6900 V
buses and batteries are also doubletons to the power panels. The
conditioned cycle also prevents these doubletons from appearing.

Although the digraphs are constructed with the electrical system under
nomal operating conditions and the diesel generators off, the
conditioned cycles fool the DMA codes into producing results which
represent the system with the diesels already operating. A theoretical
solution to this problem has been developed, but computer size
limitations, due to the enormous size of the electrical model, prevented

,
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i

its implementatien. The cissing doubletons were includ:d in the system
combination results in an extra post-processing step so that no important'

interactions are missed.

2.3.7 RCP Seals and Chemical and Voltme Control Digraphs4

'

i 2. 3. 7.1 Reactor Coolant Pump Seals -

| The Reactor Coolant (RC) pump is an integral part of the Reactor Coolant
i System and facilitates the transport of heat produced in the nuclear core
i to the primary side of the steam generators. The RC penp consists of
i three general areas: the hydraulics package, the shaft seal package, and
i the motor package. Failures of several of the many components within >

these packages could result in a breach of the reactor coolant system.

i that would challenge the emergency core cooling system. For a RC pump iLOCA to occur, failures that result in allowing reactor coolant out of *

, the RCS and into the p op must occur along with an uncontrolled path for
4 the coolant to leave the RC pop. The failure criterion for a RC pump
i LOCA was developed as a digraph overlayed on a schematic of the RC pump
; shaft seal area and is presented in 8.7 of Appendix B. The model was'

developed such that failure is allowing flow to pass out the RCS and
j through the pimp to the containment (break model). A discussion of the
j failure modes and assumption used in this analysis is given below.

$ 2.3.7.1.1 Hydraulic Package '

I
,

| The pop hydraulic package is the part of the pump that does the actual
pumping of the reactor coolant. The p op casing, impeller and other4

! hydraulic components are separated from the shaf t seal package by a
i thermal barrier. This thermal barrier consists of a labyrinth seal and a
j heat exchanger. The heat exchanger isolates the hot reactor system from
! the remainder of the pump. The therinal barrier heat exchanger cooling
} medium is supplied by the component cooling system. A rupture in this
! heat exchanger would constitute a path for the reactor coolant to leak
i from the reactor coolant system. This rupture is considered a random
i failure since loss in cooling flow would not result in failure of the
i heat exchanger tubing which is designed for high pressure and
i temperature. The heat exchanger rupture has to be accompanied by either
i the cooling water inlet or outlet ifne being open for a LOCA to occur.

The inlet line has high pressure piping up to a check valve just before
i the pump.. The outlet line has high pressure piping up to a flowmeter
] controlled isolation valve outside of containment.

! The labyrinth seal rubs on the pump shaf t and has high pressure seal
j water injection on the side opposite the reactor coolant system. A |

failure of the labyrinth seal along with a loss in seal water injectioni

flow or pressure would allow reactor coolant to leak from the reactor
; coolant system. Failure of the labyrinth seal can be either a random

failure or can be caused by excessive shaft vibration which would be
i caused if the pump lower radial bearing were to fail or if either of the

motor bearings were to fail.,

;
,,

t

j

i !

! :
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2.3.7.1.2 Shaft Seal Package

The shaft seal package separates the pep hydraulic components from the
motor components and prevents reactor coolant from leaving the impeller
region of the pop. High pressure seal water is injected into the pop
from the charging system where a portion of it flows into the reactor
system as make up water and the remainder flows up through the pap*

seals. The seal package consists of three seals, the No. 1 seal, No.*2|
seal and the No. 3 seal, with respective leak-off systems and a No.1,

seal bypass line. The No.1 seal is designed to provide a large pressure
drop so that a portion of the seal injection water will enter the reactor
system. In addition, the pump lower radial bearing is located on the
high pressure side of the No. I seal so that cooling is provided by the

<seal water injection. The No.1 seal leak-off flow is directed to the
volume control tank of the charging system. The No. 2 seal is located
above the No.1 seal and is designed to pmvide the same pressure drop as
the No.1 seal in the event that the No. I seal should . fail. The No. 2
seal leak-off system is constructed of low pressure piping and flow is
directed to a standpipe and then to the . waste disposal system via the
loop drains at the RC pumps. The No. 3 seal is located above the No. 2
seal and is a vapor seal capable of holding only a 5 psi differential
pressure. The No. 3 leak-off flow goes directly to the floor trench
below the reactor vessel. The No.1 seal bypass line is provided to give
additional flow to the lower radial bearing region during pump start up
and when the reactor coolant system pressure is below 1500 psi.

Failure of the No.1 shaft seal will allow seal water injection pressure
into the No. 2 seal inlet cavity. If the No.1 leak-off line provides an
uncontrolled flow path out the pop, the seal water injection pressure
will be decreased, allowing coolant to flow out of the reactor coolant
system and into the containment. The No.1 shaft seal leak-off path
fails when it is open to the low pressure piping (151 psig) downstream of
either valves 243A, B, C, D, or valves 244A, 8, C, D.

In the event of a No.1 shaft seal failure and closure of the No.1 seal
leak-off lines, (FCV261A,8,C,or D) the No. 2 seal is designed to provide
the same pressure drop as the No.1 seal and force seal injection water
into the RCS. In this case, failure of the No. 2 seal will reduce the
seal water injection pressure and provide a leak path out the pop, since
neither the No. 2 seal leak-off system nor the No. 3 shaft seal can hold
seal water injection or RCS pressure.

Another possible flow path out the pump is provided by the No.1 seal
bypass line. This flow path fails when it is open to the low pressure
piping (151 psig) following the flow control valve FCV246. For this path
to be open, an orifice which provides sufficient pressure drop to the
No.1 seal inlet cavity must fail 'and the flow control valve, FCV246,
must be open.

,

Loss of seal water injection will allow the reactor coolant to leave the
RCS. It is assmed that the thennel barrier heat exchanger does not

.

provide sufficient cooling to prevent this hot coolant from flashing to
steam and failing the pump lower radial bearings and all the shaft
seals. The failure of the seal water injection system is discussed in
the section on the modeling of the chemical and volme control system.
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,

one failure in seal water injection is a vent or drain valve opening on
i the seal inlet piping. This failure would also result in a flow path out

the pissp. It was assissed that this failure would have to occur between
-

the third check valve and the RC pisap on the inlet piping.7

The pianp motor provides the motive force to turn the pisup shaft and3

j impeller. The rotor is attached to the pump shaft by a flange above the
; shaft seals. The rotor is supported on both sides by bearings which are

inumersed in reservoirs of oil that are cooled by heat exchangers. The t

cooling medium for these heat exchangers is provided by the component,

| cooling system. A failure in either of the motor bearings (upper or
lower) will cause the motor and pisap shaft to experience excessive;

:! vibration. This shaft vibration is assumed to be severe enough to cause
i a failure in all three ptsup shaft seals and in the themal barrier

labyrinth seal.
,

4

! 2.3.7.1.3 Sisenary of RCP Seals
;

| In sisenary, the major assiseptions used to develop a model for a Reactor
Coolant Pissp loss-of-coolant accident are listed below:

1) Any uncontrolled loss-of-coolant from the RCS through the pumps:

! constitutes a RC pump LOCA,
2) the themal barrier heat exchanger will only fail due to a i

i
'

random failure since the tubes were designed for high pressure
!; and temperature.
|;

3) rupture in the thema1' barrier heat exchanger will allow
; sufficient flow to pass out the pump to constitute a RCS pianp
: LOCA,

;4) the themal barrier heat exchanger will not provide sufficient
cooling to prevent reactor coolant escaping the RCS from

i flashing to steam,
5) lost of seal water injection will cause a failure in all the

pisup seals and the pump lower radial bearing,
1 6) failure in seal water injection can also result in a leak path
; out the passp,

7) random failure of the pissp lower radial bearing will cause
excessive shaft vibration and a subsequent failure in the shaft
seals and the themal barrier labyrinth seal,;

j 8) failure of either motor bearing (upper or lower) will cause
excessive pianp shaft vibration and a subsequent failure of the.

|| themal barrier labyrinth seal and the shaft seals,
| 9) the No. 3 shaft seal is a vapor seal only and will not hold the

.seal water injection pressure or the reactor coolant system
|

1

pressure,<

10) failure of the themal barrier labyrinth seal and leak path out i

'

the assup will cause a larger size LOCA, and
11) the k. 2 seal leak-off system will not block a RC pump LOCA due'

to the low pressure piping which cannot hold RCS pressure.

; 2.3.7.2 Chemical and Volume Control System

: The Chemical and Volisse Control System perfoms many functions. The
function of interest is the provision of high pressure reactor coolant;

pump seal water injection. Therefore, the failure of the CVCS to provide
i

I
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;

j

adequate injection flow and prwssure to the RC pumps seal area wasi

modeled.;

|

The portion of the CVCS associated with the RC pumps seal water injection4

' consists of: the three positive displacement charging pumps, a source of
injection water, the seal injection filters and the piping from the<

|
charging pumps discharge to the RC pumps.

;

i The primary water source for the charging pumps is the volume control
I tank. However, the CVCS is so configured that the charging pumps can
i take suction from a number of sources -including: the refueling water
! storage tank, the primary water storage tank, the chemical mixing tank
f and the boric acid tanks. These water sources connect to the charging

,

! pump suction headers at different points. Therefore, this header was
j modeled as a crosstie allowing for the various sources to reach each pump
: inlet. The piping from the volme control tank was included in the
!- model. The other water sources were modeled as water sourc~e nodes to the
i pumps suction header and their associated piping was not included in the
'

model.
i

| During normal. plant operation, one charging pump supplies the flow
necessary for the seal water injection and the other feed and bleed4

i operations needed for RCS chemical and volume control. The normally
I running pump is usually automatically controlled by the pressur!zer level
: control system. The other two p ups must be manually started and ;

| controlled if they are needed for additional flow to the RCS. Charging
j pups 30, 32 and 33 are powered from the 480 V buses Se, 3a and 6a,
!

respectively, and cooled by water from the component cooling system.

| The unit models for the charging pumps were developed for the control
i circuitry that closes the main ac circuit breaker that connects the power
i source to the pump motors. These pop models assume No. 30 is normally
i running and fails to continue to run. The other two pumps either fail to
! -start or once started, fail to continue to run. For the normally running
i pop, loss of de control power will not trip it off if ne, however, de
i control power is needed to start a pump that is not running. Charging

pump 32 and 33 receive de control power from distribution panels 33 and4

j 32, respectively.
I

! The discharge of each charging pump divides into two paths. One path
i connects to the RCS charging lines, the other path is the seal water )

,

: injection line. These is also a recirculation line back to the volume
! control tank on each pump discharge. The RCS charging lines and the
| recirculation lines were modeled as degradation nodes to the seal water :

,

! injection line since faults in the piping may reduce the pressure needed
I by the seals.
!

! All three seal water injection lines join a single pipe that goes to the
' seal injection filters. The seal injection filters consist of two
; filters and a valved bypass line. Each filter has isolation valves, one
! on its inlet and one on its discharge. All values on the seal injection
| filter assembly are Inanually operated. Normally, one filter is in use.
i All three filter lines can supply sufficient flow to the seal area.
| Therefore, all three paths must fail for loss of seal water' injection.

.
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The discharge of the scal injection filter assembly flows to a header' i
that feeds the RC pumps inlet lines. |

!

Each RC pump inlet line contains a needle valve for adjusting seal water
flow, and an isolation valve before passing into the containment
building. Inside containment, each line has three check valves and three
valved vent lines before joining the RC pop seal inlet flange.

2.3.8 Component Cooling Digraphs

2.3.8.1 Introduction

The Component Cooling system is designed as two trains. Each train cools-

redundant equipment and the pumps and heat exchangers can be used to
route flow through either of the trains. Figure B.8 in Appendix B
provides the component cooling system schematic.

2.3.8.2 Crossties
,

The interchangeability between pumps, headers, and heat exchangers in the
Component Cooling System leads to three crossties in the component
cooling model. The first crosstie is located at the input to the'

Component Cooling Water Pumps (CCWPs) (two inputs and one output). The
second crosstie exists at the discharge side of the CCWPs (three inputs
and two outputs). The last crosstie consists of the output of the
Component Cooling Heat Exchangers (two inputs and two outputs).

2.3.8.3 Flow Paths

The two outputs of the CCHXRs and the two inputs to the CCWPs make up the
two trains provide cooling for various items of equipment. Each train
consists of nested " loops" which ca1 be isolated in the event of a pipo
rupture. Examples of this looping effect is shown in Figs. B.8.1 -
B.8.3. Notice that the arrows represent propagation of failure to the
equipment and are shown pointing into eacn sink. This is necessary to
prevent a failure from propagating back through the crossties and causing
the failure (in the digraph) of every other component in the model.
Because of these loops any failure on the path is a singleton to its
associated sink, that is, all nodes on the path to a sink (except those
located in a crosstie) are singletons.

The system failure criterion for the CCWPs is defined as failure of all
three pumps since the crosstie allows any one pump' to pressurize both
trains.

2.3.8.4 Components

Cooling to the SIPS is accomplished whether the CCWPs are running or
not. There is a mini shaft pump on each SI pump which provides cooling
water flow in the event that the CCWPs are not running.

Two of the SIPS are cooled by train 32 and the third SIP is cooled by
train 31. This insures that sufficient cooling would be provided for the
minimal neber of SIPS for a small LOCA given one cooling train
operational . If train 32 faf1s and there is a medium LOCA, a
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supplemental flow of cooling would be needed in ord2r to provide SIP
cooling until the point where Residual Heat Removal pumps (RHRPs) can

i become effective.

: There are two Residual Heat Exchangers and- two Residual Heat Removal
Pops - one of each is cooled by each component cooling train. Since
only one of each is necessary for core cooling during low pressure>

: recirculation, loss of one train will not prevent long-tem cooling.
* The two Recirculation Paps are cooled during the injection phase by
| Component Cooling Booster Pumps (two for each RECP) (also called
: Auxiliary Component Cooling Paps). These CCSPs are actuated by the SI

signal and dedicated to the RECPs to protect them from the hostile
containment atmosphere. One CCBP per RECP is sufficient, leaving the
other as back-up in case of active component failure.

The injection to recirculation switch-over sequence shuts the CCBPs.down
; and brings on the main CCWPs. (They were stripped off in the case of
j loss of offsite power.) The CCWPs are not needed for RHXR cooling and
; will cool the RECPs as well.
:

The cooling water for all four Reactor Coolant Pumps (upper and lower;

! bearings and themal barrier) is provided by component cooling train 32.
It is for this reason that if a problem occurs in train 32 which can not,

j be remedied in two minutes, the reactor and the RCPs are tripped.

j The three Changing Paps (CP) oil coolers (two per pap) are also cooled
: by train 32 and are in the nested loop downstream of SIPS 32 and 33.
t Downstream of the cps are the Seal Water Heat Exchanger (SWHXR) and

Non-Regenerative Heat Exchanger (NRHXR), which are in the same loop.t

2.3.9 Service Water System Digraph !

2. 3. 9.1 Introduction

The digraph of the Service Water System (SWS) consists of two parts: 1) ;

Dne-to-one mappings of the hardware from PAIDs to a flowpath model; and
i 2) flowrate failure criteria. The PAID mappings capture all of the
i possible cooling flowpaths to the following support system hardware ;including:

1) Diesel generators;
j 2) Component cooling heat exchangers;

3) Instraent air system;t

i 4) Boiler feed pump lube oil coolers; and
j 5) Closed cooling system.

! The flowrate failure criteria consists of the different number of pumps
! needed to adequately remove the heat generated by the support systems
t during various accident modes of operation (see associated PAIDs and

digraphs in B.9 of Appendix B.);

2.3.9.2 Flow Path Model

By' mapping from the PAIDs to a digraph, openness of all possible
i flowpaths from the Hudson River to hardware and back to the river can be
!
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captured. " Openness" can be defined in tems of the noma 1' alignment of
the valves in the system and what is needed to open alternate paths if ai

nomal path should not be available. This includes detailed modeling of
the service water pump electronics to accurately capture dependencies
which facilitate the successful flowpath through the pump. It also

j includes inputs from operators who manually open a closed valve to create
a new flowpath. Thus, implicit in the flowpath model are initial

! conditions relating to the state of the flow pemitting components at
To.

,

2.3.9.3 Initial Conditions
;
'

As described above, the valves in the SWS are manually aligned to be
consistent with the selection of which three main pumps are to cool

!

" essential" hardware and which three cool "non-essential" hardware in the'
event of an accident. The essential pumps can turn on automatically; the
others cannot. The model must therefore reflect the selection of the;'

pumps. At Indian Point-3 pumps 31 - 33 are almost always selected for
essential cooling. The model allows for the selection by the mode select,

j switch of either group of pumps. This choice is fixed at T . Theoremaining six pumps require beneficial operator intervention to be used4

; and thus have corresponding inputs on the digraph. During nomal plant
operation, any pump (s) may be operating. For the sake of this analysis,;

| it will be assumed that, as a worst case, the pumps selected as essential
are off at To and therefore require actuation in the event of an

| accident.

Checkoff list COL-RW-2 is used to guide operators in the manual alignment
of valves. This alignment constrains the pumps selected as essential to '

only cool essential hardware and the non-essential pumps to only cool
non-essential hardware. Thus, valves between non-essential pumps and4

essential hardware (and vice-versa) are manually closed. To open these
paths requires operator input and thus every valve which the checkoff,

i list says is shut has an input from an operator node in the digraph.

2.3.9.4 Flowpath Modeling Assumptions

Based on Inidan Point-3 operator discussions, certain assumptions were
j made in the course of modeling the flowpaths. They primarily concern

exclusion of dependencies due to large time delays between failure of a'

component 3nd propagation of the effect of that failure.

Water drawn by the main pumps passes through " traveling screens" which
filter out water borne debris. There is a screen dedicated to each of

| the three redundant paths from the river through the intake structure to
; the pump well. These screens are flushed clean by water supplied by the
: service water pumps. This flushing requirement was excluded from the
i model, therefore, flowpath failures due to clogging of the three
: redundant paths AND failure to flush them out are not in the model.
; After water has passed through the service water pumps it passes through
| " automatic strainers". These perfom the same function as' the traveling

screens and filter out particles over 1/8" in diameter. The requirement
for flushing these was also excluded. After passing through the

;

;
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strainers, the water flows through some lengths of outdoor piping. This
piping is heat traced to keep the contents from freezing. Blockage due;

to failure of any or all heat tracing during an accident was excluded.

2.3.9.5 Flowrate Failure Criteria

The amount of weste heat generated by the plant varies with plant
accident mode. Consequently, the total flowrate of river water that has
to be paped through the service water system to adequately remove that
waste heat also varies. The necessity for a different neber of pops to
be worting during different plant modes is captured in a group of models
called the Flowrate Failure Criteria. The infonsation used to create
these models is from the FSAR, Sectin 9.6.1 and Table. 9.6-1, Plant
System Description 24.0, Technical Specification, page 3.3-18, and
operator discussions. The plant accident modes are Non-LOCA" and "LOCA"
for the system combinations chosen for this analysis. The flow rate
requirements are shown in Figure 2-6.

2.3.9.5.1 Non-LOCA Accident Mode (System Combinations 5,6)

The first plant accident mode, non-LOCA, applies to system combinations 5
and 6 which involve the main and auxiliary feedwater systems being called
upon to remove heat from the reactor coolant system when there is no
simultaneous LOCA. The service water system flowrate requirements can be
met'by a single pump (5,000 gpm). The hardware requiring heat removal
includes the boiler feed pap lube oil coolers, containment fans, diesel
generators, closed cooling system, and miscellaneous equipment. The
model decribing the flowrate requirement takes into account that only the
six main service water pups can cool the boiler feed pump lube oil
coolers and the closed cooling system. All nine pumps can, however, cool
the other hardware. This difference is due to the three backup p ups
being downstream of check valves which isolate them from the flowpaths to
the boiler feed pianp lube oil coolers and the closed cooling system.
Since only one pop is required for the system to succeed, the flowrate
failure criteria is already captured by the path model and any path from
the river to the hardware passes through only one pump since no pumps are
in series.

Since the closed cooling system is considered non-essential, the three
main pumps aligned with it are automatically turned off on receipt of a
safety injection signal. Thus, strictly speaking, the hardware, such as !

the condensate pump motor bearings, cooled by the closed cooling system
would necessarily overheat. Since this would not occur immediately, the ,

requirement of heat removal from the closed cooling system to the rest of |
the SWS isn't modeled for cases representing inmediate response to an
accident.

2.3.9.5.2 LOCA Accident Mode

The LOCA accident mode is divided into two phases: injection and
recirculation. For the purposes of modeling service water flowrate
failure criteria, injection phase pertains to the plant response
immediately after a LOCA, regardless of whether the system combination
includes the high or low pressure safety injection systems. System
Combinations 1 - 4, 7, 8, and 10 fall into this category. LOCA
recirculation mode is for long-tenn response and is modeled in System
Combination 9.

-100-
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FIGURE 2-6 TUTAL SERVICE VATER REQUIREMENTS @ 75'F AS FUNCTION
OF PLANT ACCIDENT MODE

(FROM FSAR TABLE 9-6-1 AND OPERATOR DISCUSSIC>NS)
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2.3.9.5.3 In: ection Phase (System Combinations 1 -4, 7, 8,

10J

Immediately after a LOCA, the primary heat sources that have to be cooled
by the SWS are the containment fan units and the diesel generators.
While the containment fans are not modeled in any system combination,
requirements for their cooling are included in the SWS failure criteria
since they are an essential load with a flowrate requirement of 10,000
gpm as listed in FSAR Table 9.6.-l. That requirement is based at keeping
containment temperature at or below 120*F. The three diesel generators
together require a flowrate of 1,200 gpm. Other hardware requirements
are less than 1,000 gpm. Cooling of the turbine lube oil and seal oil
are excluded since the turbines are not used to mitigate the accident.
The total required flowrate of approximately 12,000 gpm indicates the i
need of at least three of the 5,000 gpm capacity service water pisaps, '

however, Technical Specification page 3.3-18 and operator discussion |

agree that two ptmps would be adequate.
'

2.3.9.5.4 Recirculation Phase i

Flowrate requirements for recirculation phase are 7,000 gpm for heat
removal from the component cooling heat exchangers. In this phase,
residual heat is transferred from the core to the component cooling
system by the residual heat exchangers. This heat is then transferred to
the SWS via the component cooling heat exchangers. Flow requirerents to
the containment fans is 6,400 gpm and the diesel generators require 1,200
gpm. With miscellaneous additional requirements, the FSAR Table 9.6-1
and operators agree that three service water ptmps are required. Since
the recirculation phase is entered long after the accident begins, and
since it requires manual intervention to initiate, credit is given for
operators to turn on those ptsups that were automatically tripped before,
thus greatly reducing the likelihood of inadequate flow.

2.3.9.6 Results of Service Water System Modeling

The Service Water System appears as a support system in every system
combination. Its effect on the integrity of the reactor coolant system

;

depends upon which support systems it can act through, as well as whether
beneficial human intervention is allowed. However, given that its
function is heat removal, primary consideration has to be given to how

.

long it would take for a failure in the SWS to propagate to the hardware
'

it is cooling. For instance, the time before a failure to cool the
component cooling heat exchangers causes problems is much longer than
when cooling to the diesel generators stops. A significant dependency
was found between the SWS and the diesel generators owing to the fact,

that the diesels have an innediate cooling requirement.

|

|

|

| |
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. The Indian Point-3 Nuclear Plant derives its automatic emergency onsita l
high voltage power from three diesel generators. The DGs must be cooled
in order to keep from failing due to overheating. The cooling is
accomplished by transferring heat to the Service Water System (SWS) which
is designed to circulate river water through DG heat exchangers when the
DGs are in use. Loss of this cooling will result in failure of the DGs4

'

to generate power due either to protective shut off or damage due to
overheating. In either event, a generator will cease to produce power4

within a fu minutes of loss of heat removal. !

:

To ensure heat removal from the DGs during an accident, they are aligned
with a set of three main service water pumps designed to turn on
automatically. These pumps are preselected for cooling " essential" ,

hardware in the event of an emergency (see Section 2.2.12). The other
set of three main SWPs is selected to cool "non-essential" hardware by
default since a two-position mode select switch is used to enable the
pumps. The non-essential pumps are tripped on SI signals and the
flowpaths to the essential hardware are isolated from those to the
non-essential hardware. Thus, even though under nomal plant operation
pumps from both groups are pumping through both trains, the DGs can only
be cooled by a single train. Furthermore, under nomal plant operation,
water is kept from flowing through the DG heat exchangers by two nomally
closed valves in parallel on a common downstream path. On SI or high DG

; oil or water temperature they are de-energized and open.

The single trained cooling flowpath and the normal absence of flow
through the DG heat exchangers presents the'following noteworthy .

vulnerabilities:

1. Failure of DGs to Generate Power Due to a Misaligned Switch
<

As mentioned above, the essential SWP train is aligned to enable DG
cooling innediately after an accident whereas the non-essential SWP

i

train is aligned such that it cannot cool the DGs immediately after
the accident. Having so configured the SWS, improper selection of i,

which pumps are essential and non-essential would result in a
failure of the generators to be cooled inanediately after the
accident. This selection is made using the " mode selector switch"
on the right hand safequards panel in the control room (System iDescription 24.0, Section 3.2.8). Detection of this error before an i

accident rests primarily on the accurate implementation of the SWS4

check-off list (COL-RW-2) and subsequent inspections of valve
; positions and/or flow instrumentation. The latter requires

correlating the inspections with the scate of the mode selector
i switch to expose the error.

,

!

l

!
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2. Failure of DGs to Generate Power Due to Misaligned Valves

Each SWP train has two butterfly valves in series, either of which
if closed and undetected would mean failure of DGs to be cooled
inmediately after an accident, should that train have been selected
as essential. If SWPs 31-33 are selected as essential, then the
valves are SWN-98 and SWN-30. If SWPs 34-36 are selected as j

: essential, then the valves are SWN-99 and SWN-29. Misalignment of )
! any of the valves could result from inaccurate application of the |

check-off list or of a maintenance or testing error. However, the i

means of detecting misalignment of SWN-93 or 99 is very different !
'

from that of SWN-29 or 30.
J

A misalignment in the first set is fairly easily detected since
there is nomally flow through each valve and just downstream of
each valve is a pressure meter which is co.inected to an indicator
light and annunciator in the central control room. Therefore,
during nomal plant operation a misalignment would be indicated
quickly and automatically. Misalignment of either of the other
valves (SWN-29, 30), however, is neither automatically nor quickly
detected. After the intial procedure of following the check-off
list, inspection of'the valve position consists of monitoring a
local pressure gauge every 8 hours. The location of the pressure j

tap is shown in Figure 2-7 which is a copy. of a section of the main ;

SWS P&ID 9321-F-27223-21. There is no indication of the tap on the
original PAID and its presence was derived from an operator. Also
noted are butterfly valves 29 and 30. If SWNs 31-33 are selected as ;

essential, then SWN-30 is nomally open as are SWNs-62A, C, and E '

which lie just upstream of each diesel heat exchanger pair. SWNs
29, 62B, D, and F would be correspondingly closed. Detection of
SWN-30 being inadvertently closed is currently accomplished by
monitoring the local pressure gauge and noting a drop in pressure.4

Should the valve be closed long enough for the pressure to drop
; below a threshold, an alam sounds in the central control room.

.

2.3.10 Pressure Operated Relief Valve: Digraphs

2.3.10.1 Introduction

The pressure operated relief valve and the safety valves at Indian Point
3 are part of the Overpressure Pressure Protection System (OPS). The
Overpressure Protection System prevents the reactor vessel from exceeding
the Technical Specifications pressure-temperature limits. This is
accomplished through the use of the pilot operated relief valves (PORVs),
the safety valves, and a pressure-temperature logic system that ams and
disams the OPS, and automatically opens the PORVs. (See Figure B.10 in
Appendix B).

The two PORVs (PCV-455C and PCV-456) are set to open automatically at
2335 psig. The pressurizer pressure instrumentation and control system
also initiates a reactor trip at 2365 psig. Finally, the three safety
valves (PCV-464, PCV-466. and PCV-468) open automatically at 2485 psig
(the reactor coolant system design pressure). At reactor coolant
pressures lower than normal operating conditions, the pressurizer
instrtmentation and control system unblocks the safety injection bistable
at 1880 psig, trips the reactor at 1820 psig, and initiates low pressure
safety injection at 1720 psig.
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The three safety valves (PCV-464, PCV-466, and PCV-468) and the two PORVs
(PCV-455C and PCV-456) discharge their steam through discharge piping
that connects to the pressurizer relief tank (PRT). Block valves
(M0V-535 and MOV-536) located upstream of the PORVs serve to isolate the
PORVs should they fail to reclose after opening, l.oop seal drain lines

;

located at the low point of the loop seal upstream of the safety valves,
,

drain condensate before the safety valves are tested. Nonna11y, a water
;

seal is maintained below each safety valve by the loop' seal to inhibit
leakage. A valve on each loop seal drain line (574A, 574B and 574C) and'

a valve, 526, on the combined drain line, maintains primary pressure
boundary integrity. Three smaller (3/4 in.) lines, two sampling lines
and a waste disposal line, must be valved off to maintain primary
pressure boundary integrity. A failure by this system is considered to
be any breach of the primary pressure boundary integrity by valves
associated with the pressurizer.

2.3.10.2 Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV) Unit Model*

The two Pilot Operated Relief Valves (PCV-455C and PCV-456) used at
Indian Point 3 are Copes-Vulcan 3 in. class 1500 model D-100-160 valves
An ASCO fHT8316C15 3-way solenoid operated valve controls the flow of
nitrogen (N2) gas to the PORY diaphragm located on the top of the PORV.
Flow of N2 gas to the PORY diaphragm located on the top of the PORV.
Flow of N2 gas into the PORY diaphrap pressurizes the diaphrap which-

expands, raising the valve body frame and valve stem upward. As the
valve stem moves up, it lifts the valve plug, allowing steam out the
discharge piping. The upward movement of the valve body frame also
compresses a spring which, when the diaphrap is depressurized, provides
a closing force on the valve stem and valve plug. The PORVs fail close
with loss o_f nitrogen supply, provided that the N2 supply line is
vented. The PORVs are normally set to open at 2335 psig. A failure in
the PORY will be failure to reclose.

I 2.3.10.3 Safety Valve Unit Model

The three Safety Valves (PCV-464, PCV-466, and PCV-468) used at Indian
Point 3 are Crosby Valve a Gauge saries HB-BP-86 3 in. spring loaded,

; enclosed pop type valves with back pressure compensation. They are set
'

for the system design pressure of 2485 psig. These valves constitute a >

, failure when they fail open.

2.3.10.4 Instrument Nitrogen (N2) Supply System

The instrianent nitrogen (N2) supply system supplies nitrogen gas from the
nuclear equipment nitrogen system to the diaphrap of the two PORVs'

(PCV-455C and PCV-456). A failure by this system is considered to be the
failure to vent the nitrogen gas from the diaphrages of either PORV via
the 3-way solenoid operated valve or by the nitrogen supply line.

.

!
'

.

I
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2.3.11 Instraent Air System Digraphs
'

2.3.11.1 Introduction 1

|

t^

The Instrument Air System digraph encompasses all of the equipment |

contained in the Control Building, as well as selected parts of the
'

Containment Building, Turbine Building, and Auxiliary Feedwater
iPaphouse.

Development of the Station Air and Administration Building
Air interfaces to Instraent Air was considered outside the scope of the :

modeling effort and has not been included. Electrical interfaces have
been modeled for components such as compressors and dryers which do not :

fail to a safe position on the loss of electrical power (see associated
PAIDs and digraphs in B.11 of Appendix B).

2.3.11.2 Instraent Air Compressors

The two Instrument Air Compressors are located in the same room.'

Consequently, they are subject to concon location failures. Excessivedust or smoke could clog the intake filters. The atmospheric suction
: -(ATMSUCT) node models this interection. Fire, flooding, and steam could

also affect both compressors, as well as the operator's ability to'

locally initiate corrective action.

Since the compressors are identical, the electrical circuitry was unit
modeled. A given compressor, its V-belts, and its motor were all modeled

; as one node (IAC) since a failure of any of them would prevent the
: compression of air. Based on the Auxiliary Feedwater nitrogen bottle

regulator pressure, ' failure of the Instrument Air System is assumed to
occur whenever the air pressure delivered to a component is less than 50,

psig. Thus, failure of the unloader solenoid (S0Y 1198/1199) to vent
results in compressor failure, since the compressor will not load until
system pressure falls below 30 psig. Compressor failure will also occur
if the flow of Service Water to a ccepressor or an aftercooler is not
sufficient to prevent a high temperature compressor trip. One compressor
will pressurize the system to well over 90 psig.

2.3.11.3 Emergency Tie to Station Air

The Instrument Air System is connected to.the Station Air System just
upstream of IA-30. The node STATIONAIR is the boundary between the twosystems. '

.

'

Air must flow from STATIONAIR through one set of prefilters and a
normally shut isolation valve (PCV1142) in order for the emergency tie to i

ibe effective. The operation of the prefilters is similar to that of the
other parallel filter sets (described below) in the IA System. PCV1142
opens when PCS1169 senses a low air pressure condition through IA-28 ori whenever power is lost to S0V1142. The Station Air Systen will
adequately pressurize the IA System even if no IA compressors are running.

:

The Station Air System also supplies emergency makeup to the IA Weld
Channel Pressurization System. This path was modeled up through valve
IA-55, though none of the other systems in the present study uses air
from this branch of the IA System.

|
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2.3.11.4 Parallel Filter Se_ts

Parallel filter sets are located throughout the Instrument Air System.
The hardware consists of two interlocked filter selector valves, the
filters themselves, a differential pressure gauge, and two gaugeisolation root valves.

'

Though the filter selector valves are mechanically interlocked, they have
also been modeled as independently operable "Y" (inlet) and "2" (outlet)selector valves.

Each selector valve was further subdivided into "A" and"B" paths.
Thus, it is possible for air to flow through neither, both,or only one filter path.

to pressurize the downstream piping. Air must flow through at least one filter path

The pressure drop across the filter is proportional to the flow throughthe filter. Thus, the operator must place the backup ("A") set of
filters on service when the gauge reads high. In order for the gauge to
indicate correctly, both root valves must be open and there must not be
any breaks or blocks in the gauge piping. The LIE node propagates a
gauge line block into the gauge and a gauge line break into the gaugeroot junction.

Note, however, that a full scale break model, which would
propagate failure upstream as well as downstream, has not been attemptedfor this system.

2.3.11.5 Refrigerant Dryers

Two refrigerant dryers are installed downstream of the station air
4

emergency tie to dehumidify the air. A single dryer has sufficient
capacity to supply the needs of the IA System. A dryer which is notrunning is assumed to pass no flow.

PCDS1131 senses the pressure drop across the dryers. It energizes
4

SOV1542 on high pressure (low flow) to open PCV1542 by applying air
pressure' to the top of its diaphragm. This path bypasses the dryers andprovides an adequate flow rate. The dryers may also be bypassed by an

-

operator (OPR1542 or OPR65) who manually opens PCDS1131 or the equalizingvalve (IA-65) respectively.

2.3.11. 6 t

.
Emergency Tie to Administration Building Air

!,
The Instrument Air System is connected to the Administration Building Air !System just upstream of IA-36 in the Turbine Building.
is the boundary between the two systems. The node ADMINAIR

|

\
ADMINAIR is tied into the Conventional Plant IA Loop by manually (OPR36)opening the itolation valve (VGA36). This makeup air ties into the
nuclear service IA header at IA-4 after passing through an orifice. The
Administrtion Building Air System's capacity is sufficient to pressurize
the IA System without the assistance of the IA or SA compressors.

|

!
I
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2.3.11.7 Regenerative Desiccant Dryers

A regenerative desiccant dryer consists of a four-way selector valve and
two desiccant beds.~ Bidirectional flow through the desiccant beds is
incorporated by way of dunniy nodes which denote the component and
direction of airflow. The selector valve was modeled as four independent 7

; valves ("AA", ~ "AB", "BA", "BB"), where the first letter refers to the
desiccant bed on service and the second letter refers to the inlet ("A")or purge ("B") path.

Heat tracing (HTRC) in each desiccant bed is used to regenerate the
desiccant. A desiccant bed which cannot be dried is assumed to fail dueto line freeze up. This condition could occur if the purge path to the>

atmospheric exhaust (ATMEXH) was blocked or if the heat tracing failed.

2.3.11.8 Nonregenerative Desiccant Dryers
'

A pressure switch senses the discharge pressure of the regenerative
desiccant dryer through a normally open valve. On low pressure or loss
of power, it will trip open the nonregenerative desiccant dryer isolation
valve by venting its diaphragm through the solenoid operated valve.

2.3.11.9 Results
,

The Instrument Air System digraph was analyzed for singletons and
doubletons to the FCV 261A diaphragm. This valve is important in
regulating the flow of seal injection water to the reactor coolant
pumps. The results indicate that all but one of the singletons are due
to the single line nature of the air piping downstream of IA-4_ which I

services the Containment Building. The majority of doubletons appear as
; combinations of regenerative and nonregenerative desiccant dryer t

components. This result illustrates the backup protection afforded to '

the regenerative dryer by the nonregenerative dryer. !

A singleton failure of interest involves the desiccant dryer after filter
set selector valve (IA-12). The valve could be positioned such that
neither filter is lined up to pass air flow. This type of failure could
be attributed to a faulty mechanical interlock which would allow the'

inlet valve (IA-12Y) to be aligned to one filter while the discharge I

valve. (IA-12Z) is aligned to the other. Failure could also occur due to |blockage inside one of these valves, regardless of its position. '

!

The doubletons which result from the simultaneous failure of componentsr

! in the desiccant dryers can be better understood by discussing the
regnerative and nonregenerative components separately. Since air
normally flows through the regenerative beds, the regenerative piping
will be considered first.

A loss of the heat tracing in either regenerative desiccant bed (HTRCl206
' or HTRCl207) or a loss of their power supply (MCC34) could cause an ice
p4ug to fors as the moist air expands into the downstream piping and
freeze. Electrical power is asstmed to be lost in a fire, flood, or
steam leak casualty. Thus, these events contribute to the same type of
blockage, though one could argue that the heat from a fire or steam

; rupture would tend to thaw the pipes and I. qvent freezing. Failure of
|
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the four way valve (4V1105) to periodically change position could also
result in freezing since the on service bed would not properly!

regenerate.
Blockage, due to the entry of foreign material, can occur in!

the check valves, fittings, beds, purge lines, valves, and pipes whichi

compose the regenerative desiccant dryer. A blocked purge path prevents
warm air from circulating through the off service desiccant bed, thus

t

yielding another case of pipe freezing when the bed is restored toservice.
|
.

)

will fail if SOY 1143 does not reposition to vent the PCV 1143The nonregenerative desiccant dryer.is also susceptible to blockage.It
diaphragm.

The node NRDDil43 (nonregenerative desiccant dryer)
encompasses all desiccant failure modes including blockage, depletion,and absence.

Several potential failures of the Instraent Air System are attributable
to components other than the desiccant dryers. Blockage of flow will
occur, regardless of selector valve position, if both after filters (F12Aand F12B) are clogged. If F12B
rupture or fire in the same room (would make it difficult or impossiblenomally on service) is clogged, a steamfor an operator to swap filters.

A blockage in the line just upstream (J7) or just downstream (J10) of the( refrigerant dryers, combined with a loss of the A*iinistration Buf1 ding
Air System, effectively blocks all sources of air to the nuclear services
header which enters Containment. A blockage on each side of the T
fitting (JS9) into the Containment Building Instrument Air Loop could actto cause the same effect.r

i

2.3.12 Lube Oil System Digraph

2.3.12.1 Introduction

The Lube 011 System (see Fig. B.12 of Appendix B) is a complicated
crosstie network of- pups and vented tanks.,

Since the tanks are not
pressurized, it is not sufficient to model only the connectivity of thesystem.

Direct flow is not allowed between two vented tanks.
tank's contents may only flow to the suction of a pump. A vented

The discharge of
a pump, however, may flow to either the suction of another pump or avented tank.

'

In situations where either unpressurized or pressurized oil situations
may occur in the same line at different times, two demy paths flowing inthe same direction may be necessary.
discharge through check valve 46B on the digraph (this valve is unlabeledAn example of this condition is theon the P&ID). The dumy 'A' path may be pressurized or unpressurizedwhile the 'B' path must always be pressurized for flow to occur.that the

'A' path from J46A supplies the 011 Storage Tank Transfer andNotice
Cleanup Pump while the 'B' path eventually connects to the fill lines ofthe Clean and Dirty Oil Storage Tanks.

-11 0-
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2.3.12.2 Boiler Feed Pump 011 Console

The Boiler Feed Pump 011 Console is the hub of the Lube Oil System. All
of the oil which is used .to lubricate and control the Boiler Feed Pumpsmust' pass through this tank.

The physical ability of the tank to pass and store oil is repntsented by
BFP0C. The console's oil level (OILBFP) is detemined by its initial
inventory (0ILBFPOC) and the net rate of addition from other sources
(PATHBFPOC). Since oil is recirculated through the console, OILBFPOC and
PATHBFPOC provide redundant supplies of oil to the Boiler Feed Pumps.

1 2.3.12.3 Sources of oil

A large fraction of the digraph is devoted to pumping oil to PATHBFPOC.
The dashed lines on the digraph represent flow into the oil storage tanks
(C0ST and XDOST) and the main turbine-generator oil
For the purposes of this model, these tanks were ass @Oservoir (TLOR).ed to contain amuch larger volume of oil than the BFP Oil Console. Thus, it was

'

unr.Messary to consider the inflow to these tanks.

Oil may alss be added to the system through the truck fill (TRK)
connection. A fully loaded oil tanker is assmed to be readilyavailable. The tanker's capacity is much larger than that of the BFP Oil,

Console.

2.3.12.4 Main Lube Oil Paps

The section of the digraph between the Boiler Feed Paps and the BFP oil
console is based upon the feedwater system test (System DescriptionNo. 21) test. The valve nebering secuence for this section was;

arbitrarily started from 100. The solenoid operated dump valves
(LO-105A/B/C) are designed for testing purposes but are included to model2

the effects of inadvertent actuation. The power supplies of the two ac
and one de Main Oil Pumps were arbitrarily selected.

The two oil cooler selector' valves (LO-111Y/Z) are assumed to be
mechanically interlocked so that operation of one-valve will cause the
other valve to align to the same cooler. Each oil cooler (BFPLOHX) is
capable of removing the entire system head load while providing full flowto the feed pumps. Loss of Service Water heat removal capability to the
on service cooler will cause BFP bearing failure.

2.3.12.5 System Success Criteria
t

Successful operation of the Lube Oil System is obtained when control and
lubricating oil is able to flow to both Boiler Feed Pumps. All blank
flanges are assmed to be in their nomal configuration. The swing
connection between LO-1 and LO-3 is modeled as a T-junction (i.e., oil

'

may simultaneously flow from each valve into the downstream piping).
Relief valves LO-8 and LO-30 provide an alternate flow path when thenomal path is blocked.
affect the flow of oil. Breaks of up to 1/2 inch are assined not to

,
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2.4 System Combinations and Their Minimal Cut Set Results

!

The system modeling efforts described above yielded individual systemdigraphs. The next task was the combination and analysis of the systems'

in combinations as discussed in Section 2.1 and sunmarized in Table 2-4.
For.each specified combination of systems (i.e., accident sequence or
event tree scenario) the systems involved must be merged to provide a
system combination digraph. The process involves the modification of

' each system digraph to account for common boundary nodes and interfacing4

for the propagation of failures across the relevant system boundaries.
The resulting system combination models are frequently very isrge (8-10
thousand nodes) and difficult to process. Problems encountered at this
level of analysis include the computational difficulty of considering
increasingly higher levels of combinations, and inter system cycles that
are much more difficult to detect and correct than those at the system 'level.

In this section, each system combination (see Table 2-4) is described
along with , and the results in tems of singleton and doubleton minimalcut sets. The detailed results discussed below will be presented in the
matrix format shown below. An asterisk indicates that a doubleton is
composed of the components indicated by the row and the column entry.
Each of the elements shown in the doubleton matrix may in turn represent! several components. Thus if a row element represents n components and
the column element represents a components, the total number of

; doubletons represented by the asterisk is n X m. This reduction of;
several components into " super" components occurs because of the; condensation step' described in Appendix A. The cut set numbers given in'

the following sections represent the fully expanded cut sets.

A B C D E
A- * *

A*B
- -

B * - - - - A*D
C - - - - -

D * - - - -

E - - - - -

(a) Doubleton Matrix (b) Cut Sets
!

The discussion of the doubleton cut set matrices is in tenns of| submatrices, or " blocks." Notice that the matrices containing the
results are syneetric and that the upper left (submatrix block (1.1) is

-

letter "A", and represents a frontline system. Then each " row" is
sequentially lettered (e.g. second " row" B,C up to the diagonal, then the
third "rew" is lettered D, E, F and so on. In the complete version of,

'

this report, the full singleton lists and doubleton matrices are given in
Volume 1-B which is referred to as the enclosures. In order to make thisvolume of the report more readable, we have included the relevant

!

portions o'f the enclosure volume at the end of each of the system
'

combination subsections.

In some cases, the doubleton matrices were too large to be included.

-11 2-
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2.4.1 Midium LOCA and Loss of Low Pressure Injection
|

(5101 ) l

2.4.1.1 Introduction
|

In this system combination, we have searched for singleton and doubleton
failures that would cause a loss of Low Pressure Injection during a
given, but unspecified, medium (2"-6" pipe rupture) LOCA. Figure 2-8
shows that core melt could potentially result from this system
combination scenario. Supporting the low pressure injection system are.
the safety injection actuation system, the electrical system, the
Component Cooling system, Instrtssent Air system and the Service Water
system. Notice that the bi-directional relationship between several,

'

support systems establishes intersystem cycles.

In July 1984, the competing team from Brookhaven National Laboratory
identified a safety violation at Indian Point-3 which could occur during
a medium LOCA. They discovered that a failure of Battery 32 in
conjunction with the nonfailure of offsite power would result in the
failure of the RHR pumps to start. Our original results did not show
this singleton.

On review of the DMA model we discovered several electrical load shedding
In particular we had not included the following load sheddingerrors.

steps:
,

,

1. The Safety Injection signal causes the following breakers' to
trip:

52/2AT5A as per IP-3 Electrical System
j 52/3AT6A Description p. 65A

2. The breakers UT1 - UT4 which connect the main generator to the
| electrical system are tripped. The unit auxiliary transfomer

is also turned off representing the tripping of the main
generator.

3. Motor Control Centers, MCC-39 and MCC-37 are stripped from1

| their buses. This results in Battery Chargers 31 and 32
; becoming deenergized. Battery Charger 33 is left energized.
. The reanalysis of System Combination One (SC1) did not directly show
L battery 32 as a singleton. The reason for this omission is the lack of

the NOT operation in the present DMA methodology. Battery 32 is a
singleton only if there is voltage on 480v bus 2A. Since DMA models the
components of the system in their failed condition, the non-failure of
the bus did not show the battery as a sin
doubleton with the interlock (ITLBKREG1P)gleton. Battery 32 is seen as a

which responds (indirectly) toi the pmsence of voltage on bus 2A. Careful evaluation of this doubleton '

shows that unless there is a failure which will cause a Bus 2A voltage
failure, Battery 32 is a singleton.

'
'

In order to identify the doubletons which should be checked in detail, it
is necessary to flag components whose " success" acts as a system
failure. Thus any doubleton containing a failure node and a success node
should be investigated further. In the DMA model for STthe prefixes UV
(undervoltage), UV3 (failure to detect undervoltage) and ITL

-113-
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Figure 2-8

5YSTEM COMBINATION #1
S1 LOCA with Lo*: Pressure Injection

.

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

(H) Safety Injection Actuation

Low Pressure Injection (B)
,

f (L) Compoggoling

(P) Electrical Power

.
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Figure 2-8

5YSTEM C0MBINATION f1
S1 LOCA with Low Pressure Injection

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

(H) Safety Injection Actuation

f . /'

Low Pressure Injection (B)

|
'

(K) Service Water

I

!

'
' (L) Component C oling

(Break

i

(P) Electrical Power
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2. 4.1. 3 Results for the Front-Line System Acting Alone: Case I '

The Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS) is the front-line system for
this sequence. For. Case I, we consider all support systems to work with
probability equal to ONE. Several components within the system have been
identified as singleton failures which cause a loss of low pressure'

injection ability (see Enclosure 1, Case I).
,

The Refueling Water Storage Tank is the only source of injection water
and, therefore, it and its associated piping and valves are singletons

.,

(node 24). The tank must- be full of borated water prior to the start of i

i the accident. (This requirement is reflected in the time transition node
TTRWSTH2O). The RWST isolation valve (VGA846) must be open and the path
to the RHR pump suction motor operated stop valye (M0V882) must be clear
of blockage. The RHR pump suction check valve (VC881) must pass flow to
the RHR pump common suction junction (J735B) (see Figure B.1.2. A in
Appendix B).

,

'

The path from the common RHR pop discharge junction (JRHR) to the
Residual Heat Loop isolation valve (MOV744) must be free of flow4

restrictions. MOV744 must be open and the RHR containment check valye,

,

; (VC741) must open to permit flow to reach the Residual Heat Loop inlet
junction (J7458).

The Residual Heat Loop contains the piping downstream of J745B which
connects to the Residual Heat Exchangers (RHXs). It is bounded by
junction between MOV1869A and MOV18696 (J1869), the Containment Spray

i Isolation Valves (MOV889A and MOV8898), and crosstie junctions (J899A and
J8998) downstream of the loop discharge stop valves (MOV899A and M0V8998)
(see Figure B.1.1. A).

The Residual Heat Loop is susceptible to catastrophic pipe breaks which
sever all of the low pressure injection paths to the core. A failure

,

(BRC745AJ7458) which causes the piping between the two RHXR inlet
junctions (J745A and J7458) to break off at both ends would prevent flow,

from reaching the heat exchangers. The probability of such a
catastrophic failure is remote; however, low pressure injection still
fails even if the pipe breaks only at J7458. A similar situation exists
at the outlets of the RHXs (J889 and J18698), though this break

; (BRC889J18698) must be double ended to completely isolate the downstream
low pressure injection system.'

The crosstie downstream of MOV899A and MOV8998 on the Residual Heat Loop
outlet merits special mention. Failure of low pressure injection will

I occur if either junction (J899A or J8998) ruptures. This failure
! (BRC899BJ899A) is more serious than the two previously discussed because
, the piping connecting the two junctions contains no isolation valves.
: The Low Pressure Injection System is designed with parallel flowpaths
! throughout a majority of its length. A doubleton failure occurs where i

two events are capable of simultaneously blocking both piping trains.
These interactions are shown in block "A" of the doubleton matrix.

' * A copy of the material in this enclosure has been included at the
end of this section.

-11 6-
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At least one of the two Residual Heat Removal Pump trains must be
supplying water to the downstream cousson junction (JRHR). The

operational ' path must have its inlet (VGA735A or VGA735B), check (VC738A
or VC7388), and outlet (VGA739A or VGA7398) valves open while the
corresponding pump (RHRP31 or RHRP32) is running.

A minimum of one' Residual Heat Exchanger must be able to supply water to
a downstream crosstie junction (J889 or J18698). Note that the path
through RHXR31 will be isolated if either of the motor operated stop
valves (MOV745A or MOV7458) is shut.

The Residual Heat Loop (RHL) must be able to discharge to the injection
leg header junctions (J838Q or J838R). Thus, at least one of the RHL
discharge legs must be able to pass flow. Therefore, at least one set of
valves (HCV638/MOV747/MOV8998 or HCV640/MOV746/MOV899A) must be open.

In order for the LPI System to perfonn successfully flow from the
injection ~ leg header junctions must reach the core through at least one
injection leg; This requirement will not be fulfilled if both injection
header leg junctions (J838Q and J838R) are simultaneously blocked. A
failure of only one of these junctions in coincidence with a block in the
opposite crosstie junction (J899A or J8998) would prevent flow from
reaching the core too. A similar condition could also arise if both
crosstie junctions (J899A and J8998) were to become fouled.4

I

2. 4.1. 4 Results for the Front-line and Support Systems Acting
Together: Case II

Additional singletons and doubletons are generated when the scope of the
analysis is expanded to include hardware failures of the support
systems. The Safety Injection Actuation, Electrical, and Component
Cooling Systems directly support the Low Pressure Injection System. The

:
Service Water System supplies cooling water from the Hudson River to the
emergency diesel generators. During a loss of offsite electrical power,
these generators power the RHR pumps. Thus, the Service Water System
indirectly supports the LPIS (see Enclosure 1.2).

i

All of the additional singletons we identified are due to the Component
Cooling System. The system is required to be filled when the RHR pumps
are operating. The water contained in the system piping provides a heat

,

i
sink for the RHR Pump Seal Heat Exchangers (PSHXR1871B and PSHXR1871D).

1

|

| Three catastrophic ' breaks were identified in the Component Cooling
' System. System water inventory will be lost if the Component Cooling

Piamp inlet piping header between J760A and J760C is severed at bothj

! j unctions. This break is denoted by BRC760CJ760A on the digraph.
Similar failures (BRC762CJ760A and BRC765BJ765A) also occur at the CCP

! outlet piping header (J762A to J762C) and the Component Cooling Heat
Exchanger outlet piping header (J765A to J765B), respectively. Actually,'

a break anywhere in the Component Cooling System without operator
isolation action will drain the piping. This effect is not evident in
our results because the CCS model was developed for the recirculationi

phase where flow is required to cool the various components.
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The doubleton matrix has been divided into blocks corresponding to the:
' contribution from each system. First notice that the matrix is s>w.etric
: - and lettered sequentially starting from the upper left corner with the
'

letter "A". Blocks "D", "E", "F", "I", and "R" contain no doubletons.
Block "A" was discussed in the previous section. Blocks "J", "0", "S",1

and "U" are doubletons internal to an individual support system. They
will be lightly touched upon in this section. A discussion of these
systems is included in Section 2.2 and the models for these systems were
discussed in Section 2.3. Blocks "B", "C", "H", "L", and "Q" invol ve the
Component Cooling System. Based on previous discussion these blocks'
contain no doubletons since all CCS breaks are singletons.

~

,

All other blocks represent intersystem contributions. The joint
' contributions from the LPI and Safety Injection Actuation Systems are

contained in Blocks "G" and "P". These failures arise because none of
the RHR pumps are able to supply flow to the connon discharge header
junction (JRHR). One RHR pump path fails because of electrical or
mechanical problems. The other path fails because its pump does not
receive the Safety Injection Actuation Signal. Loss of the dc
distribution panel (PNLDIS34) removes the source of power necessary to.

energize the SI logic relays. Failure of a Channel 2 logic gate
(LG10F2SIA28) to indicate an abnomal condition also prevents the master
relay (RSI2) from changing state. The auxiliary relay (RSI21X) will fail
to close the Safety Injection Actuation Signal starting contact (RL3-16A)
of No. 32 RHR pump if the output of RSI2 or another Channel .2 logic gate
(LG20F2SIA2B) is not in the actuation state.

Failure of a Channel 1 meter relay (RSI1) to change state during an
abnomal condition prevents the auxiliary relay (RSIllXZ) from closing
the Safety Injection Signal starting contact (RL3-13A) of No. 31 RHR pump.

IThe contributions from the Low Pressure Injection and Electrical Systems
are contained in Block "K". As expected, one node of many doubleton
pairs consisted of a failure of an RHR pump 480V ac bus or de control

,

pcwer supply. The other nodes of these pairs represent failure of the !
opposite RHR pump path due to mechanical reasons. Bus failure can arise |

from a loss of power (BUSn), an undervoltage condition (UVBUSn), or a 1

! short circuit to ground (BUSr./ ) where "a" is the bus number (3A or 6A).
~

The remaining doubletons indirectly interact with the LPI system. These
doubletons appear because a loss of some de power supplies propagates
failure to the SIAS, which in turn affects the RHR pumps.>

Block "M" contains the Service Water and Electrical System doubletons.'

All of the pairs in this block result from a sircultaneous loss of offsite
power and diesel generators. Offsite power can be lost by a failure of
either the offsite power grid (SOURCE 1) or the onsite Station Auxiliary
Transformer (STAUXXFMR). In this block the emergency generators are lost4

because of a failure of Service Water cooling to the diesel engines. A.
discussion of the Service Water System is included in Sections 2.2.12 and
2.3.9.

|

Blocks "J", "S", and "U" are composed of doubletons internal to the
Safety Injection Actuation System. Many of these doubletons represent a
simultaneous failure of both SIAS channels. Since RHR pump No. 32 starts
on receipt of a Channel 2 SI signal and RHR pump 31 starts on receipt of

-11 8-
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either a Channel 1 or 2 signal, failure of both SIAS channels prevent
both pumps from starting automatically. A pap will also not start if an
undervoltage condition is sensed on its bus. Combinations ofundervoltage conditions (RL27 ...) and failures of SI relays (RL3-1...)'

can prevent both pumps from starting. Refer to Sections 2.2.7. 2.3.1,
and 2.3.2 for a complete description of the system.

.

Blocks "N" and "T" contain the Electrical and Safety Injection Actuation
lSystems doubletons. All of these failures propagate so as to prevent t

i both RHR pumps from starting. Three . basic types of failures were
identified, any one of which could be one half of a doubleton pair.

|

The first category is based on the ability a RHR pump to obtain
electrical power from its bus. Category 2 relates to the availability of

)the de supplies which power the SIAS circuitry. The operation of the
SIAS components downstream of the de power supplies forms the basis of
the third category.

The Category 1 failures were previously decribed in the Block 'X"
section. A more complete description of the second and third categories,

can be found in Sections 2.2.7, 2.3.1, and 2.3.2.'

Block "0" is composed of doubletons internal to the Electrical System.
Most of these doubletons consist of combinations of the Category 1 and
Category 2 failures described previously. The remaining doubletons
consist of a loss of offsite power (SOURCE 1) or the Station Auxiliary

i Transformer (STAAUXXFMR) combined with a failure of any of the following:
;

Bus Tie Breaker 3A-6A interlock (ITLBKR3AT6A).
Bus Tie Breaker 2A-5A interlock (ITLBKR2AT5A).
Compressed air in the diesel generator receiver (TTRCVR31).

Failure of the bus tie breaker 3A-6A interlock prevents the diesel
generators from powering the RHR pumps (see Section 3.1 for a further
discussion of this significant systems interaction).

Compressed air is required to start the diesel generators.
;

2. 4.1. 5 Results for the Front-Line and Support Systems Acting
Together with Common Location Yulnerab111 ties

Additional singletons and doubletons are generated when the scope of the
analysis is expanded to include the effects of connon component;

location. Three singletons and three doubletons were found to be
significant (see Enclosure 1, Case III).

The RHR pumps share a connon room; consequently, they are susceptible to
fire (LFRHR), steam (LSRHR), or flooding (LWRHR) failures. Possible

i

location effects were also identified in the 888 room and the Residual
Heat Exchanger portion .of the Containment Building (see Figures B.1.1C
and B.1.2C). The motor operated valves in these areas, however, are,

'

normally correctly aligned and do not require repositioning. The!

controllers which operate these motors are located in the switchboards,
c not at the motor. Thus, accidental operation-due to steam shorted

contacts is also impossible.

;

-11 9-
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'

Th9 oth0r two sing 1Gtons consist of the electrical locations LOCD and
LOCS. LOOC includes the 15 foot elevation of the Control Building where
BUS 3A and BUS 6A (the RHR pump power supplies) share a comon location.
The Central Control Room (LOCS) houses both PNLDIS32 and PNLDIS33, the

iRHR pump motor controller supplies.

At the 33 foot elevation of the Control Building is a cable spreading
area (LOCR) which contains the de controller power supply for RHR Pump
No. 32. Thus, this location foras a doubleton with RHR Pump No. 31.

.

-The two remaining locations (LOCA and LOCC) represent the 6900V.
switchgear and the Station Auxiliary Transformer. They form doubletons
with the Service Water System because of the cooling of the energency

t
'

diesel -generators by the SW pumps.
1

2. 4.1. 6 Results for the Front-line and Support Systems with
comon Location Vulnerabilities and Operator Action

'

In this section the effects of operator action, both failure of the
L

operator action to perform a right action (0PR) and operator perforuing a
wrong action (0PW), were analyzed. Only the differences between the
previous. sections and this section will be discussed (see Enclosure 1
Case IV).

.

Several incorrect operator valve manipulations were identified as
singletons. These actions are the shutting of the RWST isolation

i (0PW846), the RHR pump suction isolation (0PW882), and the RHR pump
discharge isolation (OPW744) valves. However, Indian Point-3 has taken
safeguards with these valves. Deliberate effort is required to'

reposition these valves since VGA846 is normally locked open and the
motor operated valves (MOY744 and MOV882) are de-energized open at their,

motor control centers.

In Case I,. II, and III, no operator action was allowed during the
accident; in Case IV, the operator takes actions that make him operate as

,

a " backup system".

One of the singletons previously identified is reduced to a doubleton
because of the redundancy provided by the operator. Blockage in the pipe
reducer (PFR1810) can be bypaised by the operator (0PRA898) who opens the,

bypass valve (VGA898).

An OPW node appears for each component that may be incorrectly operatedby manual intervention. The effect of these nodes is identical to that |

described for the component itself.

The number of doubletons identified in the RHR pump starting circuitry
i

I

and SIAS circuitry is reduced because of the redundancy provided by the
operator (0PRSWK'1RP31C and OPRSnMRHRP32C) who manually starts the.

pumps. The effect of the operators is quite dramatic when one compares ),

:
the doubleton matrix for the automatic case with that of the manual'

Notice that the nianber of doubletons involving the Safetycase.
Injection Actuation System has been drastically reduced.

|

| -120-
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All of the sing 10 tons caused by breaks in the Component Cooling System
have been degraded to d:ubletons because of the actions tak:n by the

ioperators to isolate these leaks. The operator may also refill the |
system if an excessive volume of water was lost through a break.

The doubletons identified in the electrical system which involve the '

Station Auxiliary Transformer, the diesel generator air receiver, and the
bus tie breaker interlocks have been elminated because of the redundancy
provided by the operator.

2. 4.1. 7 Effect of Model Corrections.

The reanalysis of System Combination 1 which included the corrections
given earlier showed no singletons than those already presented.
Approximately 350 new doubletons were found including doubletons related
to the infamous Battery 32. New doubletons were also found with Battery
31. These included:

BATTERY 31 * PNLDIS34P, etc. Distribution Panel 34
BATTERY 31 * LG20F2SIA2BH, etc. SI Actuation Logic Con.ponents
BATTERY 31 * RSI21XZ SI Actuation Logic Components
BATTERY 31 * PWRPNL32P Not Real since PWRPNL32P is a singleton
BATTERY 31 * BATTERY 32/P Short in Battery 32
BATTERY 31 * FUSEPNL32/P Short in Fuse Panel
BATTERY 31 * PWPPNL32/P Short on Power Panel
BATTERY 31 * BKRDPNL34/P Short in Distribution Panel Breaker
BATTERY 31 * PNLDIS34/P Short in Distribution Panel

As stated above, we did not detect directly the singleton effect of the
loss of BATTERY 32 due to the lack of a "NOT" gate in the DMA
methodology. In the DMA doubleton matrix for the revised model,
BATTERY 32 is seen as a doubleton with ITLBKREGl. The IP-3 electrical
system specification (p 658) states that the breaker BKR2AT3A will not
close unless the following conditions are satisfied:

1) Undervoltage on bus 3A
b) Tie Breaker 3AT6A, opened
c) Nonnal bus feed breaker 52/3A is opened
d) Diesel generator 31 breaker (BKREG00 is closed supplying bus 2A
e) No faults exist on bus 3A or SA.

The diesel generator breaker is controlled in our model by a component
called ITLBKREG1 (Interlock breaker EG1). Diesel 31 will not load onto
its bus if the bus is powered. The node DtMBUS2A represents the no
voltage state of the bus. Thus, any direct connection between DUMBUS2A
and ITLBKREG1 will nodel the wrong condition. If a "NOT" gate is put
between DUMBUS2A and BKREG1 and BKREG1 is connected to BKR2AT3A, an
analysis of the digraph would show the not condition and hence BATTERY 32
as a singleton. We could partially address this problem by identifying
any switch or interlock which depends on the success of another node by a
special symbol and then investigating each of the doubletons which
contain variables using this special symbol.

-1 21 -
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:
In the digraph following prefixes have spIcial c2aning:
UV - Undervoltage Condition
UV' - Failure to detect undervoltage condition ;

ITL - Interlock
|

In the doubleton matrix for System Combination One, all components which I

are.doubletons with the following variables were investigated: ;

ITLBKREG1
ITLUV' BUS 3AP
ITLBFBUS3AP.

ITLBKR3AP
ITLBKR3AT6AP
ITLBFBUS5AP
ITLBKR2ATSAP
UVBUS2AP
UVBUS3AP

<

UVBUS6AP

The component ITLBKREG1 is the interlock which prevents the BKREG1 bus
tie breaker from closing. This breaker is in turn controlled by BKREG1
which connects the diesel generator 31 to BUS 2A. BKREG1 will remain
open (in our model in the failed state) if there is voltage on bus 2A.
Thus, any components which are doubletons with ITLBKREG1 are actually
singletons.

The other suspect variables will now be discussed.

ITLUY" BUS 3AP, ITLBFBUS3AP, ITLBKR3AP

This component is a doubleton with4

UVBUS6AP -Undervoltage Sensor
TIMELONG8P -Special Condition Node
BATTERY 32/P,

FUSEPNL32/P Short Circuit
PWRPNL32/P

ITLBKR3AT6AP

This component is a doubleton with
STAUXXFMP Loss of Offsite Power
BKRSAT6P
BUS 6P

BATTERY 32 Discussed Earlier
TTBATTERY32 Special Condition Node
LOCCP Location

Since Battery 32 is a " singleton", this component is not relevant.

I
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ITLBFBUS5AP
.

This component is an interlock on the bus feed breaker (52/5A) for Bus
SA. This breaker is tripped by any of the following conditions:

a) Undervoltage on associated Bus (SA)
b) Manual Trip Button at Breaker
c) Trip Switch in CCR
d) Trip Switch in Diesel Building
e) Overcurrent

None of these are " success' conditions as discussed.above, so doubletons
involving this component are true doubletons.

UVBUS(2,3,6)A

These components are the physical devices which sense undervoltage on
,

their associated buses.
i

ITLBK2AT5AP

This component reads the state of BKR2AT5AP which must be open for BKREG1
and BKREG3 to close. The breaker BKR2AT5AP is normally open so that
doubletons including this component are true doubletons.

I Comparison of Quantitative Results (Quantitative results are
'

discussed in detail in Section 4.1
-

,

The singletons found in the analysis of the upgraded model of System
Combination One are identical to those discussed earlier except for
Battery 32 related com)onents. The addition of these components does not
significantly change tie quantitative results. The 'new model does

| contain significantly more doubletons than before. The new components
which give rise to these added doubletons are listed below in Table
2-10. A comparison of the quantitative results from the earlier model
and the upgraded model can be found in Table 2-11. The third column in
Table 2-11 represents the effects of adding in the singletons which arise,

from the Battery 32 singleton. There are six singletons which are
_

related to the Battery 32 failure. These are:

BATTERY 32P
FUSEPNL32P
PWRPNL32/P

. FUSEPNL32/P Short Circuits!

BATTERY 32/P
PNLDIS34/P

!

!

1
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Table 2-10 New Components in System Combination One.

.

IBATTERY 31/P WIR000 1 -7.520E-06
9 SHORT CIRCUIT TO GROUND DURING ACCIDENT i

9 BATTERY SHORTED TO GROUND DURING ACCIDENT
BATTERY 32/P WIR000 1 -7.520E-06

0 SHORT CIRCUIT TO GROUND DURING ACCIDENT
9 BATTERY SHORTED TO GOUND DURING ACCIDENT

BATTERY 32 BAT 000 2 8.350E-05-8.350E-08
0 BATTERY FAILS PRIOR TO OR DURING ACCIDENT 1

-

9 COMPUTED BY 2000 HRS (INSPECTION PERIOD)/2 *8.35E-08/H00R
! 9 REFERENCE IP PSS 1.6-164 AND TABLE 1.6.1-4

BATTERY 31 BAT 000 2 8.350E-05-8.350E-08
9 BATTERY FAILS PRIOR TO OR DURING ACCIDENT
9

COMPUTED BY 2000 HRS (INSPECTION PERIOD)/2 *8.35E-08/ HOUR9 REFERENCE IP PSS 1. 6-164 AND TABLE 1.6.1-4
FUSEPML31/P WIR000 1 -7.520E-06'

9 SHORT CIRCUIT TO GROUND DURING ACCIDENT
FUSEtnNL32/P WIR000 1 -7.520E-06

9 SHORT CIRTUIT TO GROUND DURING ACCIDENT
BKRDPNL31P BKR213 1 -0.267E-05

9 BREAKER INADVERTENTLY OPENS
BKRDPNL34P BKR213 1 -0.267E-05

9 BREAKER INADVERTENTLY OPENS
BKRST6P BKR120 2 1. 330E-03-0. 267E-05

9 BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE AND INADVERTENTLY OPENS
FUSEPNL31P FUS100 1 -8.320E-07

*

9 FUSE PREMATURELY OPENS
FUSEPNL32P FUSl00 1 -8.320E-07 |

9. FUSE PREMATURELY OPENS IP3 PSS TABLE 1.6.1-4 ITEM 36
LG10F2SIA2AH SAR110 1 -2.430E-07,

LG10F2SIA2BH SAR110 1 -2.430E-07
LG20F2SIA2BH SAR110 1 -2.430E-07
R86ST6P SAR110 1 -2.430E-07
RLSI2AlI SAR110 1 -2.430E-07
RLSI6All SAR110 1 -2.430E-07
ITLBFBLUS3AP SARlll 1 -2.430E-07

9 ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE'

9 SIMILAR TO IP3 PSS ITEM 38
ITLBFBUS5AP SARlll 1 -2.430E-07

9 ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY FAIL TO OERATE
9 SIMILAR TO IP3PSS ITEM 38

1 ITLBKR3AP SARlll 1 -2.430E-07
9 ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE
9 SIMILAR TO IP3 PSS ITEM 38

: ITLBKREGlP SARlll 1 -2.430E-07
i 9 ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE

9 SIMILAR TO IP3 PSS ITEM 38
BKR2AT3AP BKR120 2 1. 330E-03-0. 267E-05

9 BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE AND INADVERTENTLY OPENS

,
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Table 2-11 Comparison of Old and Revised Model for System Combination One

OLD MODEL REVISED MODEL
REVISED MODEL

WITH BATTERY 32
AS SINGLETON

Number of Singletons 17 17 22
Singleton Probability 8.05E-4 8.05E-4 9.00E-4
Number of Doubletons 2105 2465 -

Doubleton Probability 3. 51 E-6 3.79E-6 -

Total Failure Probability 8.08E-4 8.08E-4 '9.00E-4

Fully Automatic Operation

Note that the singletons related to BATTERY 32 cause only a 12% change in
| the failure probability Thus, ~from a probabilistic reliability point of

view, the Battery 32 singleton is not significant. It does, however,
violate the single failure criteria.

Effect of PASNY Fix to BATTERY 32 Singleton
After the Battery 32 singleton was discovered, the Indian Point 3
personnel in conjunction with Westinghouse made a change which shorted
contact 52A/EG1 in the 480 volt ac switchgear. The implement.ation of
this short in the digraph fc the indentation of the following line in the
adjacency input. (Appendix C)

,

ITLBKREGOP, AXFRBKR2AT3AP,1 -

This change removes the connection between the BKREGl interlock and the
crosstie breaker 2AT3AP. The DMA model was rerun with this change with
the quantitative results shown in Table 2-12.

REVISED MODEL MODEL WITH
WITH BATTERY 32 PASWY PATCH

AS SINGLETON

Number of Singletons 22 17.

Singleton probability 9.00E-4 8.05E-4
Number of Doubletons 2640-

Doubleton Probability 3.79E-6-

Total Failure Probability 9.00E-4 8.08E-4

Table 2-12 Quentitative Effect of PASNY Battery 32 Patch

As can be seen from this table, the patch doesn't significantly affect
the overall failure probability (and unavailability). This effect points
out the danger in relying strictly on quantitative results as a measure
of safety.
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ENCLOSURE 1,

SYSTEM COMBINATION 1 -

MEDIUM LOCA WITH LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY
.

SINGLETONS
'

-

2 LPI-MLOCAD
5 J735BD '

5 J8980 -

5 J1863D
5 MOV882D
5' VC881D
5 PPI7350

; 5 J735AD
6 PPR18100

10 J111XD
10 JRHRD
10 J740AD
10 J6360
10 J883D
10 MOV744D
10 VC741D
10 J110XD

i 24 J18100
25 J290AD
25. J2000
25 PPI846D,

25 HTRC846ZD
25 VGA846D
25 HTRC846YD

3 25 PPR846D
25 RWST1D
26 TTRWSTH200
51 BRC899BJ899AB
66 BRC745AJ745BD
68 BRC889J1869BD

>

70 J745BD

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: -I= 1 J= 2 i

,

DATE: 8/13/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC1810MC3.P05

i

OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS': DRO:SC1810 MOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC1727MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC1727MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC1810MSI.C3

i
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1

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY
;
1

I

DOUBLETONS
'

t

!
f
'

133444455556
9109078927975

9 .*.......... *
11 *..........*.
M ...**........ ,

31 ...U* .......
3$ == .**....... *
M ..*..........
40 ==* ..... ...
44 . *..........
47 .......*.....
og .....*...*...
49 .....*.. **=*
52 .-.......**.*
$7 ......***. *=
59 .......**. *.
s,7s .* ......**.*.......**. *. ;

1

.

,

|
;

|
|

I

,

i
i

er
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CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC1 CASE I DOUBLETON MATRIX ;

9 J745AD 39 J601CL 116 J7648L
9 RMIR32Z 39 J6010L 110 J762CL
9 MOV74580 39 J1871CL 119 3RC762CJ7628L

9 MOV745A0 39 VGL736AL 128 3RC762AJ7628L

11 VGA7420 39 J736AL 129 ORFCCCW31L

11 RMIR31Z 39 PPR736AL 130 VC761AL

30 VGA73550 39 P5HER18710L 131 JAll
30 J186700 39 PPR750EL 132 VGA762AL

30 J10110 39 J750EL 133 J763AL

3) CON 182252/RNR21 39 VGL1871DL 133 VGA759AL

3D RNRP322 39 J18710L 133 JAFL

30 J186600 39 PP118710L 133 CCHIR531Z

3D VC738SO 39 PPR18710L 133 JA10L

30 J1070 39 VGL1871CL 133 VGA765AL

30 VGA739BO 39 VC750EL 133 J764AL

30 J830K 39 ORFC6468L 133 PPI765AL

30 J627BAL 39 FIC646L 135 J762AL

30 J62788L 39 ORFC646AL 142 J765BL

30 ' J6278CL 39 VGL737AL 146 J765AL

30 JA502L 39 J627K 213 J1190K

30 J017K 40 00N91352/RHR11 213 J98AK

30 J601K 47 J83808 213 J10938K

30 J602K 47 J6398 213 J1093AK

30 J602CL 47 J6388 213 J1093DK

30 J1871AL 48 J838R8 213 Vt30K

M VGL736K 48 J641AS 213 J1095K

3D J7368L 48 J6418- 214 VC90K

3D PPR736K 48 J6408 214 M TRC409K

3D P5MIR1871K 49 J899AB 214 Jet
M PPR7500L 52 lev 89978 214 J106BK

30 J750DL 52 NOV7468 214 J409K

30 PP11871AL 52 J733AS 214 J1221K

30 VGL1871AL 52 ICV 6408 214 NTRC9K

30 J1871R 52 J889AS 214 VB98K

30 PP11871 K 57 Ja9988 227 RIVNUO50NK

30 PPR1871R 59 MOV899tB 228 5'RCTRINTKK

30 VGL1871BL 59 MOV747s 234 SWPWCLL1K

3D VC750DL 59 J73388 236 TRASN1K

30 ORFC645BL 59 NCV6388 238 J131K

3D FIC645L . 59 Ja9988 242 J13X

30 ORFC645AL 67 J8830 243 J1328K

30 VGL737K 69 J186980 . 260 CNED5K

30 JA501AL 83 VGA760AL 260 CHED5X

3D JA501L 04 J18DE 260 J95AK

39 'J74080 85 PPR1805L 260 J95BK

39 VGA735A0 87 J760AL 260 J95CK

39 J1867A0 N BAC760M760K 260 J950K

39 J103IO 95 BAC760CJ7608L 267 J95FK

39 C0u172152/Riet11 95 VGA760CL 267 ~J1096AK'

39 RHRP31Z' 100 J760CL 270 J1096BK

39 J186680 102 JA57L 275 J1094K

39 VC738A0 103 ORFC760CL 289 COL-RW-2K

39 J1040 . 104 CCWP33L
,

39 VGA739AD 108 JA55L
39 PP!739AD 109 ORFC760AL
39 JA14AL 110 CCVP31L
39 JA14L 111 ORFCCCW33L

39 J830AL 112 VC761CL
39 JTIC627L 113 JA3.
39 J627AL 114 VGA762CL

39 J017AL 116 J7638L
39 J802AL 116 VGA7598L*

39 J601AL 116 JAK
116 CCMIR532Z
116 VGA765 R
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SYSTEM COMBINATION 1

MEDIUM LOCA WITH LOW PRESSURE INJECTION |

,
COMBINED CASE II & CASE III RESULTS

,

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

; SINGLETONS

2 LPI-MLOCAD4

5 J735BD
5 J8980
5 J1N3D
5 MOV8820

3 5 TC881D
5 7PI7350
5 J735AD
6 PPR1810D

, 10 J111ED
10 JRMRO

i 10 J740A0
10 J636D
10 J8B30
10 MOV7440
10 VC7410

x 10 LF8883
4 10 L58880
V 10 LW8880

10 J110ED
24 J18100
25 J290AD
25 J2000
25 PP18460
25 NTR:8462D
25 VGAS460
25 NTRC844Y0
25 PPR8450
25 RwST1D
26 TTRv5TM200 .

+ 27 LFRNRD
4 28 LSENRO
W 29 LWRNRO

51 BBC8998Ja99AS
% $4 LFRNIRS
Vi . 55 L5RNMB I

'A 56 LtRDin8
M BRC745AJ74550
68 BRC88W 186980 |
70 J74580
89 BRC760CJ7607L

120 BRC762CJ762AL
143 BRC7658J765AL

|4 911 LOCDP LOCATIONS
'

4 915 LOC 5P (CASE III) I

* INDICATES LOCATION 1159 TESTELECP 1

|

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
,

REACM PAIR: != 1 J= 2
DATE: 8/13/84
ANSWER.POS FILE 15: DRO:5C1810MC3.P05
OUTPUT.DAT FILE 15: DRO:5C1810 MOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE 15: CRO:5C1727MVS.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE !$: ORC:5C1727MRT.0AT
SIGMA PI FILE IIAME 15: DE0:5C1810M51.C3
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CASE II & CASE III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC1 CASE-II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

9 J745AD 39 VGA739AD aus JAS5L 301 PwtPNL31P

9 RMIR32Z 39 PP!739A0 109 OR7C760AL 514 PNLD1531P

9 HOV74580 39 JA14AL 110 CCWP31L 514 BEROPNL31P

9 H0V745AD 39 JA14L 111 CtFCCCW33L 525 PNLD1534p

11 VGA7320 39 J830AL 112 VC761CL 533 LG20F251A2AM

11 RHIR312 39 JTIC627L 113 JA3L 539 LG10F251A2A'M

30 VGA73580 39 J627AL 114 VGA762CL $39 R$11H

30 J186780 39 J017AL 116 J7638L 540 R5111X2

30 J101XD 39 J602AL 116 VGA7598L 54 5 LG20F251A28N

3D CON 182252/RHR21' 39 J601AL 116 JA8L 548 LG10F251A28H

30 BS17RHAP320P 39 J601CL 116 CCMXRS32Z 548 R$12H

3D RHRP322 39 J601DL 116 VGA7658L 549 R5!21XZ

30 J186600 39 J1871CL 116 J7648L 558 STAUXXFHRP

30 SENOTSRHRP320P 39 VGL736AL 118 J76?CL 600 SOURCEIP

30 SWH0A11RHRP32P 39 J736AL 119 BRC762CJ7628L 690 SU53AP

30 VC73880 39 PPR736AL 128 BRC762M762BL 693 BU56AP

; 3D J1070 39 PSHIR1871DL 129 ORFCCCW31L 715 ITL8tR3AT6AP

3D VGA73990 39 PPR750EL 130 VC761AL 718 UV8uS3AP

30 J8300L 39 J750tL 13 1 JAIL 71 9 Uv8U55AP

30 J627BAL 39 VGL1871DL 132 VGA762AL 728 ITLBn2ATSAP

30 J62788L 39 J1871DL 133 J763AL
30 J627BCL 39 PP11871DL 133 VGA759AL

30 JA502L 39 PPR1871DL 133 JA7L 900 BATTERY 31P

30 J0178L 39 VGL1871CL 133 CCHIR5312 900 FUSEPNL3)P

30 J6018L 39 VC750CL 133 JA10L 900 LOCCP

3D J6028L 39 ORFC646BL 133 VGA765AL

30 J602CL 39 FIC646L 133 J764AL 907 BATTERY 32P

2 J1871AL 39 ORFC646AL 133 PP1765AL 907 FUSEPNL32P

E 'VGL736BL 39 VGL737AL 135' J762AL , 907 LOCOP
s 909 LOCAP

30 J7368L 39 J6278L 142 J7658L
30 PPR736BL 40 CON 91352/RHR11 146 J765AL * 910 LOCCP

30 PSHIR1871BL 40 CON 2RHRP310P 213 J1190K g 914 LOCRP

W PPR7500L 44 PWRPNL33P 213 J98AK M2 BU53A/P

30 J7500L 47 J83808 213 J1093BK 949 SU56A/P

30 PPI1871AL 47 J6398 213 J1093AK 1102 BATTERY 31/P

3D VGL1871AL 47 J6388 213 J10930K 1103 FUSEPNL31/P

30 J18718L 48 J838R8 213 V830K 1104 PWRPNL31/P

3D PPI18718L 48 J641A8 213 J1095g 1109 BKRDPNL31/P

30 PPR1871BL 48 J6418 214 VC98K 1110 PNLDI531/P

30 VGL18718L 48 J6408 214 HTRC409K 1120 SATTERY32/P

30 YC750DL 49 J899A8 214 J4K 1121 FUSEPNL32/P

3D ORFC645BL 52 HOV899A8 214 J1068K 1122 PWRPNL32/P

30 FIC645L 52 HOV7468 214 J40gK 1130 SKROPNL34/P

30 ORFC645AL 52 J733AS 214 J1221K 1131 PNLD1534/P

. 3D 'VGL7376L 52 HCY6408 214 HTRCISK 1140 PistPNL33/P

30 JA501AL 52 J e9A8 214 Vs9CE 1161 CON 20245111XI

30 JA501L 57 J89988 227 81VHUO50NK 1168 CON 9135121XI

31 CON 91352/RNR21 59 HOV89988 228 STRCTRINTKK 1169 CON 20245121XI

31 CON 2RHRP320P 59 H0V7478 234 SWPWELL1K 1171 RL3-16At

31 RL27-6AX21 59 J73388 236 TRASH 1K 1171 CON 91327-6AX31

35 PWRPNL32P 59 HCY6388 238 J131K 1172 RL27-6AX11

35 BKRDPNL34P 59 J88985 242 J133K 1172 CON 3927-6AX11

39 J74080 67 J8890 243 J1328K 1173 RL27-6AX4!

39 VGA735A0 69 J186980 260 CHNLDSK 1173 CON 3927-6AX41

39 J1867A0 83 VGA760AL 260 CHNLD5X 1174 RL27-6AX31

39 J103XD 84 J180$L 260 J95AK 1176 RL3-13Al

39 CON 172152/RHR11 85 PPR1805L 260 J95BK 1176 CON 2627-3AX31

39 8517RHAP310P 87 J760AL 260 J95CK 1180 RL27-3AX11

39 RHRP31Z 8B BRC760AJ760BL 260 J950K 1180 CON 3527-3AX11

39 J186680 95 BRC760CJ760BL 267 J95FK 1181 RL27-3AX4I

39 SENDTSRHRP310P 90 VGA760CL 267 J1096AK 1181 CON 3527-3AX4!

39 Sl883A11RHAP31P 100 J760CL 270 J10968g 1184 RL27-3AX2!

39 VC738AD 102 JA57L 275 J1094K 1185 RL27-3AX31

39 J1040 103 ORFC760CL 289 COL-RW-2K .|
104 CCw 33L I

290 SW123456P
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ENCLOSURE 1

SYSTEM COMBINATION 1

MEDIUM LOCA WITH LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION AND FAILbRE BY COMMISSION

SINGLET 0NS

2 LPI-MLOCAD
5 J7358D
5 J8980
5 J1863D
5 MOV682D
5 OPW882D
5 VC881D
5 PP!7350
5 J735AD

10 J111XD
10 JRHRD
10 J740AD
10 J636D
10 4883D
10 MOV744D
10 OPW7440
10 YC741D

*10 LF888D
*10 LS8380
*10 LW8880

10 J1101D
24 J18100
25 J290AD
25 J200D
25 P?!8460
25 HTRC846ZD
25 OPW846D,

25 VGA846D
25 KTRC846YD
25 PPR846D
25 RWSTID

*

26 TTRWSTH2GD
47 LFRHRD
*28 L5RHRD
*29 LWRHRD

51 BRC8998J899AB
*54 LFRHXRB
*55 L5RHXRB
*S6 LWRHFAB

66 BRC745AJ745BD
68 BRC889J1869BD
70 J745BD
89 BRC760CJ760AL

; 120 BRC762CJ762AL
| 143 BRC765BJ765AL'

*911 LOCDP
1159 TESTELECP

* IM)ICATES LOCATION
FILE IDENTIFICATION:

REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 2
DATE: 8/ 3/84
ANF ER.P05 FILE 15: DRO:5C1727MC4.P05
Otf Ptff.DAT FILE 15:.DR1:[220,1]SC1727 MOT.04T
VARIA8.DAT FILE 15: DR1:[220,135C1727MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE.15: DR1:(220.135C1727MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:5C1727H51.C4

|
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DOUBLETONS

MEDIUM LOCA WITH LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED (CONTINUED)

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED
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CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED
i

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC1 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLET 0N MATRIX

3 J18290 30 OPW1871AL 44 PWRPNL33P 133 VGA765AL
3 J807AD 30 J18718L 45 OPR5WMRHAP31CP 133 OPW765AL
3 OPW887AO 30 PPI1871R 47 J8380s 133 J764AL '

3 MOV887AD 30 PPR1871R 47 J6398 133 PPI765AL
3 OPW887BO 30 VGL1871BL 47 J6308 135 J762AL ,

3 MOV88730 30 OPW1871R 48 J838Rs 142 J7658L l
3 J20340 30 VC750K 48 J641As 146 J765AL
3 OPRA895 30 ORFC645tL 48 J6418 227 R!vMUD50NK |
3 VGA8980 30 FIC645L 48 J6408 260 CNNLD5K i

3 OPWB980 30 ORFC545AL 49 J899AS 260 CHNLO5X
3 J2040 30 VGL737E 52 MOV899AS 260 J95AK
6 PPR181tB E OPW7378L 52 MOV7448 260 J950K i

9 J745A0 30 JA501AL 52 J733AS 260 J95CK
9 RHXR322 N JA501L 52 MCv6408 260 J950K j
9 OPW74580 35 PWRPE32P 52 J889AS 267 J95FK
9 MOV74550 35 BEROPE34P 57 J89988 267 J1096AK
9 OPW745A0 37 SWR $7 59 MOV89988 525 PNLDI534P
9 MOV745A0 39 J74080 59 MOV747B 548 LG10F251A22H

11 VGA7420 39 OPW735A0 59 J73388 548 RSI2H)
-

. 11 OPW7420 39 VGA735A0 59 MCv6388 549 R5121XZ
l 11 RHXR312 39 J1867A0 59 J8890s 600 50URCE1P
* 4 20 LFSIPO 39 J103XD 67 J8890 690 BU53AP

O 21 LWSIPO 39 CON 172152/RHR11 69 J186980 693 SU36AP
V 22 L5SIPO 39 3517RHRP310P 83 VGA760AL 718 UVtU53AP.

, 23 J2030 39 RNRP31Z 83 OPW760AL 719 UVBU56AP
! 23 VC8470 39 J186680 84 J1805L m 910 LOCCP

23 MOV13100 39 OPWRNRP310 85 PPR1805L + 914 LOCRP

23 OPW18100 39 SENOTSRHRP310P 87 J760AL 915 LOCSP

30 VGA73580 39 SWM0411aHRP21P 88 BRC760AJ7608L 942 SU53A/P
30 J186750 39 VC738A0 95 BRC760CJ7608L 949 BU56A/P

,
X. OPW73550 39 J1040 98 OPW760CL 1122 PWRPNL32/P

! 30 J101X0 39 VGA739AD 98 VGA760CL 1130 SERD*NL34/P
30 C04182252/RNR2I 39 OPW73940 100 J760CL 1131 PNLO!534/P
30 BS17RHRP320P 39 PP1739AD 102 JA57L 1140 PWRPNL33/P
30 RNRP32Z 39 JA14AL 103 ORFC760CL 1168 CON 9135121XI
30 J186600 39 JA14L 104 CCWP33L 1171 RL3-16A!
30 OPWRHRP320 39 J830AL 108 JA55L 1171 CON 91327-6AI3I
30 SENOTSRHRP320P 39 JTIC627L 109 ORFC760AL 1172 RL27-6AX11
30 SWMOA11RHRP32P 39 J627AL 110 CCVP31L 1172 CON 3927-6AX11
E VC73880 39 J017AL 111 ORFCCCW33L 1173 RL27-6AX41
30 J1070 39 J602AL 112 VC761CL 1173 CON 3927-6AX41
30 -VGA73980 39 JE01AL 113 JA3L 1174 RL27-6AI31
30 OPW73980 39 J601CL 114 VGA762CL 1180 RL27-3AX11
30 OPWRHRP32E 39 J6010L 114 OPW762CL 1100 CON 3527-3AX11
30 J8308L 39 J1871CL 116 J7638L 1181 RL27-3AX41
30 J627BAL 39 VGL736AL 116 VGA7598L 1181 CON 3527-3AX41
30 J62758L 39 OPW736AL 116 OPW7598L 1184 RL27-3AX21

i 30 J627BCL 39 J736AL 116 jag 1186 TRIPMASTER
30 JA502L 39 PPR736AL 116 CCMXR532Z
30 J0178L 39 P5HIR18710L 116 VGA765BL
30 J601BL 39 PPR750EL 116 OPW765BL
30 J6028L 39 J750EL 116 J7648L
30 J602CL 39 VGL18710L 118 J762CL
30 J1871AL 39 OPW1871DL 119 BRC762CJ7628L
30 VGL736BL 39 J18710L 128 BAC762M7628L
30 OPW736BL 39 PPI18710L 129 ORFCCCW31L
30 J7368L 39 PPR18710L 130 VC761AL
30 PPR7368L 39 VGL1871CL 131 JAIL
30 PSHXR1871BL 39 OPW1871CL 132 VGA762AL
30 PPR7500L 39 VC750EL 132 OPW762AL
M J75GIL 39 ORFC6468L 133 J7g3al
30 PP!1871AL 39 FIC646L 133 VGA759AL
30 VGL1871AL 39 ORFC646AL 133 QPW759AL

39 VGL737AL 133 JA7L
39 OPW737AL 133 CCHIR$31Z
39 J6273L 133 JAlts,
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2.4.2 Medium LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injaction

2. 4. 2.1 Introduction

Figure 2 shows that core melt cc,uld potentially result from a loss of
High Pressure Injection during a given, but unspecified, median (2"-6"
pipe rupture) LOCA. In this system combination we have looked fer
singleton and doubleton failures that could cause failure of the High
Pressure Injection system during a medium LOCA. The High Pressure
Injection system has the following support systems: the Safety Injection,

Actuation system, the Electrical system, the Component Cooling system,
and the Service Water system. Figure 2.9 shows the connectivity of these
systems.

2.4.2.2. Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

High Pressure Injection,

For the smaller range of medium LOCAs two out of three high head
: injection purps may be required to deliver sufficient flow to the reactor
; coolant system. The charging pumps are not considered.

Support Systems
Electrical system

.

'. The electrical block and break models are included in this system
combination in the same manner as all of the other combinations.
Electrical systems are needed for Safety Injection Actuation, motor,

operated valve. actuation, and for pump operation.

.
.

Component Cooling System
in this system combination, a Component Cooling System failure represents
failure due to.a pipe break. The assumption is made that, although the
safety injection pumps dc not need component cooling water circulated by

i the component cooling pumps, water must be available in the pipes to act
as a heat sink and be circulated via the mini-pumps attached to the;

L safety injection pump shafts. For this reason, a block in component
cooling which keeps the component cooling pumps from functioning would
not necessarily result in overheating of the SIPS.-

; Service Water System
The Service Water System is needed in this system combination for support-:

of the diesel generators only. Since heat removal from the residual heat,

exchangers is not necessary for the component cooling system operation,
the SWS is not needed.;

! Safety Injection Actuation
The Safety Injection Actuation system is required in the automatic modej

; in order to start the-Safety Injection System. (In the manual case there '
'

are redundant operators to initiate SI).

The digraphs for the above systems are located in Appendix B and the!

p alpha input lists are in Appendix C.

;
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Figure 2-9

5YSTEM COMBINATION #2
S1 LOCA with High Pressure Injection

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

High Pressure Injection ( A)

A (H) Safety Injection Actuation
A

L(K) Service Water
,

(L) Com g g ooling
i

(P) Electrical Powerb

i
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2.4.2.3 Results for the Front-Line Systems Act Alone: Case-I

All sing 1Gton variables contained in node number 328 relate to the RWST
and the piping from it to the first junction where flow can go in one of
two directions (see Enclosure 2, Case I). TTRWSTH200 is a node which
represents filling of the RWST at some time prior to the accident.
RWST1D mpresents the RWST in an available state. PPR846D is the pipe
reducing element just outside the RWST. Immediately after the pipe
reducing element is some heat tracing named HTRC846YD which pmceeds the
gate valve VGA846D. This valve is locked open. Following the valve is
more heat tracing (HTRC846ZD) and a pipe increasing element (PPI846D). A
vent is the next item in the flow path which connects to the pipe
junction (J200D), followed by another junction (J290D) which leads to the.
charging pumps (see Figures B.l.l. A and B.1.2. A).

In addition to the above nodes, other singletons to the front-line system
include J18100 (the junction which splits the piping between the SIPS and
the RHRs), MOV1810D, VC847D, J203D (all in line to the header prior to
the SIPS).

The next node in line to the SIPS is the junction (J203AD) which connects
the input pipe to the header.

J18290 is a singleton in this system combination since 2 SIPS are needed
for a medium LOCA. If there is a block at J1829D, flow can only get to
SIP 31 which is insufficient.

.

BRC852BJ852AA represents the low probability event of a double-ended pipe
break on the output header of the SIPS. A break of this type would not
be sitigatable without shutting down high pressure safety injection.

HPI-MLOCA is the teminal node for this system combination. This nede
represents the core and its need for cooling.

The front-line doubletons can be found by referring to the first block in
the upper left hand corner of the doubleton matrix (see Enclosure 1.1).

Rows 38, 41, and 42 each represent one SIP and the pattern that depicts
the fact that any two pisaps are sufficient.

Looking next at Row #235 displays the redundancy of a two train system.
Since the reactor is assumed to be scranned at the start of the accident,
the Boron Injection Tank (BIT) is not needed. For this reason, either
the path without the BIT (condensed node number 235) or the BIT path
which includes node numbers 173,177, 241, 249, and 267 fom doubletons.

The next group of interest involves'a square including rows and columns
nimiber 286 through 322. This cluster of nodes again represents the three
SIPS and the need for at least two of them functioning. These nodes are
on the length of pipe from the pumps to the output header of the SIPS.

I

* Copfes of the materials included in Enclosure 2 can be found at the
end of this section

-1 38-
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Row 334 is the junction from the SIP intak2 header to SIP 31. This
junction is a doubleton with any other node which keeps flow fmm either
of the other two pumps.

2.4.2.4 Results for the Front-Line and Support Systems Acting4

.Together: Case II

The singletons added due to support systems' failures include only those;

from the component cooling break model as well as an electrical model
i test node.

The nodes condensed into #371 (J630BL, J627BAL, J62788L, J787L, VGL787,
FIC634BL, JA59L, J749EL) are all on a direct line from the output of the
secondary component cooling side of SIP 32 and SIP 33 to the component

i cooling pap intake header. A break in this line would drain the
! component cooling piping rendering it useless as a heat sink for the

SIPS. Since the scenario includes a medium LOCA, the one intact pump
SIP 31 is not sufficient and would eventually be void of water also
(assaing no mitigation). The two trains are designed so that they can '

'be isolated in the event of a break in one train but this requires4

Cperation action.
i

! The above description applies to all the piping leading to the safety
injection pumps as well. These nodes include #430 (JA502L, J601BL,-

'

J602BL, J602CL, J765B1) and #441 (J602DL, J756CL, J7498L).

In addition to the above component cooling nodes, there am four break
nodes which are included as worst case, double-ended pipe breaks on the'

input and output headers of the component cooling pumps as well as the
output header of the component cooling heat exchangers. A break of this
nature would not be mitigatable. These nodes are BRC760CJCJ760AL,
BRC762CJCJ720AL, BRC765CJCJ765AL, and BRC760CJCJ760BL.

The last node (TESTELECP) is a test node in the electrical system which
! is included for checking results only. It represents failure of the
j entire electrical system.

{ Referring to' the doubleton matrix in Enclosure 2 Case II, it is easy to
see that the vast majority of doubletons revolve around the safety
injection pumps and the associated piping with each pump. In order to

, see this, note the columns which contain the SIP nodes (38, 41, 42, and
| 272 through 322). Following these columns down through the support
; systems yields nearly all of the doubletons.

The matrix blocks have been labeled with letters "A" through "U".

The doubletons located in the blocks on the diagonals ("A", "C", "F",'in
.

I "J", "U") represent doubletons within a system. For instance, a star
'

the second block "C" on the diagonal would indicate twa failums mquired
wtthin the component cooling break model.

Block "A" is discussed in this section as front-line system alone.

The doubletons in block "B" represent a break in one train of the
component cooling system along with the failure of a component which
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takes out one of the pumps that is on the other component cooling train.

Since the service water system is not required for component cooling heat
removal, no doubletons are located in blocks "D" or "E". Also, there areno doubletons in block "F" means that there are no two failures within
the SWS which could result in failure of the diesel generators to lead to
core melt. '

Block "G" doubletons arise because of failures in a relay that disables
safety injection actuation to one pump along with another failure in the
safety injection piping which yields another pump failure.

Doubletons which arise because of failures in safety injection actuation
relays (the same as block "G") and breaks in component cooling which
result in failure of another SIP can be found in block "H".

Failures in safety injection actuation result from loss of a dc
distribution panel (PNLDIS31 or PNLDIS34) which is responsible for
providing the source of power necessary to energize the logic relay (RSIl
and RSI2).

Block "I" has no doubletons for the same reason discussed above forblocks "D" and "E".

Block "J" doubletons result from the above two distribution panels
failing or the above two logic relays failing together, resulting in thefailure of safety injection actuation. Either of these yields
simultaneous loss of both SIAS channels.

The next block ("K") as well as block "L" include doubletons due to lossof power to the SIPS. These failures result in two out of three pump
failures in the same way that the safety injection actuation blocks were
described. The difference is in the way the pumps fail (not actunted vs.no electrical power).

Block "M" is the only block which contains joint contributions which
include the Service Water system. If the Service Water system fails to
cool the diesel engines, then the emergency generators will fail. The
doubletons result from loss of offsite power and simultaneous loss of thediesel generators.

Block "N" involves the doubletons resulting from failures in one channel
of SIAS and the electrical system failing in such a mode that takes out
the other channel.

THe SICON blocks represent failures in the connections from the safety
injection actuation system to the equipment vital to the SIPS. These
connections represent failure of the contacts or failure to propagate the
SI signal from the above referenced relays. The same equipment referredto in block "G" and "H" is responsible for the other half of thedoubleton pair in blocks "P" and "Q" respectively.

Block "R" is empty because of the same reasons for the Service Water
system discussed above.

-140-
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Block "S" shows doubleton pairs with connections from SICON combiningwith the opposita logic relay in SIAS.

The doubletons in block "T" are similar to the ones in block "N" except
that the fatiures are represented by the connections rather than therelays themselves.

Block "U" is simply the connections from one channel in SICON with the
connections from the other channel.

; 2.4.2.5 Front-Line Support Systems and Location
Vulnerabilities: Case III

The addition of location considerations adds six new nodes to thesingleton list. THese six nodes represent four different locations inthe plant.-

LFSIPD, LWSIPD, LSSIPD represent fire, flood, steam vulnerabilities
. (respectively) in the Safety Injection Pump Room. This room contains 'all! three SIPS as well as much of the piping and valves related to SIP

functions.

LOCDP is the Control Building at 15 feet elevation. This location is
comon to buses 2, 3, 5 and 6 which, if failed, would result in the loss
of all three SIPS.

The Control Building is also covered by LOCRP (33 feet elevation). Thisis the cable-spreading area. PWRPNL #31, 32, and 34 are all affected by
this location, which will also cause the SIPS to fail.

LOCSP is the location of the Control Room. This location is a singleton
i

because the dc' distribution panels are located there, and they are needed
to close the starting circuit relays to the pumps.

Location doubleton contributions because of the Boron Injection Tank room
add five more rows of doubletons. These rows contain only the single
node #235 which represents the path to the core which bypass the BIT. If
something should block this path and a problem occurs in the BIT room, itis possible to lose both paths to the core.

LFBIT, LWBIT, and LSBIT represent fire, flood and steam problems in the
i BIT room. LF1835, and LS1835 represent fire and steam problems in the

room with valves 1835A and B. There is a direct connection on the floor
back to the BIT room which means that both rooms are susceptible to the i

| same flooding conditions.

LOCAP and LOCCP are locations which act in the same manner. The
,

locations are responsible for the failure of the station aux transformer
which is the backup offsite supply of power. The Service Water system
provides cooling to the diesel generators which are the onsite supply of

| power. These are redundant sources.

LOCHP f s the name of the comon location for Motor Control Centers 36A! and 36B. MCC36A and 36B provide redundant power to all of the valves in
the Safety Injection system. Loss of both trains as well as a loss of

:
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the path which bypass:s the BIT w:uld result in core talt since flow
c:uld not pass through the BIT becaus2 the isolation valves would b2
closed.

2.4.2.6 Front-line, Support Systems, Location Vulnerabilities,
and operation Action: Case IV

Operator action usually means that redundancy is introduced because of
alternate paths and component actuation as a result of the operator
acting as backup. Therefore, the number of singletons is normallyreduced. However, allowing the operator to act means allowing him to
have incorrect action as well as correct action. This introduces OPWs(operator doing the wrong thing) into the singleton list (see Enclosure2, Case IV).

In system combination 2, the singletons which were removed due to
operator redundancy fell into two groups. The first group included
J1829D, J203AD, J2030, VC8470, and M0V18100. These nodes are no longer
singletons because flow can be routed throuch VGA898 or, if necessary,
through the RHR peps and back through MOV888A and B to the SIPS.

Tie second group eliminated a location (LOCSP) which depicts the Control
f.oom. The distribution panels are located there and are needed to close
che starting circuit relays to the SIPS. In this case, the operator can
close these relays manually providing redundant operation.

There are two added OPW singletons which include the closing of valve
VGA8460. This valve is the gate valve on the pipe from the RWST and islocked open.

The second OPW is located in the component cooling break model. This OPW
(GPW787) represents the extremely low probability event of an operator
facilitating a break in this sysuem. This particular break is located on
the return line from the SIPS (on the train which contains two SIPS).
Since there are now three paths to the SIPS, the singletons in the
automatic case (MOV1810, VC847, and J203) are now reduced to tripletons.

An operator action that hinders rather than helps the system results from
the fact that an operator can turn the SIPS off using switch 6 (SWRS6P)
from the change over to recirculation phase if the SIAS is not present.
These doubletons are shown on block "G". The SIAS could be tenninatedbecause of hardware error or an operator could turn it off.

The blocks representing SICON are basically unchanged from case 3 since
. an operator is not redundant to any of this hardware. The doubletons! represent the failure of connection from safety injection actuation

affecting one pump with the failure of another pmp or its associated
hardware.

The doubleton matrix has been reduced substantially due to increased
redundancy in all blocks except the component cooling break model and theelectrical system. This is because there ara no alternate ways for an

.

operator to reroute flow in the CCS or the EPS. In addition, there is no
operator mitigation action modeled in the CCS Break model.
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The major change in the doubiston matrix involves the addition of two '

alternate methods of getting RWST water to the SIPS. The first method
utilizes VGA898 - a valve at the. junction just past the junction to
MOV1810. An operator can pen this valve and allow the delivery of water
to the SIPS in the event that the nomal path is blocked.

The other path which bypasses both MOV1810 and VGA898 involves routing
4

flow from the RWST to the RHR pumps, to the residual heat exchangers, and
4

back to the SIPS via MOV888A and B. (An operator must open these valves.)

Summary

~ There were no safety violations found in this system combination.

Since the combinations chosen for injection assune that the reactor is
scrammed, there is no requirement for Boron Injection. This yields a
high pressure safety injection system which is much more redundant and
robust than an accident sequence involving the need for Boron would -

provide. 3is is the reason that the valves which isolate the 3oron
.

,
'

. Injection Tank are not more visible as cutsets than they are. The path
which bypasses the BIT provides all that is necessary to supply the core
with sufficient coolant in these system combinations.

1 V

r

i

:

i

|
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ENCLOSURE 2

SYSTEM COMBINATION 2

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

|

SINGLET 0NS

271 BRC852BJ852AA 328- HTRC846ZD

317 J1829D 328 VGA846D

324 J203AD 328 HTRC846YD

327 J1810D 328 PPR846D
328 J290AD 328 RWST10

328 J200D 329 TTRWSTH200

328 PPI8460

328 M0V1810D
328 VC847D

.

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 43
DATE: 6/12/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRI:[220,1]SC2607MC3.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC2607 MOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC2607MVB.DATo
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC2607MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SC2607MSI.C3
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ENCLOSURE 2

SYSTEM COMBINATION 2

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSt!RE INJECTION

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

DOUBI.ETONS

t ilf t t t t t t t t t t t t ti fit t f 33333333333333333333333333
18 3 2 2 8 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 F F 7 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 S i e 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 8 t i t t a 3 3 3 3 3 6 5 6 5 9 8 6 5 5 6 6
3 5 8 812 3 4 8 8 2 4 6 3 7 8 F 8 5 8 2 4 7 9 8 9 7 8 4 6 6 4 6 7 8 4 4 5 6 7 8 013 4 8 3 4 $ 4 7 812 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 2

33 .. . .. ................. ......... .. . . . ... .. . . .*.................
86 ........................................'................... ..

u ............................................+.................
M . . .... .... ......... . ... ..==.... .... . . . . . . . ..* .................
88 .. .. ........................... ..... .. ... ........... . . . .. ... ..
22 ... . ........................... .... . . . ... . . ...................
33 .. . . ........................... ... . . ... .... ...................
M ... . ........................... ... . . . .. . . . . ...................

...................''.'''*'89
N 808 8 08 ...'................ . .. ... .# 8..
4| 80'O * 8.. ....#.e............. . . .. ...#. #.. ............ .. ... .

et . . . .. . . .**.................**** .*** *. . . . . #+*................ . .

u . . . . ..........................................................
u ..............................................................

113 ...........*............. .. .. . . .. . . . . . ............. . . .. . ... . . .
377 ..............+............................................ . . .

BP6 . . . . ..........................................................
227 . . . ... .... .. ... .. . ..........*.
ns...............................=.................................... . . ... .. ........... .......
331 .........**....********..................................... ..

243 .. . ... ........... * ... ........ ...... .. . . . ....................
247 ..............*............................................ . ..

tu ..................e...........................................
247 *............................... ............ . . ... ............
pp +............................................ . . ... ............

tu ..................e...........................................
Mg . . ... ............. o...........................................
267-..................*...........................................
2 73 .....ee.....................********eeee...o................ ..
2 74 .. . ......**. ... ................ .#e***#++++ e+...e..............
EM .. ..... ..O*..............e..... 09##### ####9...#.......... . ..

EM .. ..... ..##....... ............. 80'00### ####...#..... . $ .. . .. . .

.. . ... .. 88.................... . 000808## #8#8 ..#...... . .. . .. . .III
NE . . .... .. 88.................... .###0*#######.. 8......... .. . . .
mm .......e................................. . . ...................

.....****.....'O'80...****..............
MM . . . ... . .#.8 ........... 00## *****...

N7 . . . .. .. .** *. ... .. . . .. . ' ' * **. . ....'...... ........
Nu........*.e................****.....****e......*..............
MS e.......O.O...........e ..e.808 8 .. ...## ##8 ....O.....e.........

PM .......#.O.e. ............ 080'****.88088 ....O............... .

. . . ... ....**** . ****. . . ..***........ . . ...... . .MM .**........ . . . .. .
50 e eeeeeee**e eee ee eee..eeeee**** .**#*e e ..e **Oe.e eee. .e ee e.ee e .e

MM .. ... .. 8#.. .e.e.. . .....e. 8000.8989.. . ..G # 9......... . . .. . . . ..
Ni e90 ee...ee e eeee.... 9*** e****..ee.***....ee.eee .. e. e ee e.e.....
NN ....... 88 ...... . . .. . . ... 0008 0008 .' # O................... . .

NN ...O.8...... . . . .. . ....O'''.....'### 8 ... ..#................ .. .

Mg ..... ...O.8 e..... . .......**00**.... 8*8 ##......#. ... . . . .... . e.
Ut e..eee. .* *.e.e.. e.e.e e.e ..****.e..e * * * **. ..e.e *e e..e ee e.... . .
M6 ###,#.............. ......... *................######## ## ## #8 . . .

33 ............................................*.................
333 .............................***............'..= .............
3M ........#8....... ......... 880'.08'#.. .. 8##0... .. . . . . . . . . . ..
3M ... ... ............ ..........................*.................
3M ............................................*.................

~
337 ............................................+.................
WW ............................................*.................
MI ............................................'.............................................................
MW e.................
M3 ............................................*.................
pp ............................................*.................
3W ............................................*.................
mm ............................................+.................
MF ............................................+.................
31 2 ............................................e.................
3g ..............................................................
hw ..............................................................
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MEDItM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC2 CASE I DOUBLETON MATRIX

12 PPR18100 178 J982A 333 PP203D
15 J73550 227 J980A 334 J1819AD
15 J1863D 228 J9268A 335 LfRMRE
15 MOV882D 235 J981 A * 336 L5RelRD
15 VC8810 235 J 858 A A w 337 LWRMRD
15 PP!7350 235 J1837A a 350 LF888D
15 J735AD 235 J116A x 351 L5888D
18 J888AD 235 J853AA a 352 LW888D
18 J1330 235 J852AA . 353 LFRECD
18 J1869AD 235 J853CA .<354 L5 RECD
18 J1150 235 ORFC853A w355 LWRECC
18 J114D 241 J18358A 35f, SRC745A17458D
20 J111rD 241 J1821A 357 8AC889J18658D
20 JRHRD 241 HTAC1821A 358 J745BD
20 J 740AD 241 J1823AA 359 J897AC
20 J6360 241 J1842A 362 J897DD
20 J8830 241 PPR1842A 406 CCMXR 5322
20 M0V744D 241 81TIA 423 CCMXR531Z
2D VC7410 241 J1843A 442 BWCL54AZ
20 J110XD 241 J1847A 445 BWCL 548Z
21 VC857AA 241 J1848A 447 SIPC31Z
21 J857GA 241 HTRC1822A 449 OCL5!P312
21 VC857GA 241 -J1822A 453 BWCL55AZ
21 J856AA 241 HTRC1848AA 456 BWCL55BZ
21 MOY856AA 241 HTRC1848BA 458 5!PC322
21 F E926A 241 HTRC106A 460 (CLSIP32Z
22 J857A8 241 J106AA 466 8WCL56AZ
22 PATH 897AD 241 J1068A 469 BWCL568Z
22 VC897A8 s 242 LF1835A 471 51PC33Z
22 J11288 4 246 LWBITA 473 0CL51P33Z
33 VC857UA x 247 L51835A 869 R5!!!II
33 J857WA 249 J1844A 879 '45121XZ
33 VC857WA 249 ORFC916AA
33 J856EA 249 F1916A
33 M0V856KA 249 ORFC916BA
33 FE982A 249 J916A
33 PPR982A ~ 249 HTRC916A

34 J857U8 249 VC1849A-

34 PATN897DD 249 VGL1846A
i 34 VC897D8 249 J1846A

34 J1398 w258 LF8ITA
38 51P33Z a259 L581TA
38 ORFCR33A 267 J18528A * INDICATES
38 VGA8488A 267 J103A
38 J1819CA 267 J8538A LOCATION
38 J947A 267 J8528A
38 PPR947A 272 PP1850BA

41 SIP 32Z 274 MOV19028A

41 ORFCR32A 275 M0Y19018A

41 J18198A 276 VC8498A

42 51P312 277 , J5IP33A
42 ORFCR31A 286 J8518A
42 VGA848AA 287 J851AA
44 CLL48 RID 288 J5IP32A
46 CLL18 AID 304 PPIS 50AA

173 J926AA 305 MOY1902AA

177 J983A 306 MOY1901AA

177 J8588A 307 VC849M
177 J117A 308 J51P31A
177 J1175A 320 J M7AO
177 HTRC117A 321 MOV887AD

177 J117AA 322 MOV88780
326 J2030
326 VC847D
326 MOV18100
330 JS980
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ENCLOSURE 2 |

1
'

SYSTEM COMBINATION 2
|

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION
:

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE. III FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

SINGLETONS

a 37 LF51PD
a6 39 LWSIPD
* 40 L55!PD

43 MPI-MLOCAD
271 BRC8528J652AA
317 J18290
324 J203AD
327 J18100
328 J290AD
328 J2000
328 PPI846D
328 HTRC8462D
328 VGA8460
328 NTRC846TD
328 PPR8460
328 RWSTID

371 J8308L
371 J6278AL
371 J62788L
371 J627BCL
378 BRC760CJ760AL
384 BRC760CJ7608L
389 J760CL
391 PPR6278CL
391 J787L
391 VGL787L
391 FIC6348L
391 JA59L
391 J749EL
410 BRC762CJ762AL
430 JA502L
430 J0178L
430 J6018L
430 J6028L
430 J602CL
433 J7658L
434 BRC7658J765AL
441 J6020L
441 J756CL
441 J7498L

* 1241 LOCOP
* 1244 LOCAP
* 1245 LOC 5P

1489 TESTELECP

* INDICATES LOCATION

~ FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 43
DATE: 6/12/84

DR1:[220,1)J5C2607 MOT.TRPDR1:[220,1 5C2607MC3.P05ANSWER.POS FILE 15:
OUTPUT.DAT FILE 15:
VARIA8.DAT FILE 15: DR1:(220,135C2607My8.DAT
BENUMSRT.DAT FILE !$: DR1:[220,135C2607MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME J5: OR1:5C2607M51.C3
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

COMBINED CASE II & CASE III (CONTINUED)

i

DOUBLETONS
1

4

MATRIX T00 LARGE TO INCLUDE - SEE VOLUME i-B - ENCLOSURES
i

I

i
a

t

4

4

1

e

I-

!

:
?

!

;

|
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC2 CASE II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

.

12 PPR18100 42 ORFCR31A 284 SWR $68

15 J7353D 42 VGA848AA 286 J8518A
15 J1863D 44 CLL48 RID 287 J851 AA
15 Mov882D 46 CLLitRID 288 J51P32A
15 VC8810 173 J926AA 290 CON 2652/5121
15 PP17350 177 J 983A 290 CON 251P320P
15 J735AD 177 J858SA 294 P WRPNL339
18 J888AD 177 J117A 304 PP1850AA
18 J133D 177 J1178A 305 MOv1902AA
18 J1869AD 177 NTRC117A 306 M0V1901AA
18 J1150 177 J117AA 307 VC849AA
18 J1140 178 J982A 308 J5]P31 A
20 J1111D 22 7 J 980A 309 CON 3752/S!!!
20 JRHRD 228 J9268A 309 RL3-15Al
20 J740AD 235 J981A 309 CON 91327-5AI21
20 J636D 235 J858AA 310 CON 251P310P
20 JB83D 235 J1837A 314 P WRPNL31P
20 MOV744D 235 J116A 320 J887AD
20 VC7410 235 J853AA 321 MOVB87AD
20 J110XD 235 J852AA 322 M0v887BC
21 VC857AA 235 J853CA 326 J203D
21 J857GA 235 ORFC853A 326 VC847D
21 VC857GA 241 J18358A 32 6 MOV18100
21 J856AA 241 J1821A 330 J8980
21 Mov856AA 241 NTRC1821A 333 PP203D
21 FE926A 241 J18234A 334 J1819AD
22 J857A8 241 J1842A a 335 LFRHRD
22 PATH 897AD 241 PPR1842A u 336 LSRHRD
22 VC897AB 241 81T1A - a 337 L WRHRD
22 J11288 241 J1843A > 350 LF8880
33 VC857UA 241 J1847A s 351 L58880
33 J857WA 241 J1848A + 352 LW8883
33 VC857WA 241 HTAC1822A a 353 LFRECD
33 J856KA 241 J1822A 4 354 L5 RECD
33 M0Y856KA 241 HTRC184BAA ar355 LWRECO
33 FE982A 241 HTRC18488A 356 SRC745AJ7458D
33 PPR982A 241 HTRC106A 357 BRC889J1869BD
34 J857UB 241 J106AA 358 J7458D
34 PATH 897DD 241 J1068A 359 J897AD
34 VC897D8 p 242 LF1835A 36 2 J897DD
34 J1398 a 246 LWRITA 369 J A14 AL
38 SIP 332 g.247 LS1835A 36 9 JA14L
38 COW 192352/5131 249 J1844A 36 9 J830AL
38 851451P330P 249 ORFC916AA 369 JTIC627L
38 SEWOT551P330P 249 FI916A 36 9 J627AL
38 SWMOA1151P33P 249 ORFC916BA 370 PPR627AL
38 ORFCR33A 249 J916A 370 J7490L
38 VGA848BA 249 HTRC916A 370 J750AAL
38 J1819CA 249 VC1849A 370 VGL7490L
38 J947A 249 VGL1846A 370 FIC634AL
38 PPR947A 249 J1846A 370 JA58L
41 51P322 = 258 LFBITA 370 VC750AL
41 COW 182252/3121 e 259 LSSITA 372 YGA760AL
41 851451P320P 267 J18528A 373 J180$L
41 SEMOTS$1P320P 267 J103A - 374 PPR180$L
41 SWMOA1151P32P 267 J8538A 376 J760AL
41 ORFCR32A 267 J8528A 377 8AC760AJ750BL
41 J18198A 272 PP!8508A 382 J7608L
42 51P312 274 MOV19028A 387 VGA76DCL
42 CON 182252/5!!! 275 MOV19018A 388 PPR760CL
42 851451P310P 276 VC8498A 390 VGA7668L
42 SEWOT551P310P 277 J51P33A 392 JA57L
42 5WMOA1151P31P 278 COW 4852/5!31 393 ORFC760CL

178 COW 251P330P 394 CCWP33L
282 PWRPNL32P 398 JA55L

* INDICATES LOCATION 282 8KRDPNL 34P 399 ORFC760AL
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION
.

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC2 CASE II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

*
400 CCWP31L 463 VC750BL 930 500 ACE 18
401 OaFCCCW33L 464 PPR749FL 1009 BUS $AP
402 VC761CL 464 VGL 749FL 1014 BU52AP
403 JA3L 464 VC750CL 1023 BU5648
404 VGA762CL 464 J750 CAL 1046 UVBU55A'
406 J763BL 465 PPR749CL 1047 UVBU52AP
406 VGA7598L 465 VGL749CL 1049 UVBU56A8 '

406 JA8L 465 PMP56L 1058 ITLBKR2AT5AP
406 CCHXR5322 465 J 56AL
406 VGA765BL 466 BWCL56A2 '* 1239 LOCAP
406 J7648L 467 J 750CDL e 1240 LOCCP
408 J762CL 468 J56BL 1242 LOCHP-

409 BRC762CJ762BL 469 BWCL568Z 1252 IU55A/P
418 BRC762AJ762BL 470 J56CL 1262 BU52A/P
419 ORFCCCW31L 471 51PC33Z 1279 BU56A/P
420 VC761AL 472 J56DL 1434 PWRPNL31/P
421 JAIL 473 OCL5!P33Z 1439 BKRDPNL31/P
422 VGA762AL 474 J750CCL 1440 PNLD1531/8
423 J763AL 475 J750CBL 1452 PWRPNL32/P
423 VGA759AL 541 J1190K 1460 BKRDPNL34 /P
423 JAIL 541 J90AK 1461 PNLD!534/P
423 CCMXRS31Z 541 J1093BK 1470 PWRPNL33/P
423 JA10L $41 J1093AK 1490 CON 9135111XI
423 VGA765AL 54 1 J1093DK 1491 CON 20245111XI
423 J764AL 541 V830K 1493 RL515A11
423 PP!765AL 541 J1095K 1494 RL27-5AX11
425 J762AL 542 VC98K 1494 CON 3527-5AX11
435 PPR765BL 542 MTRC409K 1495 RL27-5AX41
436 VGA7660L 542 J4K 1495 CON 3527-5AX41
437 J017AL 542 J1068K 14 % RL27-5AX21
437 J602AL 542 J409K 1497 RL27-5AX31
437 J601AL 542 J1221K 1499 CON 9135121XI
437 J601CL 542 MTRC98K 1500 CON 20245121XI
437 J601DL 542 V898K 1502 RL3-16Al
J38 J765AL 556 RIVHUDSONE 1502 CON 91327-6AX2!
439 VGA766CL 557 STRCTRINTKK 1503 RL27-6AX11
440 J601EL 563 SWPWELL1K 1503 CON 3927-6AX11
440 J749AL 565 TRASH 1X- 1504 RL27-6AX4!
440 VGL749AL 567 J131K 1504 CON 3927-6AX4!
440 PMP54L 571 J133K 1505 RL27-6AX21
440 J54AL 572 J1328K 1508 RL3-12AI
442 BWCL54AZ 589 CHNLD5K 1508 CON 2627-2AX31
443 J750ADL 589 CHNLD5x 1512 RL27-?AX11
444 J54BL 589 J95AK 1512 CON 3527-2AX11
445 IWCL548Z 589 J95BK 1513 RL27-2AX41
446 J54CL 589 J95CK 1513 CON 3527-2AX41
447 51PC312 589 J95DK 1516 RL27-2AX2!
448 J54DL 596 J 95FK 1517 RL27-2AX31
449 OCL51P31Z 596 J1096AK
450 J750ACL 599 J1096BK
451 J750ABL 604 J1094K
452 VGL7498L 618 COL-RW-2K
452 PMP55L
452 J55AL 619 SW123456P ' INDICATES LOCATION
453 BWCL55AZ 842 PNLDI531P
454 J75080L 842 BEROPNL31P
455 'J55BL 853 PNLD1534P
456 BWCL5582 861 LG20F251A2AH
457 J55CL 867 LG10F251A2AH
458 51PC32Z 868 R511H
459 J55DL 869 R$!!!YZ FILE IDENTIFICATION:
460 0CL51P32Z 874 LG20F251A2BH REACH PAIR: != 1 Je 43
461 J750BCL 877 LG10F251A2BH DATE: 6/12/84
462 J75088L 878 R$12H ANSWER.POS FILE 15: DR1:[220.135C26077:3.P05
463 J7508AL 879 R$121XZ OUTPUT.DAT FILE 15: DR1:[220.1]SC2607F;T.TRP
443 VGL749EL 888 STAUXXFMRP VARIAB.DAT FILE !$: DR1:[220.!j5C2607*.B.DAT

RENUMSRT.DAT FILE 15: DR1:(220.1]5C26DRT.DAT
$1GMA P1 FILE NAMI 15: DR1: 5C2607M51.C3
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ENCLOSURE 2

SYSTEM COMBINATION 2

MEDIUM.LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSION

SINGLETONS
.

4 37 LF5IPO
' 39 LWS!PD
* 40 LSSIPO

43 MPI-MLOCAD
271 BRC8526J852AA
327 J1810D
328 J290AD
328 J2000
328 PP18460
328 HTRC846ZD~

328 OPW8460
328 VGA8460
328 HTRC846TD
328 PPRf460
328 RWSTID

371 J830BL
371 J6275AL
371 J6273tL
371 J627BCL
378 BAC760CJ760AL
384 BRC760CJ7608L
389 J760CL
391 PPR6278CL

,

391 J787L
391 VGL787L
391 OPW787L
391 FIC6348L .
391 JA59L
391 J749EL
410 BRC762CJ762AL
430 JA502L
430 J0178L
430 J601tL
430 J6028L
430 J602CL
433 J765BL
434 BRC765BJ765AL
441 J602DL

,

441 J754CL
441 J7498L

* 1241 LOCDP
* 1244 LOCRP

<

1449 TESTELECP

* INDICATES LOCATION
FILE IDENTIFICATION:

REACH PA!R: != 1 Ja 43
DATE: 6/13/84
ANSWER.POS FILE !$: DRI:(220,135C2607MC4.P05
OtJTPUT.DAT FILE !$: DR1:[220,135C2607 MOT.DAT
VARIAS.raf FILE 15: DR1:[220,1]$C2607MYB.DAT
RENUM5AT.DAT FILE !$: DR1:[220,1]5C2607MRT.DAT
SIGMA P! FILE NAME !$: DR1:5C2607M51.C4
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC2 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX
,

12 PPR18100 4 246 LWSIT A 392 JA57L
. 38 SIP 33Z w 247 L11835A 391 ORFC760CL

38 CON 192352/S!31 267 J18528A 394 CCWP33L
38 - B51451P330P 267 J103A 398 JA55L
38 OPW51P33A 267 J8538A 399 ORFC760AL
38 SENOT551P330P 267 J852BA 400 CCwP31L
38 SWMOA1151P33P 272 PPI8508A 401 ORFLCCW33L
38 ORFCR33A 274 OPW1902BA 402 VC761CL
38 VGA8488A 274 MOV19028A 403 JA3L
38 OPW8488A 275 MOV19018A 404 VGA762CL
30 J1819CA 275 OPW19015A 404 OPW762CL
38 JM7A 276 VC8498A 406 J7638Li
38 PPR947A 277 J5IP33A 406 VGA7598L
41 51P32Z 282 PWRPNL32P 406 OPW7598L
41 CON 182252/5121 282 MROPNL34P 406 JA8L
41 851451P320p 284 SWR 54P 406 CCHXR$32Z
41 SENOT551P320P 286 J8515A 406 VGA765BL
41 SWMOA1151P32P 287 J851AA 406 OPW7658L
41 ORFCR32A 288 J51P32A 406 J7648L
41 J1819BA 294 PWRPNL33P 408 J762CL
42 51P31Z 304 PP1850AA 409. BRC762CJ762RL
42 CON 182252/5!!! 305 OPW1902AA 418 BRC762M7628L
42 B51451P310P 305 M0V1902AA 419 ORFCCCW31L
42 OPW51P31A ' 306 MOV1901AA 420 VC761AL
42 SENOT551P310P 306 OPW1901AA 421 JAIL
42 SWMOA1151P31P 307 VC849AA 422 VGA762AL
42 ORFCR31A 308 J51P31A 422 OPW762AL
42 VGA848AA 314 PWRPWL31P 423 J763AL
42 OPW848AA 317 J18290 423 VGA759AL

173 J926AA 320 J887AD 423 OPW759AL
177 J983A 324 J203AD 423 JA7L
177 J8588A 326 J2030 423 CCMXR331Z
177 J117A 326 YC847D 423 JA10L.

177 J1178A 326 MOV18100 423 VGA765AL
177 NTRC117A 326 OPW18100 423 OPW765AL
177 J117AA 330 J8980 423 J764AL
235 J981A 331 OPRA8980 423 PP1765AL
235 J858AA 331 VGA8980 425 J762AL
235 J1837A 331 OPW8980 435 PPR765BL
235 J116A 332 J2040 436 VGA7660L
235 J853AA 334 J1819A0 436 OPW7660L
235 J852AA 369 JA14AL 437 J017AL
235 J853CA 369 JA14L 437 J602AL

'

235 ORFC853A 369 J830AL 437 J601AL
241 J1835BA 369 JTIC627L 437 J601CL

'

'
241 J1821A 369 J627AL 437 J6010L
241 NTRC1821A 370 PPR627AL 438 J765AL
241 J1823AA 370 J7490L . 439 VGA766CL

! 241 J1842A 370 J750AAL 439 OPW766CL
; 241 PPR1842A 370 VGL7490L 440 J601EL'

241 BITIA 370 OPW7490L 44 0 J749AL
241 J1843A 370 FIC634AL- 440 VGL749AL
241 J1847A- 370 JA58L 440 OPW749AL
241 J1848A 370 VC750AL, 440 PMP54L
241 NTRC1822A 372 VGA760AL 440 J54AL
241 J1822A 372 OPW760AL 442 BWCL54A2
241 NTRC1848AA 373 J1805L 443 J 750AOL
241 HTRC1848BA 374 PPR1805L 444 J54sL
241 NTRC106A 376 J760AL 445 BWCL54BZ
241 J106AA 377 BRC760M760BL 446 J54CL
241 J106BA 382 J7608L 447 51PC31Z

% 242 LF1835A 387 OPW760CL 448 J 540L
{ 387 VGA760CL 44 9 OCL51P31Z

388 PPR760CL 450 J750ACL
* INDICATES LOCATICN 3'

390 4
i
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC2 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLET 0N MATRIX

452 OPW7498L 1440 PEDl531/P
452 PMP55L 1452 PWRPNL32/P
452 J55AL IMO 8 TROPE 34 /P*
453 BWCL55A2 1470 PWRPut33/P
454 J750BOL 1490 Cou9135111XI
455 J558L 14 93 RL515A11
456 BWCL5582 14 94 RL27 5AI11
457 J55CL 1494 Cou3527-5AI11
458 51PC322 1495 RL27-5AI41
459 J550L 1495 Cou3527-5AI41
MO OCL51P32Z 1497 RL27-5AI31
461 J7500CL 1503 RL27-6AI11
M2 J750BK 1503 C0t392/-6AI11
463 J750BAL 1504 RL27 6AI41
46 3 VGL749EL 1504 C043f27 6AI41
#3 OPW749EL 1505 RL27-6AI21
443 VC750BL 1512 RL27-2AI11
M4 PPR749FL 1512 CON 3527-2AI11
444 VGL749FL 1513 RL27-2AI41
44 OPW749FL 1513 CON 3527-2AI41
M4 VC750CL 1516 RL27-2AX21
44 J750 CAL 1521 TRIPMASTER
465 PPR749CL
465 VGL749CL
465 OPW749CL
465 psf 56L
465 J56AL
466 BWCL56AZ
467 J750 COL * INDICATES LOCATION
M8 J56BL
469 BWCL568Z
470 J56CL
471 51PC33Z
472 J560L
473 OCL51P33Z
474 J750CCL
475 J750CBL
556 R!vuuG50ut
5s9 Cum 05K MATRIX TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE5s9 Cuan5x
g jg SEE VOLUME 1-B - ENCLOSURES
589 J95CK
589 J950K
596 J95FK
596 J1096AK
599 J10968K
842 P E D1531P {842 BEROPNL31P l

867 LG10F251A2AH
868 R511M
869 R511112 !
93 0 500RCE1P

1009 BU55AP
1014 SU52AP
1023 SU56AP
1044 UYSU55AP
1047 UVBU52AP
1049 UVSU56AP

* 1240 LOCCP
* 1245 LOCSP

1252 BUS 5A/P
1262 BU52A/P
1779 SU56A/P
1434 PWRPa31/P
1439 SKRDPNL31/P

-153-
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2.4.3 PORY LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injection

2. 4. 3.1 Introduction

Figure 2-10 illustrates how a core melt could occur if the High Nressure
Injection system should fail during a specific small LOCA (PORY open).

'

In this system combination, we seek Singleton and Doubleton failures that i

will simultaneously fail the HPI system and prevent the closure (or
isolation) of a PORY (which has been opened due,to a transient). Safety
Injection Actuation, Electrical, Component Cooling, Instrument Air,
Nitrogen Control, and Service Water, collectively support the Pressure
Operated Relief Valves and the HPI. Figure 2-10 describes the
connectivity of those various systems into one global model.

2.4.3.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems
.

High Pressure Injection System
For a small LOCA, one out of three high head injection pumps is required
to deliver sufficient flow to the reactor coolant systems. The charging
pumps are not considered.

.

PORY
All PMY~and safety relief valves must be able to close or be isolated.

Support Systems
The support systems in System Combination 3.are identical to those in

f System Combination 2 and System Combination 4.

The digraphs for these systems can be found in Appendix B and the input
lists are in Appendix C.

.

t

,

$

i

'T
-1 54 -
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h

Figure 2-10

5YSTEM COMBINATION #3
PORY Induced S2 LOCA with High Pressure Injection

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

High Pressure Injection ( A) *

J

(H) Safety Injection Actuatior,
i b

'(,

(K) Service Water

'N
\(L) Comggooling

,

(P) Electrical Power >

V
PORY & Pressurizer (I)

4

8
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2.4.3.3 Results for Front-Line Alona: Case I

We identified no singletons in this system combination. The PORY model
shared no common vulnerability with the injection system. This means
that the singletons for each Frontline system model acting alone will
become doubletons with each other to the systems acting together (see
Enclosure 3, Case I). *

In the PORY model there are 3 groups which are doubletons with everything
else. These are the three safety valves (PCV464, 466, 468) and their
associated stems and springs, and ecch PORY (PCV455C, and PCV456).
Failure cf any of these along with the failure of the RWST and its piping
to the first header (node numbers 327, 328, and 329) or the output header
of the SIPS (270i would lead to core melt.

2.4.3.4 Front-line with Support Systems and Location: Cases
II and III

,

There were no singletons (see Enclosure 3, Cases II and III).

In addition to the HPI doubletons listed for Case I, CCS break and EPS
systems contribute components to act with the PORY model valves to cause
core melt. These nodes include three header breaks in Component Cooling
(the same three as in System Combination 2) and two electrical locations

I

(LOCDP and L0 CSP). Descriptions of these nodes can be found in System '

Combination 2, Case 3 results.

The TESTELEC node is test node in the electrical systems and is used for
processing checks only.

2.4.3.5 Front-line with Sup0 ort Systems, Location
Yulnerability, and 3peration Action: Case IV

The only redundancy provided by the operators is .the ability to close the
block valves. (The block valves isolate to the PORVs.) This means that
the rows of doubletons attributed to the inability to close the PORVs are
now removed except for the doubleton which includes LOCDP. This location
can simultaneously affect both MCC36A and B resulting in block valve
failure (see Enclosure 3, Case IV).

Sunnary

There were no safety violations found in this System Combination. With
no singletons and such a small doubleton matrix, the results are very
easy to view. It is very clear that the doubleton matrix is the list of
singletons for each system (PORY and HPI) together.

-156-
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ENCLOSURE 3

SYSTEM COMBINATION 3

PORY INDUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

1112333
0007222

24681230789

2 ***-------
4 *-- ****-***
6 *-- *******
8 *-- *******

101 ***-------
102 ***-------
103 ***-------
270 ***-------
327 ***-------
328 ***-------
329 ***-------

,

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: .I= 1 Ja 3i

DATE: 6/11/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605 MOT.TRP
YARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DRI:[220,1]SC3605MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SC3605MSI.C3

-157-
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PORV. INDUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

YARIABLE LIST FOR SC3 CASE I DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 HPI-SLOC AD
4 PRIBREACHI
4 PCV4641
4 PCV466I
4 PCV468I
4 VSPNG4641
4 VSTEM4641
4 VSPNG4661
4 VSTEM4651
4 VSPNG468I
4 VSTEM4681
6 PCV455CI
6 SOV455CI
6 VDPHM455CI
6 VSTEM455CI
6 VSPNG455CI
8 PCV4561
8 SOV4561
8 VDPHM4561
8 VSTEM4561
8 VSPNG4561

w 101 LFSIPD
4 102 LWSIPO
w 103 LSSIPD

270 BRC852BJ852AA
327 J18100
328 J290AD
328 J2000
328 PPI846D
328 HTRC8462D
328 VGA846D
328 HTRCS46YD
328 PPR846D
328 RWST1D
'

;

l

* INDICATES LOCATICN

I

-158-
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ENCLOSURE 3-

SYSTEM COMBINATION 3 |

PORY INDUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

COMBINED CASE II & CASE III RESULTS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE III FULLY A'JTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

111
1112333344225
0007222702450

24681230789626712

2 ***-------------
4 *-- *************
6 *-- *************
8 *-- *************

101 ***-------------
102 ***-------------
103 ***-------------
270 ***-------------
327 ***-------------
328 ***-------------
329 ***-------------
376 ***-------------
402 ***-------------
426 ***-------------

1247 ***-------------
1251 ***-------------
1502 ***--------------

i

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 6/11/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605 MOT.TRP-
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MVB.DAT

,

RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DRI:[220,I]SC3605MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SC3605MSI.C3

-159-
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1

PORY IWUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE IEJECTION

| CASE II & CASE III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC3 CASE II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 HPI-SLOCAD
4 PRIBREACHI
4 PCV464I

-

4 PCY4661
4 PCY468I
4 VSPNG464I
4 VSTEM464I
4 VSPNG466I
4 VST044661
4 VSPNG4681
4 VSTEM4681
6 PCV455CI
6 50V455CI .

6 VDPHM455CI'

6 VSTEM455CI
6 VSPNG455CI
8 PCV4561

" 8 S0V456I
8 V0PHM456I
8 VSTEM456I
8 VSPNG456I

= 101 LFSIPD
* 102 LWSIPD
w 103 LSSIPD

270 BRC852BJ852AA
327 J18100
328 J290AD
328 J2000
328 P?I846D
328 HTRC8462D
328 VGA846D
328 HTRC846YD
328 PPR846D
328 RWSTID

376 BRC760CJ760#.
402 BRC762CJ762AL
426 BRC765BJ765AL

* 1247 LOCDP
,

* 1251 LOCSP

1502 TESTELECP

* INDICATES LOCATION

160--
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ENCLOSURE 3

SYSTEM COMBINATION 3

PORY INDUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION

CASE IVB - HAN" ALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSION

:

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

'11
111233334425
000722270240

2463123078962672
.

2 *--------------
4 *-- ************
6 ------------- **
8 ------------- **

101 *--------------
102 *--------------
103 *--------------
270 *--------------
327 *--------------
328 *--------------
329 *--------------
376 *--------------
402 *--------------
426 *--------------

1247 ***------------
1502 ***------------

|

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 6/11/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MC4.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605 MOT.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE RAME IS: DR1:SC3605MSI.C4

|
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PORY INDUCED LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC3 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 HPI-SLOCAD -
4 PRIBREACHI
4 PCV464I
4 PCV466I
4 PCY468I
4 VSPNG4641
4 VSTEM464I
4 VSPNG466I
4 VSTEM4661
4 VSPNG468I
4 VSTEM468I
6 PCV455CI
6 SOV455CI
6 VDPHM455CI
6 VSTEM455CI
6 VSPNG455CI
8 PCV456I
8 SOV4561
8 VDPHM456I
8 VSTEM4561
8 VSPNG456I

4 101 LFSIPD
y 102 LWSIPD
v-103 LSSIPD

270 BRC852BJ852AA
327 J18100
328 J290AD
328 J2000
328 PPIB46D
328 HTRC846ZD
328 OPW846D
.328 VGA846D
328 HTRC846YD
328 PPR846D
328 RWST1D
329 TTRWSTH20D

| 376 BRC760CJ760AL
'

402 BRC762CJ762AL
426 BRC765BJ765AL

* 1247 LOCDP
1502 TESTELECP

,

* INDICATES LOCATION

FILE IDENTIFICATION:
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 6/11/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MC4.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605 MOT.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC3605MRT.DAT
S'GMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SC3605MSI.C4

-162-
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2.4.4 RCP Seal LOCA and Loss of High Pressure Injection-

2. 4. 4.1 Introduction
-

Loss of High Pressure Injection during an RCP Seal LOCA could potentially
result in a core melt condition. Figure 2-11 shows the relationship

'

: betimen the front-line and support systems for this system combination.
| The support systems include the Chemical and Volt ne Control system,

Electrical system, Instrument Air system, Component Cooling system,
Safety Injection Actuation system, and the Service Water system.4

In order to accomplish this analysis, two plant operating modes were
analyzed, each with its own model. The first mode is nomal automaticplant operation. From that model, singletons and doubletons are found,

'

which result in the failure of the RCP seals, thus initiating a LOCA.
.The second operating mode is the plant's automatic response to the LOCA.

'

From that irodel, singletons and doubletons are found which keep the -,
'

safety injection system from succeeding. Thus, failure sets connon to
the models represent failure (s) that both cause the LOCA AND keep the
safety injection system from responding. Such significanTTailure sets-
exist and are discussed be. low.

The two plant operating modes have different dependencies because of the
effect of the safety injection actuation system (SIAS).

Model for. Nomal Plant Operation
L The model for nomal plant operation does not incorporate the failures

which would propagate from the digraphs for safety injection actuation.t

! This was accomplished by setting all of the outputs from SIAs to true,
which effectively prevents upstream failures from propagating into the

j rest of the model.

. Model for Plant Responding to a LOCA>

The digraph model for the time period after the occurence of the LOCA is
the same as for the earlier injection cases

'

i Search for Failure Sets Connon to the Two Modes
i FailuFe sets common to three phases can only occur in connon systems.

The only systems which are used in both operating modes are the electric ;-

ipower system (EPS) and the service water system (SWS). The EPS supports:
'

i

the RCP seals via two paths: 1) 480 V ac power to the charging pumps
which inject flow through the seals against RCS pressure; and 2) 480 V ac
power to the component cooling pumps which circulate water to keep the
seals cool . The EPS also supports the safety injection system by ,,

supplying 480 V ac and 129 Y de power to the injection pumps as well as
power to the automatic safeguards actuation system. The SWS supports the
EPS by supplying cooling water to the diesel generators. The diesel
generators are the only source of onsite 480 V ac power if offsite poweris lost. Single components exist in the EPS and SWS which can cause the

i diesel generators to fail. Thus, should one of those components fail and
not be detected before a loss of offsite power, that failure will cause a>

LOCA through all four RCS seals AND prevent the safety injection system
from responding when offsite power is lost.

-1 63-,
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Figure 2-11

SYSTEM COMBINATION #4
RCP Seals Induced S2 LOCA with High Pressure Injection

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

High Pressure Injection ( A)
a

((H) Safety Injection Actuatiosi
;

^

4(K) Service Water i

.

\
(L) Comggooling

\ -

\
\
-(P) Electrical Power

I
.

(T) Instrunent Air

.

RCP Seals (J)
|

|
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2.4.4.2 Failure Criteria for Individual Systems

RCP Seals - Prior to LOCA
Leakage from RCP Seals constitutes a LOCA.

,

High Pressure Injectio_n
For a small LOCA, one out of three high head injection pumps is required
to deliver. sufficient flow to the reactor coolant system. The charging )
pumps are not considered.

~

Support Systems - Prior To and After LOCA |
The support systems in System Combination 4 are identical to those in |System Combinations 2 and 3. |

The digraphs for these systems can be found in Appendix B and the alpha !

input lists are in Appendix C.

2.4.4.3 Results for the Front-line Systems Acting Alone:.

Case I
I

There are no front-line singletons in this system combination which could i
cause a seal LOCA and also cause the Safety Injection System to fail.
(See Enclosure 4.)

There are no front-line doubletons in this system combination. This
means that there are no two components in either the SIS or the seal
model, which could lead to a seal LOCA and yield a loss of the Safety
Injection System.

2.4.4.4 Front-Line and Support Systems: Case II
'

Singletons:
The only support systems singletons that occur are three break nodes from
the Component Cooling System. These. nodes are discussed in System
Combination 2, Case 2.

Doubletons:
Figures 2-11a and 2-11b are the doubleton arrays for automatic nomal
plant operation and automatic plant response to a large LOCA,
respectively. Figure 2-11a shows the doubletons which cause seal failure i

during nomal automatic plant operation and Figure 2-11b shows. the
doubletons which cause failure of the automatic low pressure injection

~

! system.

The three blocked off areas in each array are those in which there are
doubletons between suppor,t systens which are used in both plant operating
modes. These systems are the EPS and the SWS. In both figures, the

j upper left triangles are doubletons of the EPS with itself, the upper
right rectangle are doubletons of the EPS with the SWS, and the lower!

| right triangle are doubletons of the SWS with itself of which there are
none in either mode. The doubletons in the areas were compared. The row
corresponding to doubletons involving loss of offsite power (SOURCE 1P) is
highlighted in the figure. Within the rectangles of both arrays and in
the highlighted row is a circled node corresponding to a butterfly valve
in the SWS. In the upper left triangle of both arrays and in the

| -1 65-
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3 SEALLAB31J 146 SENDSL330P 289 LOCs>
4 PATHLSW31J 146 GENDSL3 P 299 LOCCF
4 PATH 1BP31J 146 DkREG3P 293 LOCN8
4 ORFCBD31J 146 ITLUV' BUS 5AP 294 LOCRF
G HXRTST31J 146 AXFRSKREG3P 295 LOCSk
9 PATHHXR31J 146 ITLVDG33P 297 SKRSS5/P

19 CAVINJ31J 146 ITLFDG33P 299 XFMRSS5/P
14 SEALLA332J 146 ITLBKRSAP 3e9 3KR5A/P
15 PATHLSW32J 146 STAIR 33P 301 BKRSA:P
15 PATH 13P3 J 146 OILXFR33P 383 GENDSL33/P
15 ORFCBD32J 146 STSVW33P 304 BVREG3/P
19 HXRTST32J 146 XCTR33P 335 ggggg3;p

29 PATHHXR32J 146 TKD33P 312 SUS 2A/P
21 CAVINJ32J 146 VDFISCP 313 GENDSL31/P
25 SEALLAB33J 146 F1.TRA33P 314 SKREG1/P
26 PATHL c 146 PBSTR33P 329 BUS 6A/P
26 PATHISP33J 146 FLTRB33P 482 BKRMCC39/P
26 ORFCSD33J 146 JKTHX33P 483 MCC39/P
38 HrRTBT33J 146 OILCLR33P 487 BATTERY 31/P
31 PA THHXR33J 146 LOCKP 400 FUSEPNL31/P
32 CAVINJ3',J 150 BKRSS5P 409 PWRPNL31/P
36 SEALLAB34J 150 XFMRSS3P 410 BARMCC39:P
37 PATHLSW34J 158 DKRSAP 414 BKRDPNL31/P
37 PATH 1BP34J 150 RS6SS5P 415 PNLDIS31/P
37 ORFCBD34J 158 OIBUS5AP 445 PWRPNL33/P
41 HXRTBT34J 152 BUS 5P 463 TIMELONG
42 PATM(XR34J 153 STAUXXFMRP 464 TIMELONO7P
43 CAVINJ34J 155 BKRST5P 469 TIMELONG14P
S6 VGA248J - 155 RS6ST5P 471 TIMELONG16p

87 JPPCH6J 182 SOURCE 1P 473 CCHIRS32Z
93 JPPCH5J 218 PWRPNL31P 473 J763BL
93 JPPCH4J 225 BUS 2AP 473 VGA7598L

113 SWLR31J 228 BUS 6AP 473 JA8L'
114 SWECTO31J 229 PWRPNL33P 473 VGA765BL
115 SWRLL31J 231 ITLBOUS5AP 473 J764BL
116 SWLOT31J 232 UV9USSAP 475 CCHXRS31Z

- 117 SWMTO31J 236 ITLBKR2AT5AP 475 CCHXRP32Z
142 DEFORE31ESI 237 PNLDIS31P 475 J763AL
14# GENDSL310P 237 BKRDPNL31P 475 VGA75YAL
144 GENDSL31P 239 RCVR31P 475 JA7L
144 BKREG1P 240 TTRCVR31P 475 CCHXRS31Z
144 ITLUV' BUS 2d 250 RCVR33P 475 PPR765BL
144 AXFRSKREG15 251 TTRCVR33P 475 VGA766DL
144 ITLVDG31P ?61 LCV1289BP 475 JA10L
144 ITLFDG31P 261 AUTOLCV1299BP 475 VGA765AL
144 ITLBFBUS2AF 261 TTTKD31P 475 J764AL
144 ITLBKR2AP 270 LCV1207BP 475 PPI765AL
144 STAIR 31P 270 AUTOLCV1207BP 475 J765AL
144 01LXFR31P 270 TTTKD33P 475 VGA766CL
144 STSVW31P 271 UV' BUS 2AP 483 CCWP3!L
144 XCTR31P 273 UV' BUS 5AP 483 XDD6ACCP33AP
144 TKD31P 285 TTBATTERY31P 483 CONMCCP35ACP
144 VDF18AP 286 BATTERY 31P 483 MOLDCCP33AP
144 FLTRA31P 286 FUSEPNL31P 483 XDDACCP3;P
144 PBSTR31P 286 LDCDP 403 XDD6ACCP33BP
144 FLTRS31* 483 CONMCCP33BCP
144 JKTHX31r 483 MOLDCCP33BP
144 OILCLR31P 483 XDDBCCP33P

483 XDD6ACCP33CP
483 CONMCCP33CCP

e' 483 MOLDCCP33CP
483 XDDCCCP33P

Figure 2-11a (Cont.). Variable name L1St (page 1 of 2)
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485 VGA76eAL 489 J768bt 6ee RIVHUDSON-

485 J1885L 489 PPR76SCL &lf STRCTR INT 61

485 PPR1985L 489 VGA766EL 616 SWPWELLit

485 JA55L 492 VGA769CL 618 t'R ASH 16

485 ORFC769AL 493 JA57L 62P J132K

485 CCWP31L 494 CRFC760CL 622 J133K

485 ORFCCCW31L 498 ORFCCCW'3L 623 J132Be'

485 VC761AL 499 VC761CL 626 J136F

485 JAIL See JA3L 627 J134K ,

485 VGA762AL 581 VGA762CL 629 JDEGRE
'

485 XDD*ACCP31AP 584 J762CL 629 J419K

485 CONMCCP31ACP 595 BRC762CJ762BL 629 J1237K

485 BKRCCP31P 514 BRC762AJ762BL 629 J390K

485 MOLDCCP31AP 516 J762AL 629 J20:

485 XDDACCP31P 517 FUSECCP31PP 629 J1271K

485 XDD5ACCP31BP 517 JELE18CCP31P 630 J411AK

485 CONMCCP31BCP 517 T1CCP31P 631 CHNLDSV

485 MOLDCCP31BP 517 JEL E1 ACCP31P 631 CHNLDS3M

485 XDDSCCP31P 518 XDDCCP31AP 631 J95AK

485 XDD5ACCP31CP 518 JELEA12CCP31P 633 J95BK

485 CCNMCCP31CCP 519 JELEAICCP31P 633 J9*,CK

485 MOLDCCP31CP 519 JELEH12CCP31P 633 J95DK

485 XDDCCCP31P 519 JELE11CCP31P 637 JKTTEMPI:

485 JELE1CCP31P 519 JELEE12CCP31P 638 J95FK

485 RLCCP31P 519 JELEE1CCP31P 638 J1996Ak.
485 CONTDCCP310P 519 JELEXCCP31P 639 J1996BM

485 SWMCA12CCP31P 519 JELEA11CCP31P 640 J1096CK

485 XDDCCP31BP 519 JELEC12CCP31P 640 WCL31M

485 JEL F21DCCP31P 519 SWMCC12CCP31P 649 PPR1281K

485 JELE18CCP31P 519 XDDCCP31JP 648 VGA1281K

485 JELE15CCP31P 519 T15DCCP31P 648 CFLX1281K

485 JELE15ACCP31P 519 JELE29CCP31P 640 J1281K
682 J1191K 642- J1994K485 JELE14CCP31P
682 J97CK 643 PPR1994AK485 JELE13CCP31P
682 J97AM 643 PPR1306V

485 T13CCP31P
682 J979K 643 J1386AM

485 XDD13CCP31P
682 PPR24 INK 643 VGA62AK

485 CON 13CCP310P
682 VB32K 643 J1386CK

485 RLOTSACCP310P
682 PPR411K 643 J1386DK

485 XDD14CCP31P
683 J1199K 643 J1386EK

485 XDD3CCP31P
683 J98AK 643 CFLX1386K

j 485 CCOILCCP31P
683 J1993BK 643 OCL31K

485 CONCCP31DOP
683 J1893AK 646 PPR1995K

485 JELE7,CCP31P
683 J1893DK 646 J1895AK

485 XDD4CCP31P
663 VB39K 646 VGA62EK

485 JELE4CCP31P
683 J1995K 646 J1308AM

485 FUSECCP31NP
694 VC98K 646 J1308BK

485 JELE123CP31P
604 HTRC409K 646 J1308CK

485 JELE16CCP31P
604 J4K 646 CFLX1300E

f 485 JELE5CCP31P
694 J196BK 646 OCL33K

485 JELE28CCP31P
684 J489K 647 WCL33K

485 JELE86CCP31P
684 J1221K 647 PPR1098K

485 TNCCP31P
694 HTRC98K 647 VGA1098K

485 SENOTSCCP310P
604 VB98K 647 CFLX1283K

485 CONOTSCCP31ACP
605 VC99K 647 J1283K

l 485 CONOTSCCP31BCP
685 J135BM 647 J1283AK

485 CONOTSACCP31CP
083 JI3 M

485 BS8HCCP310P
685 HTRC498K485 SWh0A.1CCP31P
'83 #

486 3RC76(i4J7689L
685 0196AK
685 J1229K
685 J1222K
6e5 HTRC99K
685 V999K

f

Figure 2-11a (Cont.). Variable Name List (page 2 of 2)
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168 PNLDIS31P 459 TIMELONG4K 402 SWMCA12RHRP32P
' 168 SKMDPNL31P 459 CCHXRS31Z 482 XDDRHRP32BP

179 PNLDIS34P 459 J763AL 482 T32CRHRP32P

179 BKRDPE34P 459 VGA759AL 482 CON 2RH4P320P

187 LU20F2SIA2AH 459 JA7L 482 TNRHRP32P

.187 LG10F2SIA2AH 459 JAISL 482 SENOTSRHRP320

IS7 RSIIH 459 VGA765AL 482 CONOTSRHRP32ACP

189 RS!!!XZ 459 J764AL 482 CONOTSRHRP32Bff'

195 LG20F2SIA2BH 459 PPI765AL 482 CONOTSARHRP3201

195 LS10F25IA2PH 467 J745AD 492 CON 2652/RDWt21

193 RS!2H 467 futXR322 482 CON 6R>WtP32P

197 RSI21XZ 467 MOV745BD 482 SWMOA118tHRPY P

199 BEFOREDIESEL 467 MOV745AD 492 VC73SBC

296 STAUEXFMRP 469 VGA742D 482 J197D

266 SOURCE 1P 469 RHXR31Z 492 VGA739BD

286 LOCAP 482 VGA735BD 482 JS3SBL

297 BKRST6P 452 J19679D 432 J6279AL
297 RS6ST6P 482 J191XD 402 J62739L.

299 AUS&P 482 CON 182252/RHR21 482 J627BCL
212 PWRPE31P 482 BS17RNRP320P 482 JA582L

212 BATTERY 31P 482 RHRP32Z 482 JS179L

212 FUSEPNL31P 482 J1964DD 492 J6819L

212 LOCDP 482 XDD3ARNRP32AP 482 J68254.
213 PWRPE32P 482 COtrWtHRP32ACP 482 J692CL

213 BATTERY 32P 482 BKRRDWIP32P 482 J1871AL

213 FUSEPE32P 482 MOLDRDWIP32AP 482 VGL736BL
213 LOCOP 482 XDDARHRP32P 482 J73&BL
M BUS 2AP 482 XDO3AR>WtP32BP 482 PPR736BL
221 BKR2AT3AP 482 CONMRHRP329CP 482 PSHXR1871BL

221 ITLUV' BUS 3AP 482 MOLDRHRP323P 482 PPR7580L
221 AXFRSKR2AT3AP 482 XDDSR>WtP32P 482 J7580L

221 ITL9FBUS3AP 482 XDD3ARHRP32CP 482 PPI1871AL*

221 ITLBKR3AP 482 CONMRDWtP32CCP 482 VGL1871AL
223 SUS 3AP 482 MOLDRHRP32CP 482 J1871SL
224 BUS 6AP 482 XDDCR>WtP32P 482 PPI1871BL
225 PWRPNL33P 482 FUSERHRP32PP 482 PPR1871BL
226 ITLPKR3AT6AP 482 JELE1BRHRP32P 482 VGL1871BL
227 ITL3FBUS*.AP 482 T1RHRP32P 482 VC758DL
229 UV3US2AP 482 JELE1ARHRP32P 482 ORFC6459L

238 UVBUS3AP 482 JELE1RHRP32P 482 FIC645L

231 UV9US6AP 482 CONRHRP32TDOP 482 ORFC845ALi

231 ITLBKR2AT5AP 482 RutHRP32P 482 VGL7379L
,282 TTBATTERY31P 482 XDDIARHRP32P 482 JA581AL'

282 TIMELONG7P 482 JELEA1RHRP32P 482 JA581L

283 TTBATTERY32P 482 JELE19ARHRP32P 482 RLSI6411
283 TIMELONGSP 482 T13RHRP32P 486 J74eSD

294 LOCCP 482 XDD13RFWtP32P 486 VGA735AD

386 BUS 2A/P 482 CON 13RHRP320P 486 J1967AD

316 BUS 3A/P 482 RLOTSARHRP320P 484 J193XD

323 BUS 6/./P 482 XDD14RHRP32P 486 CON 91352/RHR11

398 BATTGtY31/P 482 XDD3RHRP32P 486 CON 2R>WtP310P

399 FUSEi'E31/P 482 CCOILR>WtP32P 496 RNRP31Z

, C#8 PWRPNL31/P 482 CONRHRP32DOP 486 J1866BD

l 498 BKRDPNL31/P 482 JELE3RHRP32P 486 XDD3ARHRP31AP

489 PNLDIS31/P 482 XDD4RHRP32P 486 CONMRNRP31ACP

416 BATTERY 32/P 482 JELE4RHRP32P 486 BKRRHRP31P

417 FUSEPE32/P 482 FUSERNRP32NP 486 MOLDRPRP31AP

418 PWRPNL32/P 482 JELEH12RHRP32P 486 XDDARHRP31P
429 BKRDPE34/P 482 JELE11R>WtP32P 496 XDD3ARHRP31BP
438 PNLDIS34/P 482 JELE12RHRP32P 486 COpeWt>Wt*313CP

439 PWRPE33/P 482 JELEE12RHRP32P
458 TIMELONG3K 4tf2 JELEEIRHRP32P
458 CCHXRS32Z 482 JELEKRHRP32F
458 J763BL 482 JELE16RHRP32P
458 VGA7599L 432 JELESRHRP32P
458 JASL 482 JELEA11RHRP32P
458 VGA765BL
458 J764BL

|
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ese CONPet>5tP319CP 486 J681DL 235 ORFC768CL
486 NOLDRNRP31DP 486 J1871CL Sh CCWP3A
486 XDDDRHRP31P 486 VGL736AL See JA55L
486 XDD3ARHRP31CP 486 J736AL 541 ORFC768AL
486 CONMRHRP31CCP 486- PPR736AL 542 CCWP31L
486 mot.DRHRP31CP 486 PSHXR1871DL 543 ORFMA
486 XDDCRHRP31P 486 PPR758EL 544 VC761CL
486 FUSER>5tP31PP 4Wa J75SEL 545 JA3L
486 JELEIBR W 31P 486 VGL1871DL 546 VGA762CL
486 T1RtetP31P 486 J1871DL 549 J762CL
486 JELE1AR65tP31P 486 PPI1871DL 558 BRC7e2CJ762BL
486 JELElRHRP31P 486 PPR1871DL 359 BRC762AJ762BL
486 CONRNRP31TDOP 486 VGL1871CL See ORFCCCW31L
486 RLRHRP31F 486 VC758EL 561 VC761 A
496 XDDIARHRP31P 486 ORFC646BL 562 JAIL
486 JELEAIRHRP31P 486 FIC646L 563 VGA762AL
486 JELE19AR>5tP31P 486 ORFC646AL 565 J762AL
483 T13RHRP33P 486 VGL737AL 372 J765BL
486 XDD13R>5tP31P 486 J6279L 576 J7654L
486 CON 13RHRP310P 486 RLSI2A11 581 J1199K
486 RLOTSAR65tP310P 486 RL3-13AI 581 J98AX
486 XDD14R>etP31P 486 CON 2627-3AX31 581 J1893BK
496 XDD3R>5tP31P 486 RL27-3AX11 581 J1993AK
486 CCOILRHRP31P 486 CON 3527-3AX11 ggg g g gq 3pg:
486 CONRHRP31DOP 486 RL27-3AX4I 581 VB3ek
486 JELE3RHRP31P 486 CON 3527-3AX41 581 J1995K
486 XDD4RHRP31P 486 RL27-3AX3I 588 VC98Ki

486 JELE4RHAP31P 487 J83808 588 HTRC489K
486 FUSERHRP31NP 487 J639B ggg g4g
486 JELEH12A>5tP31P 487 J6389 588 J186BK
486 JELE11RHRF31P 488 J838RB 588 J489K
(86 JELE12RHRP31P 468 J641AB 588 J1221K
486 JELEE12RtStP31P 488 J641B 588 HTRC98K
486 JELEE1RHRP31P 488 J64SB 588 VB98K
(86 JELEKRv5tP31P 489 J899A9 59g RIVHUDSONK
486 JELE16RHRP'31P 492 NOV899AB 591 STRCTRINTKK
486 JELESRHRP31P 492 ~NOV746B 597 SWPWELL1K
486 JELEA11RF5iP31P 492 J733AS 599 TRASH 1K
486 SWPICA12R>RP31P 492 .HCV6499 681 J131K
486 XDDRFWtP31BP 492 J889AG gg5 gg33g
486 T32CRHRP31P 497 Je9998 6e6 J132BK
(86 TNRDWtP31P 499 MOV899BB 687 CHNLDSK
486 SENOTSR>5tP310P 499 NOV747B 687 CHNLDS38:
<S6 CONOTSRHRP31ACP 499 J733BB 687 J95AK
486 CONOTSRHW31BCP 499 HCV638B 687 J95BK
486 CONOTSAR>5tP31CP 499 J889BB es7 J95CK
486 BS17PHRP310P 587 J889D 6e7 J95DK
(86 CON 2652MtWt1I 599 J1869BD 614 J95FK
486 CON 6RHtP31P 515 VGA760AL 6g4 Jgg96AK
486 SWMOA11R>5tP31P 516 J1995L 616 J1996BK
4M VC7384D 517 PPR1005L 619 J1894K
486 J194D 519 J760AL 625 COL-RW-2K
486 VGA739AD $20 BRC76dAJ760BL 625 T1 COL 1K
(86 PPI739AD 527 BRC760CJ760BL 626 SW123456P
<06 JA14AL 539 VGA760CL 637 CON 2024S111XIi

48'a JA14L 532 J760CL 638 CON 913SI21X1
424 J830AL 534 JA57L 640 RL3-16AI
486 JTIC627L 640 CON 91327-6AXi!,

486 J627AL 641 RL27-6AX11
(86 J817AL 641 CON 3927-6AX11
486 J682AL 641 RL27-6AX4I
486 J661AL 641 CON 3927-6AX4I
486 J681CL 641 f127-6AX31

Figure 2-11b (Cont.). Variable Name List (page 2 of 21
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SOURCE 1P row is an electrical interlock in the EPS. Thus, those
doubletons both cause the accident and prevent mitigation.

B_utterfly Valve Closure
In the SWs, there are many single items whose failure would cause a

'

stoppage of cooling water to all three diesel generators (DGs). Such a
failure would have the major effect of causing the DGs to fail due to
overheating about 10 minutes after they were started.* There is no
automatic trip for this condition and the DGs would likely by severely

i
,

damaged and not recoverable.
;

There are two cooling paths from the Hudson River through the service
water pumps and to the DGs. However, just one train is pre-selected and ;

,

aligned for " Essential" cooling functions (such as for the DGs). The
'

other train is pre-selected and aligned for other "Non-Essential" loads
(see Section 2.2.12). Thus, the DGs are actually only cooled by a single '

train. The DGs do not have cooling water flowing through their heat
exchangers during normal plant operation. This keeps them from becoming
too cold. However, that nomal lack of flow makes it mora difficult to
monitor the availability of a cooling flow path. Nomally, the cooling
path from the river to the heat exchangers is open and the discharge side
is closed by two air operated valves (energized shut) on parallel paths. |

On the inlet side are three valves, any of which could block all cooling
flow to the DGs if they were to be shut. Two of the valves are adjacent
to each other in a part of SWS where water is nomally flowing to other
loads. If the train pressurized by pumps 31-33 is selected as Essential,
these valves are butterfly valve SWN-98 and check valve SWN-100.- If the-

train pressurized by pumps 34-36 is selected as Essential, the valves are
butterfly valve SWN-99 and check valve SWN-100 (the two check valves are
both labelled SWN-100). Regardless which train is selected, the two
adjacent valves are well monitored by downstream placement of pressure |meters. Should one of the valves be shut, the meters would innediately '

generate an alam since-the nomal flow of water would be interrupted and,

j sensed at that time.

Closer to the DGs, where water is not noma 11y' flowing, there is a
butterfly valve on each train that can block all flow to the DG heat,

exchangers. If pumps 31-33 are Essential, the valve is SWN-30. If pumps
]

!

34-36 are Essential, the valve is SWN-29. The state of the butterfly
i valve is not monitored 'directly and is administrative 1y controlled. Its
| state is checked at the beginning of each 8-hour shift by noting the
! reading on an analog pressure gauge two rooms away in the DG32 room. The

p'ressure sensed is on the inlet side of the DG32 heat exchangers. That
pressure should be the same for the heat exchangers of the other two DGs

i since there are open paths between them. Should the butterfly valve be j
,

closed (such as by error of omission during a switch of the trains fromt

t

Essential to Non-Essential or by error of commission after the !

re-alignment) the gatga would be sensing the pressure of the volume,
( trapped between that valve and the nomally closed parallel valves on the

discharge side. Thus, the only way the misalignment could be noticed is
for the pressure in that volume to decay and for the trend to be

* Per operator reference to a study perfomed for EBASCO by diesel
manufacturer, Alco.

'
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| '

I

noticed. Should the pressure decay to a low enough level, an alann
sounds in the CCR. Even if the valves were visually inspected, their
state could not be deduced as is evidenced in the photograph of the
butterfly valves on each of the two cooling trains -(Figure 2-11c). One
valve should be open and one should be closed. The valve against the
wall is SWN-29 and the other is SWN-30. At the time the photograph was
taken, March 20,1984, 'the plant was at full power and the train selected.

as Essential was pressurized by pumps 31-33. Thus, SWN-30 should have
been open and SWN-29 should have been closed.

In the event that the valve that should have been opened.was closed and
offsite power was lost, the following sequence of events would most
likely transpire. Immediately upon loss of offsite power, the main
generator would be tripped and the diesel generators would start. Once
either the diesel lube oil or jacket water temperature was high enough,'

the two air. operated valves on the discharge side of the heat exchangers
would automatically open, but no cooling flow would be established due to
closure of the inlet butterfly valve. There are both local and remote
indicators of diesel generator overheat, but there is no automatic high
temperature trip. About 10 minutes after loss of offrite power, the
diesels would overheat and fail, probably irreversibly. There would than

.
be no 480 volt power in the plant. The charging pumps .would stop.
Component cooling of the labyrinth seal heat exchangers would also'

cease. Thus,; RCS primary coolant at core pressure and temperature would
be free to flow out through all four reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals,,

! unopposed by the charging system and not cooled by the CCS. The coolant
would iimmediately turn to steam in the seals, most likely causing
damage. About 480 gallons per minute would flow out each RCP seal, ;

making the total rate of coolant loss 1920 gpe. A large LOCA would have
,

been initiated. Without 480 volt power, no injection systems would be I

able to start and the RCS pressure and coolant level would continue to |

fall. While the passive low pressure accianulators would inject, there |
would be no containment heat removal since the fans and sprayers would '

not be functioning. There would also be no recirculation, of course.

The operators would have on the order of 30 minutes after the diesels
irreversibly failed (40 minutes after loss of offsite power) to find
another power supply before the fuel rods would be uncovered. A gas
turbine generator exists near the Indian Point-1 plant which could be l

i used to run the safety injection system since it could be connected to
the Unit 3 grid. That generator, however, is only controlled from Unit 1

| and it is not known how long it would take to manually start it and for
it to produce sufficient voltage. It was also learned that not all
operators know about the other generator. In the event the gas turbine
generator was brought up in time or if offsite power was restored, it
would then be possible to control the Unit 3 accident. Needless to say,
the rapid development of this major accident would place a great burden

| on the operators.

Interlock Subcomponent Open Circuit
i Another hardware item in the electrical system may disable the function
i of the diesel generators. Its failure causes a significant degradation

of service water cooling to the diesel generators and may lead to a
scenario similar to that caused by the butterfly valve closure. The
capability of the safety injection system is also significantly reduced.

;
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The hardware failure is a subcomponent of electrical interlock 2AT5A.
' Based on available infonnation, an open circuit between two contacts in
the closing circuit could keep three 480 V ac buses from.being
automatically energized on loss of offsite power. The interlock is
connected to auto closing mechanisms which load DG31 and DG33 onto 480 V
ac buses 2A and 5A, respectively. On loss of offsite power, the DGs are
started. To load them onto the bu'ses, the interlock must change state.

'Should the connection in the interlock be broken, buses 2A or SA would
not be energized. Loss of power to bus SA would cut power to-the
dedicated charging pump 31, thus causing the large LOCA. Bus 3A is

: powered by bus 2A so it would also be not loaded.

The effect of the three dead buses is to cut power to essential service
water pumps 31 and 32, which would leave one essential pump, number 33,
to supply flow to all heat sinks cooled by the service water system. All
three essential pumps are automatically actuated in the event of a LOCA.
From FSAR Table. 9.6-1 and page 9.6-3, two service water pumps are needed
to supply the cooling in response to a LOCA. This was confinned by
operator discussion. At least 11,000 gallons per minute need to be

'

pumped and a single pump is rated at about 5,000 gpm. Of the total flow
required,10,000 gpm is needed to remove heat from the containment fan
units and 1,200 gpm is needed to cool the diesels. A hydrodynamic
analysis would be regt ired to detennine how much water would flow through
the diesels if only ons. pump were functioning. If that flowrate is
inadequate for diesel cooling, the operators would have more time to act,

than in the case of the closed valve. If they noticed the problem in
time, the diesels could be loaded onto their buses manually, thus

; guaranteeing sufficient service water system heat removal.
#

The three dead buses also leave only one of the three high pressure
safet,y injection pumps and one of the two residual heat removal pumps
available. A medium LOCA requires two high pressure safety injection

. pumps, but the failure of. all four seals initiates a large LOCA. Thei core would depressurize fast enough so that the only available RHR pump
would probably suffice.,

I Conclusion
Figure Z-11d shows how the doubletons described above can. lead to core
damage. The failures of the butterfly valve and interlock demonstrate
how a large and detailed logic model can yield non-intuitive safety
significant systems interactions. The valve is a substantial piece of
hardware, perhaps heretofore considered obscure only because it is in the
interior of a support system which supports another support system. But,

'

since the breadth of the global model embraced all components from the
reactor coolant pump seals to the Hudson River, its essential role as
contributor to a major uncontrollable accident was exposed. Similarly,

'. the interlock subcomponent failure that could contribute to a major *
accident points to the value of modeling the system in depth. The
presence of the interlock in failure sets in both modes of plant
operation served to guide the analyst into the workings of the device.;

!

!
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2.4.4.5. Front-Line with Support Systems and Location:
Tase III

The only location singleton, which propagates through the model, is
LOCDP, which is the 15' elevation of the Control Room. This location
provides a vulnerability to Buses 2, 3, 5, and 6, which would
simultaneously yield a failure in the Charging Pumps (leading to the seal
LOCA) and the Safety Injection Pumps (resulting in failure to inject).

Rows 220, 221, and 222 are location nodes describing fire, flood, and
steam vulnerabilities to the Safety Injection Pump Room which cculd lead

- to loss of Safety Injection. These nodes are doubletons with all of thenodes responsible for a seal LOCA.

The next location doubleton involves the loss of offsite power due to
LOCAP and LOCCP with Service Water failures which result in the loss ofonsite power.

The last two location doubletons involves LOCRP and LOCSP which are
responsible for the failure of the power panels (and distribution
panels). Losing the power panels will result in the loss of the three
SIPS (they won't start) and the distribution panels which will cause 2 of
the charging pumps to fail to start. The third charging plasp is alreadyrunning so it will continue to run. Therefore, this node is a doubleton
with all nodes propagating failure to the third charging pump in order to
cause the seal LOCA.

2.4.4.6 Front-line,. Support, location Vulnerability and
operator Action: Case IV

There is no change in the singletons from Case 3 to Case 4.

As in previous System Combinations, the doubleton matrix is reduced in
Case 4. The major sections which provide the reductions are in the
support systems. The starting circuity for the charging pumps is no
longer a singleton to a seel LOCA because an operator can attempt to
restart the pumps.

Another set of doubletons which are removed from the matrix are the
Safety Injection Actuation doubletons because an operator can start all
necessary equipment manually.

The set of doubletons in the Electrical System which exist because of
failures propagating to both the Unit Auxiliary Transfomer and the
Station Auxiliary Transfomer are removed because the operator can startthe gas turbines.

.
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ENCLOSURE 4
|
,

SYSTEM COMBINATION 4 I

l
RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

,

i

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

111112222334444444445
1112223334444a99002331222592333355555

247893s904901501259262see990121790123123s9

2 . * . . ~ - . . - . . . . - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . * * * . . . . . . . * * * . .
. ..*..............*....,...................
7 *-....-....-..............*** *.....***..
s .*.........-...............***.*......**..
9 . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . * . * . . . . . * * * . .
13 .......-...................*.........***..
Is.*........................ *** *.....***..
19 .*.........................**..*.....***..
20 -----.-..................***.*.--..***..
24 ...-.-........... .........***.......***..
29 . -...---..................***... ... .*..
30 .*-.......................................
31 .*.........................***.*..........
as...... ......................* ......*.*..
40 .*..--..-...................... .....*....
41 .*.-................................-..........-.-.....................*
42 ............-
46 ..............-............***.......*..
as...........................*** *........-...
sr . -..-..............--.....***.......*....
n .....-.....................***...........-
102 .*.........................***.*.....**...
10e ....--...-..-...-...-..------- ....-.....-
12s.......-.-.--..----..--------- ...........

-

13e...........-...............***............
13, ..........................-...............
21, .............................-.............
220 * ********************- *----- ----.------

n1 *.********************- *----- -----------

n2 *.********************- *----- -----------
ul ..................-.......................
n1 *.********************- *----- ----- -- --
429 ..........................................
430 .-.................-......................
431 ..-...............................-.-.....
432 ....-.....................................
433 .-...........-............................
451 *.********************- *----- -----------

4s2 *.********************- *----- -----------
4s3 *.********************- *----- -----------

ess ...........--.............................

.

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 7/19/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC4CRAYC3.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC4CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SCd622MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC4622MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC4CRAYSI.C3
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RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION *

CASE I (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC4 CASE I DOUBLETON MATRIX

|

|

2 RCSLOCA 46 PPI34J |

4 MPI-5LOCAD 46 VGA241DJ I

7 BRGPLR31J 46 PPR34J
8 BRGMU31J 46 ORFCF[115J
8 90C31AZ 99 JPP!32J
9 BREML31J 92 JPP133J
9 90C318Z 96 JPP!34J

13 PATH 5W131J 102 JPPCHN
13 JPPP312J 102 JPPCH2J

- 13 VC251M 100 PPIP31J
13 VC251JJ 108 VGL232J
13 JPPP311J 208 VC8101J

:
13 VC251EJ 108 JPPCP331J ;
13 VGL250M 108 JPPCP231J
13 PPI31J 108 JPP1J
13 VGA241M 108 PUNPCRG21J
13 PPR31J 108 JPPCP131J
13 ORFCFE144J 108 V8UT278J
18 BRGPLR32J 108 OTSC1J
19 BRGMU32J 108 51GLOPT31J
19 90C32AZ 108 CPDC31AZ
20 BRGML32J 108 CPOC318Z
20 BOC328Z 108 JCP31L
24 PATM5M132J 108 J833AL
24 JPPP322J 108 VGL833AL
24 VC251N 108 VGL757AL
24 YC251EJ 128 JPPCN!31J
24 JPPP321J 138 AUTOCTZ
24 VC251FJ 139 51dRLR31J
24 VGL250M 219 51P31Z
24 PPI32J 219 DRFCR31A
24 VGA2418J 219 VGA848AA
24 PPR32J A 220 LFSIPO
24 ORFCFE14M 8 221 LW51PD
29 BAGPLR3M * 222 LSSIPO
3D BREMU3M 361 J981A *

30 BOC33AZ 361 J858AA
31 BRGML3M 361 J1837A
31 80C3382 361 J116A
35 PATMSWI3M 361 J853AA
35 JPPP332J 361 J852AA
35 VC251CJ 361 J853CA
35 YC251LJ 361 ORFC853A
35 JPPP331J 397 3RC8528J852AA
35 VC251GJ 429 PP!850AA
35 VGL250CJ 430 M0V1902AA
35 PP!3M 431 MOV1901AA
35 ,VGA241CJ 432 VC845AA
35 PPR3M 433 J51P31A
35 ORFCFE116J 451 J1810D
40 BRGPLR34J

_

452 J290AD
41 BRGNU34J 452 J2000
41 80C34AZ 452 PP18460
42 BRER34J 452 MTRC846ZD
42 SOC 3482 452 VGA8460
46 PATH 5WI34J 452 HTAC846YD*
46 JPPP342J 452 PPR8460
46 VC251DJ 452 RWST10
46 VC25110
46 JPPP341J 458 J1819AD
46 VC251HJ
46 VGL2500J

* INDICATES LOCATION
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ENCLOSURE 4

SYSTEM COMBINATION 4 i

l

RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION
.

COMBINED CASE II & CASE III RESULTS |

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE III FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

SINGLETONS

3 RCS
1481 LOCDP LOCATION (CASE III)

,

FILE IDENTIFICATTION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3.

DATE: 7/19/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC4CRAYC3.P05
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC4CRAY0T.TRP,

VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC4622MYB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC4522MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC4CRAYSI.C3

,
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RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC4 CASE II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 RCSLOCA
4 HPI-SLOCAD
7 BRGPLR31J
8 BRGMU31J

-

8 BOC31AZ
8 VGL775AL
8 JA46L
8 ORFC772ABL MATRIX TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE

'^
O AL SEE VOLUME I-B - ENCLOSURES

9 BRGML31J
9 BOC31BZ
9 VGL776AL4

9 ORFC612AL
9 FI612L
9 ORFC612BL
9 JA22L
9 ORFC773ABL
9 VGA773AL
9 ORFC773AAL

13 PATHSWI31J
13 JPPP312J
13 VC251AJ
13 VC251JJ
13 JPPP311J
13 VC251EJ
13 VGL250AJ
13 PPI31J
13 VGA241AJ-
13 PPR31J
13' ORFCFE144J
18 BRGPLR32J.

19 BRGMU32J
19 BOC32AZ
19 VGL775BL
19 JA51L
19 ORFC772 BBL
19 VGA772BL
19 ORFC772BAL
20 BRGML32J

1

20 BOC328Z '

20 VGL776BL
20 ORFC615AL
20 FI615L
20 ORFC615BL
20 JA34L

*

20 ORFC773 BBL
20 VGA773BL
20 ORFC773BAL
24 PATHSWI32J
24 JPPP322J
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.,

,s

'
24 VC251BJ
24 VC251KJ >

24 JPPP321J' '

24 VC251FJ |
24 VGL250EJ |

24 PPI32J
24 VGA241BJ

.

24 PPR32J~ '

24 ORFCFE143J
29 BRGPLR33J s.

30 BRGMU33J
'

s

30 BOC33AZ
30 VGL775CL -

30 JA54L
30 ORFC772CBL
30 VGA772CL
30 ORFC772 CAL
31 BRGML33J
31 BOC338Z
31 VGL776CL
31 ORFC618AL
.31 FI618L
31 ORFC6188L
31 JA35L

4

31 ORFC773CBL
31 VGA773CL
31 ORFC773 CAL
35 PATHSWI33J
35 JPPP332J
35 VC251CJ
35 VC251LJ
35 JPPP331J
35 VC251GJ
35 VGL250CJ-

-35 PPI33J
{35 VGA241CJ

35 PPR33J
35 ORFCFE116J
40 BRGPLR34J
41 BRGMU34J |
41 BOC34AZ '

s'

41 VGL775DL '
,

| 41 JA47L
41 ORFC772 DBL
41 VGA7720L

'41 ORFC772DAL (

42 BRGML34J
42- B0C34BZ
42 VGL776DL
42 ORFC621AL
42 FI621L
42 ORFC621BL
42 JA36L
42 ORFC773 DBL
42 VGA773DL
42 ORFC773DAL
46 PATHSWI34J
46 JPPP342J -182-
46 VC251DJ
.m -

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -



.
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46 JPPP341J
46 VC251HJ

- 46 VGL250DJ
46 PP134J4

46 VGA241DJ
46 PPR34J

'
46 '0RFCFE115J
84 PWRPNL31P
89 JPPI32J,

92 JPPI33J
96 JPPI34J

102 JPPCH3J
102 .JPPCH2J
108 PPIP31J
108 VGL232J'

108 - VC8101J
108 JPPCP331J
108 JPPCP231J
108 JPP1J
108 PUMPCRG31J
108 JPPCP131J
108 VBUT278J
108 OTSC1J

| 108 SIGLOPT31J
108 CPOC31AZ
108 CPOC31BZ
108 JCP31L

- 108 J833AL
108 VGL833AL
108 VGL757AL
128 JPPCHI31J
138 AUTOCTI
139 SWRLR31J ,

219 SIP 31Z
219 CON 182252/SI11
219 BS14 SIP 310P
219 SENOTSSIP310P
219 SWMOA11 SIP 31P-

219 ORFCR31A
219 VGA848AA
220 LFSIPD

| 221 LWSIPD
222 LSSIPD'

361 J981A
361 J858AA-

361 J1837A
361 J116A
361 J853AA
361 J852AAi

361 J853CA
361 ORFC853A
397 BRC852BJ852AA
429 PPI850AA
430 M0V1902AA
431 MOV1901AA.

432 VC849AA
433 JSIP31A
434 ' CON 3752/SI1I -183-
434 R
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,

435 CON 2 SIP 310P
451 J18100
452 J290AD
452 J2000
452 PPI846D
452 HTRC846ZD
452 VGA846D
452 HTRC846YD
452 PPR846D
452 RWST1D

453 TTRWSTH200
458 J1819AD
569 JA14AL
569 JA14L
569 J830AL
569 JTIC627L
569 J627AL

: 570 PPR627AL
t. 570 J7490L

570 J750AAL
570 VGL7490L
570 FIC634AL
570 JA58L
570 VC750AL,

571 J830BL
571 J6273AL
571 J627 BBL
571 J627BCL

'572 VGA760AL
573 J1805L
574 PPR1805L
576 J760AL
577 BRC760AJ760BL
E84 BRC760CJ760BL
587 VGA760CL
589 J760CL
591 PPR627BCL
591 J787L
593 JA57L
594 ORFC760CL
595 CCWP33L
599 JA55L
600 ORFC760AL
601 CCWP31L
602 ORFCCCW33L
603 VC761CL
604 JA3L ~

605 VGA762CL
607 J7638L
607 VGA7598L
607 JA8L _

607 CCHXRS32Z
|

607 VGA765BL |
607 J764BL 1

609 J762CL
610 BRC762CJ762BL
619 BRC762A1762BL
620 ORFCCCW31L -184-

L % 51 n?XWR ,
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623 VGA762AL
624 J763AL
624 VGA759AL
624 JA7L
624 CCHX9531Z
624 JA10L

,

624 VGA765AL
E24 J764AL
624 PPI765AL
626 J762AL
631 JA502L
631 J0178L
631 J601BL
631 J602BL
631 J602CL.

634 J765BL
638 J017AL
638 J602AL
638 J601AL
638 J601CL
638 J601DL
639 J765AL
641 J601EL
641 J749AL-
641 VGL749AL
641 PMP54L
641 J54AL
642 J602DL
643 J756CL
644 FPP.602DL
644 JGFFDBL
644 J602EL
644 J769L
644 NOV769L -

644 MOV797L
644 VC770L
644 JA33L
644 J734AL
644 JA33AL
645 BWCL54AZ '

646 J750ADL
647 J54BL
648 BWCL54BZ
649 J54CL

7

650 SIPC312
651 J54DL
652 OCLSIP312
653 J750ACL
654 J750ABL
680 JA501AL
680 JA501L r

681 PPRA501AL
681 JGFFDAL
681 JA501BL
681 JA501CL
682 JA501DL
682 MOV786L
682 MOV784L
682 J782L -185-

b TNF2 JT @ t __ __ __ _ _ - --
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!
i

'1
682 J734BL 802 J1328K682 JA21L 819 CHNLDSK682 JA21AL 819 CHNLDS3K

i

*

i- 685 VGL734AL 819 J95AK i686 PPRA21AL 819 J95BK
|686 ~J780CL 821 J95CK '

687 VGA780DL 821 JSSDK687.
687

. J622L 827 J95FK
i

J775DL 827 J1096AK688 PPR700CL 830 J1096BK688 VGA780CL- 845 J1093DK688' J619L 845 VB30K688 J775CL 845 J1095K
689 JA21BL 846 J1094K
690 VGA780BL- 860 COL-RW-2K690 J616L 860 -TTCOLIK690 J775BL 861 SW123456P
691 PPRA21BL 1084 PNLDIS31P
691 VGA780AL 1084 BKRDPNL31P
691 J613L 1103 LG20F2SIA2AH
691 J775AL' 1109 L310F2SIA2AH
692 PPRA33AL 1110 RSIIH
692 J771CL 1111 RSI11XZ
693 VGA771DL 1127 BKRSSSP
693 J772DL 1127 XFMRSSSP
694 J773DL 1127 BKRSAP
695 PPR771CL 1127 R86SS5P
695 VGA771CL 1127 OIBUS5AP
695 J772CL 1129 BUSSP
696 J773CL 1130 STAUXXFMRP'
697 J771AL 1172 SOURCE 1P
698 VGA771BL 1251 BUS 5AP
698 J772BL 1288 UVBUSSAP
699 J773BL 1300 ITLBKR2AT5AP
700 PPR771AL 1319 TTRCVR31P ,

700 VGA771AL 1479 LOCAP
700 J772AL 1480 LOCCP
701 J773AL 1484 LOCRP
703 J756AL 1485 LOCSP
703 VGA756AL 1487 BKRSSS/P
703 J701AL 1489 XFMRSS5/P
703 J757AL 1490 BKRSA/P
771 J1190K 1492 BUS 5A/P
771 J98AK 1674 PWRFNL31/P'
771 J1093BK 1679 BKRDPNL31/P771 J1093AK 1680 PNLDIS31/Pi- 772 VC98K 1730 CON 913SI11XI
772 HTRC409K 1734 RL27-5AXII
772 J4K 1734 CON 3527-5AXII
772 J106BK 1735 RL27-5AX4I
772 J409K 1735 CON 3527-5AX4I772 J1221K 1736 RL27-5AX2I
772 HTRC98K 1737 RL27-5AX3I

t 772 VB98K
| 786 RIVHUDSONK
| 787 STRCTRINTKK

793 SWPWELL1K
795 TRASH 1K
797 J131X -186-
801 dlR3TJ , _ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - '



ENCLOSURE 4

SYSTEM COMBINATION 4

RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED,

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY COMMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSION

SINGLETONS

3 RCS
578 BRC760CJ760AL
611 BRC762CJ762AL
635 BRC765BJ765AL

1481 LOCDP
1729 TESTELECP

.

FILE IDENTIFICATION -

REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 7/20/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRI:SC4CRAYC4.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4CRAY0T.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4622MYB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4622MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE RAME IS: DR1:SC4CRAYSI.C4

|
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RCP SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA * IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

DOUBLETONS

.
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RCP ~ SEALS INDUCED S2 LOCA WITH HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC4 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

,

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 7/20/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRI:SC4CRAYC4.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4CRAY0T.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4622MYB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SC4622MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SC4CRAYSI.C4

1

;

1

1
-189-
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2 RCSLOCA
4 HPI-SLOCAD
7 BRGPLR31J
8 BRGMU31J
8 BOC31AZ
8 VGL775AL
8 OPW775AL
8 JA46L
8 ORFC772ABL
8 VGA772AL
8 OPW772AL
8 ORFC772AAL
9 BRGML31J
9 BOC31BZ
9 VGL776AL
9 OPW776AL
9 ORFC612AL
9 FI612L
9 ORFC612BL
9 JA22L
9 ORFC773ABL
9 VGA773AL
9 OPW773AL
9 ORFC773AAL

13 PATHSWI31J
13 JPPP312J
13 VC251AJ
13. VC251JJ
13 JPPP311J
13 VC251EJ
13 VGL250AJ
13 P9131J
13 VGA241AJ
13 PPR31J'
13 ORFCFE144J
13 OPW250AJ
13 OP'.(241AJ
18 BR3PLR32J
19 BRGMU32J
19 BCJ32AZ

'

19 VGL775BL
19 OPW775BL
19 JA51L
15 ORFC772 BBL
19 VGA772BL
19 OPW772BL
19 ORFC772BAL
20 BRGML32J |
20 BOC32BZ ;

20 VGL776BL
20 OPW776BL -

20 ORFC615AL
20 FI615L
20 ORFC615BL
20 JA34L
20 ORFC773 BBL
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20 VGA773BL
20 OPW773BL
20 ORFC773BAL
24 PATHSWI32J
24 JPPP322J
24 VC251BJ
24 VC251XJ
24 JPPP321J
24 VC251FJ
24 VGL250BJ
:4 PPI32J2
24 VGA241BJ
24 PPR32J
24 ORFCFE143J

'

24 OPW250BJ
24 0FW241BJ
29 BRGPLR33J
30 BRGMU33J
30 BOC33AZ,

30 VGL775CL
30 .0PW775CL
30 JA54L
30 ORFC772CBL
30 VGA772CL
30 OPW772CL
30 ORFC772 CAL
31 BRGML33J

'

31 BOC338Z
31 VGL776CL
31 OPW776CL
31 ORFC618AL
31 FI618L
31 ORFC6188L

i 31 JA35L
31 ORFC773CBL
31 VGA773CL
31 OPW773CL
31 ORFC773 CAL
35 PATHSWI33J
35 JPPP332J
35 VC251CJ
35 VC251LJ-
35 JPPP331J
35 VC251GJ
35 VGL250CJ

!.- 35 PPI33J
35- VGA241CJ
35 PPR33J
35 ORFCFE116J
35 OPW250CJ
35 OPW241CJ
40 BRGPLR34J
41 BRGMU34J
41- BOC34AZ '
41 VGL775DL
41 OPW775DL
41 JA47L
41 ORFC772 DBL -191-
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I

I i
l 41 VGA772DL I
| 41 OPW772DL

||~ 41 ORFC772DAL !

42 BRGML34J |

| 42 BOC348Z
|| 42 VGL776DL

42 OPW776DL
42 ORFC621AL !
42 FI621L

i
42 ORFC621BL
42 JA36L

|42 ORFC7730BL
42 VGA773DL
42' OPW773DL'
42 ORFC7730AL
46 PATHSWI34J~ '

'

46 JPPP342J
46 VC251DJ
46 VC251MJ
46 JPPP341J
46 VC251HJ
46 VGL250DJ
46 PPI34J
46 VGA241DJi

46 PPR34J
46 ORFCFE115J
46 OPW250DJ
46 OPW241DJ
84 PWRPNL31P
89 JPPI32J
92 JPPI33J
96 JPPI34J

102 JPPCH3J
102 JPPCH2J -

138 AUTOCTZ
i

219 SIP 31Z I
219 CON 182252/SI1I
219 BS14 SIP 310P
219 OPWSIP31A
219 SEN0TSSIP310P
219 SWMQA11 SIP 31P
219 ORFCR31A

|
219 VGA848AA

| 219 OPW848AA
220 LFSIPD
221 LWSIPD

j

222 LSSIPD
f 361 J981A
) 361 J858AA
'

361 J1837A
.

361 J116A
'

361 J853AA
361 J852AA
361 J853CA
361 ORFC853A
397 BRC852BJ852AA
429 PPI850AA
430 OPW1902AA
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430 MOV1902AA
431 MOV1901AA
431 OPW1901AA
432 VC849AA
433 JSIP31A
451 J18100 I

452 J290AD
452 J2000 '

452 PPIB46D
452 HTRC8462D
452 OPW846D
452 VGA846D
452 HTRC846YD
452' PPR846D
452 RWST1D
453 TTRWSTH200
458 J1819AD
569 JA14AL
569 JA14L
569 J830AL
569 JTIC627L
569 J627AL
570 PPR627AL
570 J7490L
570 J750AAL
570 VGL749DL
570 OPW7490L
570 FIC634AL
570 JA58L
570 VC750AL
571 J830BL
571 J627BAL
571 J627 BBL
571 J627BCL
572 VGA760AL
572- OPW760AL
573 J1805L
574 PPR1805L
576 J760AL
577 BRC760AJ760BL
584 BRC760CJ760BL
587 OPW760CL
587 VGA760CL
589 J760CL
591 PPR627BCL
591 J787L
593 JA57L
594 ORFC760CL
595 CCWP33L
599 JA55L
600 ORFC760AL
601 CCWP31L |

602 ~0RFCCCW33L
i603 VC761CL

604 JA3L
605 VGA762CL
605 OPW762CL
607 J763BL

-193-
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607. VGA7598L
607 OPW7598L
607 JA8L
607 CCHXRS322
607 VGA765BL
607 OPW765BL
607 J764BL
609 J762CL
610 BRC762CJ762BL
619 BRC762AJ762BL
620 ORFCCCW31L
621 VC761AL
622 JAIL
623 VGA762AL
623 OPW762AL
624 J763AL
624 VGA759AL
624 OPW759AL
624 JA7L-
624 CCHXRS31Z
624 JA10L
624 VGA765AL
624 OPW765AL
624 J764AL
624 PPI765AL
626 J762AL
631 JA502L
631 J017BL
631 J601BL
631 J602BL
631 J602CL '

634 J765BL
638 J017AL
638 J602AL
638 J601AL
638 JC01CL
638 J601DL
639 J765AL
641 J601EL
641 J749AL
641 VGL749AL
641 OPW749AL
641 PMP54L
641 J54AL
642 J602DL
643 J756CL '

644 PPR602DL
644 JGFFDBL
644 J602EL
644 J769L
644 MOV769L
644 OPW769L
644 MOY797L
644 OPW797L
644 VC770L
644 JA33L
644 J734AL
644 JA33AL _194



.

645 BWCL54AZ 695 J772CL
646 J750ADL 696 J773CL
647 J54BL 697 J771AL
648 BWCL54BZ 698 VGA771BL
649 ~J54CL 698 OPW771BL
650 SIPC312 698 J772BL
651 J54DL 699 J773BL
652 OCLSIP312 700 PPR771AL
653 J750ACL 700 VGA771AL
654 J750ABL 700 OPW771AL
680 JA501AL 700 J772AL
680 JA501L- 701 J773AL
681 PPRA501AL 703 J756AL
681 JGFFDAL 703 VGA756AL
681 JA501BL 703 OPW756AL
681 JA501CL 703 J701AL
682 JA501DL 703 J757AL
682 M0Y786L 786 RIVHUDSONK
682 OPW786L 819 CHNLDSK
682 MOV784L 819 CHNLDS3K
682 OPW784L 819 J95AK
682 J782L 819 J95BK
682 JA20L 821 J95CK
682 J734BL 821 J95DK
682 JA21L 827 J95FK
682 JA21AL 827 J1096AK
685 VGL734AL 1172 SOURCE 1P
685 OPW734AL 1251 BUS 5AP
686 PPRA21AL 1288 UVBUS5AP
686 J780CL 1480 LOCCP
687 VGA780DL 1484 LOCRP
687 OPW780DL 1492 BUSSA/P
687 J622L 1674 PWRPNL31/P
687 J775DL 1734 RL27-5AX11
688 PPR780CL 1734 CON 3527-5AXII
688 VGA780CL 1735 RL27-5AX4I
688 OPW780CL 1735 CON 3527-5AX4I
688 J619L 1737 RL27-5AX31
688 J775CL
689 JA21BL
690 VGA780BL
690 OPW780BL
690 J616L
690 J775BL
691 PPRA21BL
691 VGA780AL
691 OPW780AL
691 J613L
691 J775AL
692 PPRA33AL
692 J771CL
693 VGA771DL
693 OPW771DL
693 J772DL,

'

694 J773DL
695 PPR771CL
695 VGA771CL
695 OP4771CL -195-
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.

2.4.5 Turbine Trip and Loss of Feedwater

2. 4. 5.1 ' Introduction

In this system combination, we searched for singleton and doubleton
failures that would result in the loss of all feedwate: given a turbine
trip had occurred (for an unknown reason). The model size was over
nir.e-thousand nodes. Figure 2-12 contains the support systems for
Feedwater. They are; Safety Injection Actuation, Feedwater Isolation and>

l Actuation, Control Oil, Electric, Instrument Air, and Service Water.

System Combinations 5 - 8 are qualitatively different fmm the other
system combinations because of the longer time frames involved and the
greater degree of operator involvement.

2.4.5.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

The nomal progress of this transient is reactor trip, turbine trip
resulting from reactor trip, main feedwater trip, and then auxiliary
feedwater actuation resulting from low-low steam generator level. This

~is followed by the operator t king control cf the AFWS and secondary
cooling.

Main Feedwater
Main feedwtaer is required during nomal operation but is tripped off
when the turbine trips. The entire main feedwater syst..a. sJ *.he main
feedwater isolation system were modeled even though they were expected to

;immediately trip. By doing this, we were able to explom possible I

interactions between main and auxiliary feedwater. We found, however,
that the main and auxiliary trains were independent.

Auxiliary Feedwater
The Aux 111ary Feedeter system success depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump, in msponse to an automatic signal
or operator action. The low-low steam generator level signal starts tSe |automatic signal. i

Secondary cooling is achieved by removing heat from the steam generator.
This is done automatically or manually by opening a relief valve
associated with a steam generator receiving auxiliary feedwater. Heat
can also be revned by safeties, steam dumps to the main condenser if the

! MSIVs are not closed, or blowdown. Only the steam reliefs and safeties
are modeled for secondary cooling since they are adequate.

Heat removal from the primary system can be provided by one steam
generator. Given these conditions, the reactor core will be cooled by
forced flow or by single or two-phase natural circulation to the steam
generator.

2. 4. 5. 3 Results for Front-Line Systems: Case I

Enclosure 5 contains the results for system combination #5. In Case I,
the front-line systems were considered in isolatior. (e.g., no support
systems failures allowed) with no operation action allowed. The results
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Figure 2-12

5YSTEM COMBINATION #5

Turbine Trip with Main and Auxiliary Feedwater

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

.(H) Safety Injection Actuation
b

'
(K) Service Water

.

<

Auxiliary Feedwater (F)

'N
\ -(N) Lube Oil-p

/
Y

Main Feedwater (G)f -- \,
4 (P) Electrical Power

i

(T) Instrument Air!
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a

3 consisted of four singletor.s associated with the condensate storage tank
(TANKCSTF), its header (HER1072X1073F), and its valves (VGA69F and
VBUT6F). The fact that no dabletons occurred is a demonstratior of the

<

robustness of the front-line tr0 ins when no support system failums are
considered (e.g., probability of a support system failure is zero).

,

2.4.5.4 R:sults for Front-Line and Support Systems: Case II

In Case II, we consider the front-line and support systems working4

together (but without operator actions) and look for singleton or
doubleton hardware failures that will fail them. The results for this
case are the same as Case I. There were only five singletons (associated

: with the condensate storage tank) and there were no dc'Jbletons (other
than those associated with test nodes which were used for quality
assurance of the computer codes and models). These msults show a,

qualitative robustness of the auxiliary feedwater system for this system
combination.

| 2.4.5.5 Results for Front-Line and Support Systems with
j Location Vulnerabilities: Case III

! In addition to the hardware failures for Cases I and III, there were four
location vulnerabilities that were identified as singletons (LOC 001, AFWt

pump room, LOC 002, piping between AFW pump room and SGS, LOC 003, Steam
Generation in Containment Building, LOC 004, area around condensate
storage tank), and one location vulnerability (LOCDP, 480 V bus area)
that recurred in the doubleton matrix. Location vulnerabilities did not'

imply initiating events or failures that cause a fire, flood, etc. They'

only indicate that should a fire, etc., occur and not be mitigated, that
the entire location could be lost with failures of multiple trains.

'

It is interesting to note that should a fire or other external event
occur in LOCDP, both AFW electric-driven pumps would be lost and the
doubleton matrix shows what failures (nodes 307-401) could eliminate the,

: AFW turbine driven pump (TURBPtMP32F, node 310).

2.4.5.6 Results for Front-Line and Support Systems with
Location Vuinerab111tles and Operator Actions:,

j case IV

In this case, we consider hardware failures, location vulnerabilities
| and operator actions. Operator actions include operators starting pumps,
I opening valves, bypassing failed components, actuating signals, and
| operators shutting valves, stopping pumps and turning off signals. The
i operator can cause failures by either failing to take a correct action
! (failure by omission) or by taking an incorract action (failure by'

commission).

! In this system combination, allowing the operator to act, allows him to
open VGA49F and bring on the city water supply. As a result, the1

'

singletons associated with the condensate storage tank now became
doubletons with failures associated with city water (H20CITYF). This

,

'

i greatly improves system reliability. We identified two wrong operator
j actions in the doubleton matrix; OPWAF2TG, operator inadvertently trips
|

! -1 98-
!
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AF2TG which fails the AFW turbine driven pump, and OPRYGA49F, operator
fails to oper VGA49F which fails the city water supply.

The probability results for Case IV show a dramatic improvemer,t over
earlier cases as a result of operator .sctions. Clearly for this system
combination, the operator will contribute significantly to improving
reliability.

!

i

j .

.

'l

|

I
l
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ENCLOSURE 5

SYSTEM COMBINATION 5

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

SINGLETONS

3 LOSSFEEDWATER
314 HDR1072X1073F
314 VGA64F
314 VBUT6F
314 TANKCSTF

-y 314 LOC 004

* INDICATES LOCATION

NO DOUBLETONS

.

.

i
FILE IDENTIFICATION

REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
j

DATE: 7/31/84 !

ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:
DRI:$CSCRAYC3.P05OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS:

220,1[SC5717MVB.DATSC5CRAYOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: CR1: ,2"O
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR.l:f2$1]SC5717MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC RAYSI.C3 *
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ENCLOSURE 5

SYSTEM COMBINATION 5

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER

COMBINED CASE II AND CASE III RESULTS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE III FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONTLINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

$1NGLETONS

3 LOSSFEEDWATER I

314 HDR1072X1073F
314 VGA64F
314 VBUT6F
314 TANKCSTF
314 LOC 004
409 LOC 001
410 LOC 002 LOCATIONS (CASE III)
411 LOC 003

DOUBLETONS

LOCATION (CASE III)

333333334481447
011333330062446,

1 24706123450194561
2 *---------------
4 *----------------

307 ----------- **- *

310 ----------- **- *

316 ----------- **- *

331 ----------- **- *'

332 ----------- **- *

333 ----------- **- *
334 ----------- **- *

335 ----------- **- *
400 ----------- **- *
401 ----------- **- *

LOCATION > 869 - * * * * * * * * * * - * * - -

(CASE III) 1124 - **********- **-
1445 ----------- **- *;

| 1446 ----------- **- *

1761 _- * * * * * * * * * * - * * -

. ,

1
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TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER
-

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SCS CASE II & III DOUBLdTON MATRIX

2 SGI 310 PPTURBX1031BFi-
4 SG2 310 LG3AF2G

307 VC31F 310 LG2AF2G
310 PUMP 32F 310 LGIAF2G t

310 TURBPUMP32F 310 LGB3AF2G |
310' PCV1139F 310 LGB2AF2G '

: 310 50V20-1AF 310 LGBIAF2G
310 PPPUMPX1031F 310 LGNOTAF2G
310 VGL121F 310 SWMAF2TG1 '

310 VC122F 316 VGA30F
310 VGA125F 316 VC29F
310 PP1080G 331 SW1-1T/ABFP2F
310 HDR123X124F 332 SOV20-2AF
310 PP1030F 333 SWL33-3F
310 VTRIPTURBSTMF 334 SW1-2T/ABFP2F^

310 TRIPOVERSPEEDF 335 SOV20-3AF
310 HCV1118F 400 HDR1014F
310 VGA54F 400 HDR1005X1014F
310- PCV1310BF 401 HC1118F

: 310 PCV1310AF 4e 869 LOCDP
310 MAINSTEAMF 1124 TESTELECP
310 VGL124AF 1445 J12/6BT

'

310 VGL124F 1446 J405T
310 PPTURBX1031AF 1761 SCENE 4

,
.

* INDICATES LOCATION

-

4

FILE IDENTIFICATION t

REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 3
,

DATE: -7/31/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC5CRAYC3.POS

1 OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1: ;2 ,;SCSCRAYOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DRI:.2

E.SC5717MVB.DATRENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1: 1]SC5717MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC RAYSI.C3

*
,

I

t
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ENCLOSURE 5

SYSTEM COMBINATION 5

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSION

SINGLETONS

3 LOSSFEEDWATER
9e 409 LOC 001
*t 410 LOC 002
* 411 LOCC03

* INDICATES LOCATION

DOUBLETONS
CASE IVB FAILURE

3f333481711 (OPERATOR ERROR)
-

011110628
24703470940

'
2 *---------
4 *----------

307 ------- **-
. CASE IVB FAILURE

(OPERATOR ERROR) >313
310 ------- **-

---- *-----
314 --- * *-- *

317 ---- *-----
400 ------- **-
869 - **-- *---
1124 - **-- *---

.

4
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TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER

CASE IVA AND IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC5 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

|
4 ,

'

; 2 SG1 310 PPTURBX1031BF
4 SG2 310 LG3AF2G,

307 VC31F 310 LG2AF2G'

310 PUMP 32F 310 LGIAF2G
310 TURBPUMP32F 310 LGB3AF2G
310 PCV1139F 310 LGB2AF2G
310 SOV20-1AF 310 LG81AF2G
310 PPPUMPX1031F 310 LGNOTAF2G

.

310 VGL121F 310 SWMAF2TG
310 VC122F 310 OPWAF2TG
310 VGA125F 313 HDR1076X1075F
310 PP1080G 314 HDR1072X1073F
310 HDR123X124F 314 VGA64F
310 PP1030F 314 VBUT6F
310 VTRIPTURBSTMF 314 TANCSTF
310 TRIPOVERSPEEDF w314 LOC 004
310 HCV1118F 317 VGA49F'
310 VGA54F 317 H20CITYF
310 PCV131CSF 317 OPRVGA49F
310 PCV1310AF 400 HDR1014F
310 MAINSTEAMF 400 HDR1005X1014F
310 VGL124AF = 869 LOCDP
310 VGL124F 1124 TESTELECP
310 PPTURBX1031AF 1780 TRIPMASTER

* INDICATES LOCATION.

.

E

,

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 3
DATE: 7/31/84

'
1

'

ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC5CRAYC4.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SCSCRAY0T.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC5717MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC5717MRT.DAT

! SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SCSCRAYSI.C4

I
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2.4.6 Loss of Offsite Power and Loss of Feedwater
: 2. 4. 6.1 Introduction
,

In this system combination we have searched for singleton and doubleton
failures that would cause loss of all feedwater given c Loss of Offsite'

Power (for an unknown reason). Figure 2-13 illustrates this case. The
support systems are: Safety Injection Actuation, Feedwater Isolation and
Actuation, Control Oil, Electric, Instrument Air, and Service Water.

2.4.6.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

The failure (or success) criteria for the individual systems is given
tbelow: (See Section 2.2 for general system description and Appendix B
|

i
'

for the associated PAIDs and digraphs.)

Main Feedwater |

4
The nonnal progress of these transients is reactor trip, turbine trip
resulting from reactor trip, main feedwater isolation and auxiliary
feedwater actuation resulting from low-low steam generator level. This
is followed by the operator taking control of the AFWS and secondarycooling.,

Auxiliary Feedwater
The Auxiliary Feedwater system success depends on the start of one
motor-drive.n or turbine-driven pump, in response to an automatic signal
or operator action. The low-low steam generator level signal starts the

j automatic signal.

Secondary cooling is achieved by removing heat from the steam generator.
This is done by automatically or manually opening a relief valve,

j associated with a steam generator receiving auxiliary feedwater. Heat
can also be removed by safeties, steam dumps to the main condenser if the

4

; MSIVs are not closed, or blowdown. Only the steam reliefs and safeties -

are modeled for secondary cooling since they are adequate.,

Safety Injection Actuation System
It is assumed that whatever gave rf se to the need for the feedwater
systems also created the need for a safety injection signal. This system

! succeeds by sending actuation signals to many components such as pumpsi and valves which must change state to succeed.

Instrtsnent Air System
The instrument atr system succeeds by providing pressurized gas to airi

; operated valves that must change state.
,

{ Service Water System
The service water system succeeds by cooling the instrument air,

i compressors and the diesel generators.
i

Electric Power System
! The electric power system succeeds by supplying the necessary high and'

low voltage ac and de power needed by various components throughout the
{ global system. For this system combination, the EPS is called upon to

-205-
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Figure 2-13

SYSTEM COMBINATION #6
Loss of Offsite Power with Main and Auxiliary Feedwater.

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:4

,

(H) Safety Injection Actuation
A

(K) Service Water

i

!

Auxiliary Feedwater (F)\
'

--(N) Lube Oil,

\ /
Main Feedwater (G) \

N'(P) Electrical Powerr

)
(T) Instrument Air

,

|
1
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' generate power from its diesel generators and, in some cases, its gas
turbine generator.

i 2.4.6.3 Results for the Front-Line System Acting Alone:
case I

.

The four hardware singleton failures for this case are associated with
the nomal source of feedwater, the condensate storage tank. These four
items are: HDR1072X1073F, a piping header to. all three AFW pumps;
VGAS4F, a nomally open gate valve; VBUT6F, a nomally open butterfly
valve; and TAECSTF, the condensate storage tank.

2. 4. 6. 4 Results for the Front-Line and Support Systems Acting
Together: Case II

Once the support systems are considered with the front-line system,
failures in the Service Water System (SWS), Electrical Power System
(EPS), and Instraent Air System (IAS) can cause a system combination
failure. No new singleton failures occur but many new doubletons arise
that cause the failure of all three aux feed pumps. As shown in
Enclosure 6, the support system doubletons are pairings of the following

i two groups of singletons: (A) those that cause both motor driven aux
; feed pups to faf1, and (B) those that cause the steam driven aux feed

pump to fail.
,

The items in groups A and B are components whose failures result in the
j cutting of the power supplies to the respective pumps. For instance, the
; two motor driven pups depend exclusively on two of the three diesel
; generators for their power. This arises from the constraints that no
! offsite power is available and that no operator action is allowed to

bring on the gas turbines.

Group A contains items wh!ch cause at least two diesels to fail to
generate power. Another group A failure keeps power generated by the
diesels from reaching the pumps.

The steam driven pump, on the other hand, can fail from group' B. ' There
are valves on the path from MAINSTEAMF to the pump that require
instrument air to remain open.

Group A: Singletons to Both Motor Driven Aux Feed Pumps
With no offsite power available and no operator intervention for this,

! case, the plant receives its ac power from the three diesel generators.
Thus, any hardware which could cause them to fail would also cause both

i motor driven aux feed pumps to fail. All of the hardware failures in
group A arise from the dependence of the diesels on the SWS for cooling.
As described in Section 2.2.12, the SWS draws cooling water from the
Hudson River (RIVHUDSOE) and circulates it through various support

,

system heat exchangers to effect heat removal. Under nomal plant
operation, there is no flow through the diesel generator exchangers. Air
operated valves on the downstream side of them are energized closed and
open automatically upon receipt of high diesel temperature or safety
injection signal. Service water pups can then move water through the:

cooling circuit, provided the rest of the circuit is open and the right
set of pumps turns on. Without cooling flow, the diesels would fafi ini

f
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i

;

.

about 10 minutes, based on a rough estimate done for EBASCO by the diesel
manufacturer, Alco. ~

4 ,

,

Group A is comprised of' piping junctions and other passive hardware and
structures which, if they were to be blocked, would keep the diesel
cooling circuit from being completed. There are also two butterfly

) valves (VB98K and VB30K) which an nomally open but would cause a total ;

| blockage of cooling flow if they were inadvertently closed. These valves '

are in line with service water pumps 31-33 which are assumed to have been,

| selected as " Essential". (See Section 2.3.9). If pumps 34-36 had been
selected, there are other corresponding valves.)

iAlso in group A are items associated with assuring that the right set of
SW pumps turns on in the event that diesel cooling is needed. A checkoff )
list (COL-RW-2K) and a mode select switch (SW123455P) are implemented to
anable pumps 31-33 to turn on instead of pumps 34-36. Should a mistake-

; be made in the checkoff list or if the switch is misaligned, the nteded
pumps would be shut off and the pumps which are not in line with the
diesels wr.uld be turned on. A special node with no physical meaning,
TTCOL1K, flags the fact that there is a lapse of time between the
implementation of the checkoff list and the time of the accident. A

; third valve, VC98K, is a check valve just upstream of VB98K. Should it
stick shut, it would prevent cooling to the diesels. These failure modes'

are detailed further in Section 2.3.9.:

!
4 An additional group A failure, ITLBKR3AT6AP, is an electrical interlock

in the EPS. A failure in this component could keep power generated by
! the diesels from reaching ~the motor driven aux feed pumps. One feed pump

is powered by BUS 6A and the other by BUS 3A. The interlock connects to
both of these buses and a short in the interlock mechanism could cause;

! both buses to fail. This failure is discussed in more detail in Section
'3.2.

f Group B: Singletons to the Steam Driven Aux Feed Pump !
The support system contributton to the failure of the steam driven aux

j feed pump arises from the need of two isolation valves in series to be
; open to pemit steam to flow from MAINSTEAW to the pump turbine. The
; air operated valves (PCV1310AF, PCV1310BF) nonna11y are open but require '

: instrument air to stay open. The pressurized air supply to the valves i

j can come from either the instrument air compressors or from any of three
! standy bottles of pressurized nitrogen gas. The first supply could be

unavailable, due to many of the group A failures. Those failures cause
the loss of all three diesel generators, resulting in the failure of the,

motor driven feed pumps and the instrument air compressors. Failures of ;

any but the following three items in group A result in the total loss of,

a diesel generated pour: electrical interlock ITLBKR3AT6AP and piping
d junctions J1096BK and J1094K. Each of the three items cause diesel
; generators 31 and 32 to be ineffective, disabling both electric aux feed
j pumps. This leaves diesel generator 33 to supply power to the IAS to
i enable the redundant supply to the nitrogen bottles.
!
i Also captured.in the acdel is the dependence of the IAS on the SWS for
l air compressor cooling. Many of the items in group A act to cause loss
f of the IAS not only due to diesel overheating, but also due to compressor
i overheating. Two of the three valves, VC98K and VB98K, that can cause
~
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loss of diesel function are also on a conunon cooling path to the IAS and
can thus render it inoperative. The time delay associated with heating
up the IAS cooling system is unknown but estimated by operators to be

; short tem (on the order of 10 minutes. See Section 2.1.10). Upon
i failure of the compressors, any pressure that may have been stored in the
; IAS would rapidly decay. Thus, given almost any group A failure, the

ONLY way for the one remaining aux feed pump to succeed is for the backup
bottes of nitrogen to supply the needed pressure. The bottles do not -
require any support system to supply the pressure. An independent
regulating . valve on the path from each bottle opens to align the bottle
with the IAS when the IAS pressure has dropped below 100 psi. Thus, the
failures which can keep the gas from reaching the steam valve are all,

three regulating valves sticking shut or either of the two piping
i junctions in the IAS, J1276BT and J405T, being blocked or broken.

J1276BT is the commen junction of all three paths from the bottles and
.

4 J405T is the junction of the nitrogen bottle and instraent air
compressor supplies of pressure.

| 2.4.6.5 Results for the Front-line and Support Systems Acting
Together with comunon Location Yulnerabilities;

When common location infomation is considered, four singletons and
t nisserous doubletons are added to the list of failure sets.

The four singletons are LOC 001, 2, 3, 4. LOC 001 is the location shared
by all four steam generators. Failure of hardware in this location would

' obviously result in system failure. LOC 002 is the space between con-
tainment and the AFW pump room. In this location is the piping and check
valves for all four feedwater connections to the four steam generators.

;
~ LOC 003 is the AFW pump room which, with all three pumps and required

pipes and valving, would also obviously cause system failure should its
; contents fail to operate. The last singleton location is LOC 004, the

location of the condensate storage tank, whose failure to supply
feedwater due to a location coupled initiator would cause system failure.

i
j The doubletons added by inclusion of location data are all based on the

effects of the failure of hardware in LOCDP, the EPS 480 V switchgear |,

! area. In this shared location are the buses which supply power to the |

| motor operated feedwater pumps and the instrissent air compressors. How |
! failure of this hardware impacts the aux feedwater system was discussed
| above.

There were no damaging initiators found in the locations included in the
model. Presence of a location in a failure set doesn't imply that all of
its hardware had to fall for the " location failure" to be made manifest.,

It reveals that combinations of hardware failures exist in that location i
which can contribute to system failure the same as does the single ;

;

location node. The combinations can be extracted should the nature of,

! the impact of the common location be of interest.

2.4.6.6 Results for the Front-Line and Support System with
| conunon Location Yulnerabilities and Operator Action
|

| When beneficial (OPR-) and detrimental (OPW-) operator actions are
integrated into the system model, the nuinber of singletons and doubletons'
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are reduced significantly. In this system combination, ability of
operators to act is restricted to the long tem time frame which is on
the order of 100 minutes or later (see Section 2.1.10).

. Positive human intervention pemits enabling of alternate paths around
failed hardware. Because of this ability, all vulnerabilities posed.by
the SWS are gone. Many SWS based failures were founded on the effective
single-trained configuration of that system in automatic mode (see
Section 2.3.9). But since that system is a switchyard of pumps and
valves, many alternate paths can be created to greatly increase the
robustness of the entire global model.

The four singletons resulting from dependence on the condensate storage
tank water supply also disappear. This is because of the ability of an
operator to supply feedwater from city water. Thus, the four condensate
storage tank singletons are now doubletons with city water (H20 CITY) and
the beneficial operator action (OPRYGA49F) to open the valve (VGA49F) to
the redundant supply (see Figure 2-X). Three location singletons remain,
LOC 001, 2, 3, which is to be expected since within them is the hardware
vital to system success, as described in the previous section.

With the onsite electric supply not nearly as vulnerable as before, the'

only contributions of it to system failure are LOCDP (the shared location
of the buses which supply power to the electric aux feed pumps) and the
fictitious node TESTELECP which represents loss of all onsite power.

In this long tem time frame, actions by operators are required to
maintain onsite power generation. This is because the diesel generator -
short tem fuel supply is depleted and filling of the day tanks requires'

operator intervention. The gas turbine generator can be used as a backup
but it requires operator action to start. The requirement for some
. operator actions shows up in the doubleton matrix with the presence of
the TRIPMASTER node. This node represents all beneficial human actions.
It can be seen to be a doubleton with all of the hardware that disables
the utility of the steam driven aux feed pump. This hardware includes!

i valves and piping just upstream and downstream of it and the piping '

junctions from the nitrogen backup pressurized gas supply (group B
'

hardware from Section 2.4.6.4). That pump alone can supply sufficient
feedwater to the steam generators and it requires no electric power to
run. Thus, the loss of onsite power generation due to operator inaction
(TRIPMASTER=TRUE), while causing the two motor driven pumps to fail, will
not by itself result in system combination failure.

Also captured in the model are detrimental operator actions or acts of
commission. These are actions which can occur after the accident has
begun and are, thus, considered distinct from erronecus maintenance,,

! testing, or other operator action which make a component unavailable
before the accident. Three actions show up in the doubleton matrix. All
three are associated with making the steam driven pump ineffective.
OPWAF2TG is an operator manually tripping the steam driven pump. Two.

! other actions, OPWSWI-1TF and OPWSWI-2TF, are operator actions which
close PCV1130F, a pressure control valye that is used to regulate the
steam into the pump. With this valve shut, the supply of steam to the
pump would be cut off.

,
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ENCLOSURE 6

SYSTEM COMBINATION 6

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER WITH LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

CASE I - FUL(Y AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS 9NLY

SINGLETONS

3 LOSSFEEDWATER
314 HDR1072X1073F
314 VGA64F
314 VBUT6F
314 TANKCSTF

e 314 LOC 004

* INDICATES LOCATION

NO DOUBLETONS

FILE IDENTIFICATION
'

REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 8/ 1/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC6CRAYC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6719MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6719MRT.DAT |

SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC6CRAYSI.C3 |
|
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ENCLOSURE 6

SYSTEM COMBINATION 6
4

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF 'FEEDWATER WITH LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER l
I

I

COM8INED CASE II AW CASE !!! RESULTS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT.LINE AN0' SUPPORT SYSTEMS I

CASE III F'JLLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS
|

SINGLET 0NS

3 LOSSFEEDWATER
314 HDR1072X1073F
314 VGA64F
314 VBUT6F

,

314 TANKCSTF l

314 LOC 004
409 LOC 001

LOCATIONS (CASE III)410 LOC 002
411 LOC 003

Ig LOCATION (CASE III)

1111111111111111111111111
33333333446881111111111112222222224477
0113333300s8624466677777900011339944s5

2470612345011294392391348914s7s923891279
2 ........................................
4 .............. .........................

so7 ............... .............**.........
310 .. .....................................
316 . ......................................
331 ........................................
n2 ........................................
333 ........................................
334 ........................................
33s.........................e..............

| 4eo ........................................
4c1 .........................................

i est ........................................
sa2 ........****.............................
ast ........................................
1124 .... ** ................................
1143 ..*.....................................
1149 ....****.**.............................
list ....***.................................
lisa ........................................
1169 ..**********........................**..
1171 ........................................
1173 ........................................
1174 ..** *****...............................
1178 ......*.............................**..

I 1179 ..******..**............................
1191 ..**.*****.*............................'

' 1204 ...... .................................
| 120s . . . * * . * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.
' 12o7 ........................................

121s.....*.................................
1219 ...*********.........................*.. ,

1232 ...**................................... -

1233 ......**................................
129s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1299 ..**********........................**..

| 1441 ........................................
| 1442 .......................................*

17sr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,

|
17s9 ........................................ i

|
. _ _ _. M __ .- .. .
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TURBINE TRIP Alt LOSS OF FEEDWATER WITH LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC6 CASE II & CASE III DOUBLET 0W MATRIX

2 SG1 310 LGB1AF2G 1174 J4K
4 SG2 310 LGNOTAF2G 1174 J40W

307 VC31F 310 SWMAF2TG 1174 J106LK
310 PUMP 32F 316 VGA30F 1178 J133K
310 TURBPUMP32F 316 VC29F 1179 J132GK
310 PCV1139F 331 SW1-1T/ABFP2F 1191 J1221K

'

310 SOV20-1AF 332 50V20-2AF 1204 CHNLDSK
310 PPPUMPX1031F 333 SWL33-3F 1205 CHNtDS3K
310 VGL121F 334 SW1-2T/ABFP2F 1205 J95AK
310 VC122F 335 SOV20-3AF 1205 J95BK
310 VGA125F 400 HDR1014F 1207 J95CK
310 PP1080G 400 HDR100SX1014F 1207 J95DK
310 HDR123X124F 401 HC1118F 1215 J95FK
310 PP1030F 651 ITLBKR3AT6AP 1215 J1096AK
310 VTRIPTURBSTMF 682 TTRCVR31P 1219 -J1096BK
310 TRIP 0VERSPEEDF .4 869 LOCDP 1232 J1093DK
310 HCV1118F 1124 TESTELECP 1232 VB30K
310 VGA54F 1143 J1190K 1232 J1095K
310 PCV1310BF 1143 J98AK 1233 J1094K

'

310 PCY1310AF 1143 J1093BK 1298 COL-RW-2X
310 MAINSTEAMF 1143 J1093AK 1298 TTCOL1K
310 VGL124AF 1149 VC98K 1299 SW123456P
310 VGL124F 1149 HTRC98K 1441 J1276BT
310 PPTURBX1031AF 1149 VB98K 1442 J405T
310 PPTURBX1031BF 1162 RIVHUDSONK 1757 SCENE 2

310 LG3AF2G 1163 STRCTRINTKK 1757 TIMELONG
310 LG2AF2G 1169 SWPWELL1K 1759 SCENE 4

310 LG1AF2G 1171 TRASH 1K
310 LGB3AF2G 1173 J131K
310 LGB2AF2G 1174 HTRC409K

* INDICATES LOCATION

.

FILE IDENTIFICATION ,,

REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 8/ 1/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC6CRAYC3.POS .

'OtfiPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: CR1:[220,1]SCF719MYB.DAT

i RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6719MRT.DAT
'

SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC6CRAYSI.C3

-213-
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ENCLOSURE 6

SYSTEM COMBINATION 6

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER WITH LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OHISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISS)nr

SINGLETONS
'

3 LOSSFEEDWATER
+ 409 LOC 001
y 410 LOC 002
y 411 LOC 003

* INDICATES LOCATION

DOUBLETONS
CASE IVB FAILURf

W" 11111 (OPERATOR ERROR)
333333333333344814477
0111113333.33300624455

24703467123456701941268

2 *---------------------
4 *----------------------

307 ---------------- **- **

FAILURE 1310 ---------------- **- **

BY 313 ---- *-----------------
OPERATOR 314 --- *- *------------ **

316 -------------------- ** ~

317 ---- *-----------------
331 -------------------- **

332 -------------------- **

333 ----- -------------- **

334 -------------------- **

335 -------------------- **~

,

'

336 -------------------- **

337 -------------------- **

400 ---------------- **- *'*

401 -------------------- ** <

f869 - **---------- *-------.

1124 - **---------- *-------
1441 -- ----------------- **

1442 -------------------- **

1756 - ** ** *********- **--
1758 - ** ** *********- **--

-214-
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ENCLOSURE 6

' SYSTEM COMBINATION 6

TURBINE TRIP AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER WITH LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

l

:

2 SGI 310 LGNOTAF2G
4 SG2 310 SWMAF2TG

307 VC31F - 310 OPWAF2TG
.

310 PUMP 32F 313 HDR1076X1075F
310 TURBPUMP32F 314 HDR1072X1073F
310 PCV1139F 314 VGA64F
310 SOY 20-1AF 314 VBUT6F
310 PPPUMPX1031F 314 TANKCSTF
310 VGL121F g 314 LOC 004
310 VC122F 316 VSA30F
310 VGA125F 316 VC29F
310 PP1080G 317 VGA49F
310 HDR123X124F 317 H20CITYF
310 PP1030F 317 OPRVGA49F
310 VTRIPTURBSTMF 331 SW1-1T/ABFP2F
310 TRIPOVERSPEEDF 332 SOV20-2AF
310 HCV111BF 333 SWL32-3F
310 VGAS4F 334 SW1-2T/ABFP2F
310 PCV1310BF 335 50V20-3AF
310 PCV1310AF 336 OPWSW1-1TF
310 MAINSTEAMF 337 OPWSW1-2TF
310 VGL124AF 400 HDR1014F
310 VGL124F 400 HDR1005X1014F
310 PPTURBX1031AF 401 HC1118F
310 PP1URBX1031BF < 869 LOCDP
310 LG3AF2G 1124 TESTEL ECP i

310 LG2AF2G 1441 J1276B'T <

310 LGIAF2G 1442 J405T
-

'

310 LGB3AF2G 1756 SCENE 1
310 LGB2AF2G- 1756 TRIPMASTER
310 LGBIAF2G 1758 SCENE 3

r

* INDICATES LOCATION

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 3
DATE: 8/ 1/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC6CRAYC4. FOS |
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6CRAY0T.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6719MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC6719MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC6CRAYSI.C4
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2.4.7 RCP Seal LOCA and Loss of Feedwater

2. 4. 7.1 Introduction

In this system combination we have searched for singleton and doubleton
failures that would result in the loss of all feedwater and an RCP Seal
LOCA. Figune 2-14 contains the support systems For Feedwater. They
are: Safety Injection Actuation, Feedwater Isolation and Actuation,
Control Oil, Electric, Instrument Air, and Service Water, RCP Seals,
Chemical and Volme Control, and Component Cooling.

2.4.7.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems _

Main Feedwater
The nomal progress of these transients is reactor trip, turbine trip
resulting from reactor trip, main feedwater isolation and auxiliary
feedwater actuation resulting from low-low steam generator level. This
is followed by the operator taking control of the AFWS and secondary
cooling.

Auxiliary Feedwater
The Auxiliary Feedwater system success depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump, in response to an automatic signal
or operator action. The low-low steam generator level signal starts the
automatic signal.

2.4.7.3 Resul ts

See Enclosure 7 for the complete set of results and Section 4.7 for a
~

discussion of components and probabilities.

.
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Figure 2-14

5 Y S.T E M C0MBINAT10N #7

RCP Seals Induced S2 LOCA with Main and Auxiliary Feedwater

Front i.ine Systems: Support Systems: '

(H) Safety Injection. Actuation
4.

(K) Service Water

.

(L) Compoggoling !

Auxiliary Feedwater (F)

-(N) Lube Oil

Main Feedwater (G) \:

\/ )(P) Electrical Power
~

/
/

N(T)InstrumentAirI
RCP Seals (J)

.
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ENCLOSURE 7
r

.

SYSTEM COMBINATION 7 i

i

i

RCP SEAL LOCA WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER |

|

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY |
|
1

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

1122
11sssssssss 667700

11.1223334444899035666888885s4466
24789389049015012692628926834567017834
.......................--.-.--...-. ..2
. . . . . . . . - - - . - - - . - - - - - . . . - - . . . - - . . - - -

7 . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - . . . - . . . . . - - - - . -

8 *-..--.----------.-----..*...-----....
9 . . . - - - . . . - - - - - - . - - . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . - . - -
13 . . . - - . . . - - . . . . - - - - . - - - - . * . . . - - . . . - - - .
18 * . . . - - - - . - - . - - - . . . - - . - . . * - - - - - - - . . . - -
19 .--..---...-----. .---.- *....-...---.
n*----.--------...-----.*-------...--
24 .......---.---- ......-... ---........
29 . . - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - . . . . . . - . - - - - . . . . - . . .
30 ..-----.--........- --......... - .. .

31 . . . . . - . - - - - . . . . - - - - . . . . . . - - . . - - . . . -

3s.-----..-----..---.----..*--..--------
40 . - - . . - . . - . - . . . - - - . - - . . . . . . - - . - - . - - - - .

41 ..-.--.--..--..--------...---..--. - ----

42 * . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . * - . . . . - - - . . .

u.--....---.................----.-.--.
89 *---..--. - - - - . - - - - - - - . - * - . - - - - - - - . . -

. - - - - . . - - - . - - . . . . . . . . . - . - - - - . . . . - - - .9,2 . . - . . . . . . - - . . . . . - - . . . - - * - - - - . - - . - - - .6
102 . - - . . . . - - . . - - - - . . . - - - - . - * - - - - - - . - - . . .
138 *-.--- ------........ .. a----...- --..

sss--.....--.---.----.....----------....
562 --....--..........---..----------- -- .-

546 .*********************--- --.--.- ...a
su..--------.---------------------.--. ,

s83 -.-----.--.--..---..-- ----------- -- *
s44 ....-------...--.----..----.------ -- .
58s-------------------..-------....---.. --.*586 ---------.------------ -----..--.-

587 ---------.-.......-------.-. - - - - - - - *
Eso------------.-------------------- .. -
Es1 .. ------------------- ----------. .- -
1747 -----...----------.---..... ----.- -- .
1748 ---...------..-------.--- -------. - - .
2063 *.-.----.----------..---.*.-----.- ---.

2064 *. - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . * * * * * * * * * * * * * - .

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3
DATE: 8/ 2/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAYC3.POS ;

'

OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MVB.DAT|
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MRT.DI
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC7CRAYSI.C3

-218- j
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BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

CASE I - FULLY AUTOMATIC - FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS ONLY

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC6 CASE I DOUBLET 0N MATRIX

2 LOS$FEEDWATER 4 PPR34J
4 RC5LOCA 46 ORFCFE11M
T Bar.PLR31J 89 JPP]32J
B BAGMU31J 92 JPP13MS BOC31A2 96 JPPI34J9 BRGK31J 102 JPPCH3J9 BOC3182 102 JPPCH2J13 FATM5W131J 138 AUTOCTZ13 JPPP312J 559 VC31F

13 VC251AJ 562 PUMP 32F13 VC251JJ 562 TLftBPUMP32F13 JPPP311J 562 PCY1139F13 VC251EJ 562 50V20 1AF13 VGL250AJ 562 PPPUMPIlC31F13 PP131J 542 VGL121F13 VGA241AJ 562 VC122F13 PPR31J 562 VGA125F13 ORFCFE144J 562 PP1080G1B BRGPLR32J 562 HOR 123I124F19 BRGMU323 562 PP1030F19 BOC32AZ 562 VTRIPTURB5TMF20 BRGE32J 562 TRIPOVERSPEEDF20 BOC3282 562 NCY111BF24 PATMSW132J 562 VGAS4F24 JPPP322J 562 PCV1310BF24 VC251M 562 PCV1310AF24 VC251KJ 552 MAINSTEAMF
24 JPPP321J 562 VGL124AF
24 VC251FJ 562. VGL124F
24 VGL250BJ 562 PPTURBX1031AF24 PP132J 562 PPTURBIl031BF24 VGA241M 562 LG3AF2G
24 PPR32J 562 LG2#2G24 ORFCFE14M 562 LGIAFIG29 BRGPLR3M 562 LGB3AF2G30 BRGMU3M 562 LGB21.F2G30 80C33AZ 562 LGB1AF2G
31 BRGML3M ' 562 LGNOTAF2G
31 50C330Z 562 SWMAF2TG
35 PATMSWI32 566 HOR 1072X1073F
35 JPPP332J 566 VGA64F
35 VC251CJ 566 VBUT6F35 VC251LJ 566 TANKC5TF35 JPPP331J 568 VGA30F
35 VC251GJ 568 VCZ9F35 VGL250CJ 583 SW1-1T/ABFP2F35 PPUM 584 50V20-2AF35 VGA241CJ 585 5WL33-3F35 PPR3M 586 SW1-2T/ABFP2F35 ORFCFE11W 587 50Y20-3AF40 BRGPLR 34J 650 HDR1014F
41 BRGMU34J 650 HDR1005X1014F41 BOC34AZ F51 H;1118F
42 BRGML34) 1747 J1276BT
42 80C3482 1748 J405T
46 PATH 5WI34J 2063 SCEut246 JPPP342J 2063 TIMELONG46 VC251DJ 2064 SCENE 446 VC251K!
46 JPPP341J
46 VC251HJ
46 VGL2500J
46 PP1341
46 VGA241DJ
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ENCLOSURE 7

SYSTEM COMBINATION 7

BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

COMBINED CASE II A CASE III RESULTS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CASE III FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS

NC SINGLETONS

|

|
|
!

|

|

FILE IDENTIFICATION i

DATE: 8/ 2/84
'

ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAYC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC7CRAYSI.C3
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i

'

totstaaesesentestsersteatretselstestaelerate:23esofresassetossossetase |

!,y .eeeeeeee.*e**** eeeeeees**eeeeeeeeee.*eeeeeeeee*..........e e................ I

*...................................................e...... ....**..**
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|

BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
|

!

CASE II & III (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC7 CA3E II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 TEIBetNAL 30 VGL775CL 185 BRC760CJ760AL 241 J773CL
i ! LO55FEEDWATER 30 JAS4L 187 BRC760CJ7600L 242 J 771 AL

4 RC5LOCA 30 ORFC772CBL 206 BRC762CJ762AL 243 VGA77101

7 BAGPLR31J 30 VGA772CL 222 J7658L 243 J7720L
8 3RGMU31J 30 ORFC772 CAL 222 JA502L 244 J773BL
8 BOC31AZ 31 BRGML3M 222 J017&L 245 PPR771Al
8 VGL775AL 31 50C338Z 222 J601BL 245 VGA771A8

8 JA46L 31 VGL776CL 222 J6028L 245 J772AL
8 ORFC772ABL 31 ORFC618AL 222 4602CL 246 J773AL
8 VGA772A 31 FI618L 222 J602DL 559 VC31F

8 ORFC772AAL 31 ORFC6188L 223 SRC765BJ765AL 562 PUMP 32F

9 BRetL31J 31 JA35L 224 J756CL 562 TIA8 PUMP 371

9 30C318Z 31 ORFC773CBL 224 J756AL 562 PCV1139F
'

9 VGL776AL 31 VGA773CL 724 VGA756AL 562 50V20-1AF
9 ORFC612AL 31 ORFC773 CAL -224 J701AL 562 PPPUMPX)D31F

9 F1612L 35 PATH 5WI3M 224 J757AL 562 VGL121F

9 ORFC6128L 35 JFPP332J 225 PPR602DL 562 VC122F

9 JA22L 35 VC251CJ 225 JGFFDBL 562 VGA125F

9 ORFC773ABL 35 VC251LJ 225 J602EL 562 PP1080G
g yGA773AL 35 JPPP331J 725 J769L 562 HDR123XI?4F

9 ORFC773AAL 35 VC251GJ 225 M0V769L 562 PP1030F

13 PATH 5WI31J 35 VGL250CJ 225 M0V797L %2 YTRIPTURBSTMF

13 JPPP312J 35 PP13M 225 VC770L 562 TRIPOVERSPELDF
35 VGA241CJ 225 JA33L 562 HCV1118F13 VC251M

13 VC251JJ 35 PPR33J 225 J734AL 562 VGAS4F

13 JPPP311J 35 ORFCFE1163 225 JA33AL 562 PCV13108F,

40 BNGPLR34J 226 JA501L 562 PCY131CAF13 VC251EJ
13 VGL250AJ 41 BRGNU30 226 JA501AL 562 MAINSTEAMT

13 PP!31J 41 B0C34AZ 226 PPRA501AL 562 VGL124AF

13 VGA241AJ 41 VGL775DL 226 JGFFDAL 562 VGL124F

13 PpR31J 41 JA47L 226 JA501BL 562 PPTURBX]DE la

13 ORFCFE144J 41 ORFC772DSL 226 JA501CL 562 PPTUR811033rr

18 BAGPLR32J 41 VGA772DL 227 JA501DL 562 LG3AF2G

19 BRGMU32J 41 ORFC772DAL 227 MOV786L .562 LG2AF2G

19 80C32AZ 42 BRGML34J 227 MOV784L 562 LGIAF2G

19 VGL7758L 42 BOC348Z 227 J782L 562 LG83AF2G

19 JA51L 42 VGL776DL 227 JA20L 562 LG82AF2G |

19 ORFC77288L 42 ORFC621AL 227 J7348L 562 LG81AF2G

19 VGA7725L 42 F1621L 227 JA21L- 562 LGNOTAF2G

19 ORFC7728AL 42 .ORFC621BL 227 JA21AL 562 SWMAF2TG

20 BRGML32J 42 JA36L 230 VGL734AL 566 HDR1072X1073F

20 80C328Z 42 ORFC77EBL 231 PP W 1AL 566 VGA64F

20 VGL7768L 42 VGA773L 231 J780CL 566 V8UT6F

20 ORFC615AL 42 ORFC77EAL 232 VGA780DL 566 T ANKC STF

20 FI615L 46 PATH 5W130 d2 J622L * 566 LOC 004

2C ORFC615BL 46 JPPP341J 232 J775DL 568 VGA30F

20 JA34L 46 VC251DJ 233 PPR780CL 568 VC29F.

20 ORFC77388L 46 VC251El 233 VGA780CL 583 SW1-1T/ ABFP2F

20 VGA7738L 46 JPPP341J 233 J619L 584 50V20-2Ar
20 ORFC773BAL 46 VC251HJ 233 J775CL 585 SWL33-3F

24 PATH 5WI32J 46 VGL2500J 234 JA218L 586 SW1-2T/ ABIP2F

24 JPPP322J 46 PP!30 235 VGA780BL 587 50V20-3AF

24 VC251BJ 46 VGA241DJ 235 J616L 650 HDR1014F
46 PPR34 235 J775BL 650 HDR1005X1014F24 VC251EJ

24 JPPP321J 46 ORFCFE115J 236 PPRA218L 651 HC1118F

24 VC251FJ 89 JPPI32J 236 VGA780AL * 659 LOC 001

24 VGL250GJ 92 JPP13M 235 J613L * 660 LOC 002

24 PP132J 96 JPP134J 236 J775AL * 661 LOC 003

24 YGA2418J 102 JPPCH3J 237 PPRA33AL * 1115 LOCDP

24 PPP32J 102 JPPCH2J 237 J771CL 1370 TESTELECP

24 CRTCFE143J 138 AUTOCTZ 238 VGA771DL 1747 J12768T
29 BR,PLR33J 181 J830BL 238 J7720L . 1748 J405T
30 BAGMU3M 181 J627BAL 239 J773DL 2063 SCDIE2

30 SOC 33AZ 181 J62788L 240 PPR771CL 2063 TIMELONG
181 J6278CL 240 VGA771CL 2064 SCENE 4
181 J760CL 240 J772CL

FILE IDENTIFICATION
* INDICATES LOCATION REACH PAIR: != 1 J= 3

DATE: 8/ 2/84
ANSWER.POS FILE !$: DRO:5C7CRAYC3.P05 ,

OUTPUT.DAT FILE 15: DRO:5C7CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAR.DAT FILE 15: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MV3.0

-222- RENL tsRT.DAT r:LE 15: oR1:[220.1]St7720MRT
SIGMA P1 FILE NAME !$: DRO:5C7CRAT51.C3
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ENCLOSURE 7

SYSTEM COMllINATION 7

BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION AND FAILURE SY COMMISSION

NO SINGLETONS

.

|

'

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3

: DATE: 8/ 2/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAYC4.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC7CRAY0T.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE'IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MYB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC7720MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC7CRAYSI.C4
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11111112
111112222222222222222 fftttttilllea 6613445640

131222333446449903880022222233333333334444444794964417594058
24789189049015082692628867623456701234997890123456924090154388904

2 .*************************************************......=********
4 e.......................................*.............***........
7 *.....................................................***........
e *.....................................................***........
9 *...... ...............................................***........
13 * ........ .............................................***.. .....
Is*.....................................................***........
19 *. ...... ..............................................***.......
2e *.....................................................***.......L
24 *.....................................................***.........
29 + ................=.......................e.. . . . .. ... . . *** . .................'............................M *. ...... .. .. ....** * . .......
31 * . . .. . ................................................***........
M *....... ..............................................***.......
as*.....................................................**e.........
et * ...... ....................................*..... .. ... *** . .......
42 * .. . .. ...................................w...........***.......
4e*......................... ...... ....... ............***.......
39 *. ..... ...............................................***........
9t *. ...... ................................ . .... . ........ ***.. ......-
96 * .....................................................***........
102 * ...................................... ..............***........
134 *. ... .... ............................... ...... ....... .***........
101 *. . .... ............................... .............e. ***....... .
tal *.... ... ..............................................***........
187 *........... ...................................
Its*....................................................***.............. ***. .......
222 *......... .................................... . .. .. ... ***. ..... .
223 *....... ..............................................***........
N4 * . . . . . . . . - . ............................................*** .......
35 *... . ... ..............................................***........
EN *........ .............................................***........
E7 *..... .......................*................eee......***........
230 *.... ..... ............................................***........
211 *. ................ ....................................***........
232 *...... ...............................................***........
23B * ........ .... .......................................***........
2M ** ... ... ..............................................***........
2M *. ... ... ...................................... .. .... . .*** . .......
2M *. ... .... .............................................***. .......
231 *. ...... ..............................................***........
2M *...... ...............................................e**........
239 *. ....... .............................................***........
2e6 *. ... ..... .......................... ..................***........
241 *. ...... ..............................................***........
242 *.. .. .. ....................... ........................***........
243 *..... ................................................***........
244 * .....................................................***........
285 *. .. . ... ..............................................***........
fe6 * .....................................................***........
s59 ..=..... ............................... ..................**......
962 .... . .... . ......................................
See.........................................................**............*. .. . . .. ...
450 .........................................................**......
459 .*************************************************
um .***********,eee*eee*ee**.e****ee..,eee.*eee*e*eee ......********

.* e*ese.. . . ..
est .**eee*ee**e'eoeeoeeeeeeeyeeeeeeee*e.o.oooseoe.eee.......eeeeeeee
!!!5 *............*............'...........'..........................**.****........13F0 *........................................e........**.****..........................................
1453 ... . . . . ***. .......
8*W *.....................................................***........
IRAS 8 ... ..... ...............................
1989 *.....................................................**e......... ... . . . .. .. . .***. .......
less*........................................"............***........
2006 *........................................ * .***. ........ ... . . ....

acy $2AL5 toutt3 52 L'otA WITN nate se AntLIAs? FEEBuA"IE

CASE ITA 4 [VS

DouettTous
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BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC7 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

i 2 TEIWe!RAL 24 YC251EJ 42 ORFC773DAL
2 LOS$FEEDWATER 24 JPPP321J 46 ' PATH 5W134J
4 AC5LOCA 24 VC251FJ 44 J7PP342J
7 BRGPLR31J 24 VE 250BJ 46 VC251DJ
8 BAGMU31J 24 P81 h8 46 VC25180

i 8 BOC31AZ 24 VGA241N 44 JPPP341J
8 VE775AL 24 PPit32J 46 VC251MJ
8 OPW775AL 24 ORFCFE14M 46 VGL250DJ
B JA4GL 24 OPW2508J 46 PP130
8 ORFC772AOL 24 OPW241N 46 VGA241DJ

,

i 8 VGA772AL 29 BAGPLR3M 46 P?R34J
8 OPW772AL 30 BAGMU3M 44 ORFCFE11W
8 ORFC772AAL. 30 DOC 33AZ 44 OPW250DJ
9 Basql31J 30 VGL7 HCL- 46 OPW241DJ

30 OPW775CL 39 JPP132J9 BOC3182
-

9 VGL776AL 30 JAS4L 92 JPP13M
9 OPW776AL 30 O WC772C K 96 JPP134J
9 ORFC612AL 30 VGA772CL 102 JPPCH3J
9 FI611 30 OPW772CL 102 JPPCH2J
9 OEC612SL 30 O EC772 CAL 138 AUTOCTI
9 JA22L 31 BABEL 3M .181 J8308L
9 ORFC773AEL 31 30C332 181 J427BAL
9 VGA773AL 31 VGL776CL 161 J62759L
9 OPW773AL 31 OPW776CL 181 J6278CL
9 0 FC773AAL 31 O EC618AL 181 J760CL

13 PATH 5WI31J 31 F161E 185 BRC760CJ760AL
13 JPPP312J 31 0 FC6188L 187 3RC760CJ7608L

t13 VC251M 31 JA3E 206 BRC762CJ762AL
13 VC25 MJ 31 ONC773CBL 222 J7658L
13 JPPP311J 31 VGA77EL 222 JA502L
13 VL251EJ 31 OPW77E L 222 J0178L
13 VGL250M 31 GRFf773 CAL 222 J6018L
13 PP131J 35 PAltl5WI3M 222 J6029L
13 VGA241M 35 JPPP332J 222 J602CL
13 PPR3y 35 VC251CJ 222 J602DL
13 ORFCFF]44J 35 VC251LJ 223 BRC7658J765AL
13 OPW250M 35 JPPP331J 224 J756CL
13 OPW241AJ 35 YC251GJ 224 J756AL
18 BRGPLR32J 35 VGL250CJ 224 VGA756AL
19 BRGEU32J 35 PP1333 224 OPd756AL
19 BOC32AZ 35 VGA241CJ 224 J701AL
19 VGL7758L 35 ppt 3m 224 J757AL
19 OPW7758L 35 0FCFE11W 225 PPR602DL
19 JA51L 35 OPN250CJ 225 JGFFDBL
19 ORFC77288L 35 OPW41CJ 225 J602EL
19 VGA772BL 40 BAGPLR34J 225 J769L
19 OPW772BL 41 BREMU34 225 MOV769L
19 ORFC7728AL 41 SE34AZ 225 OPW769L
20 BAGML32J 41 VGL7750L 225 MOV797L
20 80C328Z 41 OPWT75DL 225 OPW797L
20 .VGL776BL 4 JA4A 225 YC770L
20 OPW776BL 41 OEC772DSL 225 JA31
20 ORFC615AL 41 VGA772DL 225 J734AL
20 F161R 41 OPW772DL 225 JA33AL
20 ORFC615BL 41 ONC7720AL 226 JA501L
20 JA34L 42 BREML34 226 JA501AL
20 0CFC77380L 42 BOC348Z 226 PPRA501AL
20 VGA773BL 42 VGL7760L 226 JEFDAL
20 OPW773BL 42 OPW776DL 226 JA501SL
20 ORFC7738AL 42 ORFC621AL 226 JA501CL
24 - PATH 5WI32J 42 F1621L 227 JA501DL
24 JPPP322J 42 0 FC621BL 227 MOV786L
24 VC251N 42 JA36L 227 OPW786L

42 ORFC773BL 227 MOV784L
42 VGA773 L 227 OPW784L
42 OPW775L 227 J782L

-225-
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! BREAK WITH MAIN AND AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
|

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC7 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX (CONTINUED)

227 JA20. 562 M AlkST E AMF
227 J 7348L 562 VGL124AF
227 JA21L 562 VGL124F
227 JA21AL 562 PPTUR811031AF
230 YGL734AL 562 PPTUR8x10318F
230 OPW734AL 562 LG3AF2C
231 PPRA21AL 562 LG2AF2G
231 J720CL 562 LGIAF2G
232 VGA78G)L 562 LG83AF2G

| 232 OPW78G)L 562 LG82AF2G
j 232 J6?2L 5J2 LG81AF2G
I 232 J7750L 562 LGNOTAF2G

233 PPR780CL 542 SWMAF2TE
233 VGA780CL 562 OPWAF2TG
233 OPW780CL 566 HOR 107211073F
233 J619L 566 VGA64F:

233 J775CL 566 VfUT6F
234 JA218L 566 TAhKCSTF
235 VGA7838L 566 LOC 004*

235 OPW7800L 650 HOR 1014F
235 J616L 650 HOR 1005Il014F
235 J775BL * 659 LOC 001
236 PPRA218L * 660 LOC 002
236 VGA780AL * 661 LOC 003
236 OPW780AL * 1115 LOCDP
236 J613L 1370 TESTELECP
236 J775AL 1453 RIVHUO50NK (
237 FPR A33AL 1498 JOEGRK
237 J771CL 1498 J410K
238 VGA771DL 1498 J1237K
238 OPW771DL 1498 J390K
218 J772DL 1498 J26X
239 J7730L 1498 J1271K
240 PPR771CL 1508 CPE05K
240 VGA771CL 1509 CHE05X
240 OPW771CL 1509 J95AK
240 J772CL 1658 $WSMASTER
241 J773CL 2086 TRIPMASTER

, 242 J771AL
243 VGA7718L
243 OPW7718L
243 J772FL * INDICATES LOCATION
244 J7738L
245 PPR771AL
245 VGA771AL
245 OPW771AL
245 J772AL
246 J773AL
559 VC31F
562 PU'932F
562 TLftBPLMP32F

*
562 PCY1139F
562 50V20-1AF
562 PPPUMPX1031F
562 VGL121F
562 VC122F
562 VGA1257
562 PP1080G
562 MOR123X124F
562 PP1030F
562 YTRIPTURBSTMF
562 TRIPOVERSPEEOF
562 HCY1118F
562 VGAS4F
542 PCV13100F
54F PCY1310AF

-226-
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2.4.8 PORY LOCA and Loss of Feedwater

2.4.8.1 Introduction !i

In this system combination we searched for singleton and doubleton
failures that would result in the loss of all feedwater given a turbine.
trip had occurred (for an unknown reason) and failure to shut (or
isolate) the PORV. Figure 2-15 contains the support systems. They are:
Safety Injection Actuation, Feedwater Isolation and Actuation, Control
Oil, Electric, Instrument Air, and Service Water.

2.4.8.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

The failure (or success) criteria for the individual systems is given

below: (See Section 2.2 for general system description and Appendix B
for the associated P& ids and digraphs.)

Main Feedwater
The normal progress of these transients is reactor trip, turbine trip
resulting from reactor trip, main feedwater isolation and auxiliary
feedwater actuation resulting from low-low steam generator level. This
is followed by the operator taking control of the AFWS and secondary
cooling.

Auxiliary Feedwater
The Auxiliary Feedwater system success depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump, in response to an automatic signal
or operator action. The low-low steam generator level signal starts the
automatic signal.

2.4.8.3 Results

See Enclosure 8 for the complete set of results and Section 4.8 for a
discussion of components and probabilities.

.
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Figure 2-15

SYSTEM COMBINATION #8
PORY Induced S2 LOCA with Main and Auxiliary Feedwater

'

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

(H) Safety Injection Actuation '

A

.

'

IX) Service Water i

,

Auxiliary Feedwater (F)

f (N) Lube Oil

Vx f
Main Feedwater (G)4

(P) Electrical Power

PORY & Pressurizer (I)
_

' (T) Instrunent Air
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ENCLOSURE 8
.

SYSTEM COMBINATION 8

PORY LOCA AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER
'

CASE I,11 AE III - FULLY AUTOMATIC

NO SINGLETONS

DOUBLETONS

f

3
7

24783

2 ***-
4 *-- *

7 *-~~*
8 *-- ,*

373 ***-
|

,

6

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= 3

DATE: 8/15/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SC8CRAYC3.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DRO:SC8CRAY0T.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC8722MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SC8722MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DRO:SC87CRAYSI.C3

|
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PORY LOCA WITH LOSS OF FEEDWATER
_

CASE I, II AND III - FULLY AUTOMATIC

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC8 CASE I, II AND III DOUBLETON MATRIX

2 TERMINAL
2 LOSSFEEDWATER
4 PRIBREACHI
4 PCV464I
4 PCV4661
4 PCV468I
4 VSPNG4641
4 VSTEM4641
4 VSPNG466I
4 VSTEM466I
4 VSPNG4681
4 VSTEN468I

'

6 PCV455CI
6 SOV455CI
6 VDPHM455CI
6 VSTEM455CI
6 VSPNG455CI
8 PCV456I
8 SOV456I

'
,

8 VDPHM4561
8 VSTEM4561
8 VSPNG456I

373 HDR1072X1073F
373 VGA64F
373 VBUT6F
373 TAECSTF

|
|

l

|
i

)

{

1
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SYSTEM COMBINATION # 8

CASE IV MANUAL

*** unsuppressed sing 19 tons ***
3 res

1 ***doubletons***

the doubleton array has dimension 5
,

2 4 458 469 47K
2 * - - --

4 * * * *-

468 * - - --

469 * - - --

475 * - - --

2 4 158 469 477
,

eeeeeeeeeeeeeWe666MWWM96-WMMM'

USE SAME VARIABLE LIST AS SC#8 AUTOMATIC

:

i

.
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2.4.9 Large LOCA and Loss of Low Pressure Recirculation

2. 4. 9.1 Introduction
iFigure 2-16 illustrates how a core melt could result if the Low Pressure '

Recirculation system should fail during a large LOCA. The singletons and
doubletons in this System Combination are those which could prevent
sufficient operation of the LPP. system. The support systems consist of

. Electrical, Component Cooling, and Service Water.

2.4.9.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

Low Pressure Recirculation System
For a large LOCA, either one out of two recirculation pumps (preferred)
or one out of two RHR pumps are required to deliver sufficient flow to
the RCS.

Electrical System
The electrical system is required to open the motor-operated valves and

,

'

to run the pumps for Low Pressure Recirculation.

Component Co "ng System '

In addition to coc:.ng the pumps during the recirculation modi, the CCW
system is resposible for the heat removal of the recirculation water.

Service Water System
. The Service Water system is used to remove heat from the diesels. In
i addition, the Service Water system removes heat from the Component

Cooling system.

t 2.4.9.3 Results: Cases I, II, and III

There are no automatic runs in this System Combination since operators
are required to initiate Low Pressure Recirculation.

2.4.9.4 Results of Front-line with Support Location and |,

3erato Intervention: Case IV

Nodes 23 (SOURCE) and 1001 (TESTELECP) are test nodes for ?he Component
Cooling and Electrical systems respectively.

Node 2 (RHXRCOOLD) is a node which represents the lack of cooling to the
Residual Heat Exchangers.

There are five " break nodes" which act as singletons to this System
Combination. The first two (99-BRC899BJ899AB and 137-BRC889J18698D), are
breaks at the header by MOV899A/B and by the outpu:; of the RHXRs
respectively.

The last three " break nodes" are at headers in the Component Cooling
system (intake to CCW pumps, output of CCW punps, and output of CCW Heat
Exchar gers).

All five breaks represent double ended breaks on the outside of the
3isolation valves yielding unmitigatable output of water. |

,

232--
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Figure 2-16

5YSTEM C0M8INATION #9
Large LOCA with Low Pressure Recirculation

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

(K) Service Water

low Pressure Recirculation (E)

(L) Com g g ooling

(P) Electrical Power

.
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!

Location nodes within the front-line LPR system include only fire, flood
and steam vulnerabilities in the Residual Heat Exchanger Room represented

; by 102-LFRHXRB,103-LSRHXRB, and 104-LWRHXRB. ~

1 The only other singleton location is 7G-LOCDP which is the Control
Room. Since this location could yield a failure of all of the buses, the
recirculation paps and Residual Heat Removal pump are also vulnerable.

Node 1360 (TRIPMASTER) is a master node which is connected to all
operators in the model. Failure of this node means complate automatic
operating.

The rest of the singletons are from the Service Water system and includes
the piping from the output of the Component Cooling Heat Exchangers to

'

the discharge channel in the Hudson River. If this piping should get
blocked, there would be no method for removing heat from the Component
Cooling Heat Exchangers.

SWSMASTER is a node connected to all operators in the Service Water
system. With these operators disabled, it is not possible to get coolant
to the Component Cooling HXRs from the normal operating node of SWS.

The doubletons in Block "A" (see Enclosure 9.4) represent front-line
doubletons alone. These consist of two separate sections of
double-trained flow. The first section exists because flow can come from'

either the recirculation sump (utilyzing the recirculation pumps) or the
containment sump (with the RHR pumpt).

1

The second section involves the two RHXRs leading to an output crosstie
of two paths to the four injection legs. If both paths in either section

1are blocked, the recirculation system would fail to deliver flow to the '

Core.

Block "B" provides an interesting column of doubletons between power
panel 32 (PWRPNL32P) and the intake side of component cooling train.

| This doubleton exists because PWPPNL32P is required for both RHRP32 and
RECP32 which are two of the four possible pumps used in low pressure
recirculation. The other two pumps ~, RHRP31 and RECP31, are both

~ vulnerable to the component cooling train failure. Therefore, loss of
this section of pipe due to either a block, a break, or a loss of the
water flow for any reason along with a loss of PWPPNL32 would result in l

the loss of all four pumps. I

i The doubleton failures within the Component Cooling system are found in
i Block "C". Since there are two trains in the Component Cooling system,

the output matrix is grouped in lines representing these trains. Four of
the' colans represent component cooling break nodes. These nodes have,

; the same meaning as in prior system combinations. The difference is that
the rest of the nodes are block nodes instead of break nodes. The four
break nodes are mitigatable in that they only fail two of the three

; pumps. The third pump can be isolated and used to feed its own train.
j The trains are redundant to each other because one piece of vital

equipment is on one train while the other identical and redundant piece
is on the other train. The doubletons involve a single failure of one I

train alaong with a single failure of the other.
,

-234-
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In Block "D", there is a location doubleton stenuning from LOCRP which is
the Control Room and houses PWRPNLs #31, 32 and 34. Loss of the PWRPNLs
would result in the loss of both recirculation pumps and RHR pump-#32.
Therefore, this node is a doubleton with all nodes which could propagate
a failure to RHRP f31.

There is one other doubletan in Block "D" which is the result of losing
the distribution panels due to LOCCP. Loss of these distribution panels
tould result in the loss of the starting of all pumps.

Block "E" shows several trains of doubletons representing the loss of !,

component cooling trains with the loss of electrical buses 5 and 6.,

These buses power three of the four required pumps.
'

The doubletons in Block "F" are comprised entirely of the lost of two
separate electrical locations. There are no two components in the
electrical system that can be responsible for failure in this combination.

;

There are no doubletons in Block "G" which is the combination of Service
Water and the front-line recirculation systems.

Service Water and Component Cooling is shown in Block "H" where.

doubletons exist because of the loss of SW flow to one Component Cooling
Heat Exchanger (CCWHXR) along with the loss of CCW flow to the other
CCWHXR.

Block "J" is composed of doubletons, both of which are in the Service,

Water model. These doubletons are those which cause a failure in both
trains to the Component Cooling Heat Exchangers and, therefore, prevent
the removal of heat from the Component Cooling Heat Exchanger to the
Hudson River.

;

i
-

' Sussary
System combination 9 is different from the other combinations. This is'

due partly to the fact that operators are required to initiate the
system. There are no automatic cases for this combination.

! Another main difference is that active heat remoul is essential. In
| other combinations, the component cooling pumps may be shut down and the

water in the pipes then acts as a heat sink. Now the recirculated water
must be cooled before it is cycled back to the cora in order to prevent
core damage.

This system combination must also be considered to occur for a very long
'
,

time. Injection scenarios last about 30 minutes depending on the size of
j the accident, whereas, the recirculation phase may last indefinitely.

The most noteworthy doubleton is the one which indicates that loss of :
component cooling train #31 and the loss of power panel #32 would msult ;

in the loss of all four low pressure recirculation pumps (two
I recirculation pumps and two residual heat removal punps).

I
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ENCLOSURE 9

SYSTEM COMBINATION 9

LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION IN RESPONSE TO LARGE LOCA

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSION

'

SINGLETONS

.2 LPR-LOCAD
2 RHXRCOOLD

23 SOURCE
99 BRC899BJ899AB

102 LFRHXRB
103 LSRHXRB
104 LWRHXRB
137 BRC889J1869BD
162 BRC760CJ760AL
193 BRC762CJ762AL
304 BRC765CJ765AL
753 LODP

1001 TESTELECP
1207 RIVHUDSONK
1243 JEGRK
1243 J1410K
1243 J1237K
1243 J39CK
1243 J263K
1243 J1271K
1253 CHNLDSK
1253 CHNLDSK
1253 J95AK
1370 SWSMASTER
1370 TRIPMASTER

~

.

1
.

i
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LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION IN RESPONSE TO LARGE 'LOCA

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ~ ASSISTED

VARIABLE LIST FOR SCI CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLET 0N MATRIX |

55 BER3AP 306 LE20F251 A2AN55 BER3AP 306 LG10F251A2AH55 BU53AP 306 8511H55 R86553P 306 R51111Z55 OIBU53AP 312 LG20F251 A2BM,56 SKR556P 312 L610F251A28H56 IFMR$5p 312 R512H56 BERCAP 3 12 R5121XI$6 BU56AP 322 BEAUT 35T6P56 R86556P 322 AIFRUT35T6P56 O!BU56AP 323 SUSW57 VGA760AL 332 PWRPNL31P58 J1805L 332 SATTEMY31P59 PPRIB05L 332 FU5EPWL31P61 J760AL 332 LOCOP(2 BRC760AJ760SL 334 UV8U53AP69 BRC760CJ760BL 335 UV9U56AP72 VGA760CL 341 TTBATTERY31774 ^ J 760CL 369 BER553/P16 JA57L 371 IFMR553/P77 ORFC760CL 372 BER3A/P78 CCWP33L 374 SU53A/P
S2 JA55L 376 SER556/P83 ORFC760AL 378 IFMR556/P84 CCVP31L 379 aKR6A/P85 ORFCCCV33. 381- BU56A/P86 YC761CL 457 BATTERY 31/P87 JA3. 458 FUSCPWL31/P88 VGA762CL 459 PWRPNL31/P90 J7638L 469 SEROPR 31/P90 1 'A7598L 4/0 PED 1531/P90 JAS. 483 CMARGER32/P90 CCHER$32Z .

484 SERCH320/P90 VGA765BL 485 SKRCH320:P90 4764SL 487 BERDPNL32/P93 BRC762CJ762SL 488 BEROP E 32:P102 SRC762AJ762SL 489 PEDI 532/P103 ORFCCCW31L 491 PNLDI534/P104 VC761AL 492 BEROPNL34:P105 JAIL 500 PWRPNL33/P106 VGA762AL 518 CON 20245111XIg yy5 519 CON 9135I21XI
107 JA7L
107 CCMXR5312
107 JA10L
107 VGA765AL

IN N!$AL MATRIX TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE109 J762AL
116 J7658L SEE VOLUME 1-B - ENCLOSURES120 J765AL
PR7 PNLDI531P
287 BKADPNL31P
298 PNLDI534P

,

t
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LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION IN RESPONSE TO LARGE LCCA

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

VARIABLE LIST FOR SCI CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

g J745AO 21 JE02K 25 JELEEIRNRP33rg
RNIR322 21 J602CL 25 JELEKRNRP31F

5 MOY74540 21 J1871E 25 JELE16RHAP31P
6 MOV745AD 21 VGL736E 25 JELE5RHAP31P

; 8 VGA7420 21 J7368L 25 JELEA11RHPP31f' B RNIR31Z 21 PPR736BL 25 SWMCAl2RHP!3H21 VGA735BO 21 PSHIR1871BL 25 IDORHRP31BP21 J1867BO 21 PPR75mL 25 T32CRNRP3]P21 J1013D 21 J7500L 25 TWRNRP31P21 CON 132252/RNR21 21 PPl!871AL 25 SENGTSRHRP310621 8517RHAP320P 21 ystigygg 25 CON 0iSRNRP3] ACF21 CON 91352/RNR2] 21 J1871K 25 CONCT5RHRP318CP21 CON 2RHRP32DP
21 RHAP32Z 21 ppg 333gg 25 CON 0TSARNRP31CP

21 ppaggyggt 25 CON 6AHAP31P21 J186600
21 IOO3ARNRP32AP 21 VGL1871gL 25 LP4 11RHRP31P

21 VC75mL 25 M.J8AO21 CONNAMRP32ACP
21 SKRRHAP32P 21 ORFC645E 25 J 1040

21 FIC64E 25 VGA739AD21 M10RHRP32AP 21 ORFC645AL 25 PPl7ISAO21 200ARHAP32P
21 2003ARNRP32BP 21 VGi737E 25 JA14AL

21 JA501E 25 JA14L21 C00MRHRP32BCP 21 JA501L 25 J830AL21 MOLORNRP32BP 21 RL3-16Al M JTIC627L21 2008AMRP32P 21 CON 91327-6AI31 25 J627AL21 2003ARNRP32CP 21 RL27-64331 25 J017AL21 CONPRHAP32CCP 21 CON 3927-4AI11 25 J602AL21 MOLORNRP32CP
21 RL27-44341 25 J601AL21 200CRHAP32P

21 FU5ERNRP32PP 21 CON 3922-6AI41 25 J 601CL
, 21 SL27-4AI21 25 J6010L- 21 JELE]SRNRP32P 21 RL27-4AI31 25 J1871CL21 TIRHRP32P 25 J740gg 25 VGL736AL

21 JELEIARHRP32P
21 JELE1RNRP32P '

25 VGA735Ag 25 J 736AL
25 J1867As 25 PPR736AL

21 CONRNRP32100P 25 J103:3 25 PSHIR18710L
21 RLRHRP32P 25 CONI 72152/RNR11 25 PPR750EL
21 2001ARNRP32P IS 3517AM P310P 25 J750EL
21 JELEAIRNRP32P 25 COW 91352/RNR11 25 VGL18710L
21 JELE19ARNRP32P 25 CON 2RmP310P 25 J18710L
21 T13RNRP32P 25 RNRP312 25 PP118710L
21 20013RHAP32P 25 J1866 m 25 PPRi8710L
21 CON 13RNRP320p 25 IOC3ARP9P31AP 25 VGL1871CL

. 21 RLOTSARMRP320P 25 CONHRM P31ACP 25 VC750EL'

21 20014RNRP32P 25 BKRR'RP31P 25 ORFC646BLA
21 2003RNRP32P 25 MOLORNEP31AP 25 FIC646L
21 CC0!LRNRP32P 25 JOOARNRP31P 25 ORFC646AL
21 ComaHRP3203P 25 IOO3ARNRP31BP 25 VGL737AL
21 JELE3RNRP32P 25 CONMR m P318CP 25 J6278L

. 21 2004RNRP32P 25 MOLORNRP31BP 25 RL3-13AI'

21 JELE4RHAP32P 25 200sRm P31P 25 CON 2627-3A131
21 FUSERNRP32NP 25 2003ARNRP31CP 25 RL27-3AI11
21 JELEH12RHRP32P 25 CONMRm P31CCP 25 CON 3527 3AIll21 JELE11RNRP32P 25 MOLOR m P31CP 25 RL27-3AI41
11

JELE12RHRP32P 25 IOOCENRP31P 25 COW 3527-3 AI411 JELEE12RNRP32P 25 FUSERS P31PP 25 RL27-3AX2121 JELEEIRNRP32P 25 JELElBRHRP31P 25 RL27-3AI3121 JELEKRHRP32P 25 TIRNRP31P 26 PWRPNL33P21 JELE16RHRP32P 25 JELEIARNRP31P 28 J8380821 JELE5AHRP32P 25 JELEIRHAP31P 28 J 6396321 JELEA11RHRP32P 25 CONRNRP31T00P 28 J638521 SWHCA12RHRP32P 25 RLR;tRP31P 29 JR38RR21 200RHRP328P 25 2001ARNRP31P 29 J 641AB21 T32CRHAP32P 25 JELEAIRHRP31P . 29 J 641B
21 INAMRP32P 25 .lELE19ARHRP31P 29 J 640821 SENGTSRNRP320P FS T13RNRP31P 30 JS99AS
21 CONOT5RNRP32ACP 25 19013RNEP31P 33 Mova99As
21 CON 0T52HRP32BCP 25 CON 13RNRP310P 33 Mov746B
21 CON 0T5ARHRP32CP - 25 Rt0T5ARNRP310P 33 J733AS I

21 CON 54HRP32P 25 IOO14RnRPJ1p 33 HCv6408
21 * SWM0A11RHRP32P 25 2003RNRP31P 33 J889At
21 VC73880 25 CCOILRNRP31P 38 J89989
21 J1070 25 CONRNRP3100P 40 Mov899st
21 VGA73980 25 JELE3RNRP31P 40 MOV 747B
21 JB308L 25 2004RNRP31P 40 J733BB

. 21 J627BAL 25 JELE4RMP31P 40 HCV638ll
L 21 J62788L .25 FUSERNRP31NP 40 J8SSBB

21 J627BCL 25 J ELEH12RHRP31P 48 J8890
| 21 JA502L 25 J EL EllRHRP31P 50 J186980

21 J0178L . 25 JELE 12RHRP31P 55 B u S53P
21 J601BL J5 JELEE12RHAP31P 55 IFMR553P
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2.4.10 Medium LOCA and Loss of Injection S U_jDj_1 _ _

2.4.10.1 Introduction |
|

In this system combination, we have searched for singleton and doubleton |failures that would cause a loss of all injection during a given, but
|unspecified, medium (2" to 6" pipe rupture) LOCA. Figure 2-17 shows that

core melt could potentially result from this sytem combination scenario.
The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Safety Injection (SI) Systems
comprise the injection system for this system combination. Supporting

-

the injection system are the Safety Injection Actuation system, the
Electrical system, the Component Cooling system, and the Service Water
system. Notice that the hidirectional relationship between several
support systems establishes intersystem cycles.

,

2.4.10.2 Failure Criteria of Individual Systems

Residual Heat Removal a'nd Safety Injection Systems
All medium LOCAs are conservatively judged to require the delivery of
injection flow from one RHR pump or two SI pumps to the Reactor T;oolant
system. Flow from the SI pumps must reach the core through at least two
unbroken high pressure injection legs.

Safety Infection Actuation System
A Safety Injecuton Actual signal is required to start the RHR and SI
pimps automatically. These pumps may also be started manually by an
operator in the Central Control Room (CCR).

Electrical System
Electrical power is required to run the RHR and SI pumps.- It is also
required to open motor operated valves in the Safety Injection System.
This power may be supplied from either offsite sources or the onsite
emergency diesel generators. The pump control circuitry and the Safety
Injection Actuation System (SIAS) are normally powered by rectified
current from the above supplies. In the event of a loss of offsite
electrical power, storage batteries provide backup power to the dc
circuits and the diesel generator starting circuitry.i

Component Coaling System
The Component cooling System (CCS) is required to be filled and intact
during all medium LOCAs. The system's water inventory provides a heat
sink for the RHR Pump Seal Heat Exchangers and the Safety Injection
Pimps. Note, however, that.CCS flow is not required during this accident
sequence.

: Service Water System
The Service Water System (SWS) is required when offsite electrical power

! is lost. The system circulates cooling water through the emergency
i diesel generators. Adequate cooling is provided by a minimum of one

operating Servict Water Pump,
a

| The singleton and doubleton failures of the combined (low and high
pressure) injection systems are listed in Enclosure 10. The front-line
and support system digraphs are located in Appendix B. Piping and
instrunentation diagrams (P& ids) for each system are also found in this
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Figure 2-17

'

SYSTEM C0MBINAT10N # 10

S1 LOCA with High and Low Pressure Injection

Front Line Systems: Support Systems:

High Pressure Injection ( A)

.(H) Safety Injection Actuation

f

Low Pressure Injection (B)

(K) Service Water

(L) Com g g ooling

;

.

.

(P) Electrical Pcwer

!

l

'
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!
appendix. Appendix C is a listing of the adjacency infomation contained :

: in Appendix B. This listing is in a fom suitable for computerized
.

analysis using Digraph Matrix Analysis (DMA). I

2.4.10.3 Results for the Front-line System Acting Alone

As discussed previously, the Residual Heat Removal System (low pressure)
and the Safety Injection System (high pressure) are the front-line
systems for this sequence. A few components within these systems have
been identified as singleton failures which cause a loss of injection
ability.

:
'

The Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)) is the only source of injection
water. The tank must be full of borated water prior to the start of the.

accident. This requirement is reflected in the time transition node
TTRWSTH20. The RWST isolation valve (VGA846) must be open and the path !

to the RHR/SI pump tee (J1810) must be clear of blockage.

The low and high pressure portions of the combined injection system are
designed with parallel flowpaths throughout a majority of their lengths.
A doubleton failure occurs where two events are capable of simultaneously
blocking the high and low pressure paths. These interactions are shown
in block "A" of the doubleton matrix.

-Many of the dout,letons were composed of junctions and reducers. While it-

is possible for a reducer or junction (tee) to become blocked, it is
highly unlikely in this system because of the large diameter of the
piping. Thus, doubletons containing these components will not be
discussed for this system combination.

The motor operated RHR pump suction and discharge valves (M0V882 and;

MOV744) fom doubletons with the SI pump combined suction isolation valve
and check valve (MOV1810 and VC847). These are the only doubletons
resulting from valve failure.

The remaining doubletons are due to catastrophic pipe breaks. The
combination of a break or valve failure (MOV882, MOV744, M0V1810, or
VC847) in both the RHR and SI systems results in a doubleton. The breaks
include the SI pump discharge header between J852A and J8528
(BRC852BJ852A) ar.d the three (BRC745AJ7458, BRC889J18698, and,

BRC899BJ899A) that were previously identified in the low pressure,

i injection piping (see Section 2.4.1).

2.4.10.4 Results for the Front-Line and Support Systems Acting i

Together

Additional singletons and doubletons are generated when the scope of the
analysis is expanded to include support systems. The Safety Injection :
Actuation, Electrical, and Component Cooling Systems directly support the i
RHR and SI systems. The Service Water System supplies cooling water from

ithe Hudson River to the emergency diesel generators. During a loss of '

offsite electrical power, these generators pcwer the RHR pumps, the SI |
pianps, and the SI motor operated valves. Thus, the Service Water System !indirectly supports the injection systems. '

'
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All but one of the additional singletons are due to the Component Cooling
System. System water inventory will be lost if the Component Cooling
Pump inlet piping header between J760A and J760C is severed at both
junctions. This break is denoted by BRC760CJ760A on the digraph.
Similar failures (BRC762CJ760A and BRC765BJ765A) also occur at the CCP
outlet piping header (J762A to J762C) and the Component Cooling Heat
Exchanger outlet piping header (J765A to J7658), respectively. Actually,
an unmitigated break anywhere in the Component Cooling System will drain
the piping. This effect does not result in an extensive list of CCW
components, because the CCS model was developed for the recirculation-
phase where flow is required to cool the various components as a scope
limitation. -

The doubleton matrix has been divided into blocks corresponding to the
joint contributions of failures from each system. Bl ocks "D", "E", "F",
"H", "I", "L", "P", "Q", "R", "S", and "U" contain no doubletons. Block
"A" was discussed in the previous section. Blocks "J" and "0" are .
doubletons internal to an individual support system. They will be
lightly touched upon in this section. A more thorough discussion of
these systems is included in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Blocks "B" and "C"
involve the Component Cooling System. Based on previous discussion these
blocks should contain no doubletons 'since all CCS breaks are singletons.

The joint contributions to failure between the injection systems and the
SIAS are contained in Block "G". Loss of the de distribution panel
(PNLDIS34) removes the source of power necessary to energize the SI logic
relays. Failure of a Channel 2 logic gate.(LG10F2SIA28) to indicate an'

abnomal condition also prevents the master relay (RSI2) from changing
state. The auxiliary relay (RSI21X) will fail to close the Safety
Injection Actuation starting contacts of several pumps. When combined
with a loss of de control power from PWRPNL31, an insufficient number of
pumps are available to meet the ' system success criteria.

The joint contributions from the injection systems and the Electrical
system are contained in block "K". The one is similar to that described
for Block "G", the only difference being the type of PliLDIS34 failure
(short vice open circuit).

'

Block "M" contains doubletons that result from joint failures in the
Service Water and Electrical system. All of the pairs in this block
result from a simultaneous loss of offsite power and diesel generators.
Offsite power can be lost by a failure of either the offsite power grid
(SOURCE 1) or the onsite Station Auxiliary Transformer (STAAUXXFMR). In-

this block the emergency generators are lost because of a failure of
Service Water cooling to the diesel engines. A discussion of the Service
Water System is included in Sections 2.2.12 and 2.3.9.

Block "J" is composed of doubletons internal to the Safety Injection-

Actuation System. These doubletons represent a simultaneous failure of
: both SIAS channels.

Blocks "N" and "T" contain the Electrical and Safety Injection Actuation
Systems doubletons. These results are similar to those desribed in
Blocks "G" and "K".
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4

'
Block "0" is composed of doubletons internal to the Electrical System.
These doubletons mainly consist of a loss of offsite power (SOURCE 1) or
the Station Auxiliary Transfomer (STAAU)0FMR) combined with a failure of
any of the following:

Bus Tie Breaker 2A-5A interlock (ITLBKR2AT5A)
Compressed air in the diesel generator receiver (TTRCVR31) *

2.4.10.5 Results for the Front-Line and Suppo'rt Systems Acting
Together with Connon Location Effects

1

Additional singletons and doubletons are generated when the scope of the
analysis is expanded to include the effects of conson component
location. Two singletons and numerous doubletons were found to be
significant.

! The SI pimps share a conson room; consequently, they are susceptible to
; electrical failures caused by fire (LFSIP), steam (LSSIP), or flooding

(LWSIP). The RHR pimps also share their own room and have similar3

; failure modes (LFRHR, LSRHR, and LWRHR). Any combination of location
nodes which causes failure of both the low and high pressure pumps is a:

i doubleton. Thus, there are nine doubleton pairs for conson location in
i the injection systems. Possible location effects were also identified in
j the 888 room and the Residual Heat Exchanger portion of the Contairment
i Building. All but four of the motor operated valves in these areas,

however, are nomally correctly aligned and do not require
reposittening. The four valves which are required to change state are
contained in tripleton and higher order cut sets. The controllers which
operate all the valve motors are located in the switchboards, not at the
motor. Thus, accidental operation due to steam shorted contacts is also
impossible.

The two singletons consist of the electrical locations LOCD and LOCS.
LOCD includes the 15 foot elevation of the Central Building where the;

480V ac buses share a common location. The Central Control Room (LOCS)
houses the de distribution panels essential to power the pump motor

' controllers.

2.4.10.6
^

Results for the Front-line and Support Systems with;

Connon Location Effects and Operator Action

In this section the effects of operator action, both right (OPR) and,

| wrong (OPW) taken during the accident are analyzed. Only the differences
| between the previous sections and this section will be discussed.

Only one incorrect operator -valve manipulation was identified as a
singleton, the shutting of the RWST isolation valve (OPW846). Deliberate
effort is required to reposition this valve since VGS846 is nomally
locked open. -

An OPW node appears for each component that may be incorrectly operated
by manual intervention. The effect of these nodes is identical to that
described for the component itself.

i The number-of doubletons identified in this system combination is greatly
reduced because of the redundancy provided by the cperator
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(OPRSWMRHRP31C, OPRSWMRHR32C, OPP.SWMSIP31C, OPRSWMSIP32C, and
OPRSW SIP 33C) who manually start the RHR and SI pumps. The degree of
redundancy is so great that the Safety Injection Actuation System does
not appear in any of the singletons or doubletons.

All of the singletons caused by breaks in the Component Cooling System i.

have been degraded to doubletons because of the. actions taken by the
operators to isolate these leaks. The operator may also refill the
system if an excessive volume of water was lost through a break.

The doubletons identified in the electrical system which involve the
Station Auxiliary Transformer, the diesel generator air receiver, and the
bus tie breaker interlock have been eliminated because of the redundancy
provided by the operator.

2.4.10.7 Summary

The digraph matrix analysis of the medium LOCA with loss of both Low
Pressure and High Pressure Safety Injection has revealed no violations of
applicable safety requirements.

,

,

m

O
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ENCLOSURE 10 .

I

SYSTEM COMBINATION 10
i

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION
,

1

1

,

'

SINGLET 0NS
|

38' MLOCAD
341 J18100

'

342 J290AD
342 J2000
342 PPI846D
342 HTRC846ZD
342 VGA846D
342 HTRC846YD
342 PPR846D'
342 RWST1D

DOUBLE. TONS :

.

23333333333333333333
1123344480233444556667777389
2537902358818049014561436680,

12 -.--.****-- **.-------------
15 ---- ****-- **--------------
23 ---- ...*-- *...--.---.---.-"

37 .--.*--
is ... **.-.-- -----.-..-.-- .--- *.--.----.--.-.-.
40 . *--....--...............
42 * * *-------- .*............
43 ... *-..----- ..............
2ss**+.--...---.****.........-

30s....---.-....--..---...--..
32s------------...----------.
331 -.- ----------- ---.-------

ass *** ..... --. ...***.-- ***
340 . ..------. . ..*....-......
344 ---- **..-- **------.-------
34, ---- *.. -- **--. .--.----.-
aso.--- ****-- **--------------
351 ---- ****-- **----.---------

i364 .--- ****-- **.-------------,

i

365 -.-- ****-- **--------------
1

366 --.- ****-- **-.----- ---.--
3n----****---.--------------- ,

,

37s --.. **.*--.---------.--.---
|37s.-..****-.-------.----..-.

376 ---- ....-----.---..-------- ;

3s4 .--- ****-- **---- --------- |

ass-.-- ***-. *---- -----... ;

|

as0 . . - - . . . . - - . * . - - - - - . . . . . - - -

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= MLOCAD
DATE: 6/20/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615 MOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SCT615MSI.C3
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE I (CONTINUED)

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC10 CASE I DOUBLETON MATRIX

.

12 PPR1810D
15 J735BD
15 J1863D
15 MOV882D

i 15 VC8810
15 PPI735D
15 J735AD
23 J111XD
23 JRHRD
23 J740AD
23 J636D
23 J883D
23 MOV744D
23 VC741D
23 J110XD
37 HPI-MLOCAD

'

39 LPI-MLOCAD -

+ 40 . LFSIPD
4 42 LWSIPD
* 43 LSSIPD

285 BRC852BJ852AA
308 PWRPNL33P
328 PWRPNL31P
331 J18290
338 J203AD
340 J203D
340 VC847D
340 MOV18100
344 J898D

+ 349 LFRHRD
# 350 LSRHRD
< 351 LWRHRD
*364 LF8880
a 365 LS888D
* 366 LW8880

371 BRC899BJ899AB
V 374 LFRHXRB

.

w 375 LSRHXRB
ve376 LWRHXRB

386 BRC745AJ745BD .

388 BRC889J1869BD
390 J745BD

,

* INDICATES LOCATION
,
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ENCLOSURE 10

SYSTEM COMBINATION 10

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

COMBINED CASE II & CASE III RESULTS

CASE II FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS |

CASE III FULLY AUTOMATIC FRONT-LINE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS, AND LOCATIONS i

SINGLET 0HS

36 MLOCAD
341 J13100
342 J290AD
342 J2000
342 PPI846D
342 HTRC846ZD
342 VGA846D
342 HTRCB46YD
342 PPR846D
342 RWSTID

408 BRC760CJ760AL .

440 BRC762CJ762AL
464 BRC765BJ765AL

1271 LOCDP 't LOCATIONS (CASE III)i

1275 LOCSP j
1519 TESTELECP - TEST NODE FOR MODEL

.

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= MLOCAD
DATE: 6/20/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615 MOT.TRP
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DRI:SCT615MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SCT615MSI.C3
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ENCLOSURE 10 !

l,
'

SYSTEM COMBINATION 10

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

COMBINED CASE II & CASE III RESULTS

DOUBLETONS

t......
11 ...t .. 1111 ........................,.,., ........... .......................... .,. . .....

.........l ........ 11.... .......... .....................t.....
.......

................................ ....... ............................. .................. ............

s .................................................................................................................................................................. .........................................
. . .
..

....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................

E. . ....................................................................................................
. ..... .................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................

.

E.

... ........................................... .....................................................

. ...................................................................................................
.............................................. ........................................ .

. .............................................. ................................................................................ ............................................ ......
........................................... ...........................................

.. ........... ......................

.. ............................................. ..................................................... ................................................ ...................................................... ............................................. ...................................................
R . ............................................. ...................................................

... ............................................. ..................................................... ...................................................................................................
E . .............................................

....................................................... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................

. .................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................

......................................................................................................

. .....................................................................................................

. ..

. . ....................................................................................................
.

. ... ............................................. ...................................................
.

. .. .............................................. ...................................................
...................

. . ................... ......................... ...................................................
.

...................

........................... ............................................................................ .................................................... .

3 .. ............................................. ......... .......................................... ... ........................................... ........................................................................................................................................................
.

. .. .. ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................ ............................

. ..................................................................................................... . .............................................. ...................................................
.

3 ... ............................................. ...................................................... ............................................. .................................................................................................... ................................................................................................. ...................................................

3. .....................................................................................................
............................=.................. .....................................................................................................................................................

. ....................................................................................................<. .. .................................................................................................... . .................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................
..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

...................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................... ...................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................

. . ....................................................................................................
.. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ........................................................................................................ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................
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ENCLOSURE 10

SYSTEM COMBINATION 10

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE II & CASE III CONTINUED

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC10 CASE II & III DOUBLETON MATRIX

12 PPR18100 401 J8300L 46? J764AL 629 J10968E

|~ 15 J73500 401 J6278AL 453 PPl?65AL 634 J1094K l

15 J18630 401 J62788L 455 J762AL 648 COL-RW-2E

15 M0v882D 401 J6278CL 460 JA502L 648 TTCOLIK,'
15 PC8810 402 VGA760AL 460 J0178L 649 SW123456P

15 PP17350 403 J1805L 460 J601BL 872 PEDI 531F 1

15 J735AD 404 PPR1805L 460 J602SL 372 BEROPE 310
'

'

23 J111XD 406 J760AL 460' J602CL 033 P E DI5340

23 JRNAD 407' BRC760M760tL 463 J7658L 391 LG20F251A2AH

23 J740AD 414 BRC760CJ760SL 467 J017AL 397 LG10F25 f A7AH

'23 J6360 417 VGA760CL 467 J602AL 398 R511M

23 J8830 419 J760CL 467 J601AL 899 R5!1117

23 MOV7440 421 PPR6278CL 467 J601CL 904 LG20F2511.?BM

23 VC741D 421 J787L 467 J601DL 907 LG10F251A2BH

23 J110XD 421 VGL787L 468 J765AL 908 R$12N

37 MPI-MLOCAD 421 F ICL34tL 471 J602DL 909 R51211Z

39 LPI-MLOCAD 421 JA59L 471 J756CL 918 STAUXIFMRP

4 40 LFSIPD 421 J749tL 471 J7498L SCO ' SOURCE;P

a 42 LYSIPD 422 JA57L 571 J1190K 1088 . ITLBER2AT W

4 43 L531PD 423 ORFC760CL 571 JSSAK 1108 TTRCVR31P

285 BRC852W852AA 424 CCWP33L 571 J1093SK e 1269 LOCAP

308 PWRPNL33P 428 JA55L $71 J1093AK = 1270 LOCCP

328 PWRPNL31P 429 ORFC760AL 571 J10930K 4 1274 LOCRP

331 J18290 430 CCVPJ1L 571 VB30K 1464 PWRPNLJI ff'

338 J203AD 431 ORFCCCW3% 571 J1095K 1449 BKRDPE 31/P

340 J2030 432 VC761CL 572 VCSE 1470 PEDI 537/f

340 VC8470 433 JA3- 572 MTRC409K 1491. PE0!$34/F

340 MOV1810D 434 VCA762CL 572 J4K 1500 PWRPWL33/P

344 Ja980 4M J763SL 572 J1068K 1530 CON 2024532)X1

.A 349 LFRMAD 436 VGA7598L 57 2 J409K

4 350 LSENRD 4M JAOL 572 J1221K

4 351 LWRHRD 4M CCHIR$32Z 572 NTRC98K

364 LF885 436 VGA765BL 572 VB95

= 365 L5883) 436 J764BL 586 RIVHUD50tet4

! a 366 LW888D 438 J762CL 587 STRCIR1utKK

l 371 BRC8990899AS 429 BRC762CJ762BL 593 SwPWELL1K

W- 374 LFRMIRg 448 SRC762M762BL 595 1 RASH 1K

5 375 LSRHXRg 449 ORFCCCW31L 597 J131K

p 376 LWRNXag 450 VC761AL 601 J13X

386 BRC745M74580 451 JAIL 602 J1328K

388 BRC88%)1869BO 452 VGA762AL 619 CHED5K1

453 J763AL 619 CHNLD51
390 J74580

453 VGA759AL 619 J95AK
399 JA14Al.

453 JA7L 619 J95BK
399 JA14L

453 CCHIR531Z 619 J95CK
399 J830AL

453 JA10L 619 J950K
399 JTIC627L
399 J627AL 453 VGA765AL 626 J95FK

626 J1096AK'

.

* INDICATES LOCATION FILE IDENTIFICATION ,

REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= MLOCAD,

'

DATE: 6/20/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRL SCT615MC3.POS
OUTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DRi;dCT615 MOT.TRP

i

VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MVB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:SCT615MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS: DR1:SCT615MSI.C3j
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ENCLOSURE 10

SYSTEM COMBINATION 10

MEDIUM LOCA WITH HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED

CASE IVA - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION
1

CASE IVB - MANUALLY ASSISTED, FAILURE BY OMMISSION AND FAILURE BY COMMISSIOk
'

SINGLETONS

'38 MLOCAD
341 J1810D .

342 J290AD
342 J2000
342 PP1846D
342 HTRC8462D
342 OPW846D
342 VGA8460
342 HTRC846YD
342 PP_R8460
342 RWST1D
343 TTRWSTH20D
408 BRC.760CJ760AL
440 BRC'762CJ762AL
464 BRC765BJ765AL

* 1271 'LOCDP
1519 TESTELECP

.

* INDICATES LOCATION
,

FILE IDENTIFICATION
REACH PAIR: I= 1 J= MLOCAD
DATE: 6/22/84
ANSWER.POS FILE IS: DRO:SCT615MC4.P05
0UTPUT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,13SCT615 MOT.DAT
VARIAB.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SCT615MYB.DAT
RENUMSRT.DAT FILE IS: DR1:[220,1]SCT615MRT.DAT
SIGMA PI FILE NAME IS DRO:SCT615MSI.C4

,
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MEDIUM LOCA WITH'HIdH AND LOW PRESSURE INJECTION

CASE IVA & IVB

VARIABLE LIST FOR SC10 CASE IVA & IVB DOUBLETON MATRIX

12 PPR18100 401 J6278AL

15 J73580 401 J62788L g
15 J18630 401 J627BCL 453 OM59E
15 MOV8820 402 VGA760AL 453 JA7L
15 OPW882D 4C2 OPW760AL 453 CCHH5312 ]
15 VC8810 403 J1805L 453 JA1E
15 PPI735D 404 PPR1805L 453 VGA7654 ,

15 J735AD 406 J760AL 53 OM65E
23 J111xD 407 3RC760AJ7608L 453 J764AL
23 JRMRO 414 BRC760CJ7608L 453 PP!765AL
23 J740AD 417 OPW760CL 455 J762AL
13 J6360 417 VGA760CL 460 JA502L
23 J8830 419 J760CL M J0175L .
23 MOY7440 421 PPR627BCL 460 J601EL
23 OPW7440 421 J787L 460 J6028L
23 VC7410 421 VGL787L 460 J602CL
23 J110ED 421 OPW787L 463 J7653L
37 HPI-MLOCAD 421 FIC6348L 467 J017AL

% 39 LPI-MLOCAD 421 JA59L M7 J602E
4 40 LFSIPD 421 J749CL 467 J601AL
A 42 LWSIPD 42Z JA57L 467 J601CL
fr 43 L551PD 423 ORFC760CL 467 JG01DL

285 BRC8528J852AA 424 CCVP23L M8 J765E
308 PWRFWL33P 428 JA5SL 471 J602DL
338 J203AD 429 ORFG760AL 471 J756CL,

340 J203D 430 CCWP31L'
471 J7899L

340 VC8470 431 ORFCCCW33L 586 RI M 50NK
340 M0V18103 432 VC761CL 619 CHNLD5K
340 OPW1810D 433 JA3L 619 CHNLD53K
344 J85F3 434 VGA762CL

III EISAK
R 349 LFRNRD 434 O N762CL 619 J958K
r 350 L5RHRD 436 J7638L 619 J95CE
u 351 LWRNRD 436 VGA759E 619 J95DE
5 364 LFase 436 OPW759R 626 J9sFE
a 365 L5888D 436 JA8L $26 J1096AE

366 LWBee 436 CCuxR532Z 960 Souatt1P
371 SRC8958J899AB 436 VGA765E 4 1270 LOCCP

tr374 LFRHIRB 436 OPW765E * 1274 LOCRP

= 375 LSRHIRB 436 J7648L * 1275 LOC 5P

Wr376 LWRHXRB 438 J762CL 1500 NR33#
386 BRC745M74580 439 BRC762CJ7628L. 1551 TRIPMASTER

388 BRC88SJ186950 44L BRC762M7628L

390 J74580 44P ORFCCCW31L

399 JA14AL 450 YC761AL

399 JA14L 451 JAIL
399 J830AL 452 VGA762AL

399 JTIC627L 452 *aPW762AL

399 J627AL
401 J8308L

* INDICATES LOCA7 ION

f
,

0
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3.0 GEERAL QUALITATIVE RESULTS

!

Safety analyses nomally attempt to provide two levels of insight into
the behavior of complex systems; these two levels involve the qualitative
and quantitative interpretation. It is standard practice to obtain and I

analyze qualitative information in the fom of minimal cut sets and
important components as a first step to be followed by quantitative
results obtained by applying numerical probabilities to the cut set
elements. This is the approach taken in this study.'

< The importance of front-line systems to reactor safety is evident from
( the definition of the tem front-line system: a system that directly

perfoms a . vital safety function. For the evaluation of systems-
interactions, a detailed evaluation of support systems is also essential
[18]. Systems interactions can result in the loss of a front-line system*

function by failure initiation and propagation through the support
i systems. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative assessments of

systems safety must consider front-line as well as support systems and
their potential for systems interactions.;

! The qualitative evaluation of system safety is centered on the
identification and review of minimal cut sets and important components.
A cut set is a component or group of components whose failure would cause,

i system failure. Of primary concern in the system combinations considered
in this study are the minimal cut sets for the indicated front-line
system function. These failure cut sets cross system boundaries and
potentially include components from front-line as well as related support
systems.

DMA processing is capable of identifying singleton (first order),
. doubleton (second order) and selected tripleton (third order) cet sets
; .for each system combination.

3.1 Summary of Safety Significant-Results
,

Table 1-1 in Section 1.0 provided an overall sununary of the number of cut
; set results identified by system ccabination and according to the four

cases of analysis considered, the first case evaluated the front-line
systems themselves. The second case includes support systems as well as

: the front-line systems. The third case included location conunonalities
( in addition to the complete combinations of systems. The final case'

included human / operator actions by incorporating procedures. The
complete set of singleton and doubleton cut sets for each system
combination was presented in the associated enclosures in Section 2.4.

:

Discussion of Results

i Within the scope and limitations of the Digraph Matrix analysis to find
Systems Interactions at Indian Point-3, we have reached the following
conclusions:

I. When we evaluated the front-line systems while assuming that the
support systems' probability of failure was zero, we found that the

; safety injection and feedwater front-line systems were robust.

-253-.
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II. When we evaluated the interactions of both front-line and support
systems, we found the following significant systems interactions:

A. Interlock Failures in the IP-3 480 V Electrical System'

There are two interlocks in the 480 V electrical system which
can cause serious systems interactions should either one fail
during particular accident sequences.

The interlocks in question are on the manual 480 V crosstie
,

breakers 2ATSA and 3AT6A. In the event of bus undervoltages |
such as caused by a loss of offsite power, failure of these

|interlocks prevents the diesel generators from being '

automatically loaded onto the buses, bringing about a loss of
ac power condition. This condition requires operator action to
correct.

The interlocks are modeled as in Figures B 6.1 - B 6.13.
Node ITLBKR3AT6A is directly connected to the automatic closing
mechanism for BKR2AT3A, the automatic 480 V crosstie, and for
BKRE62, the diesel generator supply breaker for bus 6A. Node
ITLBKR2AT5A is directly connected to the automatic closing
mechanism for BKREG3 and BKREG1, the diesel generator supply
breaker for bus SA and bus 2A respectively.

If the diesel generators are called on to start, as in a loss
of offsite power condition for example, failure of the 3AT6A
interlock prevents breakers 2AT3A and EG2 from closing, thereby
causing a loss of all components powered from buses 3A and 6A.
Failure of the 2AT5A interlock prevents closure of breakers EG3
and EG1, thereby causing a, loss of all ccaponents powered from
buses SA, 2A, and 3A. Note the operator can restore power to
the buses by closing the breakers either from switches in the
control room or diesel buildir.0. or manually at the breakers.

Both interlocks function similarly. They are known as "b"
contact auxiliary switches. When the manual crosstie breakers
are open, the "b" contacts are closed and the closing circuits
for the interlocked breakers may be completed, providing de
power is available and all other interlocks are satisfied. If

a manual crosstie is closed or if the interlock fails such that'

the "b" contacts .do not close the circuit when the breaker is
open, then the interlocked breakers will not close
automatically. 480V switchgear schematic diagrams show the
interlocks in the automatic closing circuits for these
breakers. Refer also to IP-3 System Description No. 27.1,
pages 65A-65C, for substantiation of this interlock function
explanation.

The effects of an interlock failure can be quite serious. In a
loss of offsite power automatic case, the 3AT6A interlock is a
singleton to buses 3A and 6A. Note that auxiliary feedwater
pimps 31 and 33 are affected, leaving only the steam driven
pump in this case. Also, both residual heat removal pumps (31
and 32) are lost.
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'

Failure of the 2ATSA interlock under the above conditions
: causes the loss of components on buses 5A, 2A, and 3A. This |

includes safety injection pumps 31 and 32, essential service '

,

water pumps 31 and 32 or-34 and 35, and component cooling pumps 1

31 and 32. . In this case, three safety systems, safety
{

,

injection, service water, and component cooling, are each left.

with only one pap functioning.I

The effects of the 3AT6A interlock failure can be easily
mitigated if the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 31 and:

'

RHR pump 31 are powered from bus SA or 2A instead of 3A.
However, failure of the 2ATSA interlock is devastating and the,

'

best solution is to remove it from the breaker closing
i circuits. The 2ATSA crosstie should then be renoved or locked

open so that it cannot be inadvertently closed.

B. Service Water Valves SWN-98 and SWN-99
,

The Indian Point-3 Nuclear Plant has three diesel generators
; (DGs). The DGs must be cooled in order to keep from failing

due to overheating. The cooling is accomplished by
transferring heat to the Service Water System (SWS) which is -

designed to circulate river uter through DG heat exchangers
when the DGs are in use. Loss of this cooling will result in,

( failure of the DGs due either to protective shut off or damage
due to overheating within a few minutos of loss of heat removal.

'
To ensure heat removal capability during an accident, the SWS '

'

is configured into two redundant piping trains, each with its
own dedicate.d set of three service water pumps (SWPs). In,

i preparation for automatic response during accident, one pump
train is preselected as " Essential" and the other as '

"Non-e ssential". One train uses pups 31-33 and the other uses
pumps 34-36. Almost always, pumps 34-36 are selected as
essential . Only two pumps are required for heat removal
inmediately after an accident. During nomal plant operation,
paps from both sets are generally running, though not through.

; the DGs. In the event of high DG oil or jacket water
j temperature or of safety injection (SI) signal, valves on the

cousson downstream side of the DGs are opened to allow service
water flow through. The non-essential peps are tripped and
the essential pumps are powered (during a blackout, the

i essential peps are powered by the DGs before the DGs become
; too hot). The two SWP trains are nomally isolated from each

i

other and the valves on the non-essential train are nomally .
; aligned to preclude DG cooling by the non-essential pumps.

<

This relationship also holds after the blackout or SI. |
Therefore, after an accident, the DGs are normally cooled by a.

; single SWP train. This presents some noteworthy
vulnerabilities.

Failure of DGs to Generate Power Due to Misaligned Valves:
Each SWP train has two butterfly valves in series, either of
which if closed and undetected, would mean failure of Ms to be4

i cooled insnediately after an accident, should that train have
4
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been selected as essential. If SWPs 31-33 are selected as
essential, then the valves are SWN-98 and SWN-30. If

SWPs 34-36 are selected as essential, then the valves are
SWN-99 and SWN-29. Misalignment of any of the valves could
result from inaccurate application of the checkoff list or of a
maintenance or te:; ting error. However, the means of ' detecting

' misalignment of SWN-98, S9 is very different from that of
SWN-29, 30.

A misaligrraent in the first set is fairly easily detected since
there is nomally flow through each valve and just downstream,

of each valve is a pressure meter which is connected to an
indicator light and annunciator in the central control room. '

Therefore, during nomal plant operation a misalignment would
be indicated automatically. Misalignment of either of the
other valves (SWN-29, 30), however, is not automatically
detected. After the initial procedure of following the
checkoff list, inspection of the valve position consists of
monitoring a local pressure gauge every 8 hours. The location
of the pressure tap is shown in Figure 2-7 which is a copy of a
section of the main SWS P&ID 9321-F-27223-21. Also noted are
butterfly valves 29 and '30. The other butterfly valves '

mentioned above, nebers 98 and 99, are off the page. If SWRs<

31-33 are selected as essential, then SWN-30 is nomally open
as are SWNs-62A, C, and E, which lie just upstream of each
diesel heat exchanger pair.

III. When we evaluated front-line and support systems with location<

vulnerabilities, we identified several key locations though we did Ia

) not find initiating events.

; Locations LOCDP (480 V bus location), LOC 001 (AFW pap room),
LOCSIPRM (SI pop room), were vitally fmportant and presently secure.

! IV. When we evaluated front-line and support systems together with their
location vulnerabilities and their interactions with operator4

actions, we concluded:

A. Operator actions that initiate safetv actions, such as starting
peps and opening valves, greatly improves reliability and
should generally be recommended for both safety injection and
feedwater systems.

B. Operator actions that teminate safety actions, such as;

stopping pups or closing valves, should only be allowed with'

the concurrence of a supervisor,
f
'

C. That there is a significant difference between operator actions
dealing with front-line systems instead of support systems.

1
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4.0 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In order to determine the significance of the singleton and doubleton
cut sets, a quantitative analysis was perfomed. This analysis was
conducted by assigning a failure probability to each component which

; was a member of the failure sets. The data used for component failure
probabilities was taken from: WASH 1400, IEEE Standard 500, the Zion
Seismic Safety Study, and the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study.
Where available, Indian Point data was used to allow comparison to the
IP PSS. Four cases were analyzed.. In the first three cases, we
considered only the fully automatic action'. In the fourth case, the
operator was able to take mitigating action and allowed to make'
errors.

In the subsections which follow, the results of the quantitative
analysis of the ten system combinations are presented. These results
are based on the component failure and unavailability data given in
Appendix D. For the most part this data was taken from the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study [14] in order to maintain
comparability. Exceptions to the use of Indian Point data are given
in the data of Appendix D. Four cases were analyzed for each system
combination. T.hese are listed in Table 4-1.

Case Mode Description
I Automatic Front-line Systems Only

II Automatic Front-line + Support Systems
III Automatic Front-line + Support Systems

+ Locations
IV Manually a. Positive Operator Intervention

Assisted b. Positive and Negative Operator
Intervention

.

Table 4-3 Cases Analyzed for Quantitative Results

As shown in Table 4-1, system combinations were analyzed for two types
of operation, fully automatic and manually assisted. In the fully
automatic case, no credit was given to operator circumvention of the
effects of failed components and/or systems. In the manual case, two
types of operator intervention are allowed; operator actions to
mitigate the effects of component failures; and operator errors.
Operator errors were assumed to be independent. That is, no attempt
was made to analyze the effect of coordinated errors. The variable
names for the first type of operator interaction with the system
always includes the prefix OPR (operator right) where as the second
type starts with OPW (operator wrong). Appendix D.2 contains a more
complete discussion of the two types of operator actions.

In all cases, a count of the number of singletons and doubletons are
given. This count includes only failure sets which have nonzero

$probabil ity. For example, some of the singletons shown earlier in
this report include test nodes. Since no failure probability is
assigned to these nodes, they are not counted in the failure set
total s. Other singletons not included in these counts arise from i

,

components which are subcomponents of components for which there is
failure data. For example, a part of a motor actuated valve may show {
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up as a singleton, but since the failure data base did not break MOV
failure to failure of its subcomponents, only the MOV failure itself
was counted.

In general, component failure probability and unavailablity data was |.

taken from the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study (IP-PSS)
section 1.6 (primarily Table 1.6.1-4 ). ' This data base contains'

(Bayesian) updated failure rates for the IP components based on actual
operating IP experience.

In using this data base, no statement is made about its accuracy. The
IP PSS data bare was used only to allow a direct comparison to be made
between the results of the DMA and those of the IP PSS.

The tables in Appendix D contain the probability data bases as used
for each syster combination. The fomat of these tables is:

MOV822BL M0V221 2 0.151E-02 -0.915E-07
Component Generic Number of Minus sign indicates

Name Type Probability rate (failures /hr)
Tems

O MOTOR OPERATED YALVE

Thus, valve MOV822BL is of generic class MOV221, a motor operated
valve, nomally closed, which must change state, and has a failure to
operate on demand probability of 0.15E-02 per demand and a blockage
failure rate of 0.915E-07 failures per hour. Lines in the data base
which begin with a O symbol contain explanatory infomation.

To compute the overall failure probability for a specific component in,

the data base, all of the failure tems are combined using the rules
for combinations of probability for independent events. That is

P 1- (1-P )=
TOTAL 4i=1,

where Ptotal is the total failure probability for the component
P is the probability of the ith failure mode.j

The probability of failure for components which had hourly rates was
detemined by multiplying the failure rate by the action time of the
accident sequence.

|

As stated above, failure and unavailability data was taken from the IP
PSS when available. In some cases, specific data was not available.
We have assumed in most of these cases, that the component was
operational at the time of the accident, hence its failure probability
is simply the duration of the accident times its failure rate
( fail ure/hr). This calculation yields a lower bound for the component
failure probability.

l

The data base listed in Appendix' D was adjusted for the conditions of
each system combination.

|
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4.1 Quantitative Analysis of System combination 1-Medium LOCA.

with Low Pressure InjeRion

Introduction

The probability that the Indian Point-3 Low Pressure Injection system4

will be available and function through the one-half hour required,

response to a medium LOCA has been evaluated. This analysis included
both fully automatic operation and performance with operator
assistance. The effects of failures in support systems were;

explicitly included in this analysis. Because of the completeness of
the DMA model, no assumptions were made about the availability of

'

offsite electrical power, safety injection actuation, service water,1

or component cooling. All components in these systems were included
3. in the basic digraph model. Unavailability (and failure)
! contributions from these systems and combinations of these support

systems are explicitly included in the failure sets.;

Assumptions

f The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this
quantitative analysis:

l'. Water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) is;

available.

2. Success of Low Pressure Injection is defined as the injection
of water into at least two cold legs of the Reactor Coolant.

| System with et least one Residual Heat Removal Pump '
1 operating.

| 3. The time requirement for LPI is 0.5 hours.

| Probability Data Base
4

The data used for the quantitative analysis of System Conbination 1 is
! listed in Appendix D. This data was taken (for the most part) from
j the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study. Exceptions to Indian

Point data are noted in the data base Operator error
'

was assigned a probability of 1 x 10~3.f Appendix 0.Operators were allowed to,

'

disable any component which could be turned off except for components
located inside of containment which had no control room remote

i swi tches . For the manually assisted cases studied, it was assumed
that an operator would take a correct override action with aa

. probability of 1.0.
!

! |

1

i

4
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Resul ts

There were four cases studied:i

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and
locations, and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of Failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

|

Table 4-2 contains a summary of the results from the four cases
analyzed. The data in the rows referred to " probability" is the
probability that a system will be available and continue to function
during the accident. . As can be seen from this table, in all cases the
bulk of the failure probability (and unavailability) is due to single
component failuras. The ability of the operators to override failed
components does not significantly improve the reliability of the Low
Pressure Injection System. The LPI is however, significantly less
reliable when the effects of operator errors are considered. In this
system combination, it appears that the safest mode of operation would
be to prevent the operators from taking any action. It should be
sta,ted that the above result probably overestimates the effect of
detrimental operator actions, since the DMA model did not include any
safeguards which would prevent some of these incorrect actions. Each
case will now be briefly discussed.

4

Case I, - Front-line Systems Only

The most risk significant singletons from an analysis of the
front-line systems alone are shown along with their failure
probabilities in Table 4-3 (The complete list of singleton and
doubletons is given in Enclosure 1). The failure probabilities showni

in this table include both unavailablity at the time of the accident
and failure during the 0.5 hoLr mission time.

Component Mean Failure Contribution

MOY882D 6.01E-04
VC881D 6.91E-05
VC741D* 6.91E-05
fiOY7440 3.29E-05
VGA846D 3.29E-05

Table 4-3 Most Risk Significant Singletons in System Combination One

l
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CASE I II !!! IV

Desc-intion AUT N TIC AUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC 4AhuGL

Front Line Front Line Front Line a. %sitive D. ?csttive
Alone + + Operator Coerator

Sucoort* Suocort Act2on Act1on
+ 'Only Errors of

Location Coastssion

Number

of 17 17 28 16 18

Singletons

Singleton
Procability 8.85E-4 9 d i-4 N/A 8.05E-4 2.81E-3
Contribution

s

Number

of 84 2465 2188 1854 2128

Doubletons

Doubleton

probability 2.50E-6 3.79E-6 VA 2.77E-6 L39E-5
Contribution

Singleton +
Dous!ston 8.07E-4 8.14E-6 N/A 8.382-4 2.83E-3
Failure

Pronability

* Incluces Battery 32 Singleton.

Table 4-2 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination One - Low Pressure Safety Injection
in Response to Medium LOCA
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4

These components were also identified as singletons in the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study. The remaining 12 singletons are

. pipe sections with individual failure probabilities on the order of
i 4E-9. These remaining singletons do not contribute significantly to' the overall failure ' probability.
1 The doubletons are dominated by the failure of the two Residual Heat

Removal pumps, RHRP31Z and RHR32Z. This failure set has a failure;

1 probability of 2.06E-06. The IP PSS quotes a value of 3.29E-06 for
this doubleton. The IP-3 RHR doubleton however includes a check valve
and manual valve for each pump which we have modeled as separate

p components and therefore appear in other failure sets (e.g., VC738AB *
) RHRP32Z).
i ,

The remaining goubletons can be grouped into " order of magnitude",

'

sets. The 10- magnitude group includes:

RHRP31Z ' VC 738BD 9.92E-08,

i VC738AD RHRP32Z 9.92E-08
! MOV747B HCV6408 1.80E-08

MOV747B MOV7468 1.80E-08
VGA742D MOV745BD 1.80E-08

i MOV899BB MOV899AB 1.80E-08j MOV747B MOV899AB 1.80E-08
:

HCV6388 HCV6408 1.80E-08
VGA742D MOV745AD 1.80E-08

; HCV6388 MOV7468 1.80E-08
i MOV899BB MOV746B 1.80E-08

MOV899BB HCV6408 1.80E-08
; HCV6388 MOV899AB 1.80E-08'

RSI2H RHRP312 1.67E-08
; RSI21XZ RHRP31Z 1.67E-08

The total failure probability due to doubletons for the Front-Line
System Low Pressure Injection in response to a medium LOCA is 2.50E-6.
Since the IP PSS did not consider front-line systems alone, no>

; comparison can be made,
> r

Case _I_I, _ Front-line and Support Systems
!

; The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of
j low pressure injection does not change the number of singletons (17)'

but does significantly increase the number of doubletons (from 84 to
i 2349). The large increase in the number of doubletons does not

significantly raise the failure probability of the system (from 2.5E-6
to 3.65E-6 ). The most significant added doubletons are:

'

i

| STAUXXFMRP * SW123456P 3.41E-07t

STAUSSFMRP * COL-RW-2K 3.41E-07

The variable name STAUXXFMRP includes both the failure of the station,

auxiliary transformer and the loss of offsite power. The loss of
offsite power dominates the failure of the transformer (3.41E-04 to

: 0.84E-06/hr ) . Variable SW123456P refers to an incorrect setting of .

'

{ the service water mode switch prior to the accident. The variable
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COL-RW-2K is an error in the manual checkoff procedure for the sevice;

water pumps prior to the accident. The prominence of offsite power in,

the doubletons implies that this -system combination would have a
significantl
10E-3 range)y larger failure probability (singletons in the 10E-2 toduring~an offsite power outage. This would occur because
doubletons with offsite power would become singletons.

! Again the results of the DMA of the Low Pressure Injection system'

yield quantitative results of the same order as the IP PSS (3.65E-6 to
j 6.09E-6 ) .
i
; Case III , Front-line, Support Including Locations
.

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds '

11 singletons and 75 doubletons to the failure sets. These locations;
'

were discussed earlier.
.

Case IV - Manual ~ Operation

The Indian Point Low Pressure Safety Injection System was designed
with ample opportunity for operators to override failed components.

-

The cases studied here assume that if an automatic system fatis, the;

operators will take the appropriate corrective action. Failure to
; take this corrective action has been assigned a probability of 0.0.
j Thus it would be expected that the low pressure injection system

becomes more reliable in this manual case.
|

Two subcases were considered in the manual case; only operator
: corrective action, and both corrective and detrimental operator
! actions. The results of each of these subcases will now be discussed.

Case IVa , Manual Operation - Corrective Action Only
i
'

In this subcase, operators are allowed to take corrective action. The
probability of taking these actions has been taken to be 1.0. The

;

j ability to take these corrective actions did not change the singleton
failure probabil.ity from the automatic case (II). Howeve', the4

failure contributions from th'e doubletons decreased from 3.49E-6 to
i

j 2.77E-6. This insignificant decrease results from operator override
3 of failed components.

| It should be noted here that the operators do not have a significant
j positive effect on the reliability of Low Pressure Safety Injection.
! Case IVb , Corrective and Detrimental Actions
i

i In this subcase, the operators are allowed to take both corrective and
detrimental actions. These detrimental actions are " errors of
consiission" since they require an action by the operator to cause an

The probability of each of these types of errors was taken toerror.
be 1.0E-3.

t
These errors of commission increased the singleton probability from
8.05E-4 in case IVa to 2.81E-3 and the doubleton probability from
2.77E-6 to 2.39E-5. The singletons with the largest value are
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|

incorrect operator actions in closing valves

VGA846D,
MOV8820, and
MOV744D.

These three failures dominate the singleton failure probability.
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4.2 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 2-Medium LOCA

with High Pressure Injection

Introduction

The failure of the Indian Point-3 High Pressure Injection system to
,

'

respond to and function during the low range of a medium LOCA has been
eval uated.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this
quantitative analysis:

1. Water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) is
available.

2. Success of High Pressure Injection for the low range of the
LOCA is defined as the injection of water into the Reactor
Coolant System by at least two of the three high head safetyinjection pumps.

3. The time requirement for HPI is 0.5 hours.

Results

There were four cases studied: ,

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,
;

_
2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,
3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and

locatior.s, and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of Failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-4 contairs a summary of the results from the four cases
analyzed. its can be seen from this table, in all cases the bulk of
the failure to successfully function is due to single component ,

failures. The ability of the operators to override failed components
i

does not significantly improve the reliability of High Pressure e

Injection System. High Pressure Injection, however, is significantly j
less reliable when the effects of operator errors are considered. Inthis system combination, as with low pressure injection, it appears!
that the safest mode of operation would be to prevent the operators Ifrom taking any action.

It should be stated that the above result
probably overestimates the effect of detrimental operator actions,
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CASE 1 !! III IV

Description AUTOMRTIC AL"0 MAT:C AWOMA7:0 WMJR:.

Front Line Front Line Front Line a. Posit:ve b. Dosit:ve
Alone + + Coerator Operator'

S,soort Sucoort Action Action
Cnly Errors of+

Locatton Commissun

Nuncer

of 9 28 34
Singletons

,

Sing:ston
Probability 7. E -4 7.d3E-4 N/A 1. E -7 :. E -7
Contribution

Number

of 535 4426 4552
Doubletons

Doubleton
Probability 2.97E-5 4.46E-4 1.84E-4
Contribution

Singiaton +
Doubleton 7.32E-4 11.49E-4 h/A 1.84E-4
Failure

Procability

Table 4-4 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Two - High Pressure Safety Injection
in Response to Medium LOCA
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since the DMA model did not include any safeguards which would prevent
some of these f acorrect actions. Each case will now be briefly
discussed.

Case I, , Front-Line Systems Only

The risk'significant singletons from an analysis of the front-line
systems alone are shown along with their failure probability in Table
4-5. (The complete list of singletons and doubletons is given in
Enclosure 2.)

Component Mean Failure Contribution
'

MOV18100 6.01E-04
VGA846D 3.29E-05
VC847D 6.91E-05.

Table 4-5 Risk Significant Singletons in System Combination Two

These components were also identified as singletmas in the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study. The remaining singletons are pipe
sections with individual failure probabilities on the order of 4E-9.
These remaining singletons do not contribute significantly to the
overall failure probability.

The doubletons are dominated by the failure of combinations of the
safety injection pumps, SIP 31Z, SIP 32Z, and SIP 332. Each of these has
a failure probability (including unavailability) of 5.08E-6.

,
The remaining doubletons in the 10-6 group are listed below.

SIP 31Z SIP 33Z 5.08E-06
SIP 32Z SIP 33Z 5.08E-06
SIP 31Z SIP 32Z 5.08E-06
MOV887AD SIP 33Z 1.35E-06
10V887BD SIP 33Z 1.35E-06
SIP 31Z VGA8488A 1.35E-06
VGA848AA SIP 33Z 1.35E-06
SIP 32Z VGA848BA 1.35E-06
MOY887AD SIP 31Z 1.35E-06,

MOY887BD SIP 31Z 1.35E-06
VGA848AA SIP 32Z 1.35E-06

The total failure probability due to doubletons for the Front-Line
|System Low Pressure Injection in response to a medium LOCA is 3.02E-6.
{Since the IP PSS did not consider front-line systems alone, no

comparison can be made.

Case II , Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of
high pressura injection significantly increases the the number of
singletons (9 to 28) and also significantly increases the number of
doubletons (from 535 to 4504). The large increase in the number of
doubletons significantly raises the failure probability of the system
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( from 3.02E-5 to 4.47E-4 ). The most significant added doubleton is:

STAUXXFMRP * ITLBKR2AT5AP 4.15E-04

The variable STAUXXFMRP includes the failure of the station auxiliary
transfor:ner and the loss of offsite power. The loss of offsite power
dominates the failure of the transformer (3.41E-04 to 0.84E-06/hr).
Variable ITLBKR2AT5AP refers to the failure of an interlock in the ~IP-3
Electrical Power System. The prominence of offsite power in the doubletons
implfes that this system combination would have a significantly 1arger
failure probability (singletons in the 1.E-2 to 1.E-3 range) during tn
offsite power outage.

The results of the DMA of the High Pressure Injection system yie
quant {tative results higher than those of the IP PSS (4.80 x 10-}dto 1,81
x 10- ). Also it should be noted that the contribution of the doubletons 4

is over one order of magnitude greater than the singletons. The loss of
offsite power - interlock doubleton alone is an order of magnitude greater
than the singleton. This doubleton was not identified in the IPS PSS.

Case III - Front-Line, Support Including Locations

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 6
singletons and 126 doubletons to the failure sets. These locations wer e
discussed earlier.

Case IV, - Manual Operation

Two subcases were considered in the manual case; only operator corrective
action, and both corrective and detrimental operator actions. The results
of each of these subcases will now be discussed.

Case IYa - Manual Operation - Corrective Action Only

In this subcase, operators are allowed to take corrective action. The
probability of taking these actions has been taken to be 1.0. The ability
to take these corrective actions did not change the singleton failure
probability from the automatic case (II). However, the failure
contributions from the doubletons decreased from 4.46E-4 to 2.265E-5. This
significant decrease results from operator override of failed components.

Case IVb , Corrective and Detrimental Actions

In this subcase, the operators are allowed to take both corrective and
detrimental actions. These detrimental actions are " errors of commission"
since they require an action by the operator to cause an error. The .

probability of each of these types of errors was taken to be 1.0E-3.

These errors of commission increased the singleton probability from 3.3E-5
in Case IVe to 1.03E-3 and the doubleton probability from 2.25E-5 to
8.06E-5. The singleton with the largest value is an incorrect operator
action in closing valve VGA8460. This failure dominates the singleton
failure probability.
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4.3 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 3-PORY Induced
LOCA with High PressurTInjection

Introduction

The reliability (and unavailability) of the combination of the Indian
Point-3 PORY and High Pressure Injection system is discussed in this
section. The singletons which should result from this analysis are the
intersection of the singletons from the failure of the PORY and the
singletons from the failure of hinh pressure injection. This analysis
included both fully automatic operator and perfonnance with operator
assistance.

,

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

1. Success of High Pressure Injection is defined as the injection of
water into at least two cold legs of the Reactor Coolant System
with at least one Residual Heat Removal Pump operating.

2. The time requirement for HPI is 0.5 hours.

Resul ts

There were four cases studied:

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of Failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-6 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, in all cases the bulk of the failure
probability (and unavailability) is due to single component failures. The )

ability of the operators to override failed components does not ;

significantly improve the reliability of the High Pressure Injection
'

System. Each case will now be briefly discussed.

Case I , Front-line Systems Only

There were no front-line singletons found which would induce a PORY failure
and also cause the failure of High Pressure Injection.
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CASE ! II III IV'

.

Description .ALRORATIC AUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC mAKA.

Front Line Front Ltw Frort Line a. Dositive b. Positive
Alone + + Coerator coerat:.r

Guocort Scopert Acticn Actlen
+ Only Errers of

Location Cosetss;x

huseer

of 8 8 8 8 8

Singletons

Singleton
Prosanility 8 8 8 8 8.

Contribution

Number

of 28 28 63 12 12

Doubletons

Do&bleton

Probanility 2.30E-6 2.30E-6 8 "'3. 87E-7 9.87E-7

Contribution

Singleton +
Douoleton 0.30E-6 2.30E-6 8 9.87E-7 9.87E-7

Failure
Probability

.

Table 4-6 Summary of Quantitative Result.s for System
Combination Three - PORV Induced LOCA with
High Pressure Injection

.
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Each doubleton in the combination front-line system, as expected, arises
from one singleton from HPI and one singleton from the PORY. The
doubletons can be grouped into " order of magnitude" sets. The 10-7
magnitude group includes:

VGA846D PCV464I 3.29C-07
YGA846D PCV455CI 3.29E-0/
VGA846D SOV455CI 3.29E-07
VGA846D PCV468I 3.29E-07
VGA846D PCV456I 3.29E-07
VGA846D PCV4661 3.29E-07
VGA846D SOV456I 3.29E-07

The total failure probability due to the 28 doubletons for the Front-line
System High Pressure Injection failure in combination with a PORY failure
is 2.30E-6.

.

Ccse II - Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of high1

pressure injection does not add any singletons or doubletons.

Case III - Front-Line, Support Including Locations

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 35
doubletons to the failure sets. These locations were discussed earlier.

Case IV - Manual Operation

The Indian Point High Pressure Safety Injection System was designed with
ample opportunity for operators to override failed components. The cases

*

studied here assume that if an automatic system fails, the operators will
take the appropriate corrective action. Thus, it would be expected that
the high pressure injection system becomes more reliable in this manual
Case.

Two subcases were considered in the manual case; only operator corrective
action, and both corrective and detrimental operator actions. The results
from each subcase are identical. The ability to take these corrective
actions completely eliminated all doubletons in the combination of a PORY
failure and HPI failure for front-line systems alone. It was found that1

allowing the operator to override failed components decreased the number of
doebietons from 28 to 12 with a corresponding decrease in failure
probability from. 2.30E-6 to 9.87E-7. There were no doubletons found which
include an operator act of commission.

t
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4.4 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 4-Reactor Coolant
Pump Seals Induced 52 E6CA with High Pressure Injection

Introduction

The reliability of the Indian Point-3 High Pressure Injection system to an
52 LOCA induced by a failure of the Reactor Coolant Pump Seals has been
eval ua ted. In this case, we analyzed whether there was a systems
interaction which could cause a failure of the RCP seals and also prevent

,

successful functioning of HPI. In order to accomplish this analysis, two 4

plant operating modes were analyzed, each with its own model. The first s

mode is normal automatic plant operation. From that model, singletons and
doubletons are found which result in the failure of the RCP seals, thus
initiating a LOCA. The second operating mode is the plant's automatic
response to the LOCA. From that model, singletons and doubletons are found
which keep the safety injection system from succeeding. Thus, failure sets
common to the models represent failure (s) that both cause the LOCA ,AND keepD
the safety injection system from responding.

That is, in this system combination, singletons and doubletons which are
common to the RCP seals and the High Pressure Injection system are
analyzed. Components in the service water system were found to be common
to both systems. It should be noted that the reliability numbers found for
this system combination are qualitatively different from tho.5e for
injection alone. In the earlier discussions, the reliablity results have
to be multiplied by the probability of the externally caused LOCA. In this
case, the reliability answer includes the prt.bab111ty of the initiator '

(LOCA due to loss of RCP seals). In the earlier results the frequency of
core damage is given by

Swhere
C is the frequency of core damage,

.

fI is the initiator frequency, andf
P is the probability that the safetys

system does not function.

In the Indian Point PSS, the initiator (the LOCA) frequency was in the
range of 10E-3. Thus, the core damage probabilities would be in the 10-6
range. In this case, that of a LOCA and failure to respond due to the same
systems interaction, the resulting core damage frequency is the same as the
system combination frequency.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

11. Water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank is available.
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2. Success of High Pressure Injection for this LOCA* is defined as |

the injection of water into the Reactor Coolant System by at least |
one of the three high head safety injection pumps. I

l

3. The time requirement for HPI is 0.5 hours.
|
,

Results
!

There were four cases studicd:

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems, :

3. . Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of failed Components-

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

In the fourth case, it was assumed that the operator would correctly set'

the service water system valves. Table 4-7 contains a summary of the
results from the four cases analyzed. As can be seen from this table, in

-all cases the bulk of the failure probability (and unavailability) is due
to single component failures. The ability of the operators to override
failed components does-not significantly improve the reliability of High
Pressure Injection System. High pressure injection is however,
significantly less reliable when the effects of operator errors are
considered.

Case _I_ , Front-Line Systems Only

There were no singletons between the RCP seals and the safety injection
system. (The complete list of singletons and doubletons is given in
Enclosure 4.)

The front-line system doubletons are risk insignificant with the highest
doubleton on the order of 8.72E-12.

The total failure probability due to doubletons for the Front-Line System
High Pressure Injection in response to RCP Seals induced small LOCA is
1.39E-10.

.

__________

o It was detennined that the four RCP seals would leak at a rate of about 2000
gpm.
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CASE I II IV

Description AUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC prJAL

Front Lane Frent Line a. Nsitive D. bsitive
Alons . + Oce stor Operator

Support Action Actior
Only Errors of

CoE5:551on

Number

of 8 0 0 0
Singletons

Singleton
Procacility 8 k 8 0
C W ributton

huseer

of 8 3 0 0
Douclotons

Doubleton See

Probability 0 Test 0 0
Contribution

Singleton + See

Doubleton 0 Text 0 0
Failure

probability

-Table 4-7 Sunusary of Quantitative Results for System i

)Combination Four High Pressure Injection
;in Response to RCP Seals Induced LOCA '

|

|
|
|

i
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Case II,;_ Front-Line and Support Systems

As discussed earlier, this sytem combination occurs across two time phases;
before the LOCA, and after the LOCA. There were no singletons found which
were common to the RCP seals prior to their failure and to the safety
injection system after seals failure.

There were, however, doubletons found which were common to systems used in
both plant modes. These were shown in Figures 2-11a and 2-11b and are the

offsite electrical power * service water valve
i and

offsite electrical power * interlock 2AT5A

The total failure probability arises from the doubletons. This calculation
is difficult since the first time phase has an indefinite period. That is,
the offsite electrical power could fail at any time from the resulting of
the service water valve. The service water valves are "administrately
controlled" and checked by a (very) downstream pressure reading every eight
hours. We can not assign a failure probability to these doubletons given
the indefintite time span and our lack of knowledge about valve setting and
checking procedures.

Case III ;_ Front-Line, Support Including Locations

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 1
. singleton and 630 doubletons to the failure sets. These locations were
discussed earlier.

Case IV - Manual Operation

The Indian Point,High Pressure Safety Injection System was designed with
ample opportunity for operators to override failed components. The cases
studied here assume that if an automatic system fails, the operators will,

l take the appropriate corrective action. This operator action eliminates
the service water singletons.

I

1
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4.5 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 5-Turbine Trip
- i* with Main and Auxiliary Feedwater

Introductioni

I The relfability (and unavailability) of the Indian Point-3 Main and
Auxiliary Feedwater Systems after a turbine trip system has been evaluated.-

Assumptions
'

! The following. assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

! 1. Success of- 3.uxillary Feedwater depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump.

2. The time requirement for feedwater in response to the turbine trip
is 0.5 hours.

Resul ts
,

'

There were four cases studied:
,

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
and

i 4. Manual Operation

; 1. Operator Override of failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-8 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, there were no singletons or doubletons
detected in the manually assisted case (IVa). Only when operators were
allowed to make errors of commission did any doubletons appear. These were

'

risk insignificant.
2

The entire contribution in the automatic case is due to four singletons in
; . the front-line systems which will now be discussed.

.

;
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. !RIE I !! III IV

Description RJTOMATIC AUTOMATIC AU'0 $ 'IC MANURL

Front Line Front .tne .cront Line 4. 4sitive 3. Ns.ttve
Alone + + 0::erator Operate-

Support Susacrt c tten Actione
+ Only Errors of

Location Cosatssan ,

Number

of 4 4 8 8 9 -

Singletons

Singleton
Procability 1.04E-4 1.94E-4 N/A 8 0

Contribution

Nummer

of 8 0 35 8 4

Doubletons

Doubleton
Procability 0 0 N/A 8 4.74E-19

Contribution

Singleton +
Doubleton 1.84E-4 :.04E-A N/A 3 4.74E-18
Failure

Probability

/

Table t -8 S umary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Five - Main and Auxiliary
Feedwater with Turbine Trip

l
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All Automatic Cases (I, II, and III)
,

The singletons from an analysis of all cases are shown along with their |failure probability in Table 4-9. (The complete list of singletons and '

doubletons is given in Enclosure 5.) I
.

Component Mean Failure Contribution

VGA64F 8.02E-5
VBVT6F 2.36E-5

*

TANKCSTF 7.12E-8
HDR1072X1073F 4.30E-9-

Table 4-9 Singletons in System Combination Five

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 8
singletons to the failure sets. These locations were discussed earlier.

Case E _ Manual Operation

The Indian Point Feedwater systems were designed with ample opportunity for
operators to override failed components. The cases studied here assume
that if an automatic system fails, the operators will take th,e appropriate
corrective action. Failure to take this corrective action has been
assigned a probability of 0.0. Thus, it would be expected that the high
pressure , injection system becomes more reliable in this manual case.

Two subcases were considered in the manual case; only operator corrective
action, and both corrective and detrimental operator actions. The results
of each of these subcases will now be discussed.

i

Case Ii'a , Manual Operation , Corrective Action Only

In this subcase, operators are allowed to take corrective action. The
probability of taking these actions has been taken to be 1.0. The ability
to take corrective action eliminated all singletons.

Case IVb _ Corrective and Detrimental Actions

In this subcase, the operators are allowed to take both corrective and
i detrimental actions. These detrirental actions are " errors of commission"

since they require an action by the operator to cause an error. The
probability of each cf these types of errors was taken to be 1.0E-3.

These errors of commission increa:ed the doubleton probability from 0 in
case IVa to 4.74E-10.

|

|
|
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4.6 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 6-Loss of Feedwater
with Turbine Trip and Ess o_f Offsite Power

-~

f

Introduction

The reliability of the Indian Point-3 Feedwater systems has been evaluated
*

>

for response to a turbine trip with the loss of offsite power.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

1. Success of Auxiliary Feedwater depends on the start of at least
one motor-driven or turbine-driven _feedwater pump in response to
the turbine trip.

.

2. The time requirement for feedwater is 0.5 ' hours.

Resul ts

There were four cases studied:

1. Automatic Operation, Front-lina systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-10 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, the bulk of the failures are due to the
contributions of component failures. The ability of the operators to
override failed components significantly improves the reliability of the
feedwater systems in the case of the less of offsite power. Each case will
now be briefly discussed.
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CASE I !! !!! IV

Desertation AUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC ALTIMATIC MANUAL

Front Line Front Line Front Line a. Cesttive n. Posttsve
Alone + + Coerator 0;erator

Support Suaport Act on act on
+ Cnly Errors of

Lccation Commiss:cn

Number

of 4 4 8 8 8
Singletons

Singleton
'Drooseility 1. 44E-4 1.04E-4 N/A 9 8 |
Contribut on

'
\

|
Numeer

of 4 942 977 4 4

Doubletons

Doubleton
Pronantlity 8 5. E -6 N/A 4.75E-10 4.75E-18-
Contribut on

Singleton +
Doubleton 1.04E-4 1.09E-4 N/A. 4.75E-18 4.75E-:8
Failure

Probability

!
.

Table 4-10 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Six - Feedwater in Response to
Turbine Trip with Loss of Offsite Power

.
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Case _I, , Front-Line Systems Only

The sing 19 tons from an a'nalysis of the front-line systems alone are shown
'

along with their failure probabilities in Table 4-11. (The complete list
of singletons and doubletons is given in Enclosure 6.)

Component Mean Failure Contribution

VGA64F 8.02E-5 |

VBYT6F 2.36E05
tat?.CSTF 7.12E-8

4

HDR1072X1073F 4.30E-9

Table 4-11 Most Risk Significant Singletons in System Combination Six

There were no front-line system doubletons detected.
. .

Case II , Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of
feedwater with the loss of offsite powr does not change the number of
singletons (4) but does cause doubletons (942). These doubletons do not
significantly raise the failure probability of the system (from 1.04E-4 to
1.09E-4 ) .

4

Case III _ Front-Line, Support Including Locations1

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 4
singletons and 35 doubletons to the failure sets. These locations were
discussed earlier.

Case _IjV - Manual Operation

i The Indian Point Feedwater Systems were designed with ample opportunity for
: operators to override failed components. The cases studied here assume'

that if an automatic system fails, the operators will take the appropriate
corrective action. Failure to take this corrective action has been iassigned a probability of 0.0. Thus it would be expected that the low
pressure injection system becomes more reliable in this manual case. ,

'

'

Two subcases were considered in the manual case; only operator corrective
action, and both corrective and detrimental operator actions. The results
of the analysis of the two subcases were the same.

Case IVa and IVb Manual Operation

As stated above, the results of both manual intervention subcases were the
In both cases, the operators could reduce failure probability ofsame.

feedwater with turbine trip and loss of offsite power to insignificance
(4.75E-10 ).

:

1
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4.7- Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 7-Main and Auxiliary
Feedwater in Response lli A Reactor Coolant Pump Seats Induced.

- --

LOCA

Introduction

The reliabilitly (and unavailability) of the Indian Point-3 Main and
Auxiliary Feedwater Systems in response to a RCP seals induced LOCA system
has been evaluated. This analysis included both fully automatic operator
and performance with operator assistance. The effects of failures in
support systems were explicitly included in this analysis. Because of the
completeness of the DMA model, no assumptions were made about the
availability of electrical power, service water, or component cooling.
Unavailability (and failure) contributions from these systems and
combinations of these support systems are explicitly included in the
failure sets. There were no single failures detected which were common to
both the RCP seals and the feedwater systems. The doubletons in this
system combination arise from a singleton in each of the two systems.

Assumptions ,

.

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:'

1. Success of Auxiliary Feedwater depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump.

2. The time requirement for feedwater in response to the turbine trip
is 0.5 hours.

: Probability Data Base
.

The data used for the quantitative analysis of System Combination 7 is
listed in Appendix D. This data was taken (for the most part) from the
Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study. I
error was assigned a probability of 1 x 10 g this data base, an oper& tor0perators were allowed to'

.

disable any component which could be turned off except for components '
located inside of containment which had no control room remote switches.
For the manual cases studied, it was assumed that an operator would take a
correct override action with a probability of 1.0.>

Results

There were four cases studied:

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

|
2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
,

and
i

t,

.i
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4. Manual Cperation

1. Operator Override of fa'iled Components

; 2. Operator Override of Failed Coc.jponents plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-12 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, there were no singletons detected in any of
the cases studied. The ability of the operators to override failures in
the 'feedwater systems eliminated all doubletons in the manually assisted
case (IV).

Case I - Front-Line Systems Only

There were no front-line singletons found which would cause both an RCP
seals failure and the failure of the feedwater systems.

Each doubleton in the combination front-line system, as expected, arises
from one singleton from RCP seals and one singleton from the feedwater
systems.

The doubletons can be grouped into " order of magnitude" sets. ]he highestgroup of these doubletons was of the order of magnitude of 10- and'

included valve VGA64F in the feedwater system with a upper motor bearing
failure in the RCP seals.

The total failure probability due to the 228 doubletons for the Front-Line
System was 4.3E-10.

~

Case II - Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the sLpport systems to the analysis of the failure of
System Combination 7 added 424 doubletons and which caused an insignificant
increase in the failure probability.

i Case III - Front-Line, Support Including Locations
i

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 755 !
doubletons to the failure sets. These locations were discussed- earlier.

.
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CASE I II III IV

Descriotton %TCpqATIC AllT0MATIC Aufffdi!C mANAL

Front Line Front igne Front Line a. Positive s. Positive
Alone + + Operator Goerator

'

Sunoort Support ktion ktion
Only Errors of+

Location Consisstoa

Number

of 8 8 8 8 8

Singletons -

Singleton
Procability. 8 8 8 8 8-

Contribut1on

Number

of 228 712 147 8 8

Doucletons

Ibubleton
prooability 4.38E-18 4.80e-18 8 6 8

Contrioution>

i Singleton +
Doubleton 4.30E-Ik 4.80E-18 .8 9 8

Failure
hobability

Table 4-12 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Seven - RCP Seals Induced LOCA-

with Feedwater

;
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4.8 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 7-Main and Auxiliary
Feedwater in Response To A PORY Induced LOCA

Introduction

The reliability (and unavailability) of the Indian Point-3 Main and
Auxiliary Feedwater Systems in response to a PORY induced LOCA has'been

| eval uated. This analysis included both fully automatic operator and
j performance with operator assistance. The effects of failures in support
j systems were explicitly included in this analysis. Because of the

completeness of the DMA model, no assumptions were made about the'

availability of electrical power, service water, or component cooling.
i Unavailability (and failure) contributions from these systems and
i combinations of these support systems are explicitly included in the

failure sets. There were no single failures detected which were common to
both the PORY and the feedwater systems. The doubletons in this system
combination arise from a singleton in each of the two systems.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

1. Success of Auxiliary Feedwater depends on the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-driven pump.

2. The time requirement for feedwater in response to the LOCA is 0.5.

hours.

Probability Data Base
,

The data used for the quantitative analysis of System Combination 8 is
1 listed in Appendix D. This data was taken (for the most part) from the

Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study. I
error was assigned a probability of 1 x 10 g this data base, an operator

-

Operators were allowed to.

disable any component which could be turned off except for components
i located inside of containment which nad no control room remote switches.

For the manual cases studied, it was assumed tnat an operator would take a4

! correct override action with a probability of 1.0.

Resul ts

There were four cases studied:

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only,

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-Line, support systems, and locations,
and

.

'
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4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

I Table 4-13 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, there were no singletons detected in any of
the cases studied. The ability of the operators to override failures in
the feedwater systems eliminated all doubletons in the manually assisted
case (IV).

Case I _ Front-Line Systems Only
,

There were no front-line singletons found which would cause both failure in4

the PORY and the failure of the feedwater systems.

Each doubleton in the combination front-line syttem, as expected, arises
from one singleton from the PORV and one singleton from the feedwater
systems.

,

The doubletons can be grouped into "orde: of magnitude" sets. 7The highestgroup of these doubletons was of the order of magnitude of 10- and
included valve VGA64F in the feedwater system with various relief valves in

; the PORY system.
.

The total failure probability due to the 21 doubletons for the Front-Line
Systems was 5.61E-06..

Case II - Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of,

System Combination 8 added no doubletons.

Case III , Front-Line, Support Including Locations

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems added no
doubletons to the failure sets.

|i

|,
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CASE I II III IV

Description AUTOMATIC AUTORATIC AUTOMATIC mAhuAi.

Front Line Front Line Front Line a. Desitive 5. Dosit:ve
Alow + + Operator 0;wrater

Suocort Support Act1on Action
+ Only Errors of

Location Commissi:n

Nuseer

of 8 8 8 8 8
Singletons '

Singleton
Procability 8 8 8 8 8
Contributton

Nuncer

of 21 21 21 0 0
Doutletons

Dounleton
Procacility 5.62E-86 5.62E-86 8 8 8
Contributton

Singleton +
Doubleton 5.62E-86 5.62E-86 8 8 8
Failure

Probability

Teble 4-13 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Eight - PORV Induced LOCA with
Feedwater
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4.9 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 9-Large LOCA
with Low Pressure Recirculation

Introduction
,

The reliability of the Indian Point-3 Low Pressure Recirculation System has
been evaluated for response to a large LOCA. Recircul6 tion requires manual
initiation and must continue for a long time hence only Case IV was
analyzed. A period of 24 hours of active recirculation was chosen as the
minimum time required before natural convection might suffice.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

1. Success of Recirculation is defined as at least one recirculation
pump supplying water to the core.

2. The time requirement for recirculation is 24.0 hours.

Results

Only the manual operation cases were studied including:

1. Operator Override of failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator inadvertent
errors (errors of commission).

Table 4-14 contains a summary of the results from the two subcases
analyzed. As can be seen from this table, in all cases the bulk of the
failure probability (and unavailability) is due to single component.

failures. Recirculation is also not seriously impacted by the effect of
operator errors. The results of the two manual operation subcases will now
be discussed.

Case IVa , Manual Operation _ Initiating and Correct Action Only

In this subcase, operators are take the actions neccessary to initiate the
recirculation phase and to take coi rective action if a failure should
occur. The probability of taking these actions has been taken to be 1.0.
In this case it was found that the probability of failure (and
unavailability) due to singletons was 2.46E-05.. The failure probability'

which results from doubleton failures was 2.20E-07. The dominant
contribution to failure found in the IP PSS was failure of the operator to
switch to the recirculation phase. We did not include this particular
failure in our quantitative analysis.i

i
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CASE IV

i-

Descr pt1on 8@UL

a. Positive .b. Positive>

Operator Operator

Action Action
Only Errors of

Cantssion

Nuscer

of 7 7

Singletons

Singleton
Procanility 2.4E-85 2.46E-05

Contribut on

Numuer -

of 929 1955

Doubletons

Doubleton
Promaaility 2.20E-47 5.55E-46

'
Contribut1on

Singleton +
Doubleton 2.22E-45 3.01E-85

Failure
Probantitty

Table 4-14 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Nine - Recirculation in Response
to Large LOCA

,
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Case IVb - Corrective and Detrimental Actions

In this subcase, the operators are allowed to initiate, recirculation and
take noth corrective and detrimental actions. These detrimental actions
are " errors of commission" since they require an action by the operator tocause an error. The probability of each of these types of errors was taken
to be 1.0E-3.

These errors of commission did not change the singleton probability from
the prior case but did increase the doubleton probability to 5.55E-06.

,

a

i
|

-

,

1
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4.10 Quantitative Analysis of System Combination 10-Medium LOCA with
Loss g Both High and Ew Pressure Injection ~

Introduction;

The reliability cf the combination of Indian Point-3 Low and High Pressure
Injection Systems has been evaluated for response to a medium LOCA. This
analysis included both fully automatic operator and performance with'

operator assistance.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this quantitative
analysis:

1. Water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank is available.

2. Success is defined as the injection of water into at least two
legs of the Reactor Coolant System by at least one Residual Heat
Removal Pump or two Safety Injection Pumps.

3. The time requirement for injection is 0.5 hours.

Results

There were four cases studied: '

1. Automatic Operation, Front-line systems only, '

2. Automatic Operation, Front-line and support systems,
,

3. Automatic Operation, Front-line, support systems, and locations,
and

4. Manual Operation

1. Operator Override of Failed Components

2. Operator Override of Failed Components plus operator
inadvertent errors (errors of commission).

~

Table 4-15 contains a summary of the results from the four cases analyzed.
As can be seen from this table, in all cases the bulk of the failure
probability is due to single component failures. The ability of the
operators to override failed components does not significantly improve the
reliability of the combination of the high and low pressure injection
systems. Injection however, was significantly less reliable when the
effects of operator errors are considered. In this system combination, it
appears that the safest mode of operation would be to prevent the' operatorsfrom taking any action. It shculd be stated that the above result probably
overestimates the effect of detrimental operator actions, since the DMA
model did not include any safequards which would prevent some of these
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CASE I II I!! IV

Desertation A.'TCMATIC RJT0mATIC AUTOMATIC h

Front Line Front Line Front Line a. Nsitive D. Nsitive-
Alone + + Oterator Goerator

Suocort Sucoort Act1on ktton
+ Only Er m of

Location Commission

hunner

of 6 6 8 4 4

Singletons

Singleton
Procanility 3.29E-5 3.29E-5 N/A 3.29E-5 1.43E-3
Contributton

Numoer

of 54 424 430 213 300
b bletons

Doubleton
Procability 5.17E-7 1.22E-6 N/A 6.12E-12 1.47E-11
Contrioution

Singleton +
Doucleton 3.342-5 3.31E-5 N/A 3.29E-12 1.83E-3
Failure

Probaoility
4

.

Table 4-15 Summary of Quantitative Results for System
Combination Ten - All Safety Injection in
Response to Medium LOCA

|

I
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incorrect actions. In all but Case IVb, the results of this CMA found the
injection system response to a medium LOCA to be extremely reliable. Each
case will now be briefly discussed.

Case _I_ , Front-line Systems Only_

The only risk significant singleton from an analysis of the front-line
systems alone is shown along with its failure probabilities in Table 4-16.
(The complete list of singletons and doubletons is given in Enclosure 10.)

Component Mean Failure Contribution

; VGA8460 3.29E-05

Table 4-16 Most Risk Significant Singletons in System Combination
Ten

'

The remaining 2 singletons are pipe sections with individual failure
probabilities on the order of 4E-9. These remaining singletons do n^t
contribute significantly to the overall failure probability.

,

The doubletons are dominated by the failure of the two motor operated
valves MOV18100 and MOV8820. This failure set has a failure probability
(including evailability) of 3.61E-07.

1

The rem
The 10-gining dcubletons can be grouped into " order of magnitude" sets.magnitude group includes:

VC847D MOV882D 4.15E-08
MOV18100 VC8810 4.15E-08 2

MOV18100 VC741D 4.15E-08 .

MOV1810D MOV744D 1.98E-08

The total failure. probability due to doubletons for the front-line
injection systems in response to a medium LOCA is 5.17E-7. The reliability-

for the combination of these injection systems is significantly better than
for low pressure alone.

Case II _ Front-Line and Support Systems

The addition of the support systems to the analysis of the failure of all
injection systems in response to a medium LOCA does not change the number
of singletons (from 6 to 9) but does significcntly increase the number of
~doubletons (from S4 to 424). The large increase ia the number of
doubletons raises the failure probability of the system (from 5.17E-7 to
1.22E-6 ) . The three singletons added are double pipe breaks in the
component cooling system with an insignificant probability af occurrence
hence were not counted as singletons. The most significan; 'dded
doubletons, as in system combination one, are:

STAUXXFMRP * SW123456P 3.41E-07
|. STAUSSFMRP * COL-RW-2K 3.41E-07

: -294-
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h

The variable STAUXXFMRP includes the failure of the station auxiliary
transformer and the loss of offsite power. The loss of offsite power
dominates the failure of the transfonner (3.41E-04 to 0.84E-06/hr).'

Variable SW123456P refers to an incorrect setting of the service water mode
~

switch prior to the accident. The variable COL-RW-2K is an error in the.

manual checkoff procediire for the service water pumps prior to the
acc ident. The promine.nce of offsite power in the doubletons implies that
this system combination would have a significantly larger failure
probability (singletons in the 10E-2 to 10E-3 range) during an offsite

; power outage. -

Case III - Front-Line, Support Including Locations

The addition of locations to the front-line plus support systems adds 2
; singletons and 14 doubletons to the failure sets. These locations were

discussed earlier. ,

Case IV _ Manual Operation

Case IVa - Manual Operation _ Corrective Action Only

In this subcase, operators are allowed to take corrective action. The
probability of taking these actions has been taken to be 1.0. The ability
to take these corrective actions did not change the singleton fa,ilure
probability from the automatic case (II). However, the failure

,

contributions from the doubletons decreased dramatically from 1.22E-6 to
6.12E-12. This decrease results from the number of alternate ptsaps and
paths available for this accident sequence given that injection from one
residual heat removal pump or two SI pumps is adequate.

Case IVb , Corrective and Detrimental Actions

In this subcase, the operators are allowed to taire both corrective and
detrimental actions. These detrimental actions are " errors of comission"
since they require an action by the operator to cause an error. The
probability of each of these types of errors was taken to be 1.0E-3.

These errors of commission increased the singleton probability from 3.29E-3
in case IVa to 1.03E-3 and the doubleton probability from 6.12E-12 to
1.47E-11. The singleton with the largest value is an incorrect operstor
aCtica in Closing valve VGA8460. This failure dominates the singleton

| failure probability.
!

' |!

1

'

l
|
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4.1.1 Extract _from Appendix D--Failure Data Base

The component failure data base used for this DMA of the Indian Point
Three power reactor is explained and listed in Tables D.1-1 through
D.1-10 in section D.1 of this appendix.* The inclusion of human
failure data into the DMA q:Jantitative analysis is explained in
Section D.2 of this appendix.

|

|

|
|

l

__________

o In this extract, we have included only the data base for System Combination
One.
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D.1 Corponent Failure Data Base

In general, component failure probability and unavailability was taken
from the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study (IP-PSS) Section 1.6
(primarily Table 1.6.1-4 ). This data base contains (Bayesian) updated
failure rates for the IP components based on actual operating IP
experience. Exceptions to this rule are described in the listings of
the data base for each system combination.

In using the IP PSS data base, no statement is made about its
accuracy. The IP PSS data base was used only to allow a direct
comparison to be made between the results of the DMA and those of the
IP PSS.

The following tables contain the probability data bases as used for
each system combination. The format of these tables is shown in
Figure D.1-1 and explained below.

DEMAND OPERATING.

MOV822BL MOV221 2 0.151E-02 -0.915E-07

Component Generic Number Minus sign indicates
name type . of rate (failures /hr)

Probability
Tems

9 MOTOR OPERATED VALVE

Figure D.1-1 Explanation of Probability Data Base Format

Thus valve MOV822BL is of generic class MOV221, a motor operated
valve, nomally closed, which must change state, and has a failure to
operate on demand probability of 0.15E-02 per demand and a blockage
failure rate of 0.915E-07 failures per h3ur. Lines in the data base
which begin with a 9 symbol contain explanatory information.

To compute the overall failure probability for a specific component in
the data base, all of the failure terms are combined using the rules
for com'ainations of prebability for independent events. That is

1 N(1-P ) un1essP =total $i=1
where P is the total failure probability for
the comht

P is the probability ofj
the ith failure mode

The probability of failure for a component which had an hourly rate
was determined by multiplying the failure rate by.the actiot, time of
the accident sequence. =This action time was the time over which the
component must function. For example, the action time for high
pressure injection was' taken to be 0.5 hours.

Care was taken in assembling this data base .to include only exclusive
failure modes for any specific component.
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As stated above, failure and unavailability data was taken from the IP
PSS when available. In some cases specific data was not available.
We have assumed in most of these cases, that the component was
operational at the time of the accident, hence its failure probability
is simply the duration of the accident times its failure rate
(failure /hr). This calculation yields a lower bound for the component
failure probability.

The failure data bases for the components used in each system
combination are found in Tables D.1-1 through D.1-10. Careful review
of the data bases will show differences in the failure data for the
same component used in different accident sequences.

,

I

e
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DATA BASE FOR SYSTEM COMBINATION ONE

SC1.PRI MEDIUR LOCA 12-JUN-84

TEIT FAIL TO DESCRIBE EACH conf 0NENT FAILURE
REFERENCE IP PSS Pl.6-585 TABLE 1.6.2.3.2-6
(BASIC REFERENCE PSS TARE 1.6.1-4 PAGE 1.6 -54/63)

eseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees
HTRC84&ZD N 1 f.fffE+88

'

I

V6A84&D VGA!!2 1 3.29fE-f5 !
t |

MOVl82D MOVI12 1 6. fife-f4 '

8 FAILS CLOSED (DEEN DPD) 9.15E-f8/HRel3148/2
VC881D VCl28 1 4.91fE-85

i

8 FAILS TO OPEN

MOV744D ROY112 1 3.29fE-f5
8 FAILS CLOSED (DEENER OPD) MEAN0F 3fDAYTESTPER10D 9.15E-88e24HR/DAYe3fDAY/2
VC7410 VC128 1 6.918E-85

t FAILS TO OPEN
VGA759R VGA!!! 1 -f.915E-87

I

VG4765R VEA!!! 1 -f.915E-f7
t

VSA759AL VGA111 1 -f.913E-87
t
STRCTRINTKK N 1 f.!ffE-57

I

VSA745AL VSA!!! ! -f.915E-f7
0

VSA7353D VEA!!2 1 -f.915E-87
I

VGA739BD MA!!2 1 -f.915E-87
0

V6L736R VSA111 1 -f.915E-f7 i

G

V6L1871AL VSA111 1 -0.915E-f7
0

VEL 1871R V64111 1 -f.915E-f7
i G

V6L737R VSAll! 1 -f.9155-f7
t

V6A735AD V6A!!2 1 -0.915E-87
i

V6A739AD VSA!!2 1 -0.915E-87
8

VEL 73&R VEA!!! 1 -0.915E-f7
i

V6L1871DL VSA111 1 -f.915E-f7
I

V6L1871CL V6Alli 1 -f.915E-f7i

i

V6L737At. V6A!!! ! -8.915E-f7
i

MOV899Al MOV111~ ! 1.34fE-84
8 TRANSFERS CLOSED

MOV74&B MOV111 1 1.34fE-84
i TRANSFERS CLOSED
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NOY8Vf88 NOVil! ! 1.34fE-64
I TRANSFERS CLOSED

IEN7473 INW111 1 1.34fE-84
9 TRANSFERS CLOSED

NOV745M NOV111 1 1.34E-f4
I TRANSFERS CLOSED

NOV745AD NOV!!! ! 1.34fE-84
8 TRANSFERS CLOSED

VGA742D VSA!!2 1 1.34fE-84
8 TRANSFERS CLOSO

IDEP312 RIF12f 2 f.13&E-92 f.875E-83
0 FAIL T8 START FAIL TO RUN f.5

RNRP322 RIF17f 2 f.13&E-82 f.f75E-93
0 FAIL 70 START FAIL TO RUN f.5
STAUIIFINIP Ilft118 3 -0.83fE-86 3.8SfE-f8 3.418E-64

I transformer failure and
I LDSS OF FFSITE PONER PSS P1.&-217 LDSS OF OFFSITE POWER '

4 PSS Pl.6-217 FAILURE SIVEN UNIT TRIP
I

VC738AD VC12f 1 6.91 E-85
8 FAILS TO OPEN '

VC73880 VC12f 1 6.91E-85
8 FAILS TO OPEN
VC75fE VC128 1 6.918E-f5

I FAILS TO OPEN
VC75fEL VC128 1 6.11E-f5

E FAILS TO SPEN
llCV6388 VBA!!! ! 1.34E-84

0 TRANSFElt$ CLOSD

llCV64f8 YEA 111 1 1.34E-94
8 TRAllSFEllS CLOSED

PSHIR1871R HIReff 1 -f.YT3E-06
I'

PSNIR1871DL N! staff 1 -f.973E-84
8

RHIR31Z NIReff 1 -0.973E-56 "

t

RHIR32Z NIRfff 1 -0.973E-96
8

J73580 PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-f8
8

J735AD PP3fff 1 -f.8&E-f8
8

,

J1818D PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8
I

PP184&D PP3fff 1 -8.8&fE-f8
i

PPR84&D PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88
'

8

PPR18199 PP3fff 1 -6.8&E-98
8

J8V88 PP3fff 1 -5.8&E-88
0

J!8433 PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8
-

t

| JRiftD PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-f8
8

J883D PP3fff 1 -f.84fE-$8
0

J7458D PP3fff 1 -f.9&fE-88
-300-
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I

J1871R PPING 1 -0.t&fE-99
0

J7343L PP19ff 1 -0.8&fE-f5
t

PPR73&BL PPlfff 1 -0.8&fE-89
i

PPR75fDL PP!fff 1 -f.8&fE-99
8

J75fDL PPING 1 f.8&fE-#9
4

PPl!B71E PPING 1 -1.8&fE-99
i

PPllI71BL PPING 1 -f.8&fE-#9
t

PPRIB71BL PP!fff 1 0.8&fE-89
i

PP1739AD PP3Nf 1 -f.8&fE-fB
t

'

J1871EL PP1fff 1 -f.8&fE-89
'

0

373&AL PP!fff 1 -f.8&fE-89
I

PPR73&AL PPING 1 -0.8&fE-99
i

PPR75fEL PPINI 1 -f 8&fE-99
8

J75fEL PP!NG 1 -0.8&fE-99
t

J838R3 PP3fff I -f.8&fE-88
8

J83883 PP3Ni ! -0.8&fE-88
8

J641AB PPING 1 -f.8&fE-89
~t

J899AB PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88
4

J8t?IB PP3Mi ! -f.8&fE-f8
8

JB9983 PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-fS
9

38890 PP3fff 1 -f.8&ff-98
0

J18L9BD- PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88
t

J181!D DEBRAD 1 f.fffE-ff

8
-

J183IS ESRAD 1 f. HIE-ff
8

J1849 MSRAD 1 f.fffE-ff

G

J1879 K6 RAD 1 f.fffE-06
I

Jilf!I DEGRAD 1 f.fffE-fi
t

J1111D DE6 RAD 1 f.NfE-ff
f
J2ffD DE6 RAD 1 f.000E-If

I
J29 FAD DE6 RAD 1 f.fffE-ff
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J186&BD MERAD 1 f.fffE-ff*

t

JII&&DD DE6 RAD I S.NfE-ft
i

J634D DEGRAD 1 f.fffE-#f
8

J6388. MSRAD 1 f.fffE-ff
G

J6393 M6 RAD 1 f.fffE-ff

8

J4483 MSRAD 1 f.fffE-N
t.
J74 FAD DE6 RAD 1 f.fffE-#f

f

J1867AD MSRAD 1 f.888E-H
t

J1867BD M SRAD ' 1 f.ffSE-H
t

J6418 K6 RAD 1 f.ff fE-H
4

J7330 MSRAD 1 f.fffE-N
t

J73338 DESRAD 1 f.fffE-98
I

J7483D MSRAD 1 f.SffE-N
't
J889AB DESRAD 1 f.SffE-H

t

DUILDS3K Cl4WeR. I S.fffE-fi

e

DOILDSK CHANNL 1 f.fME-ff |

t |

COL-RW-2K PROCED 1 1.fffE-f3
0 ERROR IN LO6GING CHECK 0FF LIST SERVICE WATER CHECK 0FF GST PROCEDURE

NTRC846YD IEATTR 1 f. HSE-ff
I

PP!7350 PP3Hf 1 -6.84fE-98
0

J95AK PP3Hf 1 -f.8&fE-fB
t

J199&AK PP3fff 1 -0.84fE-f8
0 l

J95BK PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8 !
I l

J95CK PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-fB
t

JtSDK PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-88
I

J95FK PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-98
I

VB3fK VSA111 1 -0.915E-f7
8

J1993AK PP3fH I -f.86fE-f8
4

Ji993M PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88
I
J1893DK PP3fff 1 -0.868E-88

0

J1894K PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8 |
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J1895K PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-f!
'

O

J1996BK fP3fff 1 -0.86fE-f!
9

J11?ft PP3Nf 1 -f.86fE-fB
t

Jf8AK PP3NS 1 -#.86fE-fi
t
J1963K PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8

t'
J1221K PP3Hf 1 -0.868E-f6

8

J131K PP3Nf 1 -8.86fE-88
t

J4ffK PP3800 1 -f.86fE-fB
t

J4K PP3NS 1 -f.86fE-f!
t

YST8K VSA111 1 -8.f!5E-87
8

VCf8K VC128 1 6.118E-f5
t FAILS TO OPEN
RL27-3A!!! SAR110 1 -2.43fE-f7

I
RL27-3A!31 SAR110 1 -2.438E-87-

4

RL27-3AI41 SAR118 1 -2.43fE-f7
| 8

RL27-6AI11 SAR118 1 -2.438E-57
0

E27-6AI21 SAR110 1 -2.43fE-f7
I

RL27a&AI41 SAR118 1 -2.43fE-f7
i

K3-13Al SAR128 2 1.15fE-85-2.43e'E-f7
8 RELAY FAIL TO ACTUATE, TRANSFER OPEk

BKRDPE34/P WIRiff 1 -7.52fE-f6
4 SHORT circuli TO GROUND

BKRDPNL31/P WIRfff 1 -7.52fE-56
0- 3HQti CIRCUIT TO SROURD

BUS 3A/P WIRfff 1 -7.52fE-86
8 SHORT circuli TO GROUND
BUS 6A/P NIRf88 1 -7.52fE-56 '

8 SHORT CIRCUlf TO GROUND

PURPNL32/P WIRiff 1 -7.12fE-86
i SHORT circuli TO 6ROURD
PURPNL33/P WIRiff 1 -7.52fE-86

I SHORT CIRCUIT TO BROUhD

2017AL PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-88 .

I BREAK |
Jf173L PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-fB

E SKEAK

J1885L PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-f8
I BREAK
J1871E PP3Ni 1 -f.86fE-fB

t IREAK |
J1871DL PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-fB I

I BREAK
J681AL PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-f8
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0 BREAK

J6fitt PP3geg 3 .f.86fE-f8
I BREAK

J681CL PP3fff 1 -#.8&fE-88
0 BREAK

J681DL PP3ffs ! -8.8tfE-f!
t BREAK
J682AL PP3fff 1 -8.8&fE-88

I MEAK
J6821 PP3fff 1-f.8&fE-88

I BRER

f J682CL PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-fB
I 3REAK

2627R PP3fff 1-f.8&fE-fB
I 3REAK

J627BAL PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-fB
t 3REAK
J6273R PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-88

8 BREAK

J627BCL PP38ff I -f.8&fE-f8 !
t MEAK
J6278L PP3ffS 1 -f.8&fE48

0 3REAK

#6fAL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE48
I IREAK.
U6fCL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88 .

I MEAK
D&2AL PP3fff 1-f.8&fE-88

0 3REAK

R&2CL PP3fff 1 -5.8&fE-68
~

i MEAK
#63AL PP3NS 1 4 .5&fE-88

0 BREAK

M63R PP3fff 14.8&fE-88
- 8 BREAK

D64AL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE48
0 MEAK
M64tL PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-88

8 BREAK

R&5AL PP388f 1 -f.8&fE-88
I BREAK

#6!E PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-88
I FEAK
JEifAL PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8

,

I MGK|

JB3fR PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88
i BREAK

'

JAIR PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-f8
i BREAK
JA14E PP3fff 14.8&fE-89

8 BREAK

JA14L PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-88
I 3REAK
JA1 PP3fff 1 -f.866E-88

t BREAK
JA3L PP3fff 1 -f.86fE48

i BREAK
JA5f!AL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-f8

9 IREAK
JA5fil PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-fS
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0 BRER
J4582L PP,leff 1 -#.8&fE-88

0 BREnr
JA51 PP3^Cf 1 -f.06fE-fi

t BREAE
J457L PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-88

8 BREE 1
'

JA7L PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-18
0 BREAK -

JA8L PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-98
I BREAK ,

)Pr!!s71R PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-f8
I sREM 1

PPI765E PP3fff 1 -f.868E-98 I
'

t EREM
PPR1885L PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-88

I BREAK
PPR1871R PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-88

I BREE
VC761CL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-18

* I BREM
VEA7&fAL PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-88

0 BREAK i

VGA7&fCL PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-98
0 BREAK

VGA762E PP3ffs 1 -f.8&fE-88
. 8 BREM

VSA762CL PP3fff 1 -0.8& E-98,

0 BREK -

JTIC&27L PP3fff 1 -f.86fE-88
0 BREAK

CCIF31L PP3fff 1 -0.8&E-68
i BREAK
CCMP33L PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-98

i BREAK
PNLDIS31/P WIReff 1 -7.52E-84

i SHORT CIRCUIT TO GROUND

PNLDIS34/P WIRiff 1 -7.52fE-86
i SHORT CIRCUIT TO SROUND

PURPE31/P WIRfff 1 -7.S2fE-66
i SHORT CIRCUIT TO SROUND

SW12345&P SNTfff 1 1.fffE-83
0 MODE SELECT SWITCH TO SERVICE NATER PunPS ERRDNEDUSLY PRESELECTED

RS!!!!Z SAF.128 2 1.15fE-85-2.43fE-57
i SLAVE SAFESUARDS ACTUATION RELAY

RS!21II SAR128 2 1.15fE-85-2.43fE-87
I SLAVE SAFE 60ARDS ACTUATION RELAY

RSIIH SAR12f 2 1.15fE-85-2.43fE-f7
I SAFEGUARDS ACTUATION RELAY ,

|
RSI2N SAR128 2 1.15fE-f5-2.43E-97 .

8 SAFIGUARDS ACTUATION RELAY

CCHIRS312 HIReff 1 -f.973E-06
8 COMPONENT COOLING HEAT EICHAM6ER BREAK

CCHIRS322 HIRiff 1 -f.973E-86
tCORPONENT CDC!ING HEAT E!CHANSER BREAK

E3-16AI SAR128 2 1.15fE-85-2.43fE-f7 1

i RELAY FAILS TO CHANGE STATE AND HOLD 1

VC761E ~ PP3fff 1 -0.86fE-88
0 CHECK VALVE RUPTURES 1

ITLBKR2AT5AP SAR111 1 -2.43fE-87 |
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e ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY Fall TO OPERATE
f SIRILAR TO IP3 PSS ITER 3E

ITLEKA3AT&AP SAR!!! ! -1.43fE-f7
I ELEtiillCAL INTERLOCK FAILURE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE !

t SIRILAR 70 IP3 PSS ITER 3E |
J1328K PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-fE '

J133K PP3fff 1 -0.S&fE-85 l

J74580 PP3800 1 -0.8&fE-SE |
ORFC7&fCL PP3fff I -0.8&fE-fB

'

,

ORFC7&fAL PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-fS.

ORFC&45AL PP38N 1 -0.8&fE-fB |

ORFC&453L PP3fff 1 -0.8&fE-f6 ,

ORFC64&AL PP3fff 1 -4.8&fE-89 |
ORFC&453L PP3fH 1 -f.8&fE-fB |

ORFCCCW31L PP3fN 1 -0.8&#E-fB
ORFCCCM33L PP3fff 1 -0.8&#E-fS
RL27-3AI21 SARilf 1 -2.43fE-f7

,

0 CONTACTS INADVERTENTLY CLDSE

RL27-6A!31 SAR115 1 -2.43fE-87
0 CONTACTS INADVERTENTLY CLOSE

ORFC6448L PP3fM 1 -8.8&fE-fB
4 PIPE ) 3'

J745AD PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-fB
t PIPE ) 3'
J18290 PP3fN 1 -0.8&#E-88

9 FIPE ) 3'
I
J2f3AD PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-fB

I P!PE > 3'
J283D PP3fff 1 -0.868E-88 ,

t PIPE ) 3'.
J2840 PP3fM 1 -0.8&fE-fB

i PIPE ) 3'
JB87AD PP3fff 1 -f.8&fE-fB

I PIPE ) 3'
LFOSSD LOCHf 1 1.fffE-15

8 LOCATION

LFRHRD LOCeff 1 1.fffE-15
0 1

'
LFRHIRI LOCfff i 1.fffE-15

0 ;

LFSIP0 LOCHf 1 1.fffE-13 i

i I

LOCCP LOCffs 1 1.fffE-15
| t
!

-LCCDP LOC 8ff 1 1.fffE-15
'

LOCRF L0Ciff i 1.HfE-15
LOCSP LOCfff 1 1.fffE-15

8

LS888D LOCfN 1 1.fffE-15
0

LSRHRD LOCfff I s.ssfE-15
8

LSRHIRS LOCfff 1 1.fffE-15
I
LSSIPD LOCfff i 1.fffE-15

0

: LWBBSD LOCfff 1 1.8fIE-15
t

LWVJtD LOCfff i 1.fffE-15
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t

LURHIAS LOCfff 1 1.C."fE-15
i

LWSIPD LOCffs 1 1.fffE-15
t
ROVII!fD n0V111 1 6. fife-84 {

t FAILS CLOSED (LOCKD OPEN! HEANOF 3fDAYTESTPERIOD 1

I 9.15E-90e241st/DAYe3fDAY/2
t

NOV887AD ,NOV111 1 6.ftfE-84
)

i FAILS CLOSD (LOCED OPEN) NEANOF 300AYTESTPD10D )
0 9.15E-88*24HR/DAYe3fDAY/2
t
NOV8873D NOVill 1 4. fife-84 I

t FAILS Ct.%ED (LDCKED OPG) IEANOF 3fDAYTESTPERIOD
t 9.151-f8624HP/DAYe3fDAY/2 I

i
GPvl9712L OPufff I f.fffE-f1 '

INPOSSIM E OPERATOR ACTION
'

C?tif71BL OPufff I f.fffE-f!

e 1RPOSSIRE OPERATOR ETION

DPW1871CL OPufff 1 S.#ffE-91
t IMPOSSIRE OPERATOR ETION '

OPW1871DL OPufff I f.fffE-f!

t IMPOSSIRE OPERATOR E TION

OPW73&R OP:lif I 8.fffE-fl
i IMPOSSIRE OPERATOR K TION

t
,

OPW737AL OPW888 1 f.fffE-fi
e IMPOSSIRE OPDATOR ETION
e

GPW737K OPuffs i f.fffE-fl

i IMPOSSIRE OP9tATOR ACTION

t

OPW759Ai. OPWfff 1 f.fffE-f! .

t IMPOSSIRE OPERATOR ACTIONs

0

OPW7593L OPW888 1 f.fff2-fi

i IMPOSSIBLE OPDATOR ETION
I

OPW76fAL OPVfff i f.fffE-81
8 IMPOSSI RE OPDATOR ACTION
9

OPW76fCL OPufff I f.fffE-f!
I IMPOSSIBLE OPERATOR ACTION

I

OPW762AL OFW888 1 f.fffE-f!
t IMPOSSIBLE OPERAf0R ACTION
0

OPW762CL OPW6ff I f.fffE-81
I IMPOSSIRE OP B ATOR ACTION
I

.
OPW765AL OPWfff 1 f.fffE-81

4 IMPOSSIBLE OPDATOR ACTION
t

OPW765E OPW888 1 f.fffE-01
I IMPOSSIBLE OPD ATOR ACTION
I
0?W1810D OPufff I f.fffE-f3 |

||
t DECNBERIZED OPEN
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SPW3 FAD OPufff 1 1.fffE-f3
i

OPW35AD OPuf50 1 1.pffE-f3

i

OPW7358D OPufff 1 1.9ffE-83
i

OPW39BD OPuffs 1 1.fffE-f3
8

OPW742D OPWfff 1 1.fffE-83
t

DPW744D OPWiff 1 1.fffE-83
t
OPW745AD OPW888 1 1.fffE-83

I

CPW45R OPWfff 1 1.fffE-83
t

OPW84&D OPufff I f.fffE-83
i LOCKED OPEN

t
OPW882D OPuff; 1 1.8ffE-f3

I
OPW887AD OPufff 1 1.ff?E-83

i

OPW887BD OPufff 1 1.fffE-f3
8

OPW898D OPW388 1.1.fI#E-83
t

,

.2MHRP31D OPW9ff 1 1.fffE-f3
0 .

OPWRHRP32D . OFWiff - 1 1.fffE-63
I

OPWR$P32E OPufff 1 1.fffE-f3
i

SWRS3P OPWff 1 1.fffE-83
8 OPERATOR IWADVERTENTLY SWITCHES TO RECIRCULATION MODE

VC847D VC13 1 6.fl#E-f5
8 CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

I

V6A898D VGA!!! 1 -0.f!5E-f7
8 MANUAL VALVE IN ALTERNATE PATH NORMALLY CLOSED HAS TO BE

t O'ENED BY OPERATOR FAILUEE IS VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED AFTER

I BEih6 OPENED

.
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D.2 Human Reliability Model

Most safety systems rely on human operators as backup to the automatic
functioning of safety and support systems. The DMA model explicitely
includes nodes for these operator backup operations. These nodes are
shown as OPR***'s in the digraphs. A simplified example of the use of
an OPR node is shown in Figure D.2-1.

AUTOMATIC,

VALVE SYSTEM'

( OPRVALVE

Figure 0.2-1 Use of the OPR Node to Represent Operator
Backup of an Automatic System

In 1.his figure, the valve is usually opened by an automatic system,,

'

however, in the case of the failure of the automatic system, an
operator could manually open the valve. Hence, two failures are
required for the valve to fail, failure of the automatic system and
failure of the operator to manually open the valve.

In the earlier sections, results from two broad clases of systen
operation were presented: Fully Automatic and Manually Assisted. In
the fully automatic runs the OPR nodes are constrained to be true,

l thus allowing automatic system failures to propagate into front-line
systems. In the manually assisted runs, it is assumed that an
operator will take the correct action to override an automatic system
failure if this opportunity has been designed in. For the purposes of ,

the quanTftative analysis, it was assumed that the probability of an
| operator taking a needed corrective action was 1.0. Thus, the

probability of an error of omission is 0.0. The failure of an
operator to perform a required backup operation appears as a node
labeled OPR*** in the singleton and doubleton results.

A second type of operator error is the inadvertent disabling of a
system component. This type of operator action is labeled OPW*''* in
the digraphs and is illustrated in Figure D.2-2.
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OPWVALVE

,

:

|
< ***q

VALVE
i
'

Figure D.2-2 Use of OPW Node To Represent Operator Error
5- In Disabling Component Function

In this figure, the operator OPWVALVE closes the VALVE and thus causes
the system .to fail . The OPW*** node thus represents an error of
commission. The set of digraphs contains an OPW*** node everywhere
there is an opportunity for an operator error of commission. The
probability of this type of error was arbitrarily set to 1.0 x 10-3,
A much more extensive analysis of human error rates was performed by '

the authors of the IP PSS (Section 1.6.1.4.1) using other data.* The
~

human egror rates used in the IP PSS are generally greater than
1 x 10" . In doubleton failure sets which include two OPW's, the

4 errors of commission were taken to be independent.

We have split the human errors of commission into two time periods:
1) time from some semiarbitrary initial time (perhaps last'

maintenance) to the beginning of the-accident and 2) from the
beginning of the accident to the end. The probability data for a
specific component includes data for mechanical component failure for
the second time period and data, if applicable, for human errors prior
to the accident. It does not include a term for an operator error of
commission in the second time period. These errors are explicitly
broken out as OPW***. This is shown in Figure D.2-3 for a diesel:

generator with the corresponding data base entries in Table D.2-1.

4

OPWDIESEL
'

! DIESELGEN

Figure D.2-3 Diesel Generator Digraph
:

I -

:
__________

* A.D. Swain, H.E. Guttman, " Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis'

With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Application," NUREG/CR-1278 Draft
Oct 1980.
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COMPONENT

DIESEL GENERATOR 1.44E-02/ Demand Failure to start
9.37E-04/ Hour Failure during

Operation
2.51E-05/ Demand Left in Hon Auto

Position '

1.09E-03/ Demand Unavail ability /Maint
OPWDIESEL 1.00E-03/ Demand Operator turns off

Table D.2-1 Data Base Entries for Diesel Generator

The only human error term in the data base for the diesel is "Left in
Non Auto Position" which is an error prior to the accident. The data
for the component OPWDIESEL contains the probability that an operator
might turn the diesel off once the accident has begun.

If a component is designed such that an operator could not
inadvertently change its state or if that component is in containment
with no remote controls, the probability of its OPW*** will be 0.

;
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5. 0 CONCLUSION

Events such as Three Mile Island-2, Browns Ferry-3, and Crystal River-3 ,

have demonstrated that complex systems interactions can occur as a result
of unanticipated dependent failure. The primary objective of this study
was to provide infomation for the comparison of the effectiveness of
Digraph Matrix Analysis (DMA) to two other methodologies in discoverir.g
systems interactions. These were the " traditional" Probabilistic Risk
Assessment perfomed earlier by the Power Authority of the State of New
York (IP-PSS) and a concurrent Fault Tree /Fai?ure Modes and Effects
Analysis perfomed by Brookhaven National Laboratory. A complete
comparison to the BNL study can not be made at the present time since
that study has not been completed.

The primary objective of this study has been to evaluate part of the,

Indian Point Plant, Unit 3 for systems interactions using Digraph Matrix
Analysis.

'Within the scope and limitations of f this Digraph Matrix Analysis to find'

Systems Interactions at Indian Point-3, we have reached the following
conclusions:

'

(1) When only the front-line systems involved in safety injection,

and feedwater are evaluated, we found no failure sets not included
in the IP-PSS. Both we and PASNY found the front-line systems

i robust.

{ (2) The inclusion of detailed support system models into the
analysis significantly increased the mmber of failure sets over'

those found in the IP-PSS for all system combinations which could be
compared. In particular important systems interactions were found
in System Combinations 1 and 4 which were not found in the IP-PSS.

;

The system interaction found in System Combination .1, Low Pressure
Injection in response to a medium LOCA was first identified by BNL.

j After correction of the electrical load shedding model in the DMA
model, we also identified the same systems interaction. This S.I.

i involved the failure of BATTERY 32 preventing the RHR pumps from
j running given the nonfailure of offsite electrical power.

| In System Combination 4 High Pressure Injection in nesponse to cn
! RCP seal LOCA, we found two types of significant systems

interactions. In this case we were looking for a single failure or
i pair of failures which would cause a seals failure (hence a LOCA)

and also prevent safety injection from functioning successfully.
Tfisse two systems interactions were:;

; (A) The incorrect manual setting of a valve in the service
-

water system would cause the diesel generators to fail. Thus
in the effect of the loss of offsite power, the plant 480V l

,

electrical system will fail resulting in an RCP seals LOCA. !
Since there is no 480V electrical power, safety injection will

|not function resulting in a core damage incident. The '

" initiator" in this case is loss of offsite power. This

,
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systems interaction was not discovered by PASNY in the IP-PSS.

(B) The failure of interlock ITLBKR3AT6A in the auto closing
circuits for breakers EG2 and 2AT3A prevents closure of these

' breakers unless breaker 3AT6A is open. Physically, the
interlock is a "b" contact breaker auxiliary switch. If
breaker 3AT6A is closed, or if the "b" contact fails to close
when that breaker is open, then the interlock fails and EG2 and;

2AT3A will not close automatically. Under Loss of Offsite
| Power circumstances, this can cause the loss of multiple trains

of front-line systems. In particular, Auxiliary Feedwater
pumps 31 and 33 and two of the three safety injection pumps as
well as Residual Heat Removal pumps 31 and-32 will not start
automatically. Similarly, a "b" contact interlock on breaker
2AT5A prevents diesel supply breakers EG1 and EG3 from closing

i automatically (see Section 3.2 for details). This S.I. was not
discovered by PASNY.

(3) When we evaluated front-line and support systems with location
vulnerabilities, we identified several key locations though we did
not find initiating events.

3

Locations LOCDP (480 V bus location), LOC 001 (AFW pump room),
i LOCSIPRM (SI pump room), were vitally important and presently secure.

(4) When we evaluated front-line and support systems together with
their location vulnerabilities and their interactions with operator
actions, we concluded:

(A) Operator actions that initiate safety actions, such as,

starting pumps and opening valves, greatly improves reliability
,

',

and should generally be rocciamended for both safety injection,

and feedwater systems.;

(B) Operator actions that terisinate safety actions, such as
,

stopping pumps or closing valves, should only be allowed with I,

: the concurrence of a supervisor.
1

(C) That there is a significant difference between operator
actions dealing with front-line systems instead of support

,

systems. I

In conclusion, we feel that this demonstration of DMA at an operating
reactor-showed the effectiveness of detailed system modeling and |

,

j analysis. In particular.- the structured methodology of DMA forced us to
,

model the electrical system and service water system in greater detail !
than anyone had done before. As a result of this detailed modeling, we
found two significant systems interactions. The first discovery of the-

j BATTERY 32 problem by BNL demonstrated to us two things:

; (1) Better coordination between modellers was needed (to correct
!j

the load shedding model)
(2) Knowledgeable analysts (such as at BNL) are invaluable in any

| safety study. '

i
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